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ABSTRACT 

Investigating school culture nom multiple perspectives adds depth and breadth to 

Our understanding of this complex phenornenon. In today's postrnodem world, where 

universals and absolutes are Wtually non-existent, and in light of increasing stakeholder 

involvement, there is a growing need for educators to distinguish between those issues 

which are contentious and those which are not. Without recognition of the variations in 

values perspectives, planned change, growth, and improvement in Our educational 

institutions is less certain. This is particularly problematic in an era of social, political, 

econornic, and technologicai upheaval. 

The primary purpose of this study was to inquire about the complexities and 

dynamics of school culture through an examination of value orientations, apparent 

variations in those value orientations, and consequent value confïias. Though the 

investigation was an emergent one, it was guided by a multi-perspective (i-e., District; 

School; Teaching Teams; Individuals) conceptual framework for examining four major 

aspects of school culture: Educational Purpose, Cumculum Orientation, Educator 

Professionalism, and Leadership. This qualitative shidy entailed five weeks of participant 

observation in an urban, multi-cultural, elernentaq school. During this tirne, each of two 

. . 
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teacher teams were separately observed for two-week penods while other school members 

were observed throughout the duration of the investigation. Semi-stnictured interviews 

were conducted with 19 participants and idormal interactions with and among these and 

the other participants were recorded for analysis. 

This interactive process uncovered cornmonaiities, inconsistencies, and anomalies 

which led to fùrther revelations concerning teachers' underlying basic assumptions about 

education. The data revealed that some of these basic assumptions were compatible with 

the cultural manifestations in the school while others were in apparent direct confiict. 

Examining both the simil'ities and the ~ ~ a t i o m  in core values fiom diierent 

perspectives provided added insight and a more thorough understanding of the school's 

culture beyond that which would have been achievable through a more iimited shared- 

values orientation. 
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Introduction 

This values-focused inquiry into school culture is inspired by an interest in both 

philosophicd and practical educational concems. First is the curiosity about how and why 

members of an organiration, in particular the school organization, behave the way they 

do--hence the values perspective. Second is the pragmatic need to better understand the 

basic assumptions and values underlying educational philosophical orientations and the 

implications of adopting particular educational ideologies for educational practice, and for 

achieving educational goals. This reasoning seerns justified in light of the following: 

People @en think fhat the practical ami the philosophical are at opposize 
poles. Nothing could be more mistaken- minking clemly about what you 
are doing, which zs at the h e m  ofphilosophy, is a highly pructical aciivzty 
because it c m  transfonn practice, open art of a22 recognition. (Smith, 
1985, p. 1) 

To the end of transfoming practice, or at the very least, to  understand both what 

educators are doing, and why they are doing it, this values inquj, into the culture of a 

Canadian metropolitan, multicultural school is warranted. 

Pseudonyms are used for the school, the district, and a11 participants in this study. 

Contextualizing the Problem 

OrganizutionaZ culîure is a complex phenornenon, and we should no1 
rush 10 m e m e  thing~ until we understami better what we are meantri~g 
(Schein, 1990, p. 1 18). 
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Upon my first visit to Killside Elementary School, I was to meet with the principal 

to discuss some prelirninary matters related to this research. Amving early for the meeting, 

1 waited in the foyer while Principal Mark Butler met with some students in his office. 1 

sat in one of the comfortable chairs that had been arranged around a circular table. 

Classes were in session so the area was relatively empty. It was a convenient location to 

wait for Principal Butler because across the hallway 1 could see inside the central office 

which was largely encased in glass. Inside the spacious office, two secretaries sat at their 

desks, while on the fa side of them open doors led to two more rooms, one of which was 

the principal's office. 

1 remember thinking how comfortable it felt to be back inside an elementary 

school. 1 listened to distant voices, both teachers' and students,' wafting through the 

hallway, and 1 envisioned the types of activities that rnight be going on in the classrooms. 

Aithough 1 had not yet ventured up the stairs 1 kneh that there would be more classroorns 

there. In my mind's eye 1 could see wide-eyed children sitting in a semi-circle on the floor 

while an enthusiastic teacher read them a current theme-related story. And even though 1 

had just passed through the threshold of the building, 1 knew that in the school there 

would be one large room with a high ceiling where students would go to participate in 

physical activities. It would be called the gym. There was also quite probably a music 

room. Almost certaidy there would be a room, the staffroom, where staffwould 

convene, perhaps at recess tirne. And of course 1 had no doubt that there would be a 

recess break sometime near mid-rnoming. Yes, 1 was quite comfortable sitting there 

because, if there was one thing that I had learned in my years of experience as a student 
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and as a teacher in various schools, it was that there are some things about schools that 

are relatively consistent. Those were my initial thoughts. 

hasrnuch as "observers of schools do not corne to the task with blank rninds" 

(Sarason, 1982, p. 14), it was easy for me to speculate about the "stnicture and fùnctions" 

(Sarason, p. 28) of Hillside Elementary. However, as my wait progressed, 1 slowly began 

to cease thinking about what was beyond my vantage point, and instead began to take a 

closer look at my irnrnediate surroundings. First I focused on the many flags from different 

countries that hung from the ceiling. 1 counted them. Thirty-one. 1 wondered how many of 

these countries were represented in the student population. 1 remembered the 

"WELCOME poster 1 had seen just minutes earlier as 1 entered the fiont vestibule of the 

school. Underneath the English version of the message were numerous translations. 1 

again thought of the multicultural student population at the school and felt delight in that 
0. 

this aspect of schooling would be a new expenence for me. My eyes continued their . . 

joumey. To my left and on the opposite side of where I sat, 1 could see another open 

doonvay which led to a r o m  called the Farnily Resource Centre. I speculated on the role 

of the centre but could not be sure. This too was new to me. 1 turned my attention back to 

the central office and took a closer look at the principal's office just beyond one 

secretary's desk. 1 had not realized it the first time, but now 1 could see that the principal 

and vice principal shared the office. There was an additional, and apparently, unoccupied 

room adjacent to it, so 1 conjectured that it was not out of necessity that these two 

administrators shared their working space. Yet I wondered why they had elected to do SO. 

My expenences in schools led me to believe that separate offices were a high priority with 
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administrators. Was this what Schein (1990, p. 112) would cal1 an "anomaly" which, by 

the very nahire of its perplexity to me, could lead to me to discover the culture of HiIlside 

Elementary? 

My musings would have probably led me to perceiving additional surface 

differences between this school and others that 1 have known, but the time had corne for 

me to meet with Principal Butler. Still, that initial visit at Hillside marked the beginning of 

rny investigation into how to go about descnbing an organization's culture and to 

understand the meaning of culture for what happens in the organization. Dunng my short 

wait, 1 had begun o b s e ~ n g  what is described by some who theorize about organizational 

culture (Schein, 1990; Caldwell & Spinks, 1992), as the "tangible manifestations" of 

school culture. Even without seeing any of the students or teachers, 1 was getting a 

beginning seme or "impression" of the school's "distinctive tone or character" (Enckson, 

1987, p. 11). I stress 'beginning sense' because it is imperative for one to realize that 

getting an impression of a school's character should not be confused with uriderstandi~~g 

the school's culture. Tangible manifestations of culture rnay help Iead to an understanding 

of the culture. That which is the culture is not so readily accessible. 

The challenge of investigating school culture is one worthy of effort inasmuch as 

"the concept of culture can be helpful as one tries to gain new and deeper understanding 

about the nature of daily life and instruction in schools" (Enckson, 1987, p. 13). 

Understanding an organkation and the interorganizational relationships is "the key to 

organizational excellence" (Schein, 1984, p.3)- The primary purpose of this research was 

to investigate school culture. More specificaily, the focus of the study was ro gain iirrighr 



into the compZexities und dynamics of schwl culture. I f  we accept that "ali organizations 

and institutions are value-ridden7' (Hodgkinson, 1991, p. 44) and that "to really understand 

a culture and to ascertain more completely the group's values and overt behaviour, it is 

imperative to delve into the undermg assumptions" (Schein, 1984, p. 3) then attempts to 

understand school culture necessitates a focus on values, value orientations and value 

conflicts. Therefore, the following questions guided the research: 

1. What are the value orientations pertaining to eeductional purpose, curriculum, 
leadership and ehcator professionalism from the perspectives of the District, rhe 
Schooi, the Prirnary T e m  and the Jmior Temn and the Individual? 

2. Whut consistencies ïmd vmioiions in orientations exist between perspectives? 

3. What b the mture of the vulue conflicts which mise- variations in 
orien tatiom? 

4. ??%ut do consistency in orientations, variatiom in orientations and value confricts 
tell us about how school culture is fonned? 

Significance of the Study 

Mucation is a delilerate, puqosive activity; the deteminution of purpose 
requires rejerence to what is deemed valuable, chozcewotthy and therejore 
a desirable objective, it is  what we value and in what order ofpriority, 
thcri decides Our educational aims. ( M o r t  h, 1 98 5 ,  p. 66) 

W o r t h  also states that, while questions about aims are questions about values, 

values aiso give content and direction to aims. Consequently, an investigation into school 

culture is redly an investigation into the values, the variations in values and the value 

conflicts which characterize and give shape to that culture. 

There is a long-standing educational debate "between those who urge . . . a return 

to the basics, a more ngorous curriculum, more testing, and greater discipline and those 
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who want to encourage freer leaming environments, educationai exploration, and a greater 

responsibility among shidents" (Pal, 1992, p. 21 1). Investigating school culture by 

examining value orientations t O educational purpose, curriculum, leadership and 

professionalism, from multiple perspectives (District, School, Teans, Individual) helps to 

untangle the myriad of value confiicts inherent in a culture which is Uinuenced by 

mismatched and competing ideological positions. 

Furthemore, in light of this conceptuakation of school culture and the 

recognition that little is known about the precise marner in which school cultures develop 

(Leithwood & Jantzi, 1990), this study contnbutes to knowledge about the 

interreiationship of school purposes, cumcuhm metaorientations, leadership orientations 

and educator professionalism in the development of school culture. It also sheds light on 

the interplay of personal values and the influence of extemal values embedded in district 

policies for what is taught and how it is taught (Darling-Harnmond, 1988) in a given- 

school culture. 

While there is "virtually universal agreement that values play a key role in 

administration . . . there is only a limited arnount of relevant scholarship" (Willower, 1994, 

p. 32). Moreover, current educational reform includes a "fundamental alteration in the 

relationships among the piayers involved in the educational process" (Murphy, 1991, p. 

15). Understanding the value codias teachers and administrators experience in the 

leader's quest to facilitate the move to collaboration, shared decision making and teacher 

empowerment in today's schools is a step in the nght direction. Therefore, research into 

value orientations pertaining to leadership and educator professionalism contributes to 
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educational leadership in particular and education in general in that it generates a better 

understanding of the need for "values sophistication" (Hodgkinson, 199 1) in not ody 

administrators, but in all educational stakeholders. 

Limitations of the Study 

This study was limited to what 1 was able to uncover during five weeks of 

participant observation. Therefore, the purpose of this qualitative investigation was to gain 

insight into, not to explain, the role of values in the development of school culture. Given 

the abstract nature of both the concept of values and that of culture, and the complexity of 

the multiple realities charactenstic of human relationships in social organizations, it is 

impossible to find absolute truths, offer universal solutions or prescnptive procedures to 

guide professional action. That was not the intent of this investigation into values and 

school culture. 

Rather, my intent was to descnbe and analyze the values which were ernbedded in 

the culture of one elementary school. It was also an attempt to understand the role of 

values in the development of school culture, the types of value codicts that arose within 

that culture, and the manner in which these value confiicts were resolved, albeit through 

my subjective perception and interpretation in the data. However, this attempt to delve 

into values and underlying basic assumptions fiom different perspectives (Le., the District, 

the School, the Teams, and the Individuals) was an interactive process between the 

participants and me to arrive at sharedunderstandings of these subjective realities. 



Organization of the Dissertation 

Chapter One contextuaîizes the research problem, presents the research questions, 

discusses the significance of the study and addresses its limitations. A discussion of the 

theoretical underpinnings for ïnvestigating school culture and the muhi-perspective 

conceptual framp:work are the focus of Chapter Two. The next chapter, Chapter Three 

presents a iiterature review of the major concepts of this study: values, school culture, 

educational purposes, cumculum orientations, and leadership and educator 

professionalism. Chapter Four, the methodology chapter, addresses the researcher's bias, 

the theoreticai paradigm which guided the study, the research design, the sources and 

process of data collection, the data management and analysis, and issues periaining to 

tmstworthiness of the data and ethics. 

Chapters Five, Six, Seven, and Eight are comprised of a presentation and 

comparative analysis of underlying value orientations pertaining to educationai purposes, 

cumculum metatorientations, leadership and educator professionalism. Chapter Nine 

provides a discussion of the findings struchired by the four research questions. In 

particular, the consistencies in value orientations, variations in value orientations and value 

codicts are analysed for the underlying basic assumptions which are embedded in each 

perspective's position. 

Lastly, Chapter Ten consists of a summary discussion and conclusion outlining the 

implications for practitioners and researchers whkh arose from the findings in this study. 



CHAPTER TWO 

Conceptual Framework 

This chapter provides the theoretical basis and the conceptual fîamework for this 

investigation into school culture. 

Theoretical Underpinnings for Investigating School Culture 

Culture, defined in a general way by Joseph Spradley (1979, p. 5), is acquired, 

shared knowledge that people use to "interpret experience and generate social behaviour." 

Edgar Schein, who has written much about orgm>zatiomZ culture (1983; 1984; 1985; 

1990) defines culture as "(a) a pattern of basic assumptions, @) invented, discovered, or 

developed by a given group, (c) as it learns to cope with its problems of extemal 

adaptation and internai integration, (d) that has worked well enough to k e considered valid 

and, therefore (e) is to be taught to new members as the (f) correct way to perceive, think, 

and feel in relation to those problems" (1990, p. 11 1). Willower (1984, p. 36) also 

equates organizationai cultures with patterns of what he describes as "traditions, values, 

noms, and other social stcuctures" that give character to an organization. Caldwell and 

Spinks (1992, p.39) sate  more simply that "over time the ways in which things are done in 

a particular school fdl into a pattern and the school's culture starts to emerge." 

Whereas defining culture is unequivocally deemed to be a challenge and one which 

has generated varying definitions, there is consensus among many theorists and 
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researchers that culture may be concepnialized as a pattern of basic assumptions which are 

learned and shared by a group and are manifested in ways that are distinctive to a given 

group. What becomes difficult to explain, however, is the form and substance of these 

abstraa concepts, that is, just how these basic assumptions are fomulated or learned by a 

group, how they are manifested in a particular group such as a school, and how these 

manifestations of culture can help one uncover the underlying basic assumptions of the 

group. It is not ody vague, it is a circuitous definition in that manifestations of culture do 

not, in and of themselves, tell you whut the underlying basic assumptions of the group are 

(Schein, 1984). Yet basic assumptions are the underpinnings of a school's manifestations 

of culture. 

According to Caldwell and Spinks (1992) manifestations are both tangible and 

intangible. Tangible manifestations of culture are: i. verbal, both oral and written, (e.g., 

the muItilingua1 poster in the fiont vestibule); ü. bebavioural (e.g., the principal and vice 

principal sharing an office); and, iii. visual (e.g., the flags of different countries hung in the 

foyer). This conception of tangible manifestations of culture is similar to Schein's 

depiction of the "artifacts" of an organization, and to some extent the "espoused values" 

that members of the organization express as a group. Artifacts are visible but may not be 

readily decipherable (Schein, 1984, p.4). Espoused values are just that, they are professed 

ideals that may be identified through analysing the school's artifacts or by interviewhg 

members of the organization. On the other hand, intangible manifestations are declared to 

be the root of what makes up the culture of a s~hool. They are basicaily the "assurnptions, 



values and beliefs which constitute the phdosophy of the school (Caldwell & Spinks, 1992, 

p. 68). And Schein (1484) States: 

To reuIZy understand a culture anci to axertuin more completely the 
g m p  's values and overt Lehaviour, it is imperative io deive into the 
underlying basic assumptions, which me ipicali) uncomcims but which 
actually detemine how group members perceive, think and feel Such 
nssumptium m e  themselves l e m d  responses thnl originated us espoused 
values. But, as a valtre leads to a behaviour, and as ihat behaviour begins 
to solve the problem which prompted it in the first place, the value 
graduuZ& is trmsfomed inio an underlying asszimption about how things 
realZy are. @. 4)  

This begs the question: How does one go about trying to uncover these underlying basic 

assurnptions for a berter understanding of school culture? 

A further look at what writers on culture Say is helpfùl in beginning to answer this 

question. Tarter & Kottkarnp (1 99 1) SuggeR that organizational culture can be rneasured 

at three levels ranging f?om the abstract to the concrete: i. basic assumptions; ii. values; 

and iii. noms. As already discussed, basic assumptions are 'typically unconscious' 
r 

(Schein, 1984, p.4). Consequently they are difficult to uncover and require an interactive 

participatory observational process "between the investigator and motivated informants 

who live in the organization and embody its culture" (Hoy, Tarter, & Kottkamp, 199 1, p. 

5). Values are usually expressed by members of the organization when asked why they 

behave the way they do (Hoy & Miskel, 1987, p. 250). Nomis are the more concrete level 

of analysis of culture and are the unwritten and informal expectations that affect 

behaviour. Noms, because they are more ove* may be determined through survey 

instruments (Hoy et al., 1991). 
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Whereas investigating school culture at each of the three levels has specific 

advantages, given the abstraa nature of uncovering underlying basic assumptions, an 

interactive, participant observation process is necessary. Schein (1990; 1984) suggests 

that examining artifacts are helpful inasmuch as this may help one uncover certain 

anomalies that rnay be embedded in these artifacts. When one discovers things that are 

unique to the orga-tion, or not easily explainable, or in some cases upsetting, then this 

may lead one to an underlying basic assumption. Additionally, by talking with members of 

the organization and asking pertinent questions one cornes to an understanding of the 

espoused values. Caldwell and Spinks (1992) suggest that answers to questions regarding 

the purpose of education, the role of the school, cumculum orientation, and the 

schooVcommunity relationship leads to understanding of these values. Upon examining 

the answers to these questions, the investigator may notice inconsistencies between what 

is professed and what is observed. 

Schein (1990) also suggests that it is the anomalies and the inconsistencies which 

can lead an observer to the next step in the investigation which involves "pushing past the 

layer of espoused values into underlying assmplions [which] ifwe combine insider 

knowledge with outsider questions. . .cm be brought to the surface" (p. 112). This is an 

interactive process which involves 'teasing out' basic assumptions. 

Strong and Weak Culture 

Although helpful in tems of understanding what culture is, there is a caveat 

embedded in definitions which describe culture as the manifestation of taken-for-granted 



meanings, perhaps unexplored and unexarnined, that are learned and s h e d  among 

mernbers of a particular group. It implies hmony,  consistency, consensus and a comrnon 

bondedness within the group. There is also the belief that ûorganhtionaI members share 

a common history and that ifthere is sufficient stability within the organization then the 

culture can be "presumed" to be strong (Schein, 1990). However, conceptualizing culture 

in this way does not account for "the observable variations in the actions, beliefs, and 

sentiments of individuals and groups" (Erickson, 1987, p. 12) within al1 types of 

organizations. This is important because culture does not necessarily emerge srnoothly, 

orderly, or without confiict "but is aaively created and contested against competing 

visions and values of what people in the organization should do" (Hargreaves, Earl & 

Ryan, 1996, p. 8). 

Caldwell and Spinks also commit the fallacy of oversimpli@ng strong and weak 

culture when they state: 

A culture is deemed to be strong full members of the school share the 
same values and beliefs. Converse&, a weak culture exists when there is a 
manif station of inconsistent vuhes and beliefs in its members. (1 992, p. 
68) 

A problem with this position is that it does not seem to account for the faa  that what rnay 

appear to be a strong culture may indeed be a culture whereby members of an organization 

are not encouraged to examine their values and beliefs. Unreflective practice may be 

confùsed with consensus, shared meanings and, by extension, a strong culture. The 

antithesis of this is when the culture of an organization is one that encourages and invites 

new and potentially codicting meanings. In this case, cntical reflective thinking and 



practice may give rise to a lack of continual consensus and consequently be equated with a 

weak culture. The question we may infer is: Should a culture that is strongly based on the 

assumption that growth cornes fiom sharing conflichg values, beüefs and ideas be 

labelled weak? 

Schein does address the issue of variations in culhires within an organization and 

describes it as a "conceptual problem" in that, "systems contain subsystems, organizations 

contain groups and units within them, and it is not clear over what range the tendency 

toward equilibrium wil1 exist in any given cornplex total system" (Schein, 1990, p. 1 1 1). 

However, this concession to the difficulty of conceptualizing culture as being based on the 

cornrnon understandings of one group is somewhat too easily dismissed by some 

theoreticians and investigators. An example of this is in how Schein justifies his position 

regarding potentially contentious cultures within an organization: 

For our purposes it is enough ro specrfy that any definable group with a 
shared hisfory c m  have a mlture m d  that within an orgmzzatzon there 
can therefore be many subnrltzires. v the orgmizaiion as a whole h a  hud 
shared ewperiences, there will also be a total organizationaZ culture. 
Within any given unit, the tendency for inregration and conrisency will be 
asszimed tu be present, but it zs perjctly possible for coexisIing units of a 
larger sysiem to have cultures ihat are independent and even in confict 
with each oiher. (1990, p. 1 1 1) 

Whereas Schein's position addresses variations in cultures within an organization, the 

effort falls short in that it does not delve deeply into the heart of the matter. Recognizing 

thepotential for conf'Iicting values within an organization is like recognizing the potential 

for high winds dunng a hurricane. The point is that if we are to gain insights into school 

culture we need to focus not only on patterns of values and their consistency, but ais0 on 
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variations in value orientations. What Schein does provide is a beginning basis for 

explorhg culture in his analysis fiamework of d a a s ,  espoused values and basic 

assumptions. However, investigators of culture would do well to extend this framework 

fùrther to include a focus on vmutiom in vahe orientations and value conflcrs for a 

beginning understanding of the complexities and the dynamics at work within a given 

organizational culture. Instead of fiarning Our understandings of school culture in terms of 

how members of the organization l e m  this culture, 1 contend that it would be more 

insightfil to investigate how mernbers in a group either adopt, &mit to, or resist a 

dominant, or overarching, or strong culture. The next section presents a view of how this 

can be done. 

A Multi-perspective Conceptual Frarnework 

In order to gain insight into the dynamics and complexities of school culture 1 

developed for this study a multi-perspective fiamework of analysis approach. This 

approach was influenced by Hodgkinson's (199 1) discussion of the importance of 

educational leaders to have a knowledge of the values of members at various levels of the 

organization. Although this research is not solely concerned with administrat or 

leadership, Hodgkinson's conception of how the leader is imrnersed in a field of values 

reflecting multiple choices whereby decisions must be made is a usefûl one in that it draws 

attention to the variations in values of individuais and groups within a school system. 

Hodgkinson describes this field of values as follows: 



h r l app ing  mid subsuming Ievels of value (yi-V'), extend upwards und 
d~wmvmdsfrorn the indivduul (VI) through his (sic) immediate 
organizatiortal ussociutiom in the infonnal organizatiom (e.g., teachers 
who fonn afiiendy peer group on the staff V2) to the organization ilself 
with ils overt rmd cowrt purposes (e.g., the school V3) to the subnrltwe of 
the community in which the schwl is embedded (V4) ondfincrly the @en 
social culture in space and tirne which is afunction of geography und 
history und is expressed in rhose values represented by the Gennan 
concept of the spirit of the times (Zeiigeist Vs). (1 99 1, p -44) 

These layers of values may be conceptualized in distinct ways but in actuality interact in a 

"systemic way" (Hodgkinson, 199 1, p. 68). 

Values, according to Feather (1975) serve as standards "that guide thought and 

action." These standards can be considered fiom the perspectives of both the individuals 

and the group. The difnculty of distinguishing between values of an individual and values 

that are shared by a group or groups within an organization should not be underestimated. 

It is difficult to clearly differentiate between the individual and society as the reciprocal 

relationship between the two is one of mutual need. According to Garforth (1 985, p. 107), 

"neither can exist, or even make sense, without the other." Rokeach suggests that 

individual values are "socially shared cognitive representations ofpersonal needs and the 

means for satisfying them [whereas] institutional values are socially s hared cognitive 

representations of institutional goals and demands [emphasis added]" (1971, p.5 1). 

Despite the "individualist" focus in defining individual values, the definition includes a 

"social" element. Analogous to this is the definitionai requirement of institutional values to 

include references to the "individual" in sharing "cognitive representations" with other 

individuals. As Hodgkinson (1 99 1, p. 68) posits, "a culture or society is the totality of its 

organizations and these in tum are the totality of their idiographic human components." 
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Funhemore, there is never perfect value harmony across or within the levels; value 

codict is the nature of human aaivity. 

However, the fiarnework for this study does not necessitate conceptualizing 

organizational levels in distinct ways in the rnanner of Hodgkinson's schema. Instead of 

approaching this study of school culture in tems of examining organizational levels, the 

conceptuai design is based on the understanding that organizations may be studied by 

exarnining them fiom the various perspectives of the individuals, the subgroups or the 

group as a whole. In the case of this study, these perspectives are: the District, the School; 

a Primary Team; a Junior Team; and Individuals. In approaching the study based on this 

conceptualization, my intent was to gain insight into the school culture in ternis of whether 

there was an overarching or dominant culture, and if so, to describe how the teams and the 

individuals either adopted, subrnitted to, or resisted the overarching culture of the school. 

Variations in Orientations and Value Conflicts 

In order io better understand the dynamics and complexities involved when 

members of an organization interact in groups and s~bgroups, and to gain insight into how 

individu& and groups either accept or resist acculturation, the framework for this study 

provides a way to examine not only the value orientations of individuals, subcultures and 

the overarching culture within a school, but the variations in value orientations and the 

value confiicts that members experience in their daily interactions with others within the 

school system. 



As earlier addressed, Caldwell and Spinks (1992) suggea answers to questions 

about the purposes of education, the role of the school in achieving these purposes, the 

relationship between a school and its community, and what and how students learn help 

define a school culture. Through a multi-perspective approach this study explores these 

questions through four major themes: i. Educational Purpose; ii. Cumculum 

Metaorientation; iii. Leadership; and iv. Educator Professionalism. The importance of 

these areas for understanding school culture is discussed in detail in the following 

Literature Review section. However, in ternis of the conceptual framework, it is sufficient 

for now to describe how these major categories are part of the conceptual framework for 

this study. Figure 2.1 (See p. u) provides a visual representation of the framework. 

The figure depicts the multi-perspective approach for uncovering the culture (s) of 

the school in tems of the School (Le., the whole group), the Tearns (Le., the subgroups ) 

and the Classroom Teachers (the Individuals). The District perspective is included for the 

purpose of comparing the espoused values of the district with the values that are inherent 

in the culture (s) of the school. As suggested by the figure, educational purposes, 

cumculum orientations, leadership and educator professionalism are the four major areas 

which guided the study in tems of describing the value orientations discovered from each 

perspective. It is important to recognize that the framework for this study is one which 

focuses not ody on consistency of orientations and how culture is learned, but on 

variations in orientations and how the overarching culture may be resisted. That is why 

variations in orientations and value conflicts are central to the conceptualization of this 

study as can be seen in Figure 2.1 (see p. 19) 



Fgure 2.1 : A Mu fü-ppective Values Framewark for Examining 
Schod Cufture (Lemnard, 1997) 
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In this way, there is also a focus on variations in orientations and value conflicts, and 

consequently on how members of any organization may merely submit to or even resist a 

dominant culture rather than consciously or subconsciously adopt it. 

To summarize, this fiamework allows for a multi-perspective (Le., the District, 

the School, the Teams, and the Individuals) conceptual andysis of four major areas (Le., 

Educational Purpose, C U ~ C U ~ U ~  Orientation, Leadership, and Educator Professionalism) 

in order to examine the tangible and intangible manifestations of culture through the 

anifacts, espoused values and basic assumptions expressed in groups, subgroups and 

individuals for the purpose of uncovenng underlying value orientations, variations in 

value orientations and value conflicts that manifest themselves in the culture(s) of the 

school. Conceptualking the investigation in this way provided a means IO gain insight 

inIo the complexities d dynamics of school nrhre .  



CHAPTER THREE 

Literature Revlew 

A Values Discussion: the Philosophical 

Any philosophical inque  requires as a first step, the defining and c ldca t ion  of 

significant concepts and tems related to the analysis. Despite the pedestrian familiarity of 

the term vuhe, defining key tems is no less a concem for this investigation. Indeed, 

evexyday usage of the term contributes more to cbfiscate the task of defining value than it 

does to clarifiling its meaning. Furthemore, deliberations on issues related to values are 

often obscured by the synonymous usage of other tems such as "rnorals", "ethics", and 

"quality." Even where meanings are differentiated, a situation often develops where "the 

murky domains of moral and ethical philosophy and value inquiry . . . [have] . . . 

innumerable vaqhg and often competing definitions" (Campbell, 1992, p.3). 

Consequently, any successfiilly cornrnunicated discourse on values requires an a prion 

contending schools of thought. 

1 simple definition proposed by Hodgkinson d 

Defining Value 

A deceptivel! escrib 

discussion of particular key concepts associated with the various and potentially 

es value 

concepts of the desirable with rnotivating force" (199 1, p. 10 1). It is derived from 



Kluckhohn's (195 1, p.395 in Hodgkinson, 1991) definition of value as "a conception, 

explicit or implicit, distinctive of an individual or characteristic of a group, of the desirable 

[emphasis added] which influences the seleetion fiom avdable modes, means, and ends of 

action." Rokeach (1 973, p. S), however, deliberately omits "moral" temiinology such as 

ought, should and desirable when defining value, stating that a value "is an enduring 

belief that a specific mode of conduct or end-state of existence is personally or socially 

prefeable [emphasis added] to an opposite or converse mode of conduct or end-state of 

existence." 

Another contributing issue to the illusiveness of value definition resides in this 

exarnple: 

Let us define vahafion as a proposition k i n g  the forrn "X: is good or 
ught or wrong belter or worse [emphasis added] than something else 

(in some ways or respects &or in certain ciramstmces md/or in itself 
or for some pupose). " A value of a person is then a vaIuation believed to 
be true by the person, or whose tnrfh is presupposed by the persoh 's 
r e m  set. (Kane, 1985, pp.84-85) 

The obscurity rests in the ambiguity of certain terminology. Consider Kane's usage of the 

following: g d o r  bad, right or wrong, and ndetter or worse. The problem lies with the 

ambiguous nature of the phrase "nght or wrong" in that its use c m  connote right or 

wrong in the moral sense or in the descriptive sense of being true or fdse. For example, 

one may Say, "Honesty is the best policy" and mean either that he or she believes it is 

morally nght to be honest as an end in itself, or that he or she believes it is true that being 

honest will help one to achieve one's goals. The difference in the meanings may be subtle, 
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but in the former, right signifies a standard of behaviour while in the latter right is 

associated with the accuracy of the statement. 

Another problem in discussions of value is related to the dichotomous nature 

inherent in attempts to define the concept. Garforth (1985, p.55) suggests that the word 

"value" is fiequently used to sipi@ worth. If something has worth then it is choiceworthy. 

For example, objects such as clothes, vehicles, and money may be considered to hold 

value. However, values such as hqupiness and confenfmen?, considered to be affective 

(Rokeach, 1973, p. 6) in that they irnply a state of mind (Carforth, 1985, p. 55) and values 

such as courtesy and kindizess coiisidered to have a "behavioural component" (Rokeach, 

1973; Garforth, 1985) in that they refer to conduct, are not objeas holding value but 

abstract notions of value. What follows is a bifurcated understanding of the concept of 

value: i. a person may value; or, ii. an object or abstraction rnay hold value. In the 

former, values connote subjectiveness in that the worth of the value (e.g., money, 

happiness, kindness) is perceived or held by the individual. With regard to the latter, value 

is used in the objective sense in that it may be used to indicate the thing that is being 

valued (e.g., money, happiness, kindness). In other words, value can refer to the values 

that a person subjectively perceives or holds, or it can refer to the object or abstraction 

that is being valued. This may not be a problem when discussing concrete notions such as 

money, cars or clothes. However, when considering abstractions like peace, tmth or 

respect, the distinction between subjectiveness and objectiveness is an important one. 

When undertaking value research, it is important to be aware of different value 

positions; it is also important to understand that it is often difficult to polarize these 
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differences. Consequently, clarifying differences in vaiue positions involves an attempt to 

navigate the many subtle complexities, the network of nuances and the gradations of 

differences associated with these vaned value positions. 

Characteristics of Values 

Irnplicit in the preceding discussion of definitions of value are the following 

ant it hetical characterist ics: mems and en&, relative and absolute; subjective and 

objective; desired and desirable. Lack of a consensus about these value characteristics is 

the basis for much of the dispute and debate surrounding values. This debate ako has 

implications for issues related to educational vaiues and school culture. Consequently, 

each conceptual pair requires elaboration. 

Means and Ends 

. . . [TJhere is the fmiliar distinction befween end-value and meuns- 
value, beîween whot zs valuable as the goal of action and what is valuuble 
only as instrumental to thal gwl. Fuilulure to make this distnciion is not 
an uncommon source of contsion in ehcationaI thought. ( W o r t h ,  
1985, pp. 56-57) 

Rokeach (1 973) makes a clear distinction between ends and means in his 

discussion of "instrumental" and "terminal" values respectively. Instrumental or means- 

values are beliefs conceming desirable modes of condua, whereas terminal or end-values 

are beliefs relating to end-states of existence. Exarnples of instrumentai vaiues or "modes 

of conduct" are "love," "responsibility," and "courage" and examples of terminai values or 
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"end-states of existence" are "fieedom," "equaiity" and L'worldpeace" (Rokeach, 1973, 

p.28). 

In presenting his "teleological" conception of values, Beck (1993) also 

distinguishes between ends and means. Denved from the Greek word, teleos, teleological 

means end or goal and a teleological position is one which purports that "objects and 

actions are good because they promote one or more goals" (Beck, 1993, p. 22). This 

contrasts with a "deontological" approach which focuses on the goodness of the "means" 

or the "action" itseff 

In relation to education, questions of means and ends are significant when 

discussing the purpose of education. There is much educationd discourse pertaining to the 

issue of what are desirable ends and what are the best means for achieving these ends. In 

exarnining the culture of Hillside Elementary school, this study provides insight into 

variations in value orientations to educational purpose. In doing so, we also gain insight 

into the implications of adopting pmicular educational values as either the overall 

educational purpose or as the means to achieving that purpose. 

~bsoiutism and Relativism 

. . . the endking pality of values arisesfiom the fact ihat rhey are 
initia& taught ond l e m d  in isolation from other values in un absolute . 
. . rnanner . . . It is the isdated mtd thus absolute learning ojvalues t h  
more or Zess purantees iheir enhurmce and stability. . . . Pmadoxicah'y, 
ïhere is also a relative quaIity of d u e s  ihot musr be made explcit ifwe 
are to corne to grips with the problem of value change. (Ro keach, 1973, p. 
6 )  
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This value paradox spurs continued debate regarding the absolute or relative 

quality of values. An absolutist's view depicts value choices as moral judgements which 

can be considered to be "true or fdse in virhie of some non-natural fact, some absohte 

value or Platonic Form which never changes" (Downie, 197 1, p. 174). This value 

perspective upholds that there are universal values which are common to al1 cultures and 

societies (Louzecky & Flannery, 1989, p. 70). Conversely, a relativist account of values 

holds that "judgement of value of certain kinds . . . presupposed by different persons (or 

groups or societies or cultures) may differ, and . . . no one person's (or a group's) 

judgements are priviieged or supenor to any of the others in the sense that they are 

absolute . . . " (Kane, 1985, p.84). 

Hodgkinson suggests that Type 1 values of pnnciple have "a quality of 

abso1uteness"-as opposed to the more relative Type 3 values--in that adoption of 

"transrationai" values most likely requires an a d  of faith and cornmitment, and therefore 

are undisputable according to the holder of these values (199 1, p.99). Whereas, these 

values of principles may be objectified into systems of law and codes of ethics, 

Hodgkinson's subjectivist focus is on the individual and not the objective and shared 

conception of what constitutes absolute-like values. Furthermore, he suggests that since 

values, uniike facts, are always "to a degree matters of personal choice or preference then 

it follows that values are relative and not absolute" (p. 90&91). 

Rokeach (1973) suggests that a value may be endunng but it is not completely 

stable. Sirnilarly, nom an ethical perspective, Stnke, Haller, & Soltis (1988, p. 14) suggest 

that rights are not absolute but generdly "need to be balanced against other rights and 
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interestS." Beck (1993) clearly considers no d u e s  to be absolute. Rather the position he 

takes is that values are relevant to a situation in that they constantly "rnust be weighed 

againn each other, and are only ends in themselves to a relative degree" (p.24). 

W o r t h  (1985) aiso has difficulty accepting value absolutism. He does concede, 

however, that there are certain "ethical conceptsyy like "justice," "right," "goodness" and 

"beauty" which are common to societies, but the content of these concepts is culturally 

dependent and therefore Vary. Furthemore, values such as "happiness," ''freedorn," and 

"equality," having withstood the test of time and expenence, eventually acquire an 

apparent permanence and acceptance as "rules of condua." 

A caveat inherent in qualities of permanence and acceptance associated with the 

concept of absolute values is the resultant resistance to change. Consequently, Garf'orth 

(1 98 5) wams that belief in absolute values may stifle thinking and discourage cultural and 

individual differences. The relationship between mord and ethical principles and absolute 

values is evident. However, Garforth suggests that value relativity does not exclude a 

mord or ethicd component nor does it suggest that questions of value choice are to be 

decided 'kithout reference to other individuals or to societf' 61.60). 

The implications of this for education are many. This investigation into the value 

orientations reflected in the culture of HiIlside Elementary School addresses questions 

about how individuais within the organization conceptualize values. Are values 

considered to be absolute or relative? Or, are certain values deemed to be absolute while 

others are considered to be relative? And what are the implications of holding values 



uncritically andor unquestionably as universal, particular in a culturally diverse school 

such as Hillside Elementary? 

Qbiective and Subiectiva 

Ethical relutivity rnay mean . . . the moral value is relative to the subject 
asserting it or 10 the type of society in which it is commonly arseried . . . 
for] . . . thor whui is right in one set of conditions may be wrong in 
another set of conditions. n e  wo meanings are frequently conficed 
(Ginsberg in Beck, 1993, p. 29) 

Ginsberg correctly draws attention to the ambivalence surrounding the relativity of 

values by distinguishing between relativity in the sense of circumstances or situation and 

relativity in the sense of reference to an individual's subjective reality or judgement. In the 

case of the latter, when value relativism is applied to Uidividuals, it is commody referred 

to as "vaiue subjectivism" (Kane, 1985, p.84). Belief in the relativity of values does not 

necessady mean that one believes values to be subjective. For example, although Beck 

believes values to be relative, he submits that they are not culturally relative nor are they 

subjectively defined. Instead, they are grounded in "objectively identifiable basic values" 

(1993, p.29). Beliefin the objective nature of values has a long history. According to 

Garforth (1985, p. 68), PIato believed in objective, extemal values "independent of human 

experience" such as Truth, Beauty, Goodness, Reason, Justice, and Temperance. 

The problem for subjectivists with this position is that "while individuals may share 

some attributes of a value for a . . . period of time that shanng is more an intersection of 

orientations or interests attained in different ways by each individual" (Begley, 1988, 

p.2.13). Hodgkinson's (1 99 1, p. 95) subjectivist position embodies the view that values 
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are phenomenological entities and value orientations are dependent upon the "holder's 

circurnstances, biography and culture. 

How educators conceptualue values is particularly important in a multicultural 

school where individuals are constantly immersed in a field of culturally diverse values. 

One's position on whether values are dependent upon the subjective interpretation of the 

holder or independent of the holder in an objective sense, is important for how educators 

approach many aspects of education. 

Desirable and Desired 

Questions about values can be reduced IO questions of ethics ami 
morality; values me here conceiveci of asprops i t ims  thal stclle whether 
X is morally go& desirable and so on. Value judgements run> into ethical 
imperutives, siuternents for what people should or should not [original 
emphasis] do. (Laicornski, 1987, pp. 72-73) 

Reducing value questions to the essence of what are moral and ethical concems is 

to confine the discussion to matters related to desirable modes, means or ends of action. 

However, the word "value," as the preceding examination of value definitions suggests, is 

generally used to include not only what one considers desirable, but also to include what 

one desires. Making the distinction between the desirable and the desired is, according to 

Hodgkinson (1991), a matter of distinguishing between what is nght and what is good. 

He suggests that the "value problem is a universal feature of the human condition and is 

defined by the tension which exists between the lower dimension of indulgence [desired] 

and the upper dimension of denial [desirable]" (p. 102). In this manner, there is a 
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distinction between concepts of what one ought to do, that is, what is right from concepts 

of what one would like to do, or, what is good. 

Rokeach's instrumentai values include, among others, those with a moral focus 

such as behaving "honestIy" and "responsibly," giving them an "ought" quality. Confiict 

arises when values of a persona1 focus, for example, behaving "logically" and 

"intellectually" compete with these moral values. However, analogous to Hodgkinson's 

view, Rokeach does not consider values to be objective moral pnnciples or standards for 

stnctly determining right and wrong action. 

According to Feather (1975), Rokeach believes that "values are not neutral but 

are held with personal feeling and generate affect when challenged" (p. 5) .  This is an 

important point to consider when undertaking an inquiry into educational value conflicts. 

The emotional and affective dimension is sometimes too easily overlooked when 

investigating both the nature of these value confiicts and how teachers and administrators 

resolve the conflicts. 

Furthemore when discussing moral issues, andlor resolving conflict between what 

is desirable and what is desired, the act of morality is frequently elevated to an end in and 

of itself As Beck (1993, p. 3) suggests, "being moral should be seen not as an end in 

itself but rather as a mems (original emphasis) to the good life, for ourselves and others." 

Beck defends his position by reporting, for example, that telling a "white lie" is sometimes 

necessary to protect others. Consequently, Beck does not include moral values in his list 

of basic values. 



Related Concepts 

Embedded in this discussion of values and their characteristics are other 

fundamental concepts essential to the dialogue. These key concepts are addressed in the 

following discussion. 

Choice 8 Conflict 

Values. . . imply persons vahing, making choices, value judgements. A 
value judgement is a decision which involves an assesment of value of 
worth or choiceworthiness. Such decisions range from the trivial to the 
profound; whether we have tea or coflee for breaÿerr . . . (lo/ decisions 
about issues like abortion, conservation cmdmcleur war. n e  range of 
value judgments reflects the range of human experience und the choices il 
demands on us. (Garforth, 1 98 5, p.5 7) 

At the heart of the value question is the matter of choice. Kane (1985, p. 100) 

discusses three kinds of choice: practical, pmdentiai, and moral. Prudentid and moral 

choices involve deciding between perceived obligation and inclination, that is, between 

what ought to be done and what one wants or desires to do. Practical choices involve 

decisions between competing wants and desires. However, choice is not aiways 

consciously executed (Garforth, 1985). Choice is implicit rather than explicit when 

decisions are made in habitua1 fashion as a result of what some consider to be social and 

environmental conditioning. Nevertheless, Garforth cautions, values do not have to be 

unconsciously accepted or perpetuated in an incognizant way. 

Choices impose burdens (Kane, 1985), hence confiict. The incommensurable 

nature of values that may be defined as different but not necessarily better or worse is 

evident in certain kinds of value choices, particularlypracticaI choice, that is conflicts 
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between matters of desire or what one wmts to do (Kane, 1985). As earlier stated, for 

Hodgkinson (199 1, p.93) the matter of choice-which values are the nght values and how 

the values are to be ordered-ultimately rests with the individuai, not upon objectified moral 

commandments. In order to bring the right resolution of conflicts of value, Hodgkinson 

(1 99 1, p. 102) states that 4csophistication about the nature of value" is required. 

Rokeach (1973, 1979) advances a similar position, conceptuaiizing a hierarchical 

system of values which, he claims, may Vary fiom one individual to another. It is the 

different ordering of these value systems which accounts for "the nchness and vanety of 

individual differences in behaviour, attitudes, ideologies, self-preservations, judgement, 

evaluations, and rationaliitions" (Rokeach, 1979, p.49). Given the multitudes of 

daerent ways a relatively small number of values cm be ordered, it is little wonder that 

value confiict is the "normal human condition" (Hodgkinson, 199.1, p. 102). 

Given the nature, vanety and range of values in education, making choices is very 

much a part of the daily Me of individuals within a school organization. Consequently, 

examining variations in values embedded in the culture of a school through a multi- 

perspective analysis is a way to better understand the kinds of choices that confiont 

teachers and administrators. It is also a means to discover the nature of the value conflicts 

which may arise fiom making these choices. 

Values and value choices implicate consequences (Garfonh, 1 985); sometimes it is 

the consequences of a value judgement that is central to the decision-making process. For 



exarnple, when a decision is based upon what is considered to be the best result, or what is 

best for the most people, then it is the consequences of the choice which enters into 

resolving a value conflict (Stnke, Haller & Soltis, 1988, p. 19). Even when values are 

intemalized through social and cultural conditioning and may not enter into conscious 

decision-making, they have consequences in that they are deteminants of social behaviour 

and ideologies (Rokeach, 1973). 

The consequence of a commitment to a particular value is, by nature of the 

relationship between values, a comrnitment to other, related values: 

For instance, ifafluence is taken to rnean a stute of copious material 
go&, ii seems to imply (ifone &ems it choiceworthy): thnt niaterid 
goodr are desirable; that enjopent of fhem is superior to other kinds of 
enjoyment; t h  the acquisition of them shmId be a primary humun 
pupose; und tha~ the possession of materid goodr is a principal criterion 
for assessing the worih of individuch. Ail these me firrher value decisiom 
which cmz be reasonably i n f e r r e d m  the original cornmitment to 
afluence. (Garfiorth, 1985, pp.58-59) 

A caveat in the unconscious acceptance of values can be found in Garforth's discussion of 

consequences. Commitment to affluence, for exarnple, may have undesirable consequences 

for future generations if natural resources are depleted andor the earth's environment is 

sacrificed in the process through industnal pollution. 

The significance of this for educators is in recognizing that making responsible 

choices means that we need to think clearly about consequences. This calls for a greater 

awareness and understanding of our educational values and Our commitment to these 

values. Moreover, the transmission of societal or cultural values in schools should not go 

unexamined. As Garforth (1985) suggests, values can be adopted without scrutiny, 
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modified, created, andl or rejected ouuight. This study investigates not only teachers and 

administrators' educational values and the variations in their value orientations, but it aiso 

examines how aware these educators are of the underlying values and assumptions they 

hold and the implications of cornmitment to these values for their -dents. 

jndividual and Societv 

CZearIy, the indivichal neeak society and ccmnot reolile his self or h2s humanity 
wirhoui it. Equ~Ily society needr the indivhual; the relationship is reciprocal, the 
need mutual. Xhis is inevitable, since individual mid society me so indissolub[y 
intemoven that neither c m  exist, nor even make sense without the other. 
(Ga~Jorth, 1985, p. 107) 

Examining educationai values in a multicultural school fiom multiple perspectives 

(Le., district, school, tearns, individuals) is an attempt to uncover values which rnay be 

shared by the members of a group or a subgroup, or which may be held by an individual 
4 

within a group and distinctive fiom the group in which the individual belongs. However, 

as Garforth's preceding assertion suggests, this does not mean that the individuai is an 

entity independent of the social group in which he or she belongs. It does mean, however, 

that values can be considered fiom the perspectives of both the individual and the group 

(Feather, 1975). 

The difficulty to clearly differentiate between the individual and society may 

account for some of the confiision associated with discussions of individual and societd 

values. Despite the "individualist" focus in defining individual values, the definition 

indudes a "social" element. According to Hodgkinson (1 99 l), Type 1 values of pnnciples 

invoke the will and, therefore, are individual or idiographic dthough they may be 
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"nomotheticaily endorsed" (p. 100 & 101). One type of value confiïct arises when there is 

discrepancy between a person's value system and that of the social environment. In fact, 

"successful adaptation depends upon a reasonably close match between these personal and 

environmental characteristics" (Feather, 1975, p. 17). 

Deliberation about the multiple and confiicting collective values associated with 

competing educational philosophies which may exist within a school is confounded further 

when the business of personal vaiues is considered. Schools, as social systems, are 

hierarchical stmctures of individual and group value systems characterized by value 

conflias (Rokeach, 1979, p. 26). Individual values "are never perfectly aiigned with the 

organizational roley' (Hodgkinson, 1 99 1, p .@)- Personal educational values are significant 

for the choices teachers make within the organizational environment, especially one that is 

characterised by conflicting colledive values as this ofien leads to "confùsion" and 

"chaos" (Bohm, 1980, p.20). OAentimes, teachers' "personai convictions.. . [take]. . . 

priority over the consensus of society" (Bohm, 1980, p.20). When considering the effect 

of values and value confiict on the organizational culture of the school, examination of the 

influence of both collective and personal values is imperative. 

Value Theory 

This discussion of values warrants a bnef examination of value theory. According 

to Lakomski (1 987, p. 72 & 73), three ways for understanding values are: i. values are al1 

of a kind which includes desires and desirables , that is what is good and what is righi; ii. 

values are ethical and moral and have to do with what is right; iii. values are subjectively 
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heId and it is an individuai's intemal desires which is the source of value standards. An 

examination of certain aspects of particular value theories against Lakomski's (1987, p. 

72) "broad tendencies" for understanding values should reveal how particular value 

theorists assimilate key value characteristics and concepts into developing value theones. 

Values Are All of a Kind 

Clive Beck (1 993, p. 23) presents a teleological value theory where values are 

considered to be relative in the sense that al1 values m u t  be weighed against each other in 

pursuit of the overall purpose or end, that is, human well-being. Values are part of a 

system and categorized as basic, moral, social, economic, political, spiritual, intemediate- 

range and specific. The basic values - survival, health, happiness, companionship, 

fnendship, sympathy for others, helping others, self-respect, respect fiom others, 

discovery, aesthetic experience, fieedom, fiElment, a sense of meaning in life - are what 

comprise human well-being and the Good Life. The other categories of values within this 

value system are the meuns to the Good Life. 

Beck's value theory considers values are al1 of a kind in the sense that there are no 

absolute values. Even basic values are "ends in themselves to a relative degree" (Beck, 

1993, p. 23). This theoxy differs fiom Lakomski's second depiction of ways for 

understanding values in that moral values, (along with politicai, social, econornic, etc., 

values) are rneans to the Good Life not ends in themselves. Consequently, moral and 

ethical concems are not the primary focus of this value theory. Furthemore, Beck's value 
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theory is not a subjectivist theory as values are considered to objective. Beck states that it 

is an objective fact that some values promote the Good Life better than others. 

Values Are Ethical and Moral 

Ethical and mord theories are based onprinciples which guide us in choosing 

what is righl or desirable, that is what we should and shmld not do. Frankena (1 963) 

provides four ways for classifying ethical theories: i. teleologicai, ii. deontological, iii. 

ethicai egoism, iv. ethical universalism or utilitarianism. Each may be described as follows: 

1. Teleologid neories: In order tu know whether something is righr one must know 
whar is good in the nonmord sense. 

Whereas Beck's theory is a teleological theory, it cannot be considered as solely an 

ethical theory in that it is not concemed pnmarily with questions of mords and ethics or 

guiding principles. 

2. Deontologicul nieoties: Actions or d e s  may be morally right even ifthey rnay not 
necessarily promote the greatest good. 

There are two types of deontological theories: 

a. actdeoniologrcd - circumstances o j a  particul~r situation help determirte whar 
is right. 

The Principle of Equal Respect, as described by Kane (1985, p. 124) states that al1 

persons should be treated in every situation with respect as persons, whenever it is 

possible. In simations where an individual is treating another unfairly or without respect, 

then "minimum coercion" to prevent the guilty fiom treating the innocent with disrespect 
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should be used. In this case, the guiding principle of equal respect for action is modified in 

relation to the circumstance or situation. 

o. ~le~ontologrgrcaI  - mord d e s  m e f u ~ e n t a I  for determining what zs righf. 

When the Principle of Equal Respect is interpreted as the "Golden Rule" whereby we act 

in ways that respect the equal worth of persons, and no matter how people differ, they are 

of equai value, then this can be considered a de-deontological theory. 

3. Elhical Egoism Theories: An act or mie of action is right i f i t  promotes one 's o w  
greatesi good. 

This is a subjectivist ethical theory in that the focus is on what the individual 

perceives as one's own greatest good. 

4. Ethicol Universulism Ur UiilifaRanikm Tneories: on act or d e  is nghr if it promores 
the greatest good over evil in the world. 

The Principle of Benefit Maximization (Strike, Haller, & Soltis, 1988, p. 16) is an 

ethicd theory of this type. The guiding principle for judging what is morally right when 

miiking choices is that which will result in the most good or the greatest benefit for the 

most people. The best action is the one which will bring about the best overall results. 

Values Are Subiective Standards 

Begley (1 996) describes Hodgkinson's subjectivist value theory this way: 

Hodgkimon 's (1978) anaiytical mode2 of the value concept identifies three 
types of value, rnotiva~ionuI bases t k t  become the source of values, 
beliefi, aiiirudes and actions for individuah. T p e  3 values @ersml  
preferences) represent o conception of what is "good': . . . Type 2b valires 



[are] based on consems, expert opinion or the will of the ma~on'ty in a 
given collectiviiy. . . . Type 2a values [are] fmssed on a &sirublefifure 
srnte of affairs or analysis of the comepences entailed by the vuhe 
judgement. . . . Type I values situated at the highest level . . . me 
nansruti0~2. Hdgkirzson uses the t em principle to b t e  this value 
W e *  @-7) 

According to Lakomski, (1987, p. 71) Hodgkinsons' view is that "values are never 

tme or false, but are only "good" or "bad" and are always subjective." Hodgkinson's 

depiction of values as phenomenological entities which are "synonymous with meaning in 

the sense that we live within an invisible world of meaning in which the objective referents 

or contents of experience are distinct nom whatever meaning or value we might ascribe 

them" (1 99 1, p. 10 1) appears compatible with Lakomski' s interpretation of his subjedivist 

position. Hodgkinson's view of classical and traditional theones of value is that they fail to 

resolve the questions of which values are the right values. He prefers to differentiate 

between values as types within a hierarchy of motivating bases, not just as a dichotomy of 

moral and ethical values which solely have to do with what is nght. "The answers which 

ethics deliver are in the final analysis dogmatic. The business of ethics is a sort of 

preaching. Perhaps this explains why codes of ethics are, in practice, about as convincing 

and efficacious as are preachments and mord exhortations . . . " (1991, p.93). Whereas 

Hodgkinson posits that value choices, that is, deciding which values are the right values 

ultimately rests with the individual and that traditional, ethical theones of values fail at the 

job, does reflect his wbjectivist reiativist perspective, it is invalid to state that his value 

theory does not distinguish between desire (what is good) and desirable (what is right). 

This distinction is seen in his delineation between Type 1 and Type 3 values. In actual fact, 
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Hodgkinson describes value confiid as being the "struggle between ~e~ indu lgen t  desires 

and what ought to be done" (1991, p. 96). 

Lakomski's (198, p.81) criticism of the subjectivist relativist position is that when 

subjectivists make value choices "they can never know whether they have made the right 

choice" (original emphasis). This lack of standards to guide decision-making does nothing 

to resolve educational codicts. Nevertheless, this argument does not go unrefbted. Kane 

(1985, p.2) suggests that "as long as philosophers and others cntical of relativism continue 

to dispute among themselves about what the objective or absolute standards ought to be in 

value theory and ethics, belief in relativism will penist." Moreover, inasmuch as free will is 

"the power in human beings . . . to bring into existence the purposes, or ends that guide 

their actions" (Kane, 1985, p.2) then the value inquiry must acknowledge the ability of 

individuals to make choices based on their subjective interpretations of the world. 

However, that value choices rest ultimately with the individual does not exclude the 

importance of standards for guiding choices. 

Implications for lnvestigating Value Confiicts and School Culture 

Kluckhohn's ( 1% 1) conception of values as either distinctive of an individual or 

characteristic of a group implies that the road to understanding teachers' value conflicts 

within a given school culture is more accessible through the examination of both values 

held collectively (Le., perspectives of the District, School, Tearn) and values held 

individually (i.e., perspectives of Individuals). This values inquiry into school culture, 

then, provides a conceptual background for exarnining and understanding educational 
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values from various perspectives of the organization - the district, the school, the group 

and individual teachers. This will be accomplished through a comparative analysis of 

school philosophies, in particular, educational aims, cumculum metaorientations, and 

professional and leadership ideologies, for the varying and ofien competing collec~ive and 

personal educational values which they reflect. M e r  dl, if successfùl adaptation depends 

upon a close match between personal and group values (Feather, 1985)' then inquiry into 

both is essential. 

Related to personal values and school culture is the research finding that teachers' 

discipline ideology and actual teachers' behaviour are not always consistent (Willower, 

Eidell & Hoy, 1967; Lunenburg, 1991 a, Campbeii, 1994). Many of the pupil-control 

studies (Packard, 1988) have brought this issue to light. Considering the potentid for 

value codicts embedded in the nature of competing orientations which may exist within a 

school, this may not be al1 that surpnsing. It is an issue, however, that deserves further 

attention. In addition to the necessity for reconciliation of confiicting collective values as 

reflected in educational policies, it is dso incumbent upon educational administrators to 

understand that the individuals functioning within the organizational values of the 

institution are daily involved in reconciling personal educational values with those of the 

collective organization. 

This sîudy embraces the broader perspective of value inquiry which includes values 

of al1 types. Restricting the investigation to moral and ethical concems would narrow the 

focus of the study and exclude potentidly significant value concepts related to 

understanding teachers' value confiias within a school culture. Whereas moral and ethical 



cornponents are included in the scope of this paper, it is not restricted to dogrnatic 

concems and rational processes of valuing. 

School Culture 

Over time the ways in which things m e  dme in a partidar school fall 
into a pattern and the school's culture srarts to emerge . . . Culture hm 
intangrgrble manifestations: the assumpiions, values and beliefs which 
comtiture the philosophy of the school. fie tangible manifestatioonî of 
cuhre may be found in the varimus wordr (d and written). behaviours 
and materiel (sic). (Caldwell & Spinks, 1992, p.39) 

For Caldwell and Spinks the culture of a school manifests itselfin written policies, 

mission statements, philosophies, goals, aims, objectives, programs and rules. But the 

most significant illustrations of culture are found in the actions of administrators, 

teachers, and students as reflected in "rituals, ceremonies, approaches to 

leaming.. . [and]. . . the ordinary day-to-day activities" (1 992, p.3 9) of the school. 

Organizational culture, then, is a system of shared orientations, or "pattern of basic 

assumptions" (Schein, 1984, p.3) that hold a group together and "give it a distinctive 

identity" (Hoy, Tarter, & Kottkamp, 199 1, p.5). 

According to Hoy, Tarter, & Kottkamp (1 991, pp.5-7), organizational culture can 

be measured at three levels ranging fiom the abstraa to the concrete: i. basic assumptions; 

ii. values; and iii. noms. Basic assumptions "are typically unconscious but which actually 

determine how group members perceive, think, and feel" (Schein, 1984, p.4). 

Consequently, they are difficult to uncover and require an interactive participatory 

observational process "between the investigator and motivated informants who live in the 

organization and embody its culture" (Hoy, Taner, & Kottkamp, 1991, p.5). Values are at 



the "middle range of abstraction" (Hoy, Tarter, Br Kottkamp, p.6) and in terms of 

organizational culture, are shared conceptions of what is desirable. Values are usually 

expressed by members of the organization when asked why they behave the way they do 

(Hoy & Miskel(1987, p. 250). Norms are at the more concrete level of analysis of culture 

and are the unwritten and informal expectations that aEect behaviour. Norms, because 

they are more overt, may be determined through sumey instruments (Hoy, Tarter, & 

Kottkamp, 1991). It is usefùl to investigate school culture at these three levels (Hoy & 

Miskel, 1987). 

Caldwell and Spinks' (1992, p.68) "intangible manifestations" of school culture- 

assumptions, values and beliefs-are similar to the conceptudization of culture as basic 

assumptions, values and noms. Furthemore, their suggestion that the "tangible 

manifestations" of culture are found in " the words we use, t5behaviours we engage in, 

and buildings and other artifacts we construct and gather" helps to provides a fiamework 

for describing and analysing school culture. Beare, Caldwell and Millikan (in Caldwell & 

Spinks, 1992) posit that the following questions can help define school culture: 

a What are the purposes of education? 
What is the role of the school in achieving these purposes? 
What knowledge, skills and attitudes are worthy of being addressed in the 
educational program of the school? 
What is the relationship behveen a school and its community; between a school 
and govemment? 

m To what extent should the school cater for the needs of al1 of its students? 
How should a student lem? 

0 What behaviours and relationships are desirable among different members of the 
school cornrnunity? 
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Furthemore, Caldwell and Spinks (1992) suggea that values, philosophies, and 

ideologies are reflected in the answers to these questions and m d e s t e d  verbally (eg., 

documents, oral language, organizational stones, etc.), behaviourally (eg., rituals, 

cerernonies, interactions, etc.), and visuaiiy (eg., facilities, uniforms, crests, etc.). It is my 

intent, in this study of value orientations, variations in value orientations and value 

conflicts pertaining to educational purposes, cumculum, leadership and educator 

professionalism, to descnbe the culture of Hillside Elementary School. 

Purposes of Education 

Moral m d  value djflculties mise thrmgh each of 'the purposive aspects of - edircationu2 orgmization und through 6uiIt-in conficts of interest and 
value &@nctions stemming from bureaucratie modes of organiza~ion. 
(Hodghson, 199 1, p. 3 8) 

Purposes or airns of education are "attempts to speciQ . . . precisely" the values of 

a society which educators consider necessary to emphasize at a given time (Peters, 1977, 

p.3). Similarly, W o r t h  (1985, p.67) believes values and aims to be intrinsically related 

in that values give "content and direction to airns and provide the motivation." Garforth 

also suggests that aims are values "practicalised," a position which seerns much in line 

with Hodgkinson beliefs about values of principles being "objectified" into written dogma. 

Educational purposes are often conceptualized and discussed in tenns of aesthetic, 

econornic, and ideological aims (Hodgkinson, 1991). Whereas today's schools rarely 

reflect discrete aims, administrators should have knowledge of each strand of purposes so 

as to better understand and evaluate the "purposive source of criticisms that mise fiom 



various client and member groups" (Hodgkinso~ 1991, p.26). Each strand may be 

defined succinctly as follows: 

aesrhetic - the aim is concerned with students' seif-fiilfilment and enjoyment of life 

a economic - the purpose of education is more to do with educating students to 
further their oppominities for developing profit and wealth 

ideological - the focus is on the development of moral condua and transmission of 
cultural values. 

Cohen's (1 982, p. 1 1) discussion of educational purposes closely aligns with these three 

strands. She categorizes the three main purposes of education in the following way: 

a individua2istic -the aim of education focuses on the needs of the individual, self- 
development and takes a "therapeutic" approach to education 

imtnrmentalisf - a utilitarian purpose in that the aim is both student training in 
basic skills and vocational training, and to develop citizenship skills which serve 
the needs of a particular contemporary society 

a liberal - a view which has a wider perspective in that it is concemed with the 
whole of human culture, and disregards "boundaries of time and place ( Cohen, 
1982, p. 12). 

Table 3.1 (see p.46) depicts the educational values associated with each 

educational purpose. 

AIthough a complex task, administrators and teachen are well advised to cntically 

reflect on the educational purpose that is embedded in the culture of their schools. For as 

Smith suggests: 

As jar us lemnitg to teoch is coizcemed, when proper weight is given 
again to questions of w h t  our uims are . . . then I think there will be 
e v e m i n g  to be guined by closer attention than in the pa~r to questions of 
how to do it. (1985, p.25) 



Table 3.1 

(Hodgkkison, 199 1; Cohen, 1982) 
- - - - - -- - - . - - 

Purpose of ldeologicall Economicl Aestheticl 
Education Li bera1 lntrumentalist lndividualistic 

Aims Cultural Transmission Profit/Weaith Self-fùlfilment 
Moral Education Needs of a Particular Enjoyment of Life 

Society 

Public Cmod Values Personal Good 
Citizenship Good Pleasure 
Patriotism Money Liberation 
Culturai Preservation Careers Individual Autonomy 
Pnnciples Material Success 

As an example of the implications of adopting particular aims, it is perhaps 

unredistic to anticipate that students will develop individual autonomy, creative thinking, 

reasoning skills or realize self-fuifilment if the primary a h  of the school is to transmit and 

perpetuate what is the cultural status quo. Furthemore, in today's multicultural society, 

one has to consider which or whose cultural values are to be transmitted. The potential 

for value confiict is no doubt high, a situation which cm be appropriately described as "the 

. . . moral life of teaching . . . [which is] . . . a matter of resolving multiple dilemmas" 

(Hargreaves, 1 994b, p. 1 1). 



Cufriculurn Metaorientations 

Related to school purpose is cumculum metaorientation. Miller and Seller (1 990) 

idemi@ the aims or purposes of school as one of the key elements associated with 

cumculum development. Aims, they posit, "should refiea a well-developed position that 

is rooted in a particular conception of philosophy, psychology, and society" (Miller & 

Seller, 1990, p. 175). Included in statements of aims are "organizational" strategies and 

teaching strategies. The authors define cumculum as: 

... an expiicitly and impZicitly set of inteructions designed to facilitate 
l eming  and development ami to impose meaning on experience. The 
explicit intentions usuaZZy me eqvressed in the written curriculu und in 
courses of stuc&; the implicit intentions m e  fd in the 'hidien 
~21rricuZum : by which we rnean the roles cnad n o m  thar underlie 
interactions in the school. (Milier and Seiier, 1990, pp.3-4) 

Miller and Seller (1990) provide a three-dimensional framework for categorizing 

major C U ~ C U ~ U ~  positions. These "metaorientatio-ns" are called orientations of 

transmission, transaction, and trmtsfon~a~ion. The authors' comprehensive discussion of 

these metaorientations includes elements that are directly pertinent to the school culture. 

The salient points germane to each orientation is depicted in Table 3.2 (see p. & ). 

The table demonstrates the major philosophical, psychological and sociological 

roots of the three cumculum metaorientations. The transmission emphasis is on "rational 

thought," "programmed leaming," "atornistic learning," and "cornpetition." A close look 

at the roots of transactionalkm reveds a focus on the developmentai stages of students, 

demonstrating a shift fiom viewing students' as a group which must be controlled if 

Ieaming is to occur. Instead, learning is seen as a growth experience and educators are to 



Table 3 -2 
C u r r i c u l ~  Me-ns 

Curriculum Transmission Transaction Transformation 
Metaorientations 

Philosophicai Roots Analytic philosophy Experimental Pragmatism Ecological View 
Rationd thought (e.g., Dewey, Schwab, Perennial Philosop h y 
(e-g., Fmcis Bacon Barnard) Transcendentaiism 
John Locke, Durkheim, (e-g-, qzhagoras, 
the eariy Ludwig Emerson, Thoreau, 
Wittgenstein) deChardin, Heidegger, 

Fritzof Capra, Wudey) 

Psychological Roots Behavioural Psychology Stages of Growth Humanistic Pqchology 
ûperant condi tioning Moral Devdopment Transpersonal Pqchology 
Programmeci Icarning (e.g., Kohiberg, Piaget) (e.g,Maslow, Rogers. 
(e. g., Skinners Thorndike) Jung) 

Sociological Roots Laissez-faire Liberai Economics Eùiical Principles 
Free Market (e.g., Kqnes, Galbraith) Voluntary Simplicity 
(e.g.. Adam Smith, Non-exploitative 
Friedman) Co-operative Economics 

(e.g., Mark Satin, Elgin) 

Extrinsic vr, Intrinric Primarilv estnnsiç . . Unclear/Middle G r o d  ptimaritv Intrinsic 
Motivation Students' inninsic Seifdirec ted learnin g 

interests / teacher 
controlled environment - , 

Emphasis on interaction 
between student and 
environment 

Teacher vs. Child Teacher manipulates Teacher facilitates choice Teacher tries to relate 
Control environment of leamhg îasks but subject-matter to student 

"Strictn discipline controls the Ica-g interests 
environment 

Vaiues Transmitted Thmu& 
School 
Cornpetition, Uniformity, 
Authority, Rule 
Cornpliance, Respect, 
Obedience, Work ethic, 
Punctuality, Moral 
behaviour 

Transactionallv Learned Transformed Th r o w h  - 

Thmueh Connitivt Jnteraction 
Analyd% uituition. hight, Unih, 
Cooperation, Shuing, Social Action, 
Individuai Rights, Interwnnectedness, 
Democracy, Rationality Meaning, Subjective 

Expenence, individualrsm 
& PluraIism, Diversin., 
Spiritualil, Personal 
Autonomy 
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understand the stages of growth that students expenence. Students' intrinsic interests are 

important. Motivation is intrinsic in that teachers are expected to stimulate students' 

individual interests. However, there is an e x t ~ s i c  component as the role of the teacher is 

to connol the leamhg environment for optimal leamhg. To the extreme of the 

transmission position is the transformation orientation which focuses on "subjectivity," 

"intuition," and "shared decision making." 

As previously noted, uncovering the culture of a school involves, among other 

things, examining the answers to questions about curriculum content, learning and 

instruction (Caldwell and Spinks, 1992) and the values embedded therein. Understanding 

a school's cumculum metaorientation will tell much about the culture of the school. 

Leadership and Educator Professionalism - 
Ahinistrators have become increasingly sensitive to values issues 
becarse of the p ld i s t i c  ssociiies in which they live and work As social 
und d u r a l  diversity increases, as epity becomes a suciaZpriotity, and 
as demcmdî forfiscu2 restroinf persist, the circumsfmces of educational 
decision making become more complex und chaI2enging. More 
~eci f ial ly ,  prevailing social coIzditions h e  produced u signijlcant 
increase in the freque~tcy of value conjlict situations to which 
ahinistrators musi reqond These value conficts become partimlmly 
apparent when adininistrator per~pectives run across the orgmizationa2 
bounabies which tradiiionalZy sepurated community f rom school, school 
from district ofjice, and districi oflcefrom department or minisny 
(Begley, 1995, pp . l l -12) .  

In relatively recent years the bureaucratic, top-dom, mode1 of organizations has 

undergone criticism for its value-free conceptualization of decision-malüng (Hodgkinson, 

1991; Greenfield, 1986; Begley and Leithwood, 1990; Marshall, 1992). Scott and Hart 
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(1 979) strongly criticize traditional bureaucratic organizations in that management tends 

to be "heavily weighted toward the expedient by people who have been trained to consider 

value questions as impractical, even foolish" ( p.40). Leadership, then, is more than being 

effective, efficient, pragmatic, and rational; it is "a function of self-knowledge and of 

values" (Hodgkinson, 199 1, p. 16). Given the move away fiom this narrow representation 

of "managerial" administrators towards a more facilitative administrative style, it is 

becorning increasingly clear that teachers must be involved in school decision making. 

Furthemore, decentralization of educational decision making embodies the "the idea of 

expanding opportunities for teachers, parents, and other local groups to play a role in 

guiding their schoolsy' (Duke & Canady, 1991, p. 130). Consequently, traditional forms of 

leadership no longer work in schools where organizational goals include shared 

governance, teacher empowerment and site-based management. 

Traditional leaders set directions, make the decisions, and in general take control 

of the organization. The problem with this is that it extemally motivates people to 

perform for someone else, and therefore stifles creative thinking and growth (Senge, 

1990). Within current educational reform and restructuring, this type of leadership is no 

longer adequate. What is needed is a "transformational" leadership style which is based on 

"facilitative" and "consensual power" (Leithwood, 1992, p.9). Given the shift in focus 

from top-down management and codrol to leaders who can both "hamess the collective 

genius" (Senge, p.257) and help "develop a set of shared values and commitments" 

(Sergiovanni, p.23), it would seem that those who value collaboration over control are 

more suited to the role of educational leader in today's school organizations. 



Nevertheless, not ail teachers are wilIing to give up the isolation of their 

classrooms (Fullan & Hargreaves, 199 1) and participate fully in collaborative activity. 

Transformational leadership is important for developing a drong school culture, 

collaborative decision making, teacher development and colledive problem solving. This 

leadership style is at once desirable and necessary for achieving educational purposes and 

student success. Nevertheless, routine* everyday tasks must be carried out. These are the 

kinds of problems and demands on administrators which require "transactional" leadership 

skills Geithwood, 1990). In a discussion on the stages of leadership, Sergiovanni (1990, 

p.23) descnbes the following: 

1. Leadership by Bartering: (Initiation) This stage of leadership is transactional in that 
there is an exchange of needs and seMces for the purpose of achieving the objectives of 
the leader. 

2. Leadership by Building: (Uncertainty) At this stage the leader and the followers are 
united in purpose. There is a sharing of goals and objectives. The leader develops a 
supportive climate for the fùlfillment of higher order intrinsic needs. 

3. Leadership by Bonding: (Transfomative) The leader and followers develop shared 
goals and bond together through moral cornmitment to this cornmon cause. 

4. Leadership by Banking (Routinization) The fourth stage is characterized by efforts to 
routinize and sustain improvements. 

In descnbing the differences and relationship between the four stages of leadership, 

Sergiovanni (1990) States: 

&ch of the stages of leadership comprises distinct school 
improvement strategrgres. However, rmically  peuk king, bartering, 
building, bonding and bunking are leadership styles thnl c m  6e 
used simul~aneously for djflerent puqposes or with d~flerent people, 
within any of the stages. (p. 24) 
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There is room and need for variations in orientations to leadership and finding the "balance 

between top-down and facilitative power is the problem" (Leithwood, 1992, p.9). 

Arguably, the "visionary" and b'collaborative" school principal is conducive to the 

pursuit of educational goals; at the same tirne, however, the adrninistrator is faced with 

the challenge of being able to "take charge" and attend to the "tasks at hand" when 

warranted. The implication is that expert leadership embodies elements of control and 

collaboration combined with the ski11 of baiancing the two to achieve organizational goals. 

This, undoubtedly, is not an easy task. It requires that leaders embrace new 

administrative ideologies which incorporate variations in leadership styles that include a 

cornbination of the best administrative qualities. Leaders are involved in creating and 

coping (Senge, 1990); being visionary and systematic (Leithwood, 1992). "On the one 

hand, they solve the immediate swampy problem. And on the other, they contnbute to the 

long-term capacity of the school to solve future problemsw (Leithwood, Begley, and 

Cousins, 1992). 

According to Senge (1990), leaders are designers, teachers, and stewards. 

Leadership involves an understanding of "creative tension" and a knowledge of its 

implications for a successfùl organization. Creative tension is the desirable state between 

vision and reality. Successful leaders are able to move reality towards their vision. To 

accomplish this a principal haî to evoke a shared vision of what the school culture should 

look like, while at the same time have an understanding of current reality. This makes 

many demands on school administrators, not the least of which would be the requirement 

of strong interpersonal skills and the knowledge of how to foster a collaborative and 
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collegial professional culture whereby teachers and parents would feel empowered in their 

roles. 

Willower (1 994) posits that administration involves a "combination of normative 

and descriptive judgements" (p.472). School leaders are always involved in making 

decisions that require solutions based on a balance of the desirable with the reality. Moral 

choice involves good intentions and caring (Wllower, 1994). However, caring and good 

intentions, while desirable, are not sufficient for successfÙl1y achieving organizational 

goals. Leaders have to be able to adequately assess the probable results of a particular 

choice. Therefore, knowledge of current reality is necessaiy. In this regard it would seem 

that practical ethical decision making involves the process of weighing the facts with the 

desirable and being able to make the best choice in tems of "negotiating the maze that 

separates good intentions from desired results" (Willower, p.469). 

Whereas, the importance of developing a shared educationd vision and . 
"practicaiising" (Ganorih, 1985) educational aims and cumculum orientations in the fom 

of clear and coherent policy is crucial, conflict resolution in the implementation of these 

policies rests with the individual. Given the cornplex nature of values, the variations in 

value orientations embedded in competing educational ideologies, and the multiple choices 

which confiont educators in the daily activities of their school life, value confiicts are 

unavoidable. Right resolution, Hodgkinson (1991) States, requires sophistication about 

the nature of values. Consequently, an investigation into educators' value orientations and 

value confiicts is significant for helping administrators and teachers gain a better 
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understanding of their educational values and their underlying basic assumptions and to 

redize that these values have serious implications for the education of students. 



Methodology 

This chapter begins with a bnef account of my experience as a teacher. The 

account is an attempt to address certain aspects of my educational career which may have 

influenced my approach to this research. The chapter also includes a discussion of the 

research design and the methods I used for collecting and analysing the data. 

The Researcher's Bias 

Even rhough committed to empathy ond muZfipZe realities, it zs the 
researcher who decides whcrf is the case 's own story, or at l e m  what of 
the case 's own story he or she will report. (Stake, 1 994, p. 240) 

This research into values and culture is the outcome of an emergent 

methodological design and, inasmuch as this emergence was guided by the data, it is 

necessary to acknowledge my influence, as the researcher, on the process. Specificaily, the 

researcher's subjective reality needs to be taken into account in order to better understand 

the interpretive paradigm that was at work during the stages of the research. That is why 

qualitative reports (Memam, 1988, p. 194) should include information about the 

researcher's "training, expenence, philosophical orientation, and bias." What follows is an 

attempt to describe some experiences which 1 believe may have significantly shaped my 
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worldview. However, even in this declaration, 1 make the decision about what to report, 

and of course, it is rny subjective interpretation of these expenences that gets reported. 

I spent 15 years teaching in 1 1 schools, both elementary and abgrade, in 

Newfoundland and Labrador. The majority of these schools were situated in srnail, rural , 

and in some cases, isolated comunities throughout the province. In a few cases, the 

schools were similar to Hillside Elementary in terms of the sire of the student and teacher 

population and in terms of being situated in an urban area. However, in terms of race and 

ethnicity, the student population of the schools in which 1 have taught were more 

homogenous in that the students were of white, European descent. A majority of the 

students had been bom in the province. The teacher population in the isolated schools was 

largely transient. The students were not. The larger the comrnunity and the more 

accessible it was to an urban centre, the more stable the teaching staff. 

Over the years 1 have reflected on my experiences in these schools, and have 

thought about the schools in terms of their similarities and their differences. What 1 

Ieamed early on in my transient teaching career, was that each school has a certain 

uniqueness which may or rnay not have been readily observable upon initial visits. In 

order to ease rny transition into new school cultures, 1 eventually came to reiy heavily on 

my skills of perception and intuition. This, 1 believe, became a way for me to "blend" into 

new environrnents with just the slightest of ripples. Although I would not have been able 

to describe it as such at the time, I was really trying to corne to some understanding of the 

basic assumptions and value orientations that were underIying the culture of each school. 1 

was also attempting to understand how my own value orientations fit within the conte* of 
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each school. Whereas 1 wanted to be sensitive to the unique culture of each school, 1 also 

did not wish to compromise my own values. Some variations in the orientations did not 

incite conflia, whereas others did - which made compromise difficult. 

In essence, this process of understanding the shared assumptions and variations in 

value orientations in each school was one which involved an examination of my own 

subjective reality, and an acknowledgement that there are multiple realities which also 

have to be exarnined and understood. My expenence in moving to many schools helped 

shape my thinking about how values influence the culture of schools. It also influenced my 

thinking in terms of how to understand the role of values in shaping the culture of a 

school. 

Theoretical Paadigm 

According to Guba and Lincoln (1994; p. 107) al1 research is informed and guided 

by the researcher's paradigm, or worldview that "defines, for its holder, the nature of the 

"world," the individual's place in it, and the range of possible relationships to that world 

and its parts." This worldview is based upon a set of non-venfiable basic beliefs that are 

ontological (i.e., what is the nature of reality), episternological (i.e., what is the nature of 

the relationship between the knower and the known) and methodological (Le, how the 

inquirer goes about finding out what c m  be known) in nature. 

Regarding the ontological beliefs which guided this research, it should be stated 

that the research paradigm was a construaivist one in that it reflected a relativist view of 

the nature of reality inasmuch as "realities are apprehendable in the fonn of multiple, 



intangible mental constructions, socidly and experientially based, local and specific in 

nature . . . and dependent for their form and content on the individual persons or groups 

holding the constructions" (Guba & Lincoln, 1994, p. 110). In that these multiple realities 

are sornetimes confiiaing social realities, 1 undertook a multi-perspective approach, (i.e., 

District, School, Teams, and Individuals) io gain imght into value orientations, variations 

in value orientations and value conflicts of individuals for understding the culture of one 

elementary school. 

Consequently, epistemologicai beliefs leaned towards the assumption that 

knowIedge is subjectively created and understood rat her than being objective, verifiable 

facts and laws. The subjective nature of acquiring knowledge implies that there are 

multiple realities. These realities may be understood and interpreted and are capable of 

being revised, particularly when different constructions of reality are juxtaposed and 

exarnined (Guba & Lincoln, 1994). Once again, this had implications for the research in . 
t e n s  of why participative inquiry methods were used. As Guba and Lincoln suggest, 

"individual constructions can be elicited and refined only through interaction between mid 

among investigator and respondents" (p. 1 1 1). A subjectivist inquiry into the inner realm 

of value conflicts required interpretive, naturalistic methods that allowed for an intensive 

examination of the "multiple realities" @ e ~ n  & Lincoln, 1994, p. 13) of teachers for 

understanding the interplay of individual and group values in the developrnent and 

maintenance of, and resistance to, a prevailing sch001 culture. This focus on the 

perspective of the individual permitted the identification of the underlying sources of 

teachers' inner conflicts in the process of maintairing and fostering a school's culture. 
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Whereas the personal and subjective realm of the teacher was the prirnary focus, the 

individual's worid was considered within the organizational realrn of the school, as well as 

the social-cultural realm of sonetal values (Hodgkinson, 199 1). The organizational realm 

included a focus on: i. the f o d  organizational values "as expressed in the oven and 

covert goals, policies, and purposes of the organization as well as the organizational 

culture" (Hodgkinson, 199 1, p. 68); and, ii. the infonnol organizational values as 

reflected in "interpersonal relations" (Hoy & Miskel, 1987) and "group value orientations" 

(Hodgkinson, 199 1, p. 68) of the members of the organization. Ln other words, the intent 

was to understand and describe teachers' persond value conflicts fiom the perspectives of 

subgroups as well as the overdl group. 

The interpretive methods of inquïry employed for this investigation can be justified 

on other grounds. Examination of teachers' value conflias involves in part, a cultural 

approach to "determine the underlying forces that motivate behaviouf' (Hoy, Tarter, & 

Kotthamp, 1991, p. 7). Culture consists of shared assumptions, ideologies and values, and 

investigations into organizational culture "tend to use the qualitative and ethnographie 

techniques of anthropology and sociology to examine the character or atmosphere of 

organizations" (Hoy et al., 1991, p. 8). 

Research Design 

In that the paradigm "guides the investigation . . . in choices of method" (Guba & 

Lincoln, 1994, p. 1 OS), the research design needs to be compatible with the constructivist 

and interpretive nature of this study. The selection of the research design, or "plan for 
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assembling, organizing, and integrating information (data)" (Memiam, 1988, p. 6) is based 

upon the nature of the question, the amount of control the researcher has on variables in 

the study and the desired end product. Therefore, consistent with interpretive inquiry, and 

in keeping with the descriptive intent to understand and interpret basic assurnptions, 

espoused values and cultural artifacts, rather than to explain any causai relationship 

between variables, this study was a qualitative, instrumental case sîudy - instrumental 

(Stake, 1994, p. 237) in the sense that a particular case (Le., Hillside Elementary School) 

was examined to provide insight into an issue (i-e., value orientations of teachers and 

school culture ). Furfhermore, the adoption of a qualitative case study design met other 

criteria in that a case study is an "examination of a specifk phenornenon such as a 

program, an event, a person, a process, an institution, or a social group" (Memam, 1988, 

p. 9). This study was concerned with the manifestation of teachers' (Le., the social group) 

value orientations, variations in value orientations and value confias in the development 

and maintenance of, and/ or resistance to (Le., the process) school (the institution) 

culture, and, therefore, suitably investigated through the qualitative case study approach. 

Additionally, this design was suitable because of the largely inductive nature of the 

study. The complex nature of personal and group values and "multiple realities" as 

influences on behaviour and school culture make it difficult, if not impossible, to control 

or "identiQ dl the important variables ahead of time" (Memam, 1988, p. 7). The nature 

of the research questions did not lend itseif to quantitative answers. Rather, it generated 

data which was analysed and interpreted quditatively. 



Data Collection 

Pseudonyms are used for the school, the district and aii participants. 

Samn te 

A purposive, non-random sampling procedure was used to select one metropolitan 

elementary school as the focus of this study. Permission to conduct research in the school 

was granted after written submission of the sumrnarized research proposal to both the 

principal of the school and to the district research cornmittee. Before granting permission, 

the principal discussed the proposed research with his staff' explaining its purpose and the 

participatory nature of it and subsequently secured the agreement of the staff to participate 

in the research. Written consent was obtained and parents were advised of the nature of 

the research (see Appendices 4 B & C). In keeping with the research design, which called 

for examinhg the complexities and dynamics of value orientations from the perspectives 

of the individuals, the sub-goup and the larger group, the principal also requested that 

staff consider the research project fùnher in tems of teams andjor individuals 

volunteering to be a primary part of the research. Ultimately, two teaching teams, a 

Pnmary Team and a Junior Tearn came fonvard. 

During my 5-week visit at the school, 1 spent two full weeks with each of the two 

teacher teams whereby 1 became involved in various classroom activities which presented 

opportunities daily to make observations, to pursue answers to questions pertaining to 

understanding teachers' value orientations and their value conflias, which would lead to 

understanding the culture of the school. Furthermore, during the process of participatory 



observation, the interactions of teachers (approximately 40), -dents, visiting and 

volunteer parents, and administrators in the school were observed. As the investigation 

unfolded, 1 interviewed five more teachers, two parents, four specialists and the two 

administrators. These i n t e ~ e w s  were semi-structured in that there were both guiding 

questions (see Appendices D, E, F, G, H, I, & J) and emergent ones. Furthemore, 

informal discussions with varied members of the organization helped me to gain insight 

into how things were done at this school, which in tum led to new questions andlor shed 

new light on focusing the research projea. 

School Profile 

Killside Elementary School is one of approximately 130 schools which comprise 

one Canadian metropolitan school district. This particular school is located in a residential 

area and is largely surrounded by apartment buildings and t o m  houses. It has an 

enrollment of approxirnately 600 students in gradehC-6 and there are approximately 40 

teaching staffincluding 25 classroom teachers, the principal and vice principal, and various 

specialists positions (i. e., computer, french, resource, reading recovety, music). There are 

four teaching assistants. The school dso has a Family Resource Centre with one CO- 

ordinator and a secretary. The Centres' mission is to support and empower parents, 

establish a two-way link with the community and be sensitive to the multi-cultural 

characteristics of the community. In addition to this, a new position, Child Youth Worker, 

has been created at Hillside to help "behavioral" children. Three first-year teachers and 

five experienced teachers, including the Primary Team teachers, are new to this school. 
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Approximately 70 percent of the a a a t  Hillside are white females while 

approximately 19 percent are white males. In addition to this, 9 percent of the staff are of 

various racial and ethnic background while 2 percent of the staff are black male. Over 90 

percent of the staff have been boni in Canada. By contrast, the student population of the 

school is approximately distributed as follows: 

Number of languages represented in the school 33 
Number of countnes (-dents' birthplace) 48 
% of students andior parents who had immïgrated to Canada 87% 
% of students with primary language other than English 63% 

The student population at Hillside is deemed a highly transient one because of their 

recent immigrant aahis. Many of the parents are unsettled in terms of employment and 

therefore are apt to relocate f'iequently. According to the Family Resource Co-ordinator, 

roughly 45% of the students have corne from Iran, with the next largest group coming 

from Eastern European countries and a relativeiy large group coming from China. The 

remaining countries are represented by smaller numbers of students. Approximately 13% 

of the students are Canadian bom. 

District Profile 

This large Canadian metropolitan school district has a student population of 

approximately 65,000 students. Approximately three-fourths of either, or both of, the 

students and parents in this district have ïmmigrated to Canada, and over 100 countries 

and 70 different languages are represented in the district's schools. The district's student 

population is described as representing the rich cultural, ethnic, racial and linguistic 

diversity of the large Canadian metropolitan city in which it is situated. 



M m a ~  Team Profile 

n i e  PNnary Team consisted of three female teachers, Bernie, Gai1 and Mavis, and 

one male teacher, Ted. These teachers have fiom seven to twenty years of teaching 

experience, with most or al1 of it being in their current school district. However, each of 

these four teachers is new to Hillside Blernentary School. One of the them worked with 

HiIlside's principal previous to the 1995-1996 school year and requested a transfer in 

order to work with the principal again, and aiso because she adhered to the team teaching 

philosophy. The three remaining teachers requested transfers to Killside Elementary 

because they wanted to work on teams as well. 

The three female teachers in this group had elected to work together as a tearn. 

Later, Ted joined the group as a team member when numbers warranted the assignrnent of 

another Grade one teacher early in the school year. The Primary Team teachers stated they 

wanted to be a part of the research process because they felt that it would be an 

opportunity to be critically reflective of their team teaching practices, and therefore should 

help them grow as teachers. 

Junior Team Profile 

Technically, the Junior Team was comprised of four teachers, two female and two 

male. However, their cIassrooms were physically separated in that the two male teachers 

were located in portable classrooms apart from the main school building. In practice, then, 

the team was more or less split with the two femde teachers , Ester and Louise, 

collaborating on a daily basis while the two male teachers work independently. These 
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teachers had corne together as a foursome inf'omally fkom time to tirne. Futhexmore, 

Ester and Louise had volunteered to be a part of the research and the other two had not. 

Consequently, for the purpose of the this research the Junior Team is considered to be 

comprised of two teachers. 

Ester has spent approxirnately seven years teaching, al1 at Wside. However, she 

has held several dinerent positions during this time. Louise has spent three years at 

Hillside and 4 years elsewhere with the board. Both teachers had elected to work together 

as team. 

Admin is fration Team Profile 

Mark Butler, is into his second year as principal at Hïllside Elementary School. He 

has over twenty years experience both as a teacher and as an administrator and teacher in 

other multi-cultural schools with the board. Principal Butler is a strong advocate .O$ team 

teaching and feels that it is simply good pedagogy. He encourages teachers at Hillside to 

work as teams but he is aware that some are more reluctant than others to collaborate this 

way. At the end of the previous year, his first in the school, he facilitated the organization 

of a professional development day related to team-building. He dso encouraged teachers 

to create their own tearns, feeling that if teachers had some control over whom they 

worked with, then chances for the team's success would be increased. 

The vice principal, Karen Brown, is also new to the school, having been in her 

current position only four months at the nart of this research. She has experience teaching 

in other schools in the district and also has expenence as a consultant with the district. She 
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wanted an administration position because she prefers to have continuous contact with 

one organization and its members. Vice-principal Brown feels that being in one school 

full-time dlows her to build strong interpersonal relationships, which is in itself 

empowering and conducive to achieving educational goals. Also an advocate of team 

teaching, Vice-principal Brown believes that it is not a teaching approach that can be 

forced or arbitrarily set up. 

Principal Butler and Vice-principal Brown share an administrative office. The 

office door is usually open during the day, and quite ofien one or the other, or both, c m  

be seen in the office attending to administrative responsibilities such as meeting with 

teacherg students and/or parents throughout the day. Adjacent to their office is another 

room called the den. It is comfortably fimished with a sofa, an armchair, a round table and 

wall hangings. Meetings of an informal or impromptu nature are sometimes held in the 

"den." 

Procedures for Collectinu Data 

Observational methods are compatible with the qualitative case shidy for gathering 

data. Observational methods require researcher involvement in o b s e ~ n g  and recording 

what is observed (Dixon, Bouma & Atkinson, 1987, p. 69). Furthermore, observation as 

a method for gathering data "ranges across a continuum" (Glesne and Peshkin, 1992, p. 

4 l),  varying in researcher participation fiom complete observer to observer as participant, 

to participant as observer to complete participant (Merriam, 1988). Determining whether 

the aim of the research is to test a hypothesis or to achieve an objective (Evertson & 
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Green, 1986; Dixon, Bouma, & Atkinson, 1987; Glesne & Peshkin, 1992) has significance 

for the method of observation. The complete observer role is "more in keeping with the 

traditional scientinc paradigm" (Glesne and Peshkin, 1992, p. 40) which is "adequate for 

testing a causal hypothesis" (Dixon et al, 1987, p. 6) and for addressing "empirical 

questions which can be answered by observing and systematically recording observable 

and measurable faas" (Glesne & Peshkin, 1992, p. 6), and therefore not suitable for this 

qualitative, descriptive study. However, the three remaining categories of observation-- 

observer as participant, participant as observer, and complete participant-were compatible 

with this study's design in that they are often carried out in a field study or case study 

research (Merriam, 1988). Frequently, observational studies comprise a "mix of 

participation and observation" (p. 94) which changes as the researcher becomes more 

actively involved in the study. The participatory observational method for both gathering 

data and understanding the subjective and underlying sources of influence on teachers' 

behaviour was crucial to the success of this study. 

Observations "may be in the form of records, statisticd rates, tape-recordings, 

writings, questionnaires or interviews, archaeological remains, diaries, and so on" 

(Hughes, 1990, p. 97). For the purpose of this study, and in keeping with the qualitative 

case study design, (Anderson, 1990, p. 160) there were three main sources for my 

observations which were deemed suitable for answenng the research questions concemed 

with description and meaning (Morse, 1994, p. 224): 



i Pa~iciputory Observation: Largely @en and Unsfrucfured 

n i e  intent was to create an inter-reactive, reciprocd process of data-gathering, 

and interpretation of the underlying values reflected in school artifacts and teachers' 

espoused values. My intent was to examine these espoused values and to examine 

organizational members' behaviour to ûy to uncover any anomalies, consistencies and 

incongruencies which rnight then lead me to ask firther questions. The process becarne an 

interactive one in many cases, especiaily with teachers on the Prirnary and Junior Teams, 

and together we worked toward uncovering some of their basic assumptions about 

teaching. This is in keeping with this type of observational shidy, in that the researcher 

becomes a human instrument "capable of understanding the complexity of human 

interaction" (Memam, 1988, p. 103), for "knowledge of persons" can only be acquired 

through "understanding . . . the Iived expenences of others . . . through the apprehension 

of their inner meaning" (Hughes, 1990, p. 90). Observational Guides (see Appendices K 

and L) were two guiding instruments which 1 developed to focus my observations. 

However, 1 did not restrict myself to these guides but rather followed my intuition in many 

cases and allowed the process to unfold. 

Participants in the school were observed over a five-week penod in various 

situations (e.g., classroom, staffroom, playground, assemblies, cafeteria, etc.) and, when 1 

felt it appropnate, these participants were encouraged to "tell their storiesY7 (Morse, 1994). 

Questions related to understanding the culture of the school, value orientations and 

variations in orientations emerged through this process of being "immersed in the 

situation" (Anderson, 1990, p. 150). Daily, written descriptions of teachers' stories were 
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kept. The prirnary intent was to gain insight hto the values refiected in group interactions 

and manifested in school culture and to understand teachers' expenences in reconciling 

value confiicts. 

i; Cu/tural Artryads 

Inasmuch as the culture of the a school manifests (Caldwell & Spinks, 1992; 

Schein, 1990) itself in forma1 documents (e.g., policy handbooks, mission statements, 

district documents) and informa1 documents (e-g., school newsletters, memos to staff) and 

visible and audible school ntuals and ceremonies (e.g., bulletin boards, posters, art work, 

festivals), these artifacts became a focus of my observations. Written records were kept 

describing in detail my observations of these artifxts. This became part of the emergent 

process which led me to understand the values that were being espoused in this school. 

This process also focused my attention on certain anomalies in the school which then 

helped me to get at certain underlying basic assumptions. 

The following school documents were examined: StaflHandbook: School Profde; 

Major Cornmittees Pamphlet; Primary Report Card; nree  School NëwsZetters to 

Parents, Pre-Conference Leiter to Parents; Conflict Resolution Strategrgres For Students; 

Respect Quiz for Siudents; mui, Team Developrnent Scale. 

The following district documents were examined : System- Wzde Profiles of 

A chievernent 1994-95 Report Cardfor Pments and AI1 Taxpuyers; Sirategic Direciional 

Sta f ernents, 1995- 1998; M e n g  5'ludents ' Success lP9'i-96; Supervision for Grow th: A 

pro fesssiorlal Growth and Perjrmance Appruisul Progurn in XY Schools: Indicdors of 
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E*tive Teaching 1994; and. Supe~isiun for Growth, A PProjssionaI Growth and 

Perjiormance AppraisuI Program in XXSchooIs: Development Track cmd Administrative 

Track 1994. 

iii. Semo-strudured inrenieus 

For the teachers who were members of the two teaching teams, an interview 

schedule was designed (see Appendix D) to serve as my frame of reference for probing 

these teachers and for helping them to uncover their "sacred, secret and cover" stones 

(Clandinin & Co~el ly ,  1995, p. 3). This process helped help me to understand their 

espoused values, and in conjunction with my observations in their classrooms, proved to 

be a dialectical process which helped the teachers uncover their underlying educational 

values and, in some cases, the value codicts they experienced when there were variations 

in value orientations within the subculture of the team, and/or within the larger, 

overarching school culture. Development of the i n t e ~ e w  questions was guided by my 

conceptual framework and an effort was made to include various types of questions to 

facilitate teachers' ability to explore and describe their knowledge (Spradley, 1979). 

Semi-structured interviews were also conducted individually with the principal and 

vice principal, the Family Resource Co-ordinator, The Child Youth Worker, two ot her 

junior division teachers, and two teacher specialists and two parents. One group i n t e ~ e w  

was conducted with a pnmary division team. In total 19 participants were interviewed. 

Interviews lasted between 45 minutes to 120 minutes. 



The instmmental c a e  study is one where " . . .criticai issues are more Iikely to be 

known in advance. . . .[sol. . . . such a design c m  take greater advantage of already- 

developed instruments and preconceived coding systems (Stake, 1994, pp. 242-243). 

Sirnilarly, my obsewations in the classroomr and the school were initially guided by 

observation guides (see Appendix K & L). However the process of gathering and 

recording my observations was one of deliberation, reflection and intuition. Consequently, 

the obçenration guides were modified throughout the research process. Whereas the 

guides heIped to focus attention on critical issues, as time went on I found that there were 

other issues I wanted to explore. There were tirnes when the guides were restrictive in that 

what I wanted to write didn't fit on the page. About a week into the process, I began to 

reorganize my approach in tenns of relying more on my intuitive sense of where the 

research was going and less on the stmcture of the guides. In the end, approxirnately 230 

pages of field notes were produced. This included pages of my intermittent reflections on 

the process, and an examination of my personal underlying basic assumptions, some of 

which were eniightening for me. 

The interview process unfolded in much the same way. After a couple of 

interviews, I more or less had intemalized the types of questions that 1 wanted to ask. In 

the case of the Pnmary and Junior Team teachers, I asked the basic questions that 1 

thought would help me to answer the research questions. 1 also asked questions 

concerning observations 1 had made in their answers. This process was focused on 

encouraging t hese teachers to dari@ their value orientations and to underst and their basic 
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assumptions about teaching. Frequently, after the interview, and upon further refleaion, 

these teachers would corne to me to clarfi an issue that had been discussed during the 

interview, 

'Vnstmctured" interviews with others in the school took place on a daiIy basis. 

The unnnictured interview is descnbed as one that is used to "understand the complex 

behaviour of members of society without imposing any a priori categorization that may 

limit the field of inqu jz' (Fontina & Frey, 1994, p. 366). This type of interviewhg is more 

conversational as there is an interactive dialogue between the interviewer and the 

participant, a deviation f h m  the more traditional role of the cool and rational interviewer. 

This type of in te~ewing was usehl because it allowed me to better understand the 

culture of the school and the variations in value orientations of individuals and groups 

within the school. 1t also provided me with opportunities to request interviews with others 
- 

besides the Primary and Junior Team teachers at HiIlside. At the end of each day 1 would 

make written notes about the discussions I had had with various people throughout the 

day . 

The semi-struchired i n t e ~ e w s  were audio-taped in al1 cases except one where, 

because the teacher was new, she preferred not to be recorded. For that interview 1 took 

hand-written notes. 

Ai1 i n t e ~ e w s  and field notes were transcribed and stored on diskettes and kept in 

a secure location. A cornputer software filing system (NUDaIST) was used to store and 

retrieve the data. The system was used to assist me in stonng, formatting, indexing, and 

managing the rich and thick data which was derived through the documents, inteniews, 
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and field notes. Using a cornputer software program facilitated the coding process in that 

it eliminated many of manual tasks associated with this process. Consequently, it afforded 

considerable flexibility to the coding and analysis process. 

According to Huberman and Miles (1994, p. 429), data analysis "contains three 

linked subprozesses . . . [which ard . . . data reduction, data display, and conclusion 

drawing." Whereas data reduction began with choosing the conceptual framework, 

research questions and the instruments, firther inductive and deductive data reduction 

followed as themes and patterns were identified and verified throughout the research 

process. This was a highly intuitive and emergent process. While the major themes had 

been structured by the conceptuai fiamework and research questions, other major themes 

emerged as weli as categories and subcategones. As the process unfolded I found it 

necessary to keep records in tems of which interviews and which perspective had been 

completed. Othenvise, given that there was suçh an abundance of data, it would have 

been difficult to know what I had completed. 

Data display, according to Huberman and Miles, refers to the compression of data 

in such a way so as to aliow the researcher to make meaning of the data and to draw 

conclusions. The nature of the data display emerged through the process of analysis. 

"Most wrïters on the topic argue that qualitative research, because it is based on 

dieerent assurnptions about reality, a different worldview, a different paradigm, should 

have different conceptualizations of vdidity and reliability" (Memam, 1988, p. 1 66). 
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Janesick (1994, p. 216) suggests that the tem "validity" is confùsing because it is 

traditiondly a quantitative one. Trustworthiness is the more appropriate word inasrnuch as 

it "sigrufies a different set of assumptions about research purposes than does validity" 

(Kincheloe & McLaren, 1994, p. 15 1). Because of the assumptions about the multiple 

realities that go with qualitative research, judgements about vaiidity have to do with the 

researcher demonstrating that he or she has represented these perspectives adequately 

(Memam, 1988). Some of the ways to ensure tmstworthiness are triangulation, member 

checks, peer examination and clanfying the researcher's biases (Memam, 1998). In the 

case of the latter, 1 have presented my basic assumptions and orientation at the beginning 

of this chapter. 

The purpose of this qualitative case study was to gain insight into, not to explain, 

the relationship between two conceptual variables--values and culture. Weaknesses 

associated with the validity and reliability of such a descriptive, non-experimental study 

were remediated through the use of triangulation. If we "accept both a pluralism of 

theones" (Hughes, 1990, p. 157) and "believe that skilled researchers can combine 

approaches" (Glesne & Peshkin, 1992, p. 9), then methodological triangulation combining 

"dissirnilar methods such as in te~ews,  observations and physicai evidence to study the 

same unit" (Memarn, 1988, p. 69) can be used to enhance the trustwonhiness of 

participant observational studies. In that this study involved the use of document analysis, 

interviews, and participatory observation, tnangulation of methods is implicit in the nature 

of the research. 
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Furthemore, member checks were conducted whereby i n t e ~ e w  data was brought 

back to each participant to verûy and clariijr. Frequently, throughout the process of being 

at the school, I presented my interpretation of what 1 had cbserved and asked school 

members to reaa to it. Dunng the coding and analysis process, I asked colleagues to 

comment on the categories as they emerged, and I discussed my interpretations and data 

display strategies. This process helped me to cl* my thoughts and understand the data 

better. 

Ethics 

To preserve the anonymity of participants, pseudonyrns were used. In presenting 

and discussing the findings, consideration was given to what the data revealed about the 

individuals. In some cases, individuals are referred to in general terms rather than 

specifically by pseudonym or by position. This was done when issues discussed were 

considered to be sensitive a d o r  potentially controversial. This was particularly the case 

to ensure confidentiality and to protect the identity of "informants." Nevertheless, 1 was 

surprised at the bmtal honesty with which participants responded, especially when self - 

descriptions did not necessarily present them in a "favourable" light. The majority of the 

people 1 taiked with ensured me that they were not concemed with the issue of anonymity 

in that what they were saying was not something that they would not express openly with 

their colleagues if the subject was broached. 



The next chapter begins the presentation of the data pertaining to value 

orientations, variations in orientations and value conflicts. This is presented in four 

chapters, the first beginnhg with educationai purpose. 



Educatlonal Purposes and Underlying Value Orientations: 

A Multi-perspective Comparative Analysis 

This chapter begins with a discussion of educators' beliefs about educational 

purposes and underlying value onentations fiom the perspectives of the District, the 

School, the Prirnary Team, the Junior Team, and by extension, Individuals. This is 

followed by an analysis of the variations in onentations between and among the various 

perspectives. 

Establishing Educational Purposes and Underlying Value Orientations fkom 

Different Perspectives 

An examination of district policy documents (see Table 5.1, p. 28) helped me to 

uncover the District orientation to educational purpose. These documents included 

mission staternents regarding educational aims and goals. Discovery of the school's 

orientation to the purpose of school emerged through an analysis of the following: i. my 

recorded observations of various organized and impromptu activities involving teachers, 

students, parents, and administrators, of daily informal stafioom discussions, and of the 

more formal staff meetings which took place dunng my five-week visit; ii. my recorded 

serni-stmctured intewiews with the principal, the vice principal, twelve cIassroom 



teachers, three specialists, and two parents; and, iii. formal and informal school documents 

(see Table 5.1, p. B). Similady, beliefs about educationai purposes and the underlying 

value orientations of individuais on the Primary and Junior Teams were detennined 

through an examination of the data derived fiom my recorded, daily observations over a 

two-week period in each team's classrooms, the written recorded discussions which arose 

as a result of my observations in the classrooms, and the semi-structured interviews with 

each team member. 

Table 5.1 
List of Documents Analvzed 

District Documents 
D System-Wide Profiles of Achievement: 1994-95 Report Card for Parents and AI1 

Taxpayers . (PA) 
Strategic Directional Statements, 1995- 1998 (SDS) 
Mapping Students' Success. 1995-96 (h4S S) 

b SupeMsion for Growth: A professional Growth and Performance Appraisal 
Program: Indicators of Effective Teaching (ET) 

w SupeMsion for Growth, A Professional Growth and Performance Appraisal 
Program: Development Track and Administrative Track. @T&AT) 

Forma1 School Documents 
b Hillside Elementary Staff Handbook (SH) 
b Primary Report Card (PRC) 
t School Profile 94/95 (SP'94/95) 
Informal School Documents 
b Three school newsletters (SNL) 
b One school paper: The WoifPack (TWP) 
b Pre-Conference Letter to Parents (P-CL); 
b Conflict Resolution Strategies (CRS), 
b Respect Quiz (RQ), 
b Tearn Development Scale (TDS) 
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Educational purposes are generally broad statements regarding beliefs about the 

overall purpose of schools and, therefore, difficult to determine through observation alone. 

That is, observations of classroom pradices such as what or how a teacher teaches 

mathematics may not readily suggest one purpose over the other. For example, how does 

one know if a teacher's intent in expecting students to engage in problem solving is to 

prepare them for future employrnent, or if it is to help students develop cognitive skills 

that would foster lifelong learning, or for that matter, ifthe teacher is just unreflectively 

following the tex.? Consequently, educational purposes and value orientations in this 

study were determined primarily by analysing espousedvalues, both written, as in policy 

documents, and oral, as articulated in the responses to direct questioning about what 

individuals believed to be the purpose or purposes of education. Nevertheless, analysis of 

my observations in the school helped to supplement this process in that a filler picture of 

how the educational purposes were revealed through the rituals, artifaas and behaviour. 

that 1 witnessed in the school. 

In the early stages of the data analysis, four main categones of educational purpose 

emerged: social developrnent; personal development, career development, and intellectual 

development. Further analysis ied to a bifircation of two of these categories: social 

developrnent was subdivided into social adaptation and social reconstruction, while 

intellectual development was subdivided into acadernic development and cognitive 

development. In the case of the former, initially al1 statements penaining to the social 

purpose of education were coded as social development. However, there emerged two 

distinct classifications of social development, which is compatible with two of Eisner's 
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(1 979) curriculum orientations: social adaptation and social reconstruction. According to 

Eisner, these two educational purposes are similar in that they both require a look at 

society and the world to determine what S C ~ O O ~ S  should teach. They d s e r  in that the first 

is to serve the interests of society while the second is to "fk" it. Regarding inteliectual 

development, this category first included d statements related to developing the mind. 

However, as 1 continued to analyse the data 1 came to see a distinction between 

statements which emphasized intellechial growth in terms of acquiring knowledge of 

subjea matter, and statements which centred around the development of intellechial 

processes; hence, the development of the categones acadernic developrnent and cognitive 

development. These two purposes of education ~ S O  are similar to Eisner's classifications, 

development of cognitive processes and acadernic rationalism. 

Consequently, whereas the data shaped the emergent categories, the literature on 

educational purpose influenced the manner in which 1 labelled and defined the categories 

(see Table 5.2, p. 81). Put another way, the data analysis informed the content of the 

categories while the iiterature review infiuenced the labels for the categories. Table 5.2 

outlines the key elements which characterize each educational purpose. Not al1 

perspectives were onented to al1 six educational purposes. For exarnple, the District 

perspective did not include social reconstruction as an educational purpose while Ted on 

the Pnmary Team made reference to ody social adaptation. The data analysis is presented 

under each of the six orientations and includes, where applicable, each perspective in the 

following order: District, School, Pnmary Team by individuals, and Junior Team by 

individuals. Table 5.3 (see p. 82) displays the educational purposes fiom each of these 



Table 5.  2 
du-nal Purposes 

L EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES 
A. Social Adaptation 

Citizenship Skills (e.g., participation in a pluralistic, global Society, celebrate Canadian heritage, 
acceptance of societal standards) 

O S taridards of Behaviour (es, punchiality, nile cornpliance) 
Social Skills (eg., co-operation, tolerance, compassion, caring, respect, participation) 
Respect for Cultural Differences (e. g-, religion, race, ethnicity, gender) 

b Mord Development 
Maintenance of Statw Quo 

B. Social Reconstruction 
t Developing Critical Social Consciousness - Alleviate ills of Society 
b Focus on ControversiaI Issues (e.g.. religious values, sexual preferences, political corruption, race, 

gender, prejudices, etc.) 
C. Penonal Development 
rn Self'-esîeem 
b Self-discipline 

Life-long Leaming 
b Emotionai Well-being 
t Personal Meaning 
D. Career DeveIopment 
b Career Education Skiiis 
t Technology Skills (e-g., tu mect dexnands of hi@-tech multicuIturaI workplace) 
10 Specidization (e.g., specialized programming for future success) 
E. Academic Developmeat 

Literacy 
Nurneracy 

b Rationalism 
t Arts and Sciences 
F. Cognitive Development 
t Developing Problern Solving Skills 
Y S trengthening Int ellectud Faculties 

perspectives. This table demonstrates the data sources for aniving at these orientations: 

Document data are coded as D, interview data are coded as 1 and Observational data are 

coded as O. Where the data analysis provided information to suggest that there was an 
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emphasis in orientation, then the data source is presented in bold lettering and underlined 

(e.g., Document data is coded as P). 

Social Adaptation 

References to educational purpose which embodied the concept that the purpose 

of school is to serve the interests or needs of society in tems of conforming to existing 

values, maintaining the social order and presehg culture were coded under this 

category. In other words, a social adaptation orientation is one which would support the 

idea that students mua be helped to acquire the s l d s  needed to fit into society as it 

presently exists. 

Table 5.3 
Educational Purposes Across Perspectiva 

EDUCATIONAL 
PURPOSE 

Social Adaptation 

Social Reconstruction 

Pernonal Development 

Career Development 

Academic Develapment 

Cognitive Development 



Social ada~tation: District 

Document analysis reveded a strong and explicit emphasis on social adaptarion as 

a purpose of education at the district level. Policy statements such as the following were 

found: 

it is the mission of this Board to empower students to . . . participate responsibly in 
a pluralistic, global society (Strategic Directional Statements) 
the CU IN^^ of the school fosters participation, responsibility and success (Strategic 
Directional S tatements) 

a education must refiect the multicultural population we serve while at the same time 
celebrating Our strong Canadian hentage (Development Track and Administrative 
Track, p. 6) 
in the process of education with this Board, students become contnbuting citizens 
to Canada and the world (Mapping Students' Success) 
strong values support our programs and become part of the leaming process: 
students learn to CO-operate and respect each other. They learn compassion and 
caring. They l e m  tolerance and faimess. 

Social ada~tation: Schoot 

Social adaptation as a purpose of education was reiterated both orally by the 

administrators through inteniews and in writing in the form of school documents such as 

the staffhandbook and the primary repon card. Examples fiom documents are: 

one of the primary objectives at this school is to foster interpersonal relationships 
(StafFHandbook, p. 1) 
we believe that the prime outcome of school is student achievement in terms of 
acadernic, personal, socid [emphasis added] and vocational growth (Staff 
Handbook, p. 1) 
we believe our programs and services encourage the development o f .  . . a feeling 
of community respect for cultural values (Staff Handbook, p. 1) 
Pfimary Report Card Categories: Personal and Social Growth (Work Habits; 
Follows directions; works independently; accepts responsibility; respects 
rightdproperty of others; is thoughtful and courteous; has positive attitude; shows 
initiative) (Primary Report Card) 



The principal placed great emphasis on the teaching of social values: 

Igues  the more 1 look at it the more I'm concerned thcrf we musî develop 
a set ojvdues t h t  we al1 agTee upon, more t h  teaching them how to 
read and wnwnleB cause those me  the skiZIs thcit we need to get thrmgh Ive. I 
guess ij? see any discouragement it is the mrmber of childien who can 't 
get aIong. A M  think it's increasing. And thar's a microcosm of the world 
and the hostility thal we see even to where a JeW kills mother Jèw, cmd 
that 's been going on for yens but certainly not a big part of thor cuhre. 
And ? see t M  hostility in the school yard and when the c m e n t s  ore 
made, il's uhvtys about the mother. It 's never about the father. m e n  you 
want to hurt someone you sqy something either about the sexuality or 
about the race. Our kids have been pushed into a multinrltural society. 
B e y  hmen 't grown up in it cmd they don 't know how to cope wiih thaf. I 
don 't know where we go with that but I think we do need tu get back tu 
accepiing more responsibiIity for the teaching of values. 

The principal's belief that the school must take responsibility for the teaching of 

social and moral values was bom out in tangible ways at Hiliside Elementary School. For 

example, one weekly ntud was to introduce a "thought for the week" as part of the daily 

morning announcements. Some of these thoughts included: "Tmth is still tmth, even if it 

makes you angry," "Ifyou think you're beaten you are, if you due not, you won't, and if 

you think you can't win, you most certainly won't," "Knowledge without action is not 

knowledge" and "Don't cornplain ifyou have to stmggle, that is when the work begins. 

There is no victory where there is no battle." The value concepts implied in these 

statements are related to: "tmth," "cornpetition," and a "work ethic." Other adages were 

relayed daily such as this mord message: "When a bird sees a trap it stays sway. Some of 

seem to be attracted to trouble." The principal stated that the thought for the week 

"introduces some values into the system which are sadly needed." 
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Other methods of transmitting moral and social values were evident. Values such 

as "peace" and "respect" were manifested in the various bulletin board displays throughout 

the school. One such murai display was centred around the theme, 'Keep Making the 

Road of Peace," and depicted a picture of the world divided into the following labelled 

sections: Love; World Peace; Perfect Team; Friendship; One Human Family; and Take 

Down Invisible Wails. A poster with the words, " A great school is built on a solid 

foundation: RESPECT" conveyed the idea that there would be more Ieaming and less 

conflict if' everyone respected one another. 

Acknowledgement of the multicultural student population was implicit in the 

principal's recognitioq through the morning announcements, of the various festivals and 

holidays such as Hanukkah, Christmas and Kwanzas. Bulletin board displays and posters 

afso represented people of many races and ethnicities. Over 30 flags from around the 

world hung in the main foyer and the word "peace" in four languages was clearly visible 

on its walls. 

- Social ada~tation: Primant Team-Bemie 

Bernie espoused the belief that the purpose of schooling was to maintain the 

societal status quo. Her position was characterized by a kind of hopeless resignation that 

schools do, and perhaps even should, serve to perpetuate social and econornic 

stratification. However, this unfortunate situation could be alleviated by helping students 

to lead a fùller and happier personal life so that they could be content with their "position" 

in life: 



I think from my own ehcation in universiiy we taIked a lot about the f i  
t h t  educution, the education syslem ream, if 's main p p s e  is ?O train 
people dprepare  people for the outside world und therefore, it shouId 
be muintuining the status quo, teuching confomity, teuching people how 
to re.pect authority, teaching the top tenpercent tu be ussertive and 
aglgressive and the bottom ten percent to be ready to be gwbage people. 
And even t h g h  at the time I thought thal war qpalZing, 1 really 
understami thrrr if1 wunt society to be mainfained a s  it is t h  har to be 
done in the s c h d  system, becouse othenvise you 've got no one to pick up 
the garbage, and as Q aember of our society I w m  somebady topick it 
up, and 1 wunt to d l  be middIe c l m  and sornebody else to be Iawer 
clars. So I think that 's one of the, ifyou wunt to think i h r  way, I think 
that 3 educarion 's purpose. 

Bernie was not without reservations in this position and felt it to be an "arnbiguous" 

condition. Nevertheless she suggested that because "in many ways Our society is working 

and 1 can't see how to make it better" there was a need to "prepare the children for what's 

out there." Bernie aiso felt that to deny that she was in a "privileged position," or to deny 

that society for her was fine as it was, would be hypocntical. 

Social adaptation: Prirnarv Team-Gai1 

Gai1 spoke about the purpose of education being to provide a strong sense of core 

moral values, particularly values which helped to perpetuate a Canadian culture while at 

the same time respecting the diverse nature of its population: 

1 reuIZy think that Canada has to have u strong moral, c0unb-y moral and 
that people coming into the country while they may have dzfferent rnorals 
and that 's fine, that they cm have the di,@rent rnorals but they h m  tofil 
it into the Cmtadun society. For eunple, the Sikhs, when they bring their 
religious kniws. Well, it 's not saje for anyone to have a knife in society 
a d  this is a Canudiim society and we 've decided that it 's not safe for 
anyone to have a knbtif in this society. So while, ijyou 're at home or i f  
you 're going to ymr church k t ' s  one thing that you h m  your religious 
ceremonial knives but in lems of Cmudian culture I ihink that there h m  
to be a, I wish there was a sfiong Ccmodan culture that while we would 



encourage and welcome a diversity we wouldsfrsfrII haw a common moral 
background. o common moral gtuund to build the c o u n e  on. 

In this discussion, Gail distinguished between three societd institutions - the 

farnily, the church and the school. The underlying assumption here is that the purpose of 

school is to perpehiate common moral principles for the betterment of Canadian society. 

Cultural differences in ternis of religious rituals and practices, where "incompatible" with 

Canadian values, should be carried out in the privacy of the home or church. 

Social ada~tation: Primaw Team-Ted 

Ted believed that the manifestations of behavioural problems in schools today were 

more intense and the focus of teachers's attention was generally not on something trivial 

like chewing gum "because you're concemed with kids fighting and kids hurting one 

another." To counter this growing violence Ted believed it was necessary to "foster a 

caing attitude in kids." This would better serve the primary purpose of education which 

he deemed to be to fit into society: 

We have a lof of infornation that we 're just sturting to get. I mean the 
resemch, ba in  research really, the infornation we're starting to get hm 
only been recently . . . We know very linle about what we 're doing. We 
only have what we 've gor and we take t h  rmd use i f  and try to interpret it 
md use what we can to do whor we 're hying to do which is educate kids to 
prepcrre t h  for some produc tive li$e in society. 

Social ada~tation: Prima- Team-Louise 

Louise's espoused belief, similar to Gd ' s  position on the Primary Team, was that 

schools have a responsibility to teach children how to behave in a society. This purpose 



was bewming increasingly more difficult because of the cultural diversity in many schools 

today: 

0- Well, 1 guess, being a teacher, I think, haF become more 
complicated over the larr jw yems. We tend to be spendntg a lot more 
time teaching the childen, yyou hm, more of the social behaM'our. . .ami 
a lot of childien me getring thut sort of education from home and with the 
m b e r  of dlfferent cultures we have here in C d ,  d~yerent cuZtures 
have d'flerent ideos of whnr 's acceptable, what 's not acceptable and sol 
yorc know, eatucuting them as to what social behavzmr is acceptaole in 
C h .  

Louise's discussion suggests that the cdtural diversity of the social behaviour 

leamed in the home creates a problem for many schools today and, therefore, children 

need to be educated about what is appropriate social behaviour in Canada. 

Social Reconstniction 

Oniy two individuals, both members of the Primary Team, made references to 

educational purposes which embodied a social reconstructivia perspective. There were 

no statements which were indicative of this educational purpose for the District, the 

School, or for two members of the Primary Team or either member of the Junior Team. 

Social reconstruction: Priman, Team-Bernie 

Whereas Bernie's discussion of the purpose of education strongly expressed a 

social adaptation position, she also believed that schools should address controversial 

issues such as homosexuality. This is more in iine with a social reconstmction perspective 

in that the emphasis is on alleviating some of the ills of society sternming fiom 



discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation. Bemie felt dismay in that issues such as 

this were lacking fiom the curriculum: 

Lik  a i h e r  goud exmnple, for me, is homosexuality ad semal 
orientation through choices that people make. I think i f s  absolutely 
qpaIZing thaf that 's a value that we don Y teach in the schoolF, that we 
alZw chikiren to, we suy you c m  't come to school and foster o raczst 
attitude but it 's okay to come tu s c h Z  and foster a homophubic attitude 
and as an educator I am actuaI& going to encourage it by excluding 
homosexual discussion or mention fim my cu~icultm. And l'm actually 
going to let 0 t h  teachers probubly say preity lem-ble things (II times, 
people who feel those things, because the bomd di& Y have a policy on il. 
Our bwrd, for instance, hm a policy thaf says no discriminarion and so 
therefore that zncludes homosexuaZity and homophobiu, bu! will not back 
you up ifyou teach se& orientation in ymr CICISS. 

Bemie felt this "hugely cont radiao~ '  and suggested that teachers would be Iikely to leave 

such controversial issues done for fear of being "sold up the river." 

Social reconstruction: Primanr Team-Mavis 

Mavis believed that schools should be concerned with the interests of al1 sixiety, 

not just those of the dominant class. 

1 think right naw, I mean, the education system, mosr businesses, most of 
society, everyone centres around w h t  the white eqvecfationr and values 
are m ~ d  we 're Zooking. here, you look at this school, how many white 
child'en boni in Cana& lzve here? So no, I'd say if anything I'd wmt to 
see us rnoving awuy fiom maintaining society the wqy it is, and openhg 
up, like seeing more teachers who are Black or Chinese. I'd certain& like 
to move ~~ayfrrom that because 1 think we are ulmost putling our 
CU ltures, Our Ccmadian eveciations ont0 these chiidken. 

Mavis was correct in stating that there was a large number of students at Hillside 

who were not bom in Canada. Student population statistics reported in the 1994-1995 

School Profile for Hillside Elementary support her claim. In the school district itself, more 
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than 100 countries and 70 different languages were represented. Out of the approximately 

40 teachers at Hillside Elementary, the large majonty of them were white, while two of 

them were black. There were a few non-teaching positions which were represented by 

other visible minonties and various ethnicities. 

Personal Development 

Statements pertaining to the personal interests of the students in t e n s  of their self- 

development and enjoyment of life were coded as personal development. The focus here 

would be on helping students achieve indihidual fieedom and persona1 filfilment by 

fostenng self-esteem, rnaking cumculum personally relevant and developing an 

appreciation for the aesthetic value of Me. 

Personal development: District 

The following statements from two district documents imply a personai 

development value orientation at the District level: 

As their self-esteem and self-discipline grows, students leam to make decisions and 
to accept their consequence according to societal standards (Mapping Students' 
Success) 
Programs should be relevant (Strategic Directionai Statements) 

Personal developrnent: School 

The following statements written in the staffhandbook demonstrate that personal 

development was considered to be a purpose of education for Hillside Elementary School: 

one of the primary objectives at this S C ~ O O ~  is to develop and maintain each 
student's sense of self-worth and self-discipline (Staff Handbook, p. 1) 



O we believe that the prime outcome of school is student achievement in terms of 
academic, personal (emphasis added), social and vocational growth (Staff 
Handbook, p. 1). 
we believe Our programs and seMces encourage the development of self worth, a 
feeling of comrnunity respect for cultural values, and a recognition of 
accomplishment (StafFHandbook, p. 1) 

These documents statements were coherent with the vice principal's position 

regarding the importance of meeting students' personal needs: 

In lems of the needs, it k u anipe community in that it 's al2 opartment 
dueuers und a lu2 of single fmiiies and then you 've got the culturd 
diversity on top of that . . . . I think the fransient qudity of this is the 
dmence  in l e m s  of how the needs get met and whai you c m  do because 
1 see real disadvantages just stariing wilh some chil&en in rems of hying 
to get support and Iookïng at assessing them a d  they 're gone and 1 think 
that ulso a& tu the intemity of the school because kids, these kin& of 
ki&flmtfrorn here io here to here und each school picks up anù srarts 
over again so ofln their nee& never get met til way down the r d  and 
they continue to have d@mIties a22 the way around 

Both the principal and the vice principal encouraged teachers to engage in activities with 

students that would help them develop their self-esteem and self-discipline. As one 

convener suggested, extra cumcular clubs such as the Green Club and the Garnes Club 

were set up to "give them things to do at lunch . . . and the more they're together the more 

they're involved, the more they like the school, the more they like the school the less 

trouble they get into." This also helped them to develop "pnde" in their school. The 

principal considered these clubs to be "phenomend." 

Tangible manifestations of the importance of personal development were evident 

throughout the school building. For example, bulletin boards near severd primary classes 

displayed srudents' art work and writing entitle "Al1 About Me." Another bulletin board 

near one kindergarten class provided information for visiting parents about the necessity to 
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nourish children's emotiona! intelligence (i.e., cooperation, empathy, consensus building) 

which was considered to be more important than rational intelligence. 

Even though Bernie's views on educational purpose reflected a social adaptation in 

position, this seemed to be a position sternming from resignation rather than persona1 

cornmitment. Her remedy to this undesirable condition was to focus on emotional and 

personal development as an educational purpose. In relation to the way schools work to 

maintain the status quo, Bemie stated: 

UnjrtunateZy, as a teacher, when you 're reaZly in here, it really works 
that way and so 1 do think that 's what we achieve rmd I wish we didn 't but 
that is what we achieve. 

However, this was not a conscious effort on her part: 

 BU^ I think what your purpose becomes when you 're actualZy in here is , 

quite dflerent. I don5 think I sil in my room and think, 'Hm um Igoing 
to gei some ojmy chilriren readjrfor the upper cZasses and some ready for 
the Iower classes and in thzspmticuIw community how mn Igoing tu 
make m e  they aZZ fail in Ive? ' 1 think it doesn 't work Zike thut as much. 

And there was a way to counteract this phenornenon, a way to help those situated at the 

Iower level of the social class compensate for their unfortunate place in society: 

Iguess whar the purpose en& up being imtead. now, ar a teacher, you 
make each child as successfu] us they c m  be andprepme them to, I guess, 
accept their lot, but ifthey do end up k i n g  tu step into the same stafus 
as their parents ha4 I think, he[ping them know how to rnarirnize what 
they 're gonna face. Do you know what I mean? Ifyou don 't haw v e v  
much money, helping them undersfand thrrl they c m  enjoy their Zife 
through the mts and thrmgh physicaljimess without necessaril'y being 
rich, teaching t h  that ihere me  dlflerent ways to express themselves and 
have them understand that your Zije isn 't made up of what you do from 9 
to 5 so even ifyou hme a lousy job zt 's not the end of the world I thhtk dl 



those things me really important mid don 't necesmi& contradicf the 
goal's of keping society the way it is. Idecli'y, what I'd like it to be, whaf I 
want it tu k or whaî it is. 1 'd like it to be tint everybody c m  l e m  how to 
be happy and successful and l e m  how to work well together so that the 
world can be a better place - which is whot would happen. 

Personal develoement: Primant Team-Mavi~ 

Mavis felt that the purpose of school should include individual self- 

filfilment, as revealed during one interview: 

1 think t h  it 's very important that the children feel that they c m  
achieve and work iowardr individual self-filfiment anù feel 
positive about what they 're doing. 1 do see individuai sey- 
fulfment as a pupose, certain&. 

Personal develotrment: Junior Team-Louise 

An i n t e ~ e w  with Louise also provided data to suggest that she felt that the 

persona1 development of each child in tenns of foster their self-esteem and confidence waç 

important: 

Our job is to make sure thar these chilben are feeling good aboui 
themeives d that they aTe capuble und rhaf, makiking them aware that 
just because they 're not mcrybe good in math they mciy have strengrhî in 
Ianguage or they rnw have strengrhr in visual arts or they rnaybe some 
rlny they 'II grow up 20 be a wonderfil actor or actress because that 's 
where their men@ lie. So Iwking ut the dzflerent intelligences that we 
have in the classroom und redb m g  to get the kids to hone in on those 
and h n g  on10 those rmd to diII work on the 0 t h  mes. to still try and 
develop those but to be mare that it 's okay ijyou 're not a mathematician 
or a writer or an actor. 



Careet Oevelopment 

Analysis of data fiom interviews, unstructured discussions, documents and 

observations revealed that the District, the School, two memben of the Primary T e m  and 

one Junior Tearn member believed that the purposes of school should include career 

development. Career development as an educational purpose pertains to school's purpose 

as utilitarian in that the aim is to train or educate students so that they will be able to meet 

the demands of the workplace. 

Several explicit statements Eorn one district document were coded under cureer 

Canadians are key contnbutors to our global economy. By setting high standards 
for students, we help them prepare to meet the challenges and demands of our 
high-tech, multicuhral workplace (Strategic Directional Statements) 
Programs should . . . include. . . career education skills (Strategic Direaionai 
Statements) 
Student prograrns are balanced with opportunities for specialization to prepare 
them for fùture success (Strategic Directionai Statements) 

Career develomnent- School 

Preparing students for eventual careers is implicit in this statement wrïtten in the 

school's staff handbook: 

O we believe that the prime outcome of school is student achievement in tems of 
academic, personal. social and VOC- [emphasis added] growth (Staff 
Handbook, p. 1) 



Inasmuch as preparing students to be part of exking society in terms of class 

structure, Bemie's implicit belief was that the purpose of school was to help students enter 

the work world for the good of the individual and the good of society: 

How I gonna make sure thar these [black] boys in my cIms get as much 
opportuniîy us the other boys in my clms or t h  the [black] girls are 
gonna do more, you know, or be more . . . . 1 think that 's whot many of us 
do because realistically we knaw we 're not gonna change anything in a 
big wqy andnone of us me gonna seIl our children up the river either. Su 
we SV, 'I think right now that Jerome 's going to go nowhere but maybe 
he 's hem, as Einstein, cmd in primar-y school we 're gonna say Ihat he 's 
leaming dzsabled but in two yens he 's gonna blossom and when he 's 15 
he ' I l  discover the cure for AIDS and am I gonna sentence Jerome IO go to 
an institution when he 's 6yems old or am Igonna give him a c h c e ?  
And because I'm going to assume that there me  some brain surgeons in 
my clars even though these are the Iower classes, the 'Iowest ' rnembers of 
our society ut the moment, I'rn gonna assume some of them c m  go very 
for and for their sake because 1 love them und for my own sake because 
I'm gonna have members of myfomi& @ h g  of ilhesses that they can 
muybe cure. 1 want to drive the c m  rhar they invent. I'm gonnu work 
towards iheir bettement but in reality I'm using my values IO decide what 
some of them may achieve. In reality I'm coming with my bimes and so 
my purposes, ut the same tirne, are also to do what the Big Brother, 
Society, wants me to do. Does that make sense? - 

Career develo~rnent: Primarv Team-Mavis 

Mavis was somewhat ambivalent about education's role in preparing students for 

particular careers. She did believe, however, that schools should prepare students for what 

they will need to be successful in their careers, but did not equate this as the prime 

purpose of schools: 

1 don 't know if the overall purpose is to prepare them for a career 
necessari&, to prepare theni for life uJer school. afrer high school, 
certuinly. ? do see that we have 20 prepare them for whaf 's ouf there, and 
for the s M s  they 're going to need to be successful in cureers. But 1 do11 '1 



see that as the total g d  of education so thar they c m  get a job when they 
c m  get out. It 's one q e c t  of it but I see it sort of as a whole umbrella. 

Louise believed that inasmuch as it was her job to help shidents make the link 

between particular subjea areas and the types of careers that required knowledge in these 

areas, then career development was a school purpose: 

WeZl I think t h  in the elementary ami intermediate schools is when we 
can introduce the chil&en to all the differentpossibiliries that me mi 
there, you hm, and dtfferent things t h  you c m  do with math and we by 
to show them why is math important and here are aZZ the dzflerent ways we 
use it and then here me, you know, some of the d~rerent jobs ihatpeople 
wiZl use these math skiZZs. B e  same with al1 the dzyerent mees of the 
curriculum, you hm, if u child is interested in cirama they don 't just have 
to grow up to be an actor or an actress. 7here are d l  sorts of other areas 
in the theaire they c m  be inwlved in where they 're stiZZ involved in 
theatre but not necessari& on stage. ïhere me a22 the back stage positions 
and there k prorfuction and direction and UZZ those tpes  of things. 

It was also school's responsibility to help students maintain a positive attitude towards the 

vanous subject areas so that no career opportunities are denied them when it came time to 

make choices in their post-secondary education: 

So I think at ihis kvel it 's when we wcmt to stmt introducing the kiak to al1 
the possibilities rhat are out there and then I think once they get tu high 
school is trying to get h e m  to sort ofpin point whut they are rea& 
interested in, keeping the doors open for themselves and not suying, okay. 
I hate science. I'm not going to take any more sciences. I'm closing thut 
door. They need to be encwaged to h e p  that door open md, you know, 
muybe not major in sciences luter on in life but tojust keep them up and 
just in case they do fin4 because I hm I found when 1 got ro universiîy, 
you how, what you thoughf you wmted tu du when you were M v e  or 
when you were sixteen, aZZ of a sudden when you 're twenty-jive oecomes 
very dvferent so ifyou close doors in high schod then it en& up that 
you 've closed doors for, you hm, it makes it much more dijjjcuIt to go 
back. 
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Louise felt that it was important to help students understand the relevancy of what 

they were leaniing in school for how it could be applied in the workplace. Even at an early 

age, students should be taught to explore the variety of occupations that rnight stem fiom 

knowledge of the arts and sciences. 

Acadernic Development 

Statements fiom document data, interview data and observationai data which 

centred on the importance of intellectual growth through knowledge of traditional subject 

matter, particularly pertaining to the arts and sciences, were coded as representing an 

academic developrnent orientation. Both the District and the School perspectives held 

academic development as an educational purpose. However, only Bemie on the Primary 

Tearn articulated this orientation. 

Academic deveto~ment: District 

Although notfrequently articulated in the policy documents that were analyzed, 

academic education was strongly stated as an educational purpose by the District. One 

district document contained the following statement: 

. . .  Literacy and mathematics are the f9p two pnontia [emphasis added] (Mapping 
Students' Success) 

Acadernic develo~ment: School 

Document analysis revealed the following statements regarding the academic 

purpose of education: 



a we believe that the prime outcome of school is mident achievement in terms of 
acudemic [emphasis added] personal, social and vocational growth (Staff 
Handbook, p. 1) 
Primary Report Card categones: Communication (Listering, S peaking, Reading, 
Creative Writing, Handwriting, Spelling, Cornputer Confidence, Overall Effort); 
Mathematics (Number, Measurement, Geometry, Problem Solving, Overall 
Effort); Environmental Studies; The Arts @rama, Music, Physical Education, 
Visual Arts); (Prirnary Report Card) 

Implicit in the foiiowing account is the principal's position regarding the 

importance of academic goals being suited to the needs of the students at Hillside 

Elernentary : 

me ewpectatiom for students were too high for the first yem . . . . We were 
doingfield tesiing as we were moving along, and we feZt the eqectations 
were too high so we modzped them. SO they di& 't do as much work as the 
board mandated 

This refleas a relativist position with regard to acadernic purpose inasmuch as academic 

development was vaiued. However, expectations for academic achievement were relative 

to the needs and strengths of the students at Hillside. 

Once again, bulletin board displays represented some of the academic cumcula. 

One bulletin board in the junior section of the school was covered with student drawn 

maps of the Canadian provinces, the various provincial and temtory flags, and historical, 

political and geographical information about each province and temtory. Other academic 

subjects, particularly in the areas of math and language, were represented by the students' 

work which covered the walls in the hallways and stairwells. 



Acadernic development: Prirnanr Tearn-Bernie 

Bernie believed academic development to be an integral part of the purpose of 

schooling. However, she felt restnaed by board prescnbed curricula: 

I think of lemming kind of in two different grwps (khich isn 't so gooci) but 
par@ the sfuff thar the bwrd makes me do mid I guess t h t  the school 
mukes me do and in ~enns of my relutiomhip with the chikdren. A lot of the 
academic is wonderful, exciling stuibut there 's stuff thaf 1 have to do 
because it has to be done right now o n d l c m  't do what the chil&en m e  
wanting to. 1 have to have math Pveq day, & ym know what I meun? 

The content of the prescribed academic prograrn was less of a problem then was the 

timing. The expectations associated with the grade level organization of schools set limits 

on the discretionary teaching of concepts and teacher flexibiiity: 

Yes. It 's not so much, there 's nothing 1 c m  think of that I 've ever hti to 
teach a child that I di& 'f want io feuch a child but sometimes 1 don 'i wmt 
to teach ii ngh! now and it wouldhave been much better to wait til they 're 
in Grade 5 rmd they 'd l e m  it in five minutes, and to worry about it right 
now in Grade I .  

Cognitive Development 

There were references in document, i n t e ~ e w  and obsenration data fiom the 

District, School, two Primas, Team teachers and one Junior Team teacher perspectives 

which pointed to the importance of helping students develop their problem solving skiils 

and intellectual processing capacities This suggests a cognitive processing orientation in 

that the purpose of schools is to help students leam how to learn. 



Cognitive development was found to be an educational purpose, as weii: 

@ It is the mission of this Board to empower every student to learn (Strategic 
Directional Staternents) 

a The Board values life-long leamhg (Strategic Directional Statements) 

Coanitive develo~ment: School 

Cognitive development as such was not represented as one of the four "prime 

outcomes" of school in the staff handbook. Nevertheless, other statements implied its 

worth as an educationai purpose: 

we believe that students should have the opportunity to develop skills (emphasis 
added), knowledge, attitudes and values as part of a lveelong Ieaming process 
(emphasis added) (Staff Handbook, p. 1) 
this report of your child's progress during the past t e m  is based on observations 
of hifier iniellectud (ernphasis added) physical, social, and emotionai 
development (Prirnary Report Card) 
the primary objectives at this school are i.) to develop each student's potentialjor 
l e m i n g  (emphasis added) and to foster interpersonal relationships; and ii.) to 
develop and maintain each student's sense of self-worth and self-discipline (Staff 
Handbook, p. 1) 

Coanitive deveio~ment: Primanr Team-Bernie 

Bemie believed that intellectual development was supposed to be the pnmary 

purpose of school. The challenge in achieving this purpose, however, was that schools 

ended up taking on the responsibilities of the farnily which made it difficult to attend to 

intellectual needs: 

I think my cornmimient is strpposed to be to their intellectual development 
for the most part. And 1 ihink t h ' s  one of the problems that corne up is 
thai we 're trying to do al1 of those things [social, ernotional, moral, 
physical] and t h r  's a parent 's job, noi a ieacher 's job. 



While it may not be the teacher's job to do "ail those things," for Bernie intellectual 

development could not be achieved until emotional, physical and social needs were met. 

So there were few alternatives: 

But I don 'r really think that yac c m  do the intellecfual job wifhouf the 
others. I really do feel quite strongly thut it shouldn't be as much ar it is. 1 
should have more kids conting into my room who me readjfir thut 
w i t h t  my help. 1 should Le able to SI@ into a relutiomh@ quite easiZy 
but there m e  many, mmy, many thar you hme to work with too hmd But 
with the situation as it is und 1 t h k  aZZ of them crucial it 3 very much my 
job. 

Coanitive devefo~merit: Primarv Team-Mavis 

Mavis believed an imponant purpose of education is the development of cognitive 

skills as opposed to traditional rnernorization of idormation: 

1 think ij1 was to suy i! I wou[d sqv individual serj--Ifilment is extremely 
important but 1 would ako hope thcrl there 's achievement in the seme t h  
they 're able to sdve problems, locale infonnu fion, in thal sense, noi 
necessari& being able ro tell me what a nebulm is . . . They 'Il be re@ to 
move on to univers@ or tu move on to a cureer cmd k reodLfr the 
training for t h t  career. 

Coanitive develo~ment: Junior Team-Ester 

Ester believed that the purpose of education was to foster the intellectual 

development in the broad sense of stimulating their interest in leaniing. Academic 

disciplines such as mathematics, science and literature could be the means to sparking this 

intellectual cunosity: 

WeiZ, tlhink ihose me things thni foster the whole child So it 's not 
specz@caZk'y teaching them math. Math is the aveme we 're using tu get to 
a certain point where they 're independent leamers and you 're reully 
hoping, I'm really hoping t h  the kids leam h m  to l e m  because if they 



do thar they can l e m  anything on their awn. YOU hm, so ifyou teach 
them how to reeod they cmi read other fhings on their own though we c m  't 
keep up with iechnology io&y mtd the amount of infornation that 's out 
there and we 're d i )  ifwe think cm. So we have to teuch the chiklren how 
they c m  gain znfomution through technoIogy. 

Whereas Ester spoke of fostering the whole child, she elaborated on the idea of learning 

how to kim. Her underlying belief was that iiteracy and numeracy were not in themselves 

ends, but the tools which students needed to leam. A corollary to students leaming how 

to leam, according to Ester, was that they would be able to keep abreast of a fast- 

changing technological society. This was necessary, especidy in light of the fact that 

schools could not and should not be expected to keep up wÎth these technological 

changes. Consequently, the onus for learning would be on the student. Nevertheless, the 

school's responsibility was to make sure that students were equipped intellectually to 

handle these new and ever-changing learning environrnents. 

Surnrnary 

The preceding discussion has presented six educational purposes and a discussion 

of the underlying value orientations for each of the perspectives (i.e., District, School, 

Teams, Individuals) . Analysis of the data for each of the perspectives disclosed variations 

in educational purposes and the underlying value orientations. In some cases there were 

subtle differences in orientations while in others there were more significant differences. 

Differences were found between and among perspectives and within perspectives. 

Furthenore, differences in beliefs about educational purposes did not always engender 

feelings of intense value conflicts in the individuds. These issues are explored further in 
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the next section where a comparative d y s i s  of beliefs about educationai purposes is 

made to gain insight into the nature of the value conflicts which these variations in value 

orientations engendered. 

Educational Purposes: Variations and Conflicts Among Underiying Values 

What becomes apparent in the descriptive analysis of educationai yurposes nom 

the various perspectives of the educational organization (Le., District, School, Teams, 

Individuals) is that there are variations in orientations, both across perspectives and in 

some cases within perspectives. Although there was consistency in beliefs about 

educationai purpose, the findings showed that there were some variations Ui these beliefs 

in tems of where the emphasis lay. Some of the variations in beliefs about the purpose of 

education led to value conflicts. However, dEerences in beliefs did not n e c e s s e  

generate feelings of intense value conflicts in individuals. 

Table 5.4 (see p. las) displays where the variations in value orientations 

occurred. As discussed earlier, variations in orientations c m  exist in different ways 

between, arnong, and within perspectives. Where applicable, variations in value 

orientations are identified and discussed as follows: 

1. District & School 5.School & Teams 9. Team & Tearn 
2. District & Teams d.School& Team 10. Individuds Within a Team 
3. District & Team 7. Individuals Within a School 1 1. Tearn & Individual 
4. District & Individual 8. School & Individual 12. Individual 

An asterisk beside particular numbers indicates that an individual, or individuals, 

articulated experiencing value conflict as a result of a variation in beliefs across 

perspectives. Therefore, the table identifies the occurrence of a.) the variations in beliefs 
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about educational purpose; and, b.) the value codicts teachers experienced as a result of 

these variations in orientation. In the case ofthe former, it is necessary to reiterate that 

ody the k a t i o n s  which 1 idente and discuss are numbered. However, there were 

variations in orientations which are not numbered or discussed. For example, on the 

Pnmary Team, both Bernie and Mavis espoused a social reconstruction value onentation, 

an orientation which was not articulated by the District, the School, or other individuals 

on the either Team. However, only the variation in orientation pertaining to social 

reconstruction between Bernie and the District (i-e., 4=Distna and Individual) is depicted 

in the table as this is the one which is addressed in the discussion. The aim is to provide 

exarnples of d.gerent ways variations in orientations may manifest themselves rather than 

to report al2 of the variations. 

These concepts - variations in beliefs about purpose of education, and value 

conflicts -- are the focus of the remainder of this chapter, whereby a comparative analysis 

of variations in underlying values which constitute the varied positions fiom the difEerent 

perspectives (Le., District, School, Team, Individual) is made. This analysis includes an 

identification and discussion of both the variations in orientations and the nature of the 

value confiicts which these variations in beliefs fostered in individuals in the school. 

In the case where the vaiiations in orientations gave rise to feelings of conflict in 

individuals on the Primary Team and Junior Team, 1 address these value conflicts as well. 

This is not to suggest, however, that these were the ody value conflicts which were 

experienced by these teachers periaining to variations in educational purpose orientations. 

Nor does it suggest that any value confiicts which had arisen fiom these variations were 
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aatic in the sense of k i n g  constantly at the forefiont of the teachers' educational activity. 

The complexities of human interactions are not played out that neatly in the world of 

teaching and learning, nor for that matter in any social endeavour. The purpose of this 

analysis, then, is to gain insights into: i.) the variations in beliefs about educational 

purposes and underlying value orientations, and ü.) the nature of the value conflicts which 

arose fiom these variations in orientations. 

. . 
d Val~4.e Co cts P e w n i n ~  to Fducat onal Purnoses 

EDUCATIONAL 
PURPOSE 

Social Adstptatbn 

Social R+conrtnrction 

Academic Dcvelopmmt 

Cognitive Devebpment 

I=Disirict & School 
2=Disûicr & Teams 
3= District & Team 
4= Didct  & individual 

6=School& Team I0=Iadividuals Within a Team 
7=inhldnab Within a Schwl 1 1 =Team & Individual 
8=Schooi & Individual 12=lndnidual 

Val i ic  Conflict Expcxienced 



yariations and Conflicts # 1: District and School 

One instance of variation in orientation between the District and the School 

emerged in the data analysis. It is discussed under they categones where the variation 

occurred. 

Variation und Conflcî # 1: District und School - SocjaZ Adaptun'on/Academic 

Whereas there was much consistency in espoused educational purpose value 

orientations, there were differences across perspectives with regard to where the emphasis 

lay. When it came to actual practice, the most obvious difference was that of the school's 

main focus on the social adaptation purpose of school as opposed to the District's 

apparent emphasis on academic development. Although District policies emphatically 

articulated the importance of other educational purposes, academic competency seemed to 

have gained the most attention. Literacy and mathematics were considered to be the "top 

two pnonties" and this was borne out in the way that these were the two areas in which 

students were regularly evaluated. Many of the district policy statements reflect this 

emphasis: 

r we assess and evaluate programs, seMces and student performance continually 
(Mapping Students' Success) 

b school-by-school test results are available fiom each school or fiorn the Board 
office (Profiles of Achievement: 1995-95, p. 1) 

b city-wide and province-wide tests offer teachers and parents additional information 
on student achievement (Profiles of Achievement : 1995-95, p. 1) 

b teachers use a variety of techniques to evaluate and monitor student achievement 
in dl subjects: examinations; regular in-class tests and quines; portfolios of 
student work; class presentations; homework assignments; group discussion; 
student i n t e ~ e w s  (Profiles of Achievement : 1995-95, p. 2) 



Literacy Assessrnent Profiles (LM) for all midents from kindergarten to grade 9 
were introduced in 1994 to help teachers and parents monitor student progress 
(Profiles of Achievement: 1995-95, p. 2) 
results fiom city-wide tests in mathematics and literacy help teachers, schools and 
Board of Education officiais pin-point strengths and weaknesses in achievement 
for individual children, for a school and for the school system as a whole (Profiles 
of Achievement : 1995-95, p. 3) 
students in grades 4, 6, 8 and 10 are tested in mathematics while students in grades 
3, 5,7, and ail graduating students are tested on reading, writing, spelling and 
grammar (Profiles of Achievement: 1995-95, p. 3) 
mathematics tests are developed by Board educators based on the Board 
cumculum and consistent with ministry mathematics cumculum (Profiles of 
Achievement: 1995-95, p. 4) 
the Canadian Achievement Test (CAT) in grades 3, 5 and 7 is used to measure 
students' abilities in reading comprehension, grammar, spelling and language skills 
(Profiles of Achievement: 1995-95, p. 4) 
the CAT results indicate ifstudents fiteracy skills are below, at or above the 
national average or 4 c n ~ m "  of student achievement in different grades (Profiles of 
Achievement: 1995-95, p. 4) 
1994/95 test results indicate that there is considerable room for improvernent in 
mathematics (Profiles of Achievement : 1995-95, p. 8) 

No doubt, many of the teachers at Hillside Elementary School were fiequently involved in 

some f o m  of testing and recording of student academic progress. Therefore, this 

orientation in practice was realized. Nevertheless, concerted action led by the principal's 

example, seemed to address the social adaption purpose of schooling, particularly in the 

shaping of social and moral values through the development of a family milieu at Hillside 

Elementary, for as the principal stated, "those are the skills that we need to get through 

life. " 

The transmission of moral and social values was achieved in a vanety of ways. As 

addressed earlier, it was demonstrated through the interactions of students and teachers, 

through the bulletin board displays, through the principal's public address each moming, 

and through the vanety of clubs and other extra-curricular activities that took place in the 



school. As an exarnple, one such method for fostenng such traditional social and 

intellechiai values as family, loyalty, clevemess and leadership was the adoption of the 

wolf as a school mascot. The wolfs "admirable" traits were conveyed through a bulletin 

board display of the -dentsy wolf research outside the library. These are my summarized 

observations of their research: 

a Characteristics of Wolves: Clever, expert hunters, wolves ruled in ancient times, 
leaders, North Amencan, lives in cold climate, Lives in a den in cave, protects 
temtory, travels in a pack, loyal and good. 

When asked how the wolf was chosen as a mascot, one school convener responded: 

Yeah, we decided las? year when Mark [the principak'J came. He wanted a 
marcot so we could builcl some team support and @rit. And so I did cr 
contest with, it had to be a Crmadan forest animal. so they submined d l  
these things and the clares voied and they en& up voiing on the fox. 
And we sort of hummed and hawed and thought when we were Zooking ut 
the qualities of Q fox - sly us a fox, and that they 're soliiary, m d  they steal 
food - and we thought it d m  't really have udhrirab le quaIitzes so we 
sort of switched it to the wolfand the wovwon. So we sort of did that und 
I'm working with the enrichment groups and that w a  sort of our foms 
this tenn . . . I really wanted my enrichment group to be the everts ard 
walk around and talk about why we chose the wolf: 

Interestingly, one parent 1 spoke with felt there was not enough emphasis on moral 

values in the school, despite the many efforts on the part of administration to take 

advantage of opportunities to impart these values. The parent stated, "There is nothing in 

the system to improve the moral values and to irnprove the behaviour of the children." 

Explaining further she said, "In the Middle East, rny son went to a Catholic school so 

there was a subject about this, human love, and without passing through that subject you 

cannot do your exams." Either this parent did not fully perceive the ways that the school 

was indeed "teaching" moral values through the ubiquitous posters, daily readings and 



social interactions, or ifshe did, she rnay have felt that uniess moral values are taught 

specifically as a subject, then it is less than effective. 

Variations and Conflicts # 4": District and Individual 

One variation in orientation related to educational purpose occurred between the 

District and the Individual. 

Variation and Conjlid # 4% District and Individual - Social Reconstruction/SocicrI 

Adaptation 

As described earlier, Bernie felt that the omission of discussions on homosexuality 

in the cumculum served to foster a "homophobic attitude." Other issues related to 

sexuality iike sarne sex mamïages, masturbation and abortion were ones which were 

considered taboo also. She expressed dismay regarding the board's passive position on 

these controversial issues. Neveriheless, she realized that the rnulticultural environment set 

certain restrictions on the types of discussions that would be acceptable by the community 

it self 

I think there 's sometimes when, even then I'd be really caref.2 though, I 
had Grade 5s who wmted to talk about, we talked about S e d  
Educufion, we sfarted with un open comersation about their pestions md 
they asked me a question about masturbation and many of the girls 
wanted to h o w  about girls musturbating and 1 found it very dzflcuIt to 
tulk to them about it becatise their parents would rnaybe have problems 
with that but ai the s m e  tjme my values say that they need to know and 
it 's really s c q  how they 're gonna probably grow up and think that al1 
these things me onlyjor boys rmd t h  they s h o u l .  'î, you how, wrn~t 
them to be more Iiberafed but 1 don 't think t h t  I can reaIZy ask questions 
or aZZw them to t d k  about those kinds of things. 



Bernie felt she could acquiesce to the board's position regarding "careful" discussion of 

certain controvenial topics on the grounds that her students might not be directly and 

immediately affkcted. Conversely, if omitting discussion was potentially detrimental to the 

well-being of her students then there would be no compromise: 

I have hod siudents who 've had the s m e  sex patents and when I decide 
not to tuZk about rhat then the child is excluded, and if 's been shown t h  
children have committed suicide mer those issues. And am I really gonna 
.y. 'ne board tdd me they 're noi gonna stand beside me so I'm gonna 
let it go? No." 1 would make an active atiempt io inchde it cmd io make 
sure oiher teachers wouldpossibly include ir. 

Intuition also played a role in tems of Bemie3s decision about whether or not particular 

controversial issues would be discussed: 

Bur thai's, I guess it 's meanrred by t)url Iittle Richter Scale in your head 
when ii tops the Richter Scale andl see red over the thmght of it 1 'm 
gonna talk about it and tu@ ifmy values aren 'i yours. And l'll jus2 have 
to hope rhat I work for someone like Mark (the principav who '21 back me 

UP. 

Bernie experienced conflict with the District in that she felt the purpose of 

education was that of social reconstruction inasmuch as changes in attitudes regarding 

sexuality are socially reconstructive notions. However, her confiict was exacerbated by the 

multicultural environment in which the school belongs in that she understood that she had 

to be sensitive to the cultural differences of various ethnic groups on matters of sexuality. 

Nonetheless, the shident's well-being and her intuition about what should be included in 

discussions were her guiding principles. 



Variations and Confiicts # 8: School and Individual 

One case of variation in orientation between the School and the Individual 

emerged in the data andysis. 

Variation und Conjlid # 8: School and Individual - Social Reconstruction/Sociuf 

Adaptation 

Mavis' position on social reconstnxtion as an ediicational purpose diEered fiom 

that of the school perspective whereby the emphasis was on helping nidents to becorne 

socially adaptive. Mavis had expressed concem about the danger of imposing dominant 

societal values ont0 diverse cultures. Mavis did not believe the purpose of school to be 

to help students fit into the society as it was. She felt that the students at Hillside were 

diverse in culture and, consequently, educators should be sensitive to this and take great 

effort to avoid transrnitting dominant cultural values: 

I 'd like to .y we 're changing it but sometimes 1 wonder ywe 're 
chg ing .  I cettainly rhink we me  doing it and ahuays not through the 
fmrlt of our own, not intentionaZk'y doing it, but being a white teacher, 1 
mean, 1 have values that I have been taught which are the erpected values 
from white parents and l'm p&ng them on because they 're the values I 
am fmiliar with. So I see in one wqy we 're perpetuating it in society but 
also in another wuy I'm uhvqys thinking, in the buck of my mind, about 
how I'm gonna change that. For example, a story 1 read iociay, 
introducing and talking about books like that. The jkst time I read that to 
my k -  they just loveci il ond they were just mazed ihat, they iulk about 
well, she couldn 't do it because she was black, I mean, all o fu  d e n  
they hud a great discission about that. 

Mavis was aware that she was quite possibly transmitting Western values, in particular 

Canadian values to her culturally diverse students. She suggested that she tned to increase 

her awareness of this and that she made efforts to avoid imposing her values ont0 the 
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students. It can also be stated that teachers and administrators at Hillside also made a 

concerted effort to respect the vanous cultures that were represented at the school. 

Nevertheless, there seemed to be an underlying belief that there are certain core values 

that are comrnon to al1 cultures. Moral and social values such as respect, truth, 

compassion, punctuality, a work ethic, cornpliance to d e s ,  cooperation, and sharing were 

guiding principles for d l .  In essence, the basic assumption at Hillside Elementary seemed 

to be one which was based on a respect for cultural differences in terms of acknowledging 

and celebrating the cultural festivities, holidays, Lifestyles, religion and dress inasmuch as 

this recognition did not codict with core moral and social values. 

Mavis did not make clear how the teachers and administrators at Hillside should or 

could improve in this area. She did make it clear that educaton needed to be careful to be 

inclusive of al1 cultures in their teachings. However there was no discussion as to what 

could be done at HiIlside in ternis of examining current practices and uncovenng if and 

how they were imposing dominant cultural values on their students. 

Variations and Confticts # 11 : Team and Individual 

There was one instance where there was variation in orientation to educational 

purpose between the Tearn and the Individual. 

Variation and Conflic! # I I :  Team and Individual - Social Ad~~ptation/Sociol 

Reconstruction 

Table 5.4  indicates that three of the four teachers on the Primary team and one of 

the two teachers on the Junior team were oriented to a social adaptation educational 



purpose. In the case of the Junior Team, Ester espoused cognitive development as the 

prime purpose of schooling whereas Louise felt that of the purposes of schools was to 

teach students what is "a~ceptable~~ in Canada. On the Pnmary team, Bemie's implied 

belief was that, although it may be unsavoury in some respects, schools do indeed serve to 

preserve class structure the way it is. Gai1 felt that more emphasis should be placed on 

p r e s e ~ n g  Canadian culture while Ted felt that the purpose of school was to help 

individu& lead productive lives. As already addressed, Mavis differed in her espoused 

belief that social adaptation in terms of transmitting cultural values was not the purpose of 

education. 

Interestingly, although three of the four teachers Primas, Team teachers and one 

of two Junior Team teachers espoused social adaptation as an educationai purpose and the 

need to maintain societal status quo in terms of mord values, standards of behaviour and 

in Bernie's case, sociai status, dl the teachers 1 observed on both teams incorporated 

some form of teaching and learning which was culturally and ethnically sensitive and 

inclusive. Whereas these practices will be further described in the cumculum 

metaonentation anaiysis, it is worthy to note for now that these teachers exhibited 

teaching practices which recognized and respected the culturally diverse nature of the 

student population. However, when it came to moral and social behaviour there were 

standards of behaviour which were deemed universal. 



variations and Çonflicts # 12: Individual 

Lastly, there was one occurrence of variation in orientation to educational purpose 

within the Individual. 

Variation and Conflct # 12: Individual: Social ~econsfrudion/SociaI Adaptation 

Also of interest is the fact that Bernie's discussion implied that both social 

adaptation and social reconstruction were educational purposes. Here there qupears to be 

conflict between orientations within the Individual. Bemïe seemed to have reconded 

these two orientations in her belief that the purpose of education was to maintain the 

"good" or the 'iinchangeable" in society while simultaneously atternpting to alleviate the 

ills that are engendered through prejudice and bias. Nevertheless, this begs the question: 

How aware are teachers of the underlying beliefs which guide their teaching practices? 

This apparent hconsistency in orientation also draws attention to the lack of clarity 

involved in teaching, particularly in a multicultural school where teachers are constantly 

trying to sort through conflicting beliefs and philosophical ideals. 

Summary 

There were five types of variations in orientations addressed in the preceding 

discussion: 

1. Variation # 1 :  District and School 
11. ... Variation and Confiict # 4*: District and Individual 
I I .  Variation # 8: School and Individud 
iv. Variation # 1 1 : Team and Individual 
v. Variation # 12: Individual 
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In the cases of the District and School, and the Team and the Individual, the 

variations in orientations did not appear to give nse to strong value conflict. However, 

with regards to the District and the Individual, Bernie did express value conflict with the 

school board related to making decisions about whether or not to include controversial 

topics in her discussion with students. Furihermore, Individuai variation in values was 

discussed in terms of Bernie's apparent codicting educationai purpose orientations. This 

variation in orientation did not appear to give rise to feelings of value c o d i a .  

The next chapter examines the cumculum metaorientations of the various 

perspectives. The variations in orientations are discussed across perspectives and within 

perspectives. Again, value confiicts which are embedded within the discussion of these 

orientations are addressed. 



CHAPTER SIX 

Curriculum Orientations: A Multi-perspective Comparative Analysis 

This chapter follows a similar line to the discussion of the previous chapter in that 

the value orientations for each organitational perspective, the District, the School, the 

Primary Team, and the Junior Team, are presented. An analysis of the variations in 

orientations between and among the various perspectives follows the presentation of value 

orientations. 

Arriving at Orientations from Different Perspectives 

Ai the roor of irtCiiViduaZperceptim is a pmticzilm world view or mode1 of 
reality. Such models of reality shape euch echrcator 's persona! belief 
stmciure ahout the purposes and me fhodologies of educafion. (Miller & 
Seller, 1985, p. 4) 

According to Miller and Seller (1985, p. 4), "these basic beliefs about what schools 

should do and how students leam" are the essence of which gives shape to an individual's 

or school's C U ~ C U ~ U ~  orientation. According to Eisner (1979, p. 50)' it is important to 

understand the underlying values and premises which inform these orientations as it is 

these basic values which influence the daily activities of educaton in a school setting. 

Miller and Seller's schema was the primary source of categones for determinhg 

the cumculum orientation fkom the various perspectives. Their cumculum 

metaorientation framework, is subdivided into three main parts: A. Leaming Experiences; 
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B. Role of the Teacher; and, C. Evaluation. The e s t  dimension, Leaming Experiences, 

includes data pertaining to i. The Learner; ii. The Learning Process; and, iii.The Leaniing 

Environment. Miller and Seller used the following Berlak Dilemmas (1 98 1) in conjunction 

with their mode1 to fùrther understandings of each curriculum orientation: 

1. 

. . 
11. 

. . * 
111. 

iv. 

v. 

vi. 

vii. 

S.. 

WII. 

ix. 

&ch CMd is Unique vs. Ench Child has Shared Characteristics: Emp hasis on 
shident's unique combination of cornplex and highly differentiated attributes, or 
emphasis on student's characteristics shared in cornmon with other students. 
Whole Child vs. Child as Sident: Concern for children's aesthetic, intellectual, 
physical, social, emotional, and moral developrnent, or concem for children in the 
role of student only. 
Child us P e r m  vs. Child as Client: Teacher views the child as a whole person, or 
teacher G ~ W S  the child as a client with special problems to be treated. 
Infrinsic Motivation vs. Extrinsic Motivation: A belief that student motivation 
cornes from without through rewards and punishment, or a belief that student 
motivation cornes 9om within the leamers themselves. 
Personal KkowZedge vs. Public KnowZedge: Ernphasis on traditional subject 
matter, or emphasis on knowledge rooted in deep personal rneanhg. 
Leaming is Holistic vs. Lemming is Mdecular Focusing on the interdependencies 
and interconnections of leaniing, or focusing on the accumulation of discrete pans. 
Learning is Social vs. h m i n g  is Insiiviihal: Emp hasizing int eradion among 
learners, or emphasizing the pnvacy of the learner with the material. 
Teacher ControZ vs. Child Con&: Control is held primarily by the teacher, or 
control is relinquished to the student. 
InfomaZ Focirs vs. Traditional Focus: Emphasis on informal forrns of evaluation, 
or emphasis on traditional forms. 

The cumculum fiamework for this study is one which is based on a merger ofpertinent 

Berlak dilemmas with Mïller and Seller's framework. While the coding process was 

informed by Miller and Seller's fiamework, there was some modification of categories as a 

the data analysis progressed. For example, Dilemma # 3, Child as Person vs. Child as 

Client and Dilemma # 2, Whole Child vs. Child as Student were collapsed to make one 

category. In addition to this modification, there was an addition of one category , 

Student-directed LeanUng vs. Teacher-directed Leaming. Consequently, while the basic 



categories for C U ~ C U ~ U ~  orientation were largely inspired by Miller and Seller's 

cumculum orientation model, the range of emergent data necessitated the modification of 

these categories. 

Table 6.1 (see p. m) outlines the key elements which characterize each 

curriculum orientation category. The data andysis is presented under these ten categories 

for each perspective in the following order: District, School, Primary Team, and Junior 

Tearn. The District orientation was detennined through examining district policy 

documents. The School cumculum orientation emerged through an examination of the 

following: i.) fonnal and informal school documents; ii.) interviews and discussions with 

various teachers, administrators and parents at Hillside Elementary; and, iii.) my written 

observations over five weeks. Lastly, the Primaty Tearn and Junior Team C U ~ C U ~ U ~  

orientations were detedned through an analysis of i n t e ~ e w s  and discussions with each 

of the six teachers on both teams combined with an analysis of my written observations 

over a two week period with each tearn. In the case of the Pnmary Tearn and Junior 

Team, the orientations of individuals are discussed within the context of the Team. 

Table 6.2 (see p. 121) displays the cumculum orientations for the District, the 

School, the Pnmary Team members and the Junior Team members. As is the case for the 

Educational Purposes table (see Table 5. 3, Chapter 5 ), this table demonstrates the data 

sources employed for arriving at these orientations: Document data are coded as D, 



Table 6, 1 
urnculum Met aonentatiori 

IL CURRlCULW METATORIENTATION 
A. Leaming Expenence~: The Learner 
la. Uniquenesr of Learnen - cmphasis on hident's unique and complcx attributes 

Accommodates Xndividual Exceptionalities 
@ Student Centred Curriculum 
lb. SimjJ~aies of harnerr - emphasis on student's characteristics stiared with others 
b District, Provinciai, and Nationai Standardized Tesring 
2a. Whole CbUd - conceni for whole child (i.e., aesthetic, intellectual, physicd, social, motional, mord) 
b Social (e-g., conflict resolution, collaborative team Ieaming, leadaship, global responsibility) 

Anective (cg.. self'ncept, carhg enviro~nent, praise) 
t Intellectual (e. g., mathematics and li teracy) 
2b. Chitd as Student - conceni for child in role of student or client 
b Academic Testing (testing program foc& on mathematics and literacy - key skills important to 

student achkvement 
B. Learning Experiences: The Leaming Process 
3% Intrinsic Motivation - behzfthat motivation for Iearning cornes fiom within 
m Independent Learning Activities 

Self Discipline 
3b. Ertrinsic Motivation - belief that motivation for leaming cornes through rewards and punishment 
m Strategies for Behaviour Control (e.g., rewards, praise, suspension, expulsion) 
4% Personal Knowledge - emphasis on knowledge rooted in deep personal meaning - Cultural Relevancy (e-g.. learning materials must represent racial, religious, ethno cultural, and 

gender diversity) 
b Experientid Learning (e-g., student interacts with enwonment beyond the classroom) 
4b. Public Knowledge - emphasis on howledge as traditional subject matter 
b Foundational Knowledge (e-g., literacy, mathematics are emphasized as the foundation for al1 areas of 

the curriculum) 
Sa Knowledge a~ Process- eaiphasis on knowledge as a process of thinking 
BA Critical Thinking 
D@ Investigative Study 
DO Creative Problern SoIving 
Sb. Kaowledge as Content - emphasis on knowledge as organized bodies of knowledge 
b Subjec t1Discipline (e. g., math, science, language, social studies) 
6a Holistic learning - emphasis on the interdependency and interconnectiveness of leaming 
b Subject Integration 
b Global Perspective 
6b. Molecular Leamiag - ernphasis on the accumulation of discrete parts of knowIedge 
b Outcorne-Bad Curriculum 
b Measurement of Skills and Knowledge 
C. Learning Experiences: The Learning Environment 
7 e  Social Leamhg Environment - emphasis on interaction among leamers 
@e Cooperative Learning 
7b. Individual Learning Environment - emphasis on the privacy of the leamer 
@e Provision of Space for the Individual 



D. Role of The Teacher 
Sa Student-directed h r n i n g  - anphasis on student regdahg the Iearning 

Child Accepts Responsibiiity for Leamhg 
8b. Teacherdirected Learning - emphasis on teacher regdating student's learninp 
b Teacha Selects Instructional Strategies 
b Teacher Manipulates Classroorn Envimoment 
9a Seif-control - ernphasis cm reluiquishing control of social behaviour to the student 
b Shares in Decision-making 
b Develops Rules 

Accepts Responsibili ty for Behaviour 
9b. Teacher Control - anphasis on teacher control of student's social behaviour 
t Manages Behaviour (e-g., reuiforces positive behaviour, implmients Code of Behaviour) 

Manages Time (c.g.. promotes h t i v e  use of time) 
b E. Evaluation 
10a. Informai Evdurrtion - emphasis on kiformal and expwimental fonns of evaluation 
t SeIf-evaiuation 
b Non-traditional Evduation (e-g., portfolios, presentations, homework assignments, group discussion, 

student interviews) 
10 b. Formal Evduation - ernphasis on iraditional fonns of evaluation 

City-wide Testing (Literacy Assessrnent Profiles) 
b Province-wide Testing 

Nation-wide Testhg (Canadian Achievement Test) 

interview data are coded as 1 and Observational data are coded as O. Where the data 

provided evidence of an orientation attributable to both bipolar categones (e.g., informa1 

and fomal evaluation) the sources of data are coded under each aspect. Where there was 

data to support both positions of an orientation, but an emphasis on one more so than the 

other, then the data source is presented in bold lettering and underlined (e-g., Document 

data is coded as u). 



Table 6.2 
Curriculum Metaorientations Across P e r w  

CURRICULUM 
ORIENTATION 

Uniqucness of Leamers 

Similaritka of ImPrner 

W h o k  Chüd 

Child iu Sttident 

latrinric Motivation 

Extrinsic Motivation 

Personal Knowledge 

Public KnowIedge 

Knowkdgt as Proccss 

Knowledge as Content 

Hothtic LRarning 

Molecular Leaming 

Socla) Learniag Envima. 

Indiv. Leaming Environ. 

Chitd-dirccted Learn. 

Teacher-directcd Leara. 

Fonnal Evaluation B 0: 

D = Document Data 
1 = lntcniew Data 

O = Observation Data 
BoId Underlined Lettcr Indicates Strong Onentatim (i.e.. D; 1; Q) 



A. Leaming Experiences: The Leamer 

The following discussion includes curriculum metaonentation categories that are 

subcategorized under "The Leamer" (see Table 6.1, p. m). 

References which comoted an emphasis on either the uniqueness or similarities of 

leamers were coded accordingly. District documents indicated an emphasis on the 

distinctiveness of the students for teaching and leaming. From the perspectives of the 

School and the Teams there were orientations to both aspects of the leamer. 

Uniqueness of Learnet vs. SimœIarities of Learners: District 

Document analysis revealed considerable emphasis on the individudity of the 

leamer? particularly with respect to each student's needs, interests, leaming style and 

developmentai level. The following are just a few of the many direct references to valuing 

the uniqueness of the learner: 

recognizes and accommodates individual leaming exceptionalities (Indicators of 
Effective Teaching, p. 12) 
the teacher treats al1 students as individuals and responds to their needs (Indicators 
of Effective Teaching p. 7) 

O selects instmctional strategies appropriate to students' developmental stages, 
leaniing styles and facility with language (Indicators of Effective Teaching, p. 12) 
we recognize each student has unique strengths, talents and interests (Mapping 
Students' Success) 
the teacher respects individual differences in relation to ability, religion, race, 
ethocultural and gender equity (Indicators of Effective Teaching, p. 4) 
expects and encourages respect of each other's race, gender, religion, culture, and 
abilities (Indicators of Effective Teaching, p7) 
antiracism and ethnoculturd equity are incorporated in al1 aspects of curriculum 
and Ieaming environrnents (Strategic Directional Statements, 95-98) 



Whereas the emphask lay on the individuatity of the leamer, some indicators of 

effective teaching implied that students do share characteristics which would allow for 

group leaxning: 

is attentive to group process (Indicators of Effective Teaching, p. 13) 
provides classroom space for individual, small group and large group leâniiiig 
(Indicators of Effective Teaching, p. 5) 

Uniqueness of Learner vs. Similarilier of Learners: The School 

School documents contained statements such as the following which emphasised 

students uniqueness in ternis of their special needs: 

we provide a Resource Reception Centre to support students needing ESL, Special 
Education and remedial assistance (School Profile '9495) 

Mark Butler, principal of the Hillside Elementary School, suggested that "it's not the 

colour of the child's skin, it's the child" that is important when trying to understand the 

leamer in any capacity. Aithough he did admit that given the relatively high number of 

black children in the school who required special attention, particularly in the area of 

behaviour, that it could be "perceived that way." He felt that this "imbalance" however, 

was due to environmental conditions and should not be generalized to statements about 

race or ethnicity. 

On many occasions throughout my visit at Hillside Elementary I observed students 

getting special attention on an individual basis, both in the classroom and elsewhere in the 

school. For example, there was a volunteer-run reading program which operated out of 

the staff room and served to help individual students who needed the extra help. Other 



times, 1 noted specialist teachers pulling individual children out of the regular group to 

focus on particular skills or themes. 

The document anaiysis revealed a desire to think of students as being unique and 

at the same time a need to be able to group students according to the characteristics they 

share: 

a team teaching allows student grouping for special purposes (StafFHandbook, p. 

O 
=SI 
Child development checklist on Pnmary Report Card: Achievement: Expenencing 
Difficuity; Satisfactory; Very Good (Pnmary Report Card) 

a children develop at diffenng rates and Vary greatly over tirne, and from child to 
chiid. For this reason a scale is used to report levels of development. AU levels are 
considered normal for this age range, unless othenvise indicated by your child's 
teacher. (Primary Report Card) 

This tendency to meet the needs of individual students by grouping according to 

their shared attributes was a common practice in this school. One school newsletter 

reported : 

The Reading and Wnting club started Nov. 23 and mns fiom 3 :O0 - 4:OO. It will 
be focusing on students who need enrichment or encouragement as well as those 
who are working below grade level or have an ESL backgound. Teachers selected 
students who would benefit fiom the program. (School Newsletter -Dec.) 

Uniqueness of Leurners vs. Similariries of Learners: Rimary Team 

In terrns of learning, Mavis believed that setting routines was important because "if 

they don't have routines they can't go on to being independent." However, she didn't like 

to be "too strict in it [for] if a child . . . has just corne up with this incredible idea and is 

dying to share it that's different than a child who is continuously intenupting people." In 

this sense, Mavis gauged her response to students based on their unique attributes. 1 
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observed this sensitivity to midents' needs throughout the day. Ted also demonstrated 

sensitivity to the uniqueness of his students and suggested that in a multicultural school it 

was especidy necessary to be acutely aware of students' differences as "much of what we 

do, in terrns of irnposing values, is unconsciously done." 

In choosing books for her students to take home at night, Gd was responsive to 

the differences among her students in terms of each child's reading level and interests. 

Referring to the kids who were intimidated by print she said, "1 try to choose books for 

them with one word on the page or the liale books that are repetitive" whereas for the 

kids at the "higher end, I try to find books that are hi& interest and high vocabulq. This 

recognition of the unique combination of different attributes in her nilturally diverse 

classroom intensified the challenge of teaching: 

n e s e  ki&, the rnulticuZturaI aspect, there are so mmy dzfferent cultures 
and there me so many ESL students, you hm, in a normal cIassroom you 
hnve your Im kidr and yuur high k i b ,  mid your average kidr, but in here 
you c m  divide the kidr into many drgerent groups. nere 's so much to 
deal with thut it '.Y really hard 

Despite this challenge, ail The Primary Tearn teachers found ways to work with students 

individually, in small groups and in whoie group situations. Grouping of some sort was 

considered a necessity. 

Regarding the distinctiveness of her students Bemie suggested that, as human 

beings, we al1 have characteristics that make us similar to others combined with those that 

make us distinctively unique. Of her students she said, "They have as many similarîties as 

I do to you and as many differences as 1 do to you." Bernie felt that because of this she 

could group her students. Nevertheless, the caveat in this was that even though she could 
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"sort and classify them by cenain characteristics that they al1 have in common," she might 

be "guilty of doing that in ways that are inappropriate sometimes." 

Uniqueness of Learners Vs. SimCIarities of Learners: Junior Team 

Ester descnbed how she and Louise combined their classes to reorganize them into 

"a high and low language group." This grouping according to language sirnilarity in terms 

of abiliry was done for practical reasons. It helped the teachers meet students' needs in 

that there was not such a varied range of language ability. According to Louise, the 

students in Ester's "low" language group were those who were "not quite as strong, their 

organizational skills, . . . their handwriting skills, . . . their reading skills, . . . are not quite 

as strong as the group 1 have." Conversely, the "high" group consisted of students who 

were not necessarily "high fùnctioning in the language area" but were ready to be 

challenged. These two groups were not considered to be static as Ester and Louise 

thought they would "probably do some switching back and fonh" over time. 

There was an attempt to meet the individuai needs of students who were especially 

weak in language. The special education teacher worked with the students who had been 

identified as either special education or who needed Engiish as a second language. Again 

this was not a static arrangement but one where the special education teacher would let 

them know when she felt a student was "ready to corne back into the classroom" for the 

language period. This applied to students who required individual attention in the area of 

math as well. In the case of math, the students who experienced difficulty would b t  



involved with the same concepts that the whole class was working on, but often at a 

"slower Pace'' where there would be "a lot more talking through a lot of the problems." 

Louise expressed conceni about teaching French in that it was very difficult 

"because they are aU at different levels." The diversity of the students in tenns of their first 

languages meant that many of them were ESL (Engiish as a Second Language) students. 

The diversity of their cultural backgrounds meant that the exposure to French was for 

some a new experience. Louise stated that some had had exposure to French the previous 

two years of school, one had been irnmersed in French and some recent immigrants had 

had no exposure. Therefore she tried to modiQ the program to suit the individual student 

levels. 

1 observed the ways Ester and Louise grouped their students for language arts. 

Dunng this period the "high" group of students in Ester's class would gather their 

materials and walk out to Louise's room for that period while Louise's "low" group 

would join those in Ester's room. Generally a lesson or activity in each class would take 

place with students as a whole group on the carpet foliowed by seatwork whereby the 

teacher would attempt to work with those students who required individual guidance. 

Nevertheless, Ester and Louise took advantage of oppominities to address individual 

needs throughout the day. One example of this type of approach is the time Louise was 

passing back their homework exercises prior to the s t m  of moming class. She spent 

severai minutes in consultation with one student who had made a grammatical error in her 

homework. 1 observed many times when teachers "snatched" the opportunities like this to 

work with individual students. Moments that were set apart fiom the regular teaching day 
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such as prior to class, during recess and at the end of the day, seemed to be optimal times 

to attend to individual needs. 

2. Whole Child YS. Child as Student 

Statements which ernphasized a concem for either the development of 

the whole child (Le., aesthetic, intellectual, physical, social, emotional, and moral 

development) or the development of the child as student or client were coded under this 

category. There was a primary emphasis on the development of the whole child from all 

O rg anizational perspectives. 

Wh ole Child vs. Child As Sfudent: Dist~*d 

There was clear support for the development of the whole child in terms of being 

sensitive to students' aesthetic, intellectual, physical, social, and emotional development. 

No direct references to moral development were found: 

guides and supports students with their emotional, social and intellectual 
development (Indicators of Effective Teaching, p8) 

a students develop personal and social skiiis including: conflict resolution, 
collaborative team leaniing, leadership, global responsibility, self discipline, 
comrnunity s e ~ c e  (Strategic Directional Statements, 95-98) 

a effective teaching is implementing strategies that build self-concept (Indicators of 
Effective Teaching, p. 14) 
students l e m  in d e ,  supportive and caring learning environments (Strategic 
Directional Statements, 95-98) 

Whereas intellectual and academk development were high "priorities" according 

the documents analysed, there were no statements to indicate that learners were to be 

considered strictly in the role of students. 



mole Cliild vs. Child As Student: School 

Humour was highiy valued as a means to reach out to the students at HiIlside. 

Groaners and riddles were aiways part of the moming announcements heard over the 

public address system each morning during my visit at Hillside Elementary School. 

According to one secretary who worked in close proximity to the administrators' office, 

and had a great deal of contact with the shidents because of this, the principal's humour 

was infectious and this contributed in a large way to the sense of closeness and caring that 

was evident at Hillside. Even when things were stressful, Principal Butler would find 

some humour in it. And she noted, there were plenty of situations that were humorous. 

Like the time the young boy asked if he could serve his detention at home because he was 

in a hurry. And the young girl who waiked up to her desk one day, looked her in the eye 

and said, "Office, there7s a boy outside being mean to me." The secretary was quite 

amused that the young student had somehow associated al1 references to the office with 

her as an individual. It was ciear that she cared for the students at Killside. Her belief was 

that, "you have to love kids if you're going to be working with them al1 day." This canng 

attitude was evident throughout the school. The custodian in the school believed the kids 

to be "nice kids" as well, and although new to the school, seemed to have built up a good 

rapport with them as he went about his work. Not only was it an atrnosphere which 

fostered affection for students, but teachers felt cornfortable enough to openly express 

concem for one another. 1 noted my journal one day an incident where a young male 

teacher approach an elderly female teacher, put his arm around her saying in a concemed 



voice, "How are you feeling today, Rhonda?" 1 was not aware of what the teacher's 

problem was, but her face brightened at the interest of her fellow teacher. 

Undoubtedly, P ~ c i p a l  Butler played a major role in fostering and supporting this 

ethic of care. Consequently there was concem for the '$hole child" (and "whole" 

teachers) whose multi-faceted needs he felt could best be served within a "family7' 

environment. 

I keep describing it us a fmily. In fact I do a Chrishias letter, ond l'Il 
give it to sta# tomorrow, cmd I talk a lot abart fmily. A And l taIkd a lot 
about it las~year. This may be the onl'y meaningfu fmily t h t  some of 
these chiZhen may hue. So I think it 's reully important to develop that 
kind of attitude where a chzld c m  walk into my oflce and tell me about 
something t b t  zs reaI2y exciting to him, and doesn 't hmre to stop to the 
secrefary to ask if he c m  get permission. ï3at they car1 walk up and give 
you a h g  in the M. And thut teachers will corne in and say you know 
this is going on in my Ive and I rea& c m  Y [cope ]. So thai is my goal 
Whether 1'11 reach 2t in this school or not by the rime Ifinish, it 3 hard to 
say. Because it is very loge and it 's harder to reach people. Ifind there 's 
much more time v e n t  in the oBce thon but in the classrooms, what 1 was 
used 20. But that certain& is my goal. 

The vice principal concurred with the principal's belief that the students at Hillside 

required special attention, particularly in the areas of social and affective development. In 

response to my question about the purpose of dl the clubs, she stated: 

A lor of the kids don 't have a lot 05 you know, a lot of experiences outside 
of home und school ami1 think it [the m4y of clubs] really broadens the 
world for them plus it 's îhis commun@, sznce the school is the hub reaIlj, 
there 's nothzng else here but apartments and the school and l think they 
by to build in a lot of ewperiences for the ki& And it keeps them busy and 
it k e e p  them intereste4 you hm, with some other things to sort of do, 
and they 're to help them in that kind of thing as well. 

Indeed the school was a beehive of activity and I witnessed various sorts of "extra- 

cumcular" activities taking place during the moming pnor to classes starting, dunng 
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recess and lunch breaks, and also f i e r  school. These activities included auditioning for an 

upcoming drama club presentation, a moniing fitness class, students participating in a 

variety of game clubs such as checkers and soccer, a green club and a newspaper club. 1 

was told that there was a conscious effort on the part of teachers to encourage 

participation in these activities so as to represent the diverse ethnic student population. 

The school's documents clearly represented this concern for the whole child, also. 

There were numerous statements in various school documents that were coded under the 

whole child orientation. One document stated that the "child's progress during the past 

term is based on observations of hidher intellectual, physical, social, and emotional 

development" (Primary Report Card). Some examples for each are: 

Aest hetic: 

we offer a wide variety of CO-cumcular activities including sports, choirs, cultural . . 

groups, dance, and student generated interest groups (School Profile '94/95) 

Physical: 

-dents must leave dangerous andlor expensive items at home (Staff Handbook, 
P 3) 
students should remain on school property during the school day unless the school 
is contacted by the parent/guardian (StafFHandbook, p. 3) 
throwing snowbails is permitted only at designated targets (StaffHandbook, p. 3) 
Crisis Team Protocol Sexual Abuse/Assault: the role of the Cnsis Support Team is 
to provide consultation to assist in working out a plan of action and to provide for 
specific seMces following disclosure and reporting procedures (Staff Handboo k, 
P 33) 



Social: 

a cornrnon sense and courtesy apply in al1 games (StaEHandbook, p. 3) 
students must respect each other's belongings as weU as their own (Staff 
Handboolq p. 3) 

Moral: 

a ground mles for discussion: promise to tell the truth; promise to listen to the other 
person's side; no narne calling; no blaming; no interrupting; try reaily hard to think 
of a solution that is O.K. for both of you (StaffHandbook) 

a students are expected to tell the tmth at al1 times, and to use common sense and 
courtesy (StaffHandbook, p. 2) 

Emotional: 

anger mountain: what pushes your buttons; clirnbing up; volcano; climbing down; 
confiict resolution (Staff Handbook) 
students are expected to tell the truth at al1 times, and to use comrnon sense and 
courtesy (StaffHandbook, p. 2) physical restraints are humiliating for young 
people and should be used only as a last resort when dl other attempts have failed 
(StafT'Handbook, p. 32) 
the data secretary will add the new child's name to the birthday list in the 
announcement binder and give pertinent data to the B.A.R.s. volunteer and 
librarian (StaffHandbook, p. 25) 
special care and sensitivity should be taken with students new to the country (Staff 
Handbook, p. 25) 
every student has a right to leam in a positive, caring environment (Staff 
Handboolc, p. 2) 

Cognitive: 

problem solving strategies: think; Men; talk it out; go get help (Staff Handbook, 
P 4) 



mole  Child Vs Child As Student: Rimary Team 

When questioned, ail of the PNnary Tearn teachers declared that ail areas of 

students' development were important but that the affective needs such as "self-esteem," 

"confidence," and a ''carhg attitude" were of prime importance. Ted, a member of the 

Primary Team, suggested that today kids seem to be less sensitive to each other's pain and 

that "within the classroom you really have to foster the 'we', [that] we al1 came fiom a 

common ancestor, and we're brothers and sisters, cousins, uncles and aunts so to speak, 

and we really need to treat each other properly." However, the manner in which teachers 

approached this affective development differed. For example, Ted's class appeared more 

loosely structured than the others. There were several occasions in Ted's classroom where 

1 observed hirn trying to help students treat each other in a loving way. For example, 

during story time one rnorning a young girl lost patience and shouted at another child, 

whom 1 later discovered to be autistic, for blocking her view of the pictures. Ted calmly 

suggested that she just tap hirn on the shoulder and ask hirn quietly because "sometimes he 

forgets" and that he also wanted to see the pichire. Ted's subdued and non-preachy tone 

settled the girl and he proceeded unceremoniously with the story. Ted was relaxed when 

relating to the students and usually addressed only those behaviours which overtly 

interfered with the teaching and leaming environment. Consequently, often there was 

some movement on the floor when students sat around to listen to a story. On occasion, 

some students would fidget with various small objects, like a pencil or  an eraser, or other 

small item, either to toss it into the air, or to draw imaginary figures on  the carpet. 



Mavis, felt that "the first thing 1 would focus on is emotional, that they're 

cornfortable in their setting, that they gain confidence and they have a positive attitude 

about school." Mavis' approach was similar to Ted's in that during one group activity she 

reminded a student that he should not shout the answer at the student who had asked it 

stating, "That wouldn't make me feel very good ifyou did that to me." Although Mavis 

felt that the students' emotional development was important, there was a considerable 

focus on academic and social developrnent in her approach as well. She fostered students' 

self-confidence in their academic work by displaying it whereby "theyYU go and search out 

their own work [and are] very proud of it." Mavis took great care in calling the role each 

rnoming and greeting each student individually and she was consistent in speaking to 

children in a considerate manner throughout the day. Nevertheless, during activities where 

students were seated in a large group situation, such as on the floor during "caiendar tirne" 

or story time, she was fastidious in attending to academic objectives such as leaniing to 

count, leaming the days of the week, leaming new vocabulary. She also spent time to help 

develop social skills by insisting that children sit quietly to listen while others were 

speaking and to raise their hands before speaking themselves. 

Gai1 provided insight into both the need for teachers to attend to student's 

emotional development and the difficulty that lies therein. One black male student in her 

class, she explained, was a "constant problem" because his home life had "completely 

fallen apart." She stated that she didn't know how to help him but felt that he needed 

"finnness" and "a lot of love." For her it was "difficult to do both because he is just having 

a constant problem al1 day long." Gail's stmggle to attend to the social, intellectuai and 
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emotional needs of her students was manifested to me one day during class when she was 

teaching her students the basics of story writing, that is, that each story has a beginning, 

middle, and an ending. Together they wrote a story on chart paper and then discussed the 

various parts of the story. However, her concem that the students had not listened well 

that day prompted her at the close of the day to demand that the class remain sitting 

quietly for a few minutes before she allowed them to leave. Later, in a tired voice. she 

explained that "the kids seemed very inattentive today." Aithough her patience had worn 

thin she had maintained a pleasant voice with the children up until the time they had left to 

go home. 

Bernie liked "seeing excitement in students" and looked for "creativity . . . more 

than being acadernicdy strong." She celebrated the students' birthdays by having the 

birthday student burst a baiioon and then pick a book f?om the gift box. She went to great 

lengths to encourage students and praised them both individually and in groups by telling 

them "how smart or amazing they are because they c m  do things." She stated that she 

adrnired one student for his "impulsiveness" and felt that he had "a lot of guts." 

Nevertheless, during times when the class was discussing a topic she reinforced listening 

skills. For example, after the public announcements each morning she would have the 

students repeat the parts that were pertinent to their class. She also expected students to 

look at her when she spoke to them in a group and admonished one student by telling hirn 

not to "tum his back." One moming a e r  the announcements had been completed she told 

the children that she had not heard what the Mr. Butler had said because they had been 

talking too much. 



Whole Chifd us. Chiid As Student: Junior Team 

Ester and Louise demonstrated concem for the development of the whole child. 

Ester suggested that her students were not acadernicdly weak only but were also 

emotionally and socially immature: 

I f i d  social&, emotionally rmd academically these kids are lower Ihan 
what rhey sharld be and that 's pmtly the culiurul background and the ESL 
bockgrm~zd but they a Zower. And lguess we have to realize t h t  if 
they 're Iower academically then ihey 're probably lower emotionali'y and 
socially und, therefore. yes, as chilben grow they become less self-cenhd 
und more, you krow, socid in realizing ihot there is an impact to whal you 
do. I don 't think they 've got there yet. 

Why is this the case? Ester explained: 

1 think it 's the culture that their purents bring with them where they come 
from. It 's more physical, like MiMe W e m  States, a much more physical 
environment. . . . The boys mtdgirlsj?om SomaZiu, they b e n  't had a 
written Zmguage up until about seven or eight years ugo, und you 're 
[t hey ' re] womed about where you 're [they ' re] gonna find your next meal, 
you 're [t hey're] nomadic, so it 's a vev  diflerent environment and surel'y 
physical neeh  come into p lq .  Andl think a 202 of it has to do with the 
environment they liw in now. 7hey don 't go outside, they don 't pl* very 
few of them are involved in organired sports of m y  sort. P m t s  are 
having to hold down two and three jobs so they don 't have the time to tuke 
their kidr out. it 's not thcit they don 't want to. And a lot parents have said 
to me, actualZy, 1 I d  one in, they had just mn'ved, working two jobs while 
father goes to school to gel his qualificatiom in Canadan certlificates so 
he can go to work ntese kiùs are used to having mom ut home a d  taking 
them to the park ïRey c m  't do that my more. It 's a big change. 

Ester's response may be summarized as three reasons which contributed to the social and 

ernotional imaturity of at Hillside Elementary: i.) the cultural environment which many 

students corne fiom; ii.) the new cultural environment t o  which the students have been 

introduced consisting of apartment dwellings that are not conducive to the sociaiization of 

children; and, iii.) the changing family roles of many of the new immigrant families. 
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To help compensate for what Ester suggests is a lack of development emotionally, 

socially and academically, Louise and Ester attempted to meet the multi-faceted needs of 

their shidents. Interestingly, each teacher had a snident of M c a n  American hentage who 

was considered to be a "behavioural" problem. The Junior Team teachers had worked 

individually on developing a relationship with these two students and fiom what 1 

observed these students responded favourably to this relationship. In the case of Ester's 

student, Michael, he had frequently experienced problems outside of the classroom, that is, 

on the playground during recess, in the lunchroom and in the school comdor during 

various times of the day. Ester felt that sometknes he was being unfairly singled out 

because of his reptation and his outgoing personality which was sometimes 

rnisinterpreted as boldness and a show of disrespect. My observations of Michael in the 

classroom presented me with a picture of an enthusiastic, young boy who, while very 

approachable, was also sensitive to cnticism and required a lot of attention, especially 
C 

fiom an authority figure. Ester worked at fostering a good relationship between the two 

of them by giving Michael responsibilities in the cIassroom and treating him in a respectfui 

marner without compromising her expectations for the best that he could do. 1 

understood just how much Michael appreciated Ester's relationship when, on a morning 

that she arrived late due to poor weather conditions, another teacher s u p e ~ s e d  the class. 

The supewising teacher's preliminary statement included a waming for Michael to behave 

himself, to which he emotionally and defiantly shot back, "1 wish Mrs. Drake was here, 

now." He then put his head d o m  on the desk, and blocked out as much of the class as he 



could by covenng his head with his arms, a gesture which at the tirne, had roused in me 

compassion for the young boy's emotional hirmoil. 

Louise was sensitive to the holistic development of her students as exemplified in 

her concem for Nathan who was dso of Afncan Amencm hentage. Nathan began the 

school year in a full t h e  special education c h .  Apparently his behaviour had become 

"progressively worse and his academic work was siipping." Louise discussed her 

concems about Nathan with the principal. She felt that fbii integration into her class would 

help "his attitude toward school." Indeed Nathan's attitude had improved, at least in the 

presence of Louise. I observed the way Nathan worked and behaved in the classroom and 

his interactions with Louise. He responded to her favourably and seemed, for the most 

part, content to be a part of the class. He did continue, however, to exhibit problems in 

interaction with some students and teachers when Louise was not present. 

Many students in the Junior Team's class were involved in various groups such as 

library helpers, crossing guards, student ambassadors, drama club, environment club and 

others. According to Louise, students were encouraged to participate in these activities 

on the ba is  of interest, hard work and merit, not academic achievement. 

They don 't necessari& have to be the brightest child in the class but 
m@e u child who haE a keen interest who 's very k e n  rmd workr very 
hrad and deserves to be involved in aprojecr that rnighl be reah'y 
interesting. So I try to choose students rhat men 'z necessari& my top 
srudents [ucardemicaIiy] or who me students ihar are involved in 
evetything. 

This is not to imply that there was not an emphasis on academic development in 

the classroom. Actually, although the two teachers seemed to be very conscious of the 
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need for development of the whole child, during classroom tirne, primarily, the children 

were involved in academic activity. The school environment, however, was one which 

supported the holistic development of the student in that there were many opportunities 

for development other than academic. 

B. Leaming Experiences: The Leaming Process 

The following discussion inchdes cumculum metaorientation categories that are 

subcategoried under The Leaming Process (see Table 6.1, p. 1 1  ). 

3. jntrinsic Motivation vs. Extrinsic Motivatiorl 

Data that addressed student motivation for leamhg were examined to determine 

whether statements centred around a belief that students motivation for leaniing cornes 

fiom within the lemers or without through rewards and, or, punishment. District 

documents indicated an emphasis on extrinsic motivation for learning. Data analysis 

suggested that, fiom each of the other perspectives, beliefs about student motivation for 

learning incorporated both aspects. That is, overail teachers felt that some students are 

intrinsicaily motivated, some are not. There was a prevailing belief that intrinsic motivation 

is something which needs to be nurtured in students. 

Intrinsic Motivation us. Iktrinsic Motivation: District 

It was difficult to determine from the document analysis whether or not leamers 

were considered to be intrinsically motivated. One interpretation of the document 



statements is that intrinsic motivation is something which has to be nurtured: 

a students develop personal and social skills including self discipline (Strategic 
Directionai Statements, 95-98) 

There was a îittle more clarity about the need to provide e x t e r d  reinforcers for 

student learning indicating a belief that students need to be extrinsically motivated to 

achieve: 

O barriers to leanilng for students are acknowledged and ways are found to 
overcome these barriers so that 0vera.ü student achievement is increased (Strategic 
Directional S taternents, 95-98) 

Ineinsic Motivation us. E;rfrinsic Motivation: Schoot 

Analysis of formai school documents revealed little about whether or not a 

student's motivation for leaming cornes fiom within the learner or without through 

rewards and punishment. However, there were 3 few signs that attempts at fostenng 

intrinsicdy motivated learning were being made. The foll-ng were found in the school 

newspaper: 

a Motivate Yourself. . . Whatever you do or dream, begin it. Boldness has genius, 
power and magic in it. (The Wolf Pack -Vo1.2) 

a A Way to an "A" . . . Believe in Yourself(The Wolf Pack - V01.2) 

There was more evidence of an extrinsic motivation for student leaming as 

suggested in the following statement: 

positive incentives to achieve excellence through Our Four A's program (School 
Profile '94/95) 

Furthemore, the November issue of the sch001 newspaper contained a letter about a 

recent "Hdloween Bash" written by the "Student of the Month." The school paper, "The 
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Wolf Pack," which was sent to parents, congratulated a group of students who had made 

the "Student Achievement List ." 

liitrinsic Motivation vs. Ejdrinsic Motivation: Rimary Team 

When the Prirnary Team's four classes were combined for what was described as 

Activity Time, the students freely chose from a wide variety of activities set up in each of 

the four rooms. Gai1 describes this penod as foliows: 

We found t h a ~  [Activity Time] a verypositive one, that the kikidr me, it 's 
fmtastic. It almost mns itselj. Y m  set evevihing up rmd they go, you 
don 't have, very rarely do you have problems orfights. We set up thof you 
c m  on& go four people at u centre d y m  never see kidFfighting or 
pushing each other mound wunting to go. ïhey jus? go mtd take their turn 
and everyb* 's fuir and everybody gels aJong really well. And al2 of ur 
reolly enjoy that time because, you know, it 's a gtwd time to work wifh a 
small group or be able to tcilk to kidr one-on-one and not wony whut 
everyone else is doing. 

Gd's description of Activity Time is congruent with the scene I had observed on several 

occasions during my visit at Hillside. Approximately eighty students manifesteci what 

appeared to be an intnnsic response to leaniing as they enthusiastically interacted with a 

nch leaniing environment. 

Although al1 students during this penod seemed to be engaged in their chosen 

activity, the teachers on the Primary Team did not profess an unqualified belief that d l  

students were intrinsically motivated. Ted, for example, believed that he would needed to 

foster an environment in "which the kids took as much responsibility for their leaming as 

they could possibly do." Whereas Beniie did not speak of responsibility for learning, she 

did discuss motivation in tenns of children's energy, enthusiasm and creativity. She felt 
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that children "very much come in with it or . . . don't." She did not believe students to be 

bom that way but did state, "I've had students in the past who it really didn't matter what 

1 did, it didn't corne, and I've had students who came in with it the minute they walked in 

the door." 

Mavis felt that the class she was working with required her to be more directive 

than facilitative because they needed more guidance, irnplying that intrinsic or extrinsic 

motivation depends on the students. Gai1 also demonstrated a belief in the relativity of 

motivation for leaming when it came to cenain students. She descnbed one student who 

would not pay aîtention to anything which was not "really f i n  for him." She attnbuted this 

lack of motivation to his poor social skills. For the most part, however, she felt that 

rewards were not necessary for getting most children to read because this was something 

they loved to do. 

Intrinsic Motivation vs. E;rtrinsic Motivation: Junior Team 

Neither Ester nor Louise spoke directly about whether they believed motivation 

for learning cornes fiom within the students themselves or exiemally through rewards or 

punishments. Much of what 1 observed in the classrooms suggested that they believed 

their students needed sorne sort of rewards, whether in the form of praise, or the more 

concrete form of being prornised to participate in an enjoyable activity if they performed a 

particular task well. Upon passing back a math test where some of her students obtained a 

low score, Ester reminded them that during math lessons they needed to be "better 

Ijsteners.?' 



4. Persona1 Knowlcdae vs. Public Knowledae 

Here data were coded according to that which demonstrated either an emphasis on 

knowledge rooted in deep personal meaning or an emphasis on knowledge as traditional 

subjea matter. There was consistency across perspectives in terms of document, 

interview and observational data which suggested a belief that learning should be 

personally meaningfbl while at that same time, i fa  student is indifferent to leaniing certain 

forms of knowledge, then it is the responsibility of the teacher to ensure that it is leamed 

anyway. 

Person al Knodedge vz Pub fic Knowledge: DIstrkt 

Many district document statements strongly emphasised that knowledge is rooted 

in deep personal meaning: 
? 

selects leaniing materials that represent the racial, religious, ethnocultural, and 
gender diversity of the community and are f?ee from negative bias and 
stereotyping, consistent with board policy 
provides opportunities for students to experïence (Indicators of Effective 
Teaching, p. 13) 
ensures that classroom displays are relevant, representative, attractively arranged 
and current (Indicators of Effective Teaching, p. 4) 

There were also document statements which suggested that knowledge is public: 

we provide a strong regular program (Mapping Students' Success) 
literacy and mathematics are emphasized as the foundation for al1 areas of the 
cumculum including: personal and social studies; math, science and technology; 
languages; arts (S trategic Directional Statements, 95-98) 
Personal Knodedge vs. Public Knowledge: Sdool 

Principal Butler contemplated the challenge of offering a cumculum that was 

personally meaninal for all the culturally diverse students at HiIlside: 



Yes, it 's a red issue, and il 's an issue with the board a d  it 's un issue with 
most of the SI& in that we want the ~~~rrtëulurn to be inclusive ojthe 
-dents who we represent. It isn Y ahvqys eusy, it 's improving because 
s m e  of the publishers are putring out kïter material. But much of the 
material that existed a few yems ugo t h  had cornefrom other cultures, 
war not the stsiandd that we would uccept in this culture, in tenns of the 
quaIity of the writing but also in tems  of the content in t h t  much of the 
material w m  junior or higher oriented and when you were Zooking for 
something to introduce a tcpic in the p~?maty, it w m  't there. There 
weren 't the picture books that y m  have nmJ. So that 's coming. We @ to 
watch that and Mmgareet, as she purchases for the Iibrary, is very 
conscious of thar. And also she encourages all the teachers to let her know 
if they see a good book so that she c m  prchase it. But i f s  also necessary 
to represent it in tenns of the art thoi goes up on the walls, the work that 
goes up on the wall. You see some of it represented in the festival t e .  It 
variesfrom time to time but it 's coming. fiat exisfed bejore 1 came and is 
being well developed in this school. 

Nevertheless, considerable effort was made to help students "experience" leaming. 

That expenential Ieaniing was valued is evident in the following document statements: 

a field trips are encouraged as valid and positive educational experiences (Staff 
Handbook, p. 16) 

a we stress the use of manipulatives to visualize and understand concepts (School 
Profile '94/95) 

O much of your shild's leaming has corne fiom expenences provided by you and 
your family. The school cumculum builds on this leaming and provided for your 
child to extend and systematicdly develop fùrther knowledge, skills, attitudes and 
values (Primary Report Card) 

These w-inen statements were actualized in various ways. A look at the school 

newsletters and school papers sent to parents revealed that students were indeed involved 

in many experiences: 

a Money was raised to help pay for a trip to the CN Tower (School Newsletter - 
Dec.) 

a the grade fives are learning about nature in danger and doing science experirnents. 
They are going to the ROM and the Planetarium to Ieam about spiders. (The Wolf 
Pack - Vo1.2) 



the grade fours have the public health nurse visiting and will visit the public library 
and the computer lab at the local Junior Kigh School, City Hall and the Board of 
Education. (School Newsletter - Nov.) 
our~~fiequentlytaketheirclassesintothecommunitytogivethechildrenmore 
meaningnil first-hand group expenences. (School Newsletter-Sept.) 

During my visit at Hillside, 1 observed many activities which aaively involved 

students in their leaming. The staffroorn was fkequently used for cooking up "festive" 

dishes such as Latkes during Hanukkah, and Christmas cookies in December. As one 

grade two teacher put it, "That's how we leam, through having fiin." Also, 1 attended a 

multicultural festival celebration, a concert where students were involved in a variety of 

cultural events which represented the diversity of the student population. 

Although there was considerable effort on part o f  administration and staffat 

Iiillside Elernentary to provide a "meaningfui" cumculum which would be inclusive of al1 

cultures, there were also signs that knowledge was "publicyy in the traditional subject- 

matter sense. According to school documents, cumculum was developed fiom ministry 

and board prescriptions: 

cumculum for each grade is stipulated and outlined in board documents; the 
required course must be covered (StafFHandbook, p. 14) 

a the Benchmark data have helped us develop the following strategies: direct 
instmction in phonics, spelling, grarnmar, punctuation; daiiy reading in class and 
encouragement to read daily at home; encouraging the enjoyment of reading 
through Reading Buddies and literacy activities in the Library Resource Centre and 
Booster Reading Program; expansion of our Reading Recovery program with an 
additional teacher; computer instruction to facilitate its usage as a tool in the 
development and improvernent of writing skiiis; $7000 spent on literacy materials; 
tutoring in the student's first language to assist in orientation to  Canadian 
schooling (School Profile '94195) 

What these statements suggest is that cumculum was prescnbed through a process which 

took place outside the school environment and that strategies for teaching and leaming 
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were developed by interpreting board-initiated standardized test results. The underlying 

assumption here would be that knowledge is indeed public, measurable and objective. 

However, it would be unfâir to sunnise nom this that the empheRs was on the public 

reairn of knowledge as opposed to the personai realm, especially in light of the document 

statement regarding tutorhg in the student's first language. The implications of these 

document statements are addressed fiirther in the later discussion of evaluation. 

Personal Kn awledge vs. Public Knowledge: Prima? y Team 

Many of the activities that the Primas, Tearn teachers developed for their students 

encouraged interaction between the learner and the material. For example, dunng reading 

period Gai1 included storybooks which had been written and published by the students 

themselves. One child quite proudly read to me her 'Pish Aiive" book that she had 

completed during the undenvater theme. On another occasion, 1 observed Bemie 

presenting a story written and narrated by Itah Sadu, a writer of children's stories who 

"draws on the activities of Toronto's West Indian community and on storytelling traditions 

of Barbados, Trinidad, and Jarnaica" (1993, cover of Christopher, PIease Clean Up Your 

Room by Itah Sadu). When questioned as to why she had chosen this particular story, 

Bemie informed me that she wanted to get a book that one of her West Indian students 

who was a "reluctant reader" could relate to, because, she stated, "1 think it makes a big 

difference when you've got black women on the back of the book and you're a black kid . 

. . . 1 think keying into things like expenences and realistic concepts is really important." 
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Mavis aiso read stories that were culturally inclusive and justified her choices in the sarne 

Although there was considerable effort on the part of the teachers to make the 

material personally relevant, there were occasions when public knowledge took 

precedence. Al1 teachers engaged in teaching "public" knowledge such as writing skills, 

counting, adding that may not have been personally meaningful to al1 students at al1 times 

as 1 did observe occasions where the emphasis seemed to be on learning the material. Ted 

explained the reason for this and suggested that although he believed "natural" leamhg 

involved leaniing what was "interesting" and persondy relevant, students sometimes 

needed to be pushed or dragged because: 

l f the &id doesn 't wmr io studj mathematics we c m  't let him say, ho '. If 
akid.ys, 'Idon'tlike&ng,'well.. .we hytomaGe itfvn. w e ~ f o  
make it much more interesting for the child andget him to say, pes. ' 
EventualZy ifhe 's not suyïng, >es, ' p u  stilI have to teach him. You stU 
huve to get him to do certain things. 

Petsonal KnowIedge vs. Public Knawledge: Junior Team 

Making teaching and learning persondly relevant was important to the Junior 

Team teachers. Ester, for example, spent considerable time dunng one social studies 

lesson discussing with her students how they were to keep a journal during a project 

which would have them working in srnail groups to "plan" for a trip to another planet. The 

joumal writing would involve not only a description of what they were doing but of what 

they were feeling as well, that is, their womes, concems, aspirations, joys and fears. 



Louise helped students "get in touch with diaerent areas that they don? always 

think about" through the arts - music, visual arts, drama and dance. She wanted her 

students to enjoy what they were doing and understand that there was a "reason why we 

do what we do." Louise explained her rationale for utilizing the arts as a means to help 

her students experience learning: 

Like when we were doing the activity the other day of walking through the 
snow andgetting rhem to really think about the snow up to your hees  or 
your hzps [and asking yourselfl how would you walk through it? And if 
they k never eqerienced that, you knw, it 's something that they reaZZy 
need to stop and think about and so il's a dfferent wuy of experiencing it 
thun if1 just read them a book aruî sciid to ?hem, Wink a b m  how dsfictilt 
it is ' w i t h t  letting them do il. 11's Qing to bnng sort of the more 
e~eriential part of educution into the cZarrroom. [for example] asking 
them to tell you about d~fferent shades of colours without Zetting t h  mix 
those colours together themselves to discover t h .  To me, it 's a real 
handr-on and bringing things to Ive for them, letting them listen to a piece 
ojRivaldi when zhey h u g h t  in September thal cIclssic~I music was on& 
for older people and they would never. ever Iisten to it. And letting them 
Zisten to ii m d  talking fo them about it unci the music brings it to Zife und 
what I'm hoping for is theyllZ expand the vocubuZczry that we use with the 
arts und sort of get in touch wirh a dtfferent side of themselves they 
haven 't really corne in touch with before. Kind of a move awayjrom the 
haditional wuy of leaming. 

One activity which I observed in Louise's classroom had her students work in groups of 

four or five students and use various musical instruments, such as bells, tambourines, 

xylophones, and triangles to create a five minute piece of music that would convey the 

charactenstics ofwinter. 1 noted not only how enthusiastic the students were to perform 

their pieces, but also how pleasant the pieces sounded and how easily 1 could identiQ the 

sounds of snow crunching, wind howling and ice cracking. 
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Nevertheless, 1 also observed times in both Ester's and Louise's classroom where 

the teaching and leaniing seemed to focus on the more traditional realm of knowledge. 

This seemed to be particularly the case in the teaching of mathematics where the emphasis 

was on the concept being taught as opposed to the personal relevance of it. That is not to 

Say that both teachers did not try to integrate personal relevance into the teaching of these 

concepts through references to ideas with which students could identifjr. They did make 

considerable effort to draw in the students expenences when problem solving. However, 

on these occasions the goal seemed to be more mastery of the concept than that of 

personal relevance. 

5. Fnowledae as Process vs. Knowledae as Content 

Data pertaining to the leamhg experience was also coded as that which comoted 

an emphasis on knowledge as a process of thinking as opposed to that which suggested an 

emphasis on knowledge as organized bodies of knowledge. There was evidence of an 

emphasis across perspectives on knowledge as a process which involves critical thinking, 

hypothesizing and problem solving. 

Knowledge As Rocess us. Knowledge As Content: District 

Several statements supported the position that knowledge is a process of thinking, 

reasoning, and testing propositions: 

a provides opportunities for students to experience, analyse, reflect, communicate, 
hypothesize and self-evaluate (Indicaton of Effective Teaching, p. 13) 

O provides oppominities for students to leam by doing, sensing, observing, listening, 
evaluating and problem solving (Indicators of Effective Teaching, p. 4) 



Nevertheless, the following statement demonstrates that knowledge was also thought of in 

the traditional way as organized bodies of knowledge or subjects: 

literacy and mathematics are emphasized as the foundation for aU areas of the 
curriculum including: personal and social snidies; math, science and technology; 
languages; arts (Strategic Directionai Statements, 95-98) 

Knowledge As Proceis vs. Knowledge As Content: Sch wl 

There were both fomal and informal written statements to suggest that educators 

at Hillside Elementary viewed knowledge as a process of thinking, reasoning and 

propositioning. 

O we believe that students should have the opportunity to develop skills, knowledge, 
attitudes and values as part of a Iifehg leamingprocess (Staff Handbook, p. 1) 

a we train inquisitive minds in Science and the Arts (School Newsletter-Sept.) 

There were tangible manifestations to demonstrate that theprocess of learning was indeed 

valued at HiIlside Elementary, particularly in relation to social behavioural learning which 

will be discussed in greater detail in the section on the role of the teacher. Suffice it to 

Say, for now, that an overdl goal shared by many in the school was to help students 

process thezr behaviour at detention time. This, many at the school believes, would help 

students understand more fiilly the nature of their problems and to resolve future conflicts. 

With regard to developing processing skills to make them "lifelong leamers," 

there was evidence of some school-wide activities which were conducive to achieving this 

goal. For example, the library resource specialist coordinated a student volunteer system 

which provided students with the opportunity to leam library skills including the compter 

processing of outgoing and incoming books. In addition to this, during my stay 1 observed 



a student - run book exchange whereby all students in the school were invited to bnng 

books fiorn home that they would like to exchange for other books. The value of each 

book was determined and coded by a group of students and the amal exchange which 

took place was also handled by the students. This advity spanned several days, was 

seerningly supported by admi~stration and staff and was conducted auring regular class 

time, perhaps the latter being the greatest authentication of the value that Hillside 

educaton bestowed upon the leamhg process. 

Inasmuch as knowledge as content may be associated with '%bodies7' of knowledge 

which are knowable regardless of understanding the process of arriving at the knowledge 

itself, then the following statement suggests a knowledge as content orientation: 

we encourage the memorization of basic number faas (School Profile '94/95) 

The basic assurnption here appears to be that, although the process of learning is more 

important in the aggregate, there are times when it is necessary to retain certain concepts 

in memory. 

Knuwledge As Rocess vs. KnawIedge As Content: Rimary Team 

Many of the activities provided for the Primary Team students invited active 

processing of information arid testing propositions. For example, during storytime al1 the 

teachers were apt to probe students to think about concepts and to verbalize their 

developing ideas. in reading a story about a black girl who auditioned for the role of Peter 

Pan, Ted guided students in a discussion about race and gender stereotyping. Similady, 

through reading and discussion, Mavis engaged students in exploring their persona1 views 



about ecology and pollution. The focus of these activities was to explore and discover 

rather than to promote memorization of faas or bodies of knowledge. Also, this value 

orientation towards knowledge as process was evident in Bemie's science centre where 

students were presented with the oppominity to discover through active participation 

which objects either floated or didn't fioat, were magnetic or were not magnetic, rolled or 

didn't roll. Furthemore, Activity fime was a time when the Primary Team teachers 

placed the most emphasis on this type of discovery learning. Emphasis on process 

notwithstanding, the relatively fixed nature of knowledge was an underlying assumption 

in the teaching pra~ices  of these teachers dso, as described in previous section. 

Knowledge As Rocess us. Knowledge As Contene Junior Team 

Knowledge as process seemed to have been a high priority for the two members of 

the Junior Tearn as well. 1 was present for a number of activities in the Junior Team's 

classes which invited students to process information and to use their reasoning skills to 

complete tasks. In the duration of my two-week period visit with them, the students were 

involved in a project which took them out of the classroom and into the library to conduct 

research. 1 saw many students work independently to conduct a cornputer search to locate 

a book on a particular topic. Others worked in pairs or groups of three or four to 

cornplete their assignment. Another adivity had the students involved in a science 

experiment where they predided the reaction of different solids with vinegar and then 

performed the task to test their prediaions. The students' effervescent response parallelled 

the volatile reaction of the baking soda and vinegar mixture, a readon which none had 
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predicted. Undoubtedly, focusing on the process of prediaing, hypothesising and testing 

was a more intense leaniing experience for these students than would have been the 

experience of simply reading about the varyhg chemicai reactions of combined substances. 

1 observed an attempt on the part of the Junior Team teachers to attend to 

processes in the area of mathematics as well. Strategies such as working backwards and 

guess and check were explored to help develop students' problem solving skills. When 

evaluating work on an exam, Ester informed her students that she not only looked at 

whether or not the answer was correct, but also at the process, that is how they anived at 

the final response as this was important as weIl. 

On the other hand, I observed times in the classrooms of both teachers on the 

Junior Team when the leaming of content was considered to be an important aspect of 

leaming. For example, regular quizzes testing students' howledge of spelling vocabularly, 

languages skills and mathematics skills were &en. Overall, however, it seemed that 

students' understanding of the process of learning these skills was prionty. 

6. Holistic Leamina vs. Molecular Ceaminq 

Data which suggested an emphasis on the interco~ectiveness and interdependency 

of leaming were coded as holistic leamhg while data which suggested an emphasis on the 

accumulation of discrete parts of knowledge were coded as molecular Ieaming. Overall, 

there was an emphasis on holistic leaming from each organizational perspective, 

particularly from the School, and with both the Prirnary and Junior Teams. This pattern 

emerged pnmarily through the analysis of i n t e ~ e w  and observationai data in the school. 



Holistic Leurning vs. Moleculor Learning: Distnkï 

References to concepts such as "integration" and ''global perspective" suggest 

that knowledge was viewed as holistic: 

integrates a global perspective (Indicators of Effective Teaching, p. 10) 
integrates cross-cumcular components, e-g., anti-racist and ethnocultural 
education, career education, life skilis and technology (Indicators of Effective 
Teaching, p. 1 1) 

Other references focused on knowledge as molecular: 

chooses strategies to achieve identified outcomes (Indicators of Effective 
Teaching, p. 13) 
a comprehensive, student-centred, outcome-based cumculum (Indicators of 
Effective Teaching, p. 1 0) 
student programs are balanced with opportunities for specialization (Strategic 
Directional Statements, 95-98) 

Holistic Learning us. MoIecuIar Learning: School 

According to the staffhandbook, one rationale for the tearn teaching approach was 

to provide an environment for students and teachers that would "lead to true integration of 

curriculumy' (p. 14). In actual fact, there was evidence of a combination of both the 

holistic and molecular concepts of leaniing. This was pariicularly illustrated in the way the 

cornputer lab was set up in that on the one hand the nature of the lab was such that 

computer skills were taught in isolation: 

WeZl, the idea is that these outcornes have to be met whether you 're in a 
M or in a ~ I ù s ~ ~ o o r n .  n e  outcornes me designed for the computer 
program in this district. SO what I've done is. because I'm m n g  a Zab, 
I've been arkiiesring ahost vec#caZ& skills l h t  1 c m  teach the 
students, demonstrate it and have them repeat for me.  

However, there was an attempt to have students integrate these skills in a holistic manner: 



When it cornes to activities where they h e  to be more creative and it 's a 
longer tenn assignment we rely on the class~uum teachers. So our setup in 
this school is we Ive got a Zab of 25 compuiers cnd ihen we 've got ai le& 
one, almost two cornputers, to evev  classroom, some even more so thut 
I'm showing the kiidr h m  to use u qecific piece of softwme md they go 
bock $0 the clms und ihen we rely on the teacher 's ability to design 
activities that will support or reinforce the skills hrrt I'm showing ihem 
und teaching them. 

I observed other ways in which specialist teachers worked "in tandem" with the classroom 

teacher to integrate skilis and knowledge. For example, the music teacher seemed to work 

well with classroom teachers to incorporate themes and concepts that had been introduced 

in the classroom with the music lesson. Also, there was an effort on the part of the music 

teacher to integrate language developrnent, dance, music, and an appreciation for 

Canadian music as well as music fiom other cultures. 

Holistic Lcarning vs. Moleculor Lcurning: ~?m<rty  Teom 

During rny two-week visit with the Pnmary Team, the students were involved In a 

variety of activities which centred around a "water" theme. Three of the four classroom 

windows depicted an undenvater scene inhabited by bnghtly coloured fishes. Other 

samples of the children's artwork dangied from the ceiling. There was much evidence of 

subject integration in the four classrooms, particularly in the areas of language, science, 

art, and math, and social studies. Students engaged in counting, sorting, reading, writing 

and drawing in one activity which had them creating stories about fish. Bernie and Gail 

had their two groups involved in a science research project whereby they learned about 

water animals and land animals. Mavis' and Ted's students read about recycling and 

discussed the importance of water conservation. 
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1 realized the extent of Bernie's commitment to holistic leaming when 1 sat in with 

a group of her students busily listening to a tape at the listening centre. 1 noticed they 

would listen for awhile and then pick up their pends and write or draw, depending on the 

ability of the student, on a piece of paper. When I iistened to the tape 1 heard Bernie's 

voice guiding them through a senes of water sounds (e.g., rain, tap water, washing 

machine, brook). To record the various sounds and do the narration would have taken 

considerable time and effort on Bernie's part. 

Whereas there was emphasis on holistic leaniing in the Primary Team classes, there 

were signs of some molecular leaming. The evidence of this type of leaming was in the 

way these teachers tended to focus on certain concepts such as counting objects and 

chanting the days of the week and the months of the year. 

.. 9' 

Holistic Learning vs. Molecular Learning: Junior Team 

While 1 was with the Junior Tearn classes they were involved in a winter theme 

which presented many opportunities to integrate the visual arts, music and language arts. 

Along with the "winter" musical compositions the students had created, both classes 

learned how to replicate snow flakes using white paper. In addition to this, they wrote 

cinquains about winter. To prepare them for their poetry writing, Louise had read them 

poems from a book called, Semons. The book contained a selection of poems from around 

the world - England, USA Spain, Waies, Germany, China, Egypt, Japan, Australia, 

Argentina, Ethiopia, Taiwan, Finland, Canada and France. Illustrations in the book 

depicted children of various races and ethnicities. Louise believed that poetry was a 



vehicle through which her culturaily diverse students would corne to understand their 

comectedness. 

Molecular leaming was seen in the way that the Junior Team teachers spent tirne 

on teaching language and math skills as welI. 

C. Learning Experiences: The Learning Environment 

The following discussion includes one cumculurn metaonentation category which 

is subcategorized under The Leaniing Environment (see Table 6.1). 

7. Social Leamina Envitonment vs. lndividual Learnina Environment 

Data which showed an emphasis on student interaction among the learners was 

coded under the social learning environment category while that which demonstrated a 

focus on the privacy of the learner was coded under the individual learning environment 

category. The prllnary emphasis from the perspective of the School was on the social 

aspect of leaniing inasmuch as al1 teachers were strongly encouraged to team teach. 

Nevertheless, teachers were at various stages of moving in this direction. There were 

differences in beliefs about the value of team teaching for both teachers and students. 

Social Learning En vironment us. Individual Leaming En vitonment: District 

Many statements focused on fostenng an environment which encouraged the 

interaction among leamers: 

encourages and assists students in developing positive relationships with others 
within and beyond the classroom (Indicaton of Effective Teaching, p. 14) 



promotes cooperative leamhg (Indicators of Effective Teaching, p. 13) 
teaches cooperative and social skills as part of the program (Indicators of Effective 
Teaching, p. 6) 

Reference to the privacy of the levner with the matenal was made indirectly in the 

following statement : 

provides classroom space for individual, small group and large group learning 
(Indicators of Effective Teaching, p. 5) 

Social Learning Environment vs. Individual Learning En vironmeni: Schooi 

i%ose me all things [the morning announcement ritual which, dong with 
new business, including the joke or groaner for the day, the thought for the 
week, the classical music and the singing of O Canada] that I have 
introduced in the schooi. Ifind it's a contact thnlI have with al2 kidr 
&riw the md it's also a fat  way for fhem to pet to know me. And 
also, JO set the tone- the school and the a& 

In starting each day in this manner, Principal Butler attempted to set a tone which 

would foster a familial social environment, one which focused on interaction among al1 

school members where the interaction was characterized by respect, kindness, honesty, 

openness, good humour and cooperation. Cooperation was a key to equity in student 

learning: 

When teachers, parents and students work together cooperatively dl students have 
an equal opportunity to leam to their full potentiai (StaffHandbook, p. 2) 

Daily there were manifestations of this emphasis on interaction among the leamers 

at Hillside Elementary. The principal was quite clear about his view on the benefits of 

team teaching and the open classroom concept. Most grade levels were involved in team 

teaching to some degree, fiom partial integration of classes whereby students were 

brought together for part of the day, to full integration whereby three to four classes 
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resided in a large open area classroorn for most of the day. As noted earlier, the staffroom 

was fieguently used for the purpose of working with smaller groups which had been 

pulled nom the larger classroom group. The sta5oom provided added space for the 

interaction of students, teachers and, in some instances, parents to engage in leaniing 

activities outside the regular classroom. On one occasion, the stattioom was a beehive of 

activity as in one part of the room teachers and students were excitedly preparing for a 

special staff lunch while in another part of the room a teacher worked with the 

"behavioural" group to help them rehearse a poem for an upcoming concert. 

There were other indications of the school's orientation to interactive learning. 

While 1 was at Hillside Elernentary a new bulletin board display was introduced whereby 

photographs with captions demonstrated kids of different ethnic backgrounds, dong with 

parents and teachers, enjoying various after-school activities which had been organized by 

the Family Reading Club. Al1 those who had participated seemed to have enjoyed the 

activities - kids reading to parents, parents reading to kids and teachers role - playing a 

story. The atmosphere conveyed was open and inviting. 

Indeed, the openness of the school was such that it was difficult at times to locate 

even a quiet nook. This became clear one day when 1 noted that the small closet area 

leading into the stafioom, which had a door on either end, had both doon closed with a 

sign indicating, "Testing - please do not intempt." Undoubtedly, quiet space conducive 

to one - on - one, teacher and student interaction, or individual pnvacy in the learning 

process was limited in this school. 



S& Leorning En vironment vs. Individual Learning En vironment: Rimary Team 

The Prirnary Team teachers organized students in the foUowing types of groups: 

four classes combined; two classes combined; individuai whole classes; and, several small 

groups within individual classes. Student interaction varied according to the type of 

leaming activity. When the four classes were combined to participate in Activity Time, 

students were free to interact with fellow students who had chosen the sarne activity 

centre (e-g., painting, drawing, Puppet making, sand table, blocks, computer, reading, 

writing). Teacher-student interaction was minimal at these times. When two classes were 

combined for Calendar Time then shidents were expected to sit relatively quietly on the 

floor and interact with the teacher or students under the guidance of the teacher. Sirnilarly, 

whole class grouping, where students were sitting and perhaps involved in a mathematics 

lesson, such as one 1 observed which centred around Iearning about geometnc shapes, 

student - student interaction was discouraged. However, when students were asked to 

work at their desks in small groups, then usually there was oppominity for thern to 

interact with one another. Sometimes when students were not on task the teacher would 

intervene. This was the case in one instance when Mavis initiated a journal writing lesson. 

During the whole-class discussion, students sat on the carpet in a loosely arranged semi- 

circle. Mavis sat at centre front and guided students in a discussion of their recent 

expenences. Students were asked to raise their hands before sharing an expenence. If 

students began tdking to one another instead of addressing the whole class at teacher- 

appointed times, then they were asked to stop. Aftenuards they went to their tables and 

began to write. Here they were more loosely interactive with each other and were 



encouraged to help each other spell words, talk about their stories and read their written 

experiences to each other. 

When asked why the Pnmaq Team classes were combined in the manner in which 

they were, Gail replied: 

FVlie?~ we were hired to corne here we were hired as a r e m  and we 're 
supposed to be t e m  teaching rmd one thing that al1 the other teums do is 
that they do o lot of things with their classes together and mosi of them 
are three cZmses together. So we kind of startedjrom thut premise. If 
everyone else is doing three groups then it musi work and zt must be u 
good fhing to do it. 

However, they were to discover problems they had not anticipated which resulted in a 

reorganization of their onginal structure: 

WeZl we started out with three groups togefher, Mavis' clas, Bernie 's 
c l m  and my class. We hnd su many k i h .  ïhere 's no wqy they 're 
attending, that they 're paying attention, the pictures in the booh, we 
realized there 's no way they can see so we went tu the two groups. But 
even mo gtoups, I'm not quite sure, becouse even when you have your 
own cZms by itseljthere 's still ajew kids who men 'r attending. . . . It 3 
hard to capture 44 kidF' attention. 

Despite the problems the Primary Tearn teachers encountered with combining the classes 

and their eventual move away fiom this approach, they continued to group the four classes 

for Activity Time. Gail explains the reason for this: 

Righr now we 've really kind of moved into three separafe meus except for 
Activity Time which works r e d y  well. We found that to be the best lime. 
People think we 're crazy, they corne and al2 four roorns are open a d  naw 
you have 88 kia?s. But it 's nof the s m e  because you don '2 have to truck 
them. 

The Pnmary Team teachers, it seemed, understood the value of this type of activity which 

encouraged social interaction among the leamers and student freedom to choose activities 



and working partners. They admitted that it was during this time that students were the 

least dernanding both in tems of needing individual help to complete an activity and in 

t erms of aberrant behaviour. 

Whereas this type of social leamhg environment was valued, it was not dcemed to 

be the only type of environment conducive to teaching and learning. Bernie, for example, 

felt that there was dso a need for the teacher to  impose structure on the grouping. There 

was a need to mV< the groups so that girls and boys would interact and students of varying 

abilities would work together. Also, Gaii found that her students' ability to work in a 

large group flumated and therefore she had to be flexible in terms of whether or not she 

would have the students work freely in a whole group or at their desks in small groups. 

She described it this way: 

For example, Tue*, they were fine on the c q e t  and they came IO their 
seuts md it wos a mess. They cmlh 't do it. They didn 't know whPt they 
were supposed to do. n e y  were getting sil[y. So I thmght, o h  
Wednemky I'm goma haw rhem worKon the curpet in a big circle md 
we 'Il share with each other m d  wutch what each other 's doing und that 
worked art reully well. And then t e ,  zt wasfunny, iif was the opposite. 
ïhey were hming a hard time on the c q e t  mdyou wouldpredict that 
they wml& 't work v e v  well in grmps [at their seats] but rhey did a greut 
job. So I'm finding if really hmd They 're not consistent at al[. . . .so you 
almost have to have to plans, Plm A and Pkm B and be really flexible. 

Social Learning En vironment vs. In dividual Learning En virontnent: Junior Team 

The Junior Team teachers combined approaches where students were given 

opportunities to work in groups of varying size. In Ester's class there were two students 

whom she felt were not ready to work with others in a small group situation. The seating 

arrangement in her class was such that there were five clusters of four or five students' 



desks with the exception of two desks which were located separate from each other and 

from the rest of the of class. Ester explained the reason for this as foilows: 

Ihe students who are on the fringe me there Oecmcse they me unable to 
cope in a mal[ q m p  setting and it *s usually the m e  mes who con *t 
cope in a Imge group setring who are unoble work independently. And I 
don Y tend to do that for the whole yem. ntar 's why one har gone back 
[with the group]. I*ve given him the opporitn~zty to show me, is he able fo 
harïdle it? Because he has to be able to handIe it. So 1 don 't tend to leave 
them out of the group for that long but just for enough tirne so thut they 
get the idea thuî 1 'm serious. 

Louise believed in the value of student interaction for leaming but suggested that there 

were problems inherent with students working in groups. The type ofproblem she 

described was related to the compatibility of certain students. 

1 've never had a clms where 1 h e n  't had, where î t l Z  the childken like 
everybody al1 the time and never have m>y sort of d~f/imlties. N i  1 try to 
point out to the other students thnf person 's strength~~ and when the chiid 
does something well 1 by to point if out to the rest of the c2as.s to let lhem 
know r h ~ t  this student h m  some veg good characterisiics. It is a very sad 
feeling tu not be part of the g m p  and to know thut when you 're chosen as 
someone 'spartner they make a face. 

Another challenge in encouraging social interaction among her students for the purpose of 

Ieaming was that of helping the students work in a "mixed" group in terms of gender and 

language. When one boy asked her if they could choose their one group one day, she 

replied that they could ifthey could be tmsted to "form mixed groups, girls and boys." 

They agreed that they would do that. Louise also suggested that students sometime 

associated with others who were culturally similar because of language rather than for 

reasons related to race or ethnicity. When new students entered the school and were not 

fluent in English, they tended to stay close to those who spoke the same language as they 
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did for translation purposes. Frequently, this type of relationship forged a bond between 

the new student and the experienced one. 

Both Ester and Louise were happy with the physical arrangement of their two 

classes. They were connected by a double door which could be opened or closed 

depending on the type of activity they were doing. They saw the benefits of the open 

classroorn for large group and social interaction between the two classes while at the sarne 

time felt that there were times when certain teaching and leaming activities required more 

p"acy. 

D. Role of the Teacher 

The following discussion hcludes cumculum metaorientation categories that are 

subcategoried under Role of the Teacher (see Table 6.1). 

8. Child-directed Leamina vs. Teacherdirected Leaminq 

Statements which focused on role of the teacher in t ems  of either being facilitative 

in that the teacher aliowed students to regulate their own l e d n g  or directive in that the 

teacher took responsibiiity for regulating the students leaming were coded accordingly. 

Overall, 1 observed both kinds of teaching, directive and facilitative, at Hillside 

Elementary. From the District perspective document statements implied that both were 

necessary fonns of teaching. However the emphasis appeared to be on the directive 

aspect. In tems of the School and the Teams, document, i n t e ~ e w  and observational data 

suggested an orientation to both fonns of teaching and learning as well. One teacher on 



the Pfiary Team emphasised child-directed learning in her espoused position. 

Nevertheless, this emphasis in orientation was not observed in the classroom. 

Child-direcied Learning vs. Teacha-direded Learning: Dis fric! 

One statement made a direct reference to leamhg being regulated by the student: 

students accept responsibility for their learning (Strategic Directional Statements, 
95-98) 

By comp~son ,  it was clearly stated as an indicator of effective teaching that the 

teacher was responsible for direding and regulating the students' learning: 

organizes fùmiture and materials efficiently for successfùl leamhg (Indicators of 
Effective Teaching, p. 5 )  
organizes classroom seating for the physical cornfort of students (Indicators of 
Effective Teaching, p. 5 )  
organizes classroom space to promote safety, efficiency and leamhg effectiveness 
(Indicators of Effective Teaching, p. 6) 
practices and encourages effective use of time (Indicators of Effective Teaching, p. 
4) 

ChiZd-direded Learning vs. Teach er-d.ireed L e a n g :  School 

I rhinkym c m  leam a lot Rom colIeagues but you c m  also Iemn a lot 
from kidr. And I think someiimes you miss something that a colleagie 
picks up becûuse you 're sharing the student and you 're shming the 
development of that kirui 

This idea, as expressed by one grade four teacher, seemed to be accepted by many 

teachers at Hillside Elementary as one of the benefits of tearn teaching - the promotion of 

knowledge of the lemer. Being sensitive and responsive to the needs of the learner is, to 

a degree, to foster student-directed learning rather than to deliver a curriculum which is 

directed and regulated by teacher-imposecl extemal cntena. As for active involvement of 



the student in regulating the leaming, it is difncult to state categorically whether or not the 

school, as a whole, valued student-directed 1ea-g solely. Rather, there was evidence of 

both kinds of Ieaming in the classrooms and throughout the school. However, helping 

students move toward taking control of their leamhg appeared to be a more pressing 

concem by the time they reached grade three: 

a ail students, Grades three to six, are expected to purchase a student planner for 
$2.00. This book will be used to keep track of assignments, homework, special 
days and tests. Please check your child's planner daily (School Newsletter-Sept.) 

Childdirected Learn ing vs. Teach er-direded Learn ing: Primar), Team 

Gai1 and Mavis felt that the ideai teacher role was that of facilitator but both 

agreed that they were unable to reaiize this role to the extent they desired. As Mavis put it, 

I'd love to see myselfpurely as a faciliiirrtor but I don 't see myself t h t  
way. I see myself k i n g  tu direct them, to guide them. to build on the 
idem they 've corne up with. They 're very needy in just seiting routines . . . 
ifyou starî opening it up too much for them they 're lost. 

Ted believed that teachers had to be both facititative and directive. Teachers had to try "to 

move kids to be accountable thernselves for most of their leaniing." Ail of the Pnmary 

Team teachers combined both roles in that they exhibited variations of both depending on 

the kind of teaching and leamlng situation that was set up and on how the students had 

been grouped. Frequently, in large group situations such as calendar time, or story tirne, 

each teacher directed the activity by controlling the questioning and answering. When 

students worked in srnaller groups there was less overt direction fiom the teacher. 

Nevertheless, most activities had been predetermined and prearranged for the students by 

the teacher. Within these centres there was usually some degree of choice available for 
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students. For example, one day while in Bernie's class 1 worked with a small group of 

students at a painting centre. Students were required to select paper of their choice and 

trace the precut fish which had been made available to them by the teacher. Then the 

students were to colour and decorate the fish with sparkles. These fish were then hung 

from the ceiling. On another occasion, in Gailys class 1 observed two students painting 

paper fish which had already becn cut and placed in the painting centre. Gai1 requested 

that 1 oversee these students and to "make sure they paint nght to the edges." Another 

time Gail's class was involved in writing thank-you cards to parents who had accompanied 

them on a field trip the previous week. Children followed a thank-you card pattern which 

had been designed by the teacher. There was considerable teacher direction in helping the 

students spell the words correctly and print neatly and legibly. 

In al1 classrooms, there were h e s  when materiais were dispensed by the teacher 

and times when students obtained the matenais independently. Materials such as pencils, 

erasers, crayons, scissors, etc. were usually available to students as they needed them and 

they were fiee to choose what they needed when they were involved in small group 

activities. Conversely, when the activity was primariiy teacher-directed, such as the 

Calendar Activity, then the teacher would either dispense the necessaiy matenals or 

designate a student to do so. 

Child-ditcced Learning vs. Teacher-direded Learning: Junior Team 

The leaming activities in the Junior Team's classes ranged from the traditional, 

didactic type of teacher-directed learning to that where learning was largely regulated by 



the students themselves. For example, in preparing for the science experiment involving 

the combining of solids and liquids, Ester was very much in control of the leaming 

environment. The following is my recorded observations of that lesson: 

Ail sit on the carpet while Ester sits in the rocking chair. Ester gives instruction in 
a very matter of fact style stating: 'By grade 6 you should be able to do this on 
your own, but 1 know you can't so 1'1 explain it to you.' She then gives 
instructions on how to conduct the experiment adding, 'You don't taste and you 
don't smell.' She tells of the time she had coffee and the sugar dish had salt in it. 
Wouldn't have been fumy had it been cleaning solvent. 

In spite of the direction that Ester gave the students, the actual process of conducting the 

experiment was left to the groups of students and Ester played more ofa facilitative role. 

Groups proceeded at varying rates and the responsibility for recording the findings and 

discussing the implications was left to the students. 

Ester's mathematics lessons were conducted in similar fashion in that teacher 

instruction generally began with students sitting in a semi-circle on the carpet, followed by 

discussion where students raised their hands to ask or answer questions and then followed 

by either individual work or group work at the students' seats. 

The French lessons I observed in Louise's class were largely teacher-directed. The 

following are my written observations of one such lesson: 

Kids sitting on floor while Louise sits in rocking chair. Door to Ester's class open. 
Louise reviews vertis in French. Asks students questions. Children for the most 
part sit quietly. Some are fidgety with books. Occasionally Louise asks a student 
to pay attention. One male student is asked to put his book down. Students raise 
hands to answer questions. Thrn students read a story in French. They raise their 
hands to be picked for speaking parts. Kids read parts. Then Louise asks 
questions. Students raise hands to answer questions in full sentences speaking 
French. If a student answers incorrealy, Louise guides him/her through the 
answer. Emphasis is on the correctness of grammar perhaps more than on 
rneaningful answers. A student reminds teacher that it is time for music. Louise 



says she is well aware of the time. She then asks students to put their books away 
and line up for music. 

It is interesthg to note that at least one student had her mind on music for it was dunng 

the integrated laquage arts and music lesson where Louise played a largely facilitative 

role whiie students were enthusiasticdly and actively involved in creating their winter 

composition. 

Both Ester and Louise took responsibility for gathering and dispensing student 

plamers and writing homework on the board for students to copy. The intention was to 

help students learn how to organize and plan and to move them towards accepting 

responsibility for th& learning . 

9. jntemallv-controlled Social Behaviour vs. Extemallv-controlled Social Behaviour 

Data that addressed control of student social behaviour were examined to 

determine whether statements centred around a belief in an internai locus of control or a 

belief in an extemal locus of control. Document data nom the perspective of the School 

suggested a belief that students need extemal reinforcers to control behaviour. There were 

variations in beliefs about students' locus of control among teachers on both the Primary 

and Junior Teams. In two cases teachers articulateci a belief primarily in an extemal locus 

and one teacher espoused a belief in an intemal locus of control. However, my 

observations in the classroom suggested that frequently these teachers' actions were 

relative to the situation in terms of where the emphasis Iay. 



InternalZy-controlled Social Behaviour vs. E;riernuIlysontrolled Social Behaviour: 

As was the case with the analysis of document statements pertaining to students' 

intrinsic motivation for learning, the underlying assumption in these document statements 

appears to be that self-control of behaviour is not a aven in students but rather needs to 

be fostered: 

a assists students to articulate classroom rules and understand why they are 
necessary (Indicators of Effective Teaching, p. 6) 
encourages students to accept responsibility for their own behaviour (Indicators of 
Effective Teaching, p. 14) 

a provides opportunities for students to share in decision-making (Indicators of 
Effective Teaching, p. 14) 

Similarly, as was found in document statements related to extrinsic motivation, 

there was more clarity about the need for teachers to control student behaviour: 

our code of behaviour helps students to be rnindful of their conduct, roles and 
responsibilities (Mapping Students' Success) 
schools is this board will not tolerate: behaviour that disrespects or hanns others; 
profane language; racial, ethnic or semal harassment; drug or alcohol abuse; or 
trespassing (Mapping Students' Success) 

a we believe that prevention, intervention, and clear statements about the 
consequences of unacceptable behaviour - including the possibility of suspension 
and expulsion - help students become responsible, self disciplined people (Mapping 
Students' Success) 

Intern al&)-conirolled Social Seh aviour us. Exiern al@-controZIed Socia/ Beh oviour: 

School 

The s ta f fmdbook  (pp. 34-36) for Hiliside Elementary School provided a six- 

page behavioural outline entitled, Procedures relafed 20 the Code of Behaviow detailing 

both the expectations for student behaviour and the implications of these expectations for 
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teachers and principal under the following headings: SIudent Entry and Dismissal; Lunch 

tirne Erpectu~ionr; Bou&es; Piqvscape; Erpectationrjor Sludent Behmiour in the 

SchooZ1 in the School ymd imd in the Clms~oom; Suggestions for Introchrction and 

Positive Rek$orcernent of Code of Behaviotrr; and Deteniion Roorn. Expectations for 

behaviour were specXc. For example, students were not to Wear  caps inside, chew gum, 

use profane Ianguage, use loud voices, litter the playground, play outside of designated 

boundaries, playfight, tease, name-call, bully, or infnnge on another's rights. Attendance 

was to be "monitored and recorded scnipulously" (StaffHandbook, p. 10) as these 

records were considered to be "important legal documents." Teachers were aiso expected 

to s u p e ~ s e  students, establish routines and report "offenders." Positive reinforcement of 

behaviour would include, among others, "random a a s  of kindness stickers" (Staff 

Handbook, p. 39), recognition of "positive behaviour" on the P. A., a "Part of the Pac" 

student recognition in each class and "in-class Iessons on the components of the Code of 

Behaviour." 

Despite the very explicit detail describing student behavioural expectations, the 

school did not implement a traditional custodial approach to discipline. Vice-pnncipal 

Brown's position suggests that mutual respect between students and teachers was valued 

as a means to behaviourd self-control, for both the teacher and the student. 

Andlguess the bigpari is there being respect between teacher and 
student, and between student and student, ami treating other people the 
way that you 'd like to be treuted I mem, in the best of allpossibie worlds, 
I 'd Iike to see shrdents speaking qppropriateiy to teachers md teachers 
respondng qpropriately and no2 getring, you hm, short jùses - I guess 
is someihzngfor everyboiîy. But I think, at l e m  from the adult side o j  the 
perspective, you shovld never, it should never corne to that becuuse xe  're 



the models for the chiI&en mrd we shmîld never say, 'I don 't wmt to see 
your jace peeking motinci thai corner. Where did l ark you to be? ' I think 
that 's rea& impormt and l rhink it 's really hard to do all the time, 
pcnficuIarly under stress with O loi of inlem@, but I think it 's r e d y  
important for the oauls to persistent& model whrrr they expect from the 
children. 

Indeed, helping students control their behaviour was a high priority at Hillside Elementaq. 

At the beginning of the 1995-96 school year, a new position - Child and Youth Worker 

(CYW) - had been created to "work in the area of social skills and counselling" (SP94/95) 

because, as stated by the CYW herse& "There was a great need to get extra help, 

preferably somebody who knew how to deai with the [mis]behaviours." The CYW also 

embraced the idea that respect was key to ~ e ~ c o n t r o l .  Leaming about the importance of 

respect comprised one week of a four-week Confiid Resolution Strategies program she 

had implemented which airned to help the behavioural problem students. 

In actuality, the degree to which students as a whole exercised self-control 

fluctuated. For example, at bel1 time, the school doors were opened and assigned teachers 

watched as students entered the school, sometimes in single file and other tirnes in threes 

and fours. Frequently, in the moming, students quietly rningled in the hallways, shedding 

outdoor clothing and exchanging ideas. Dunng these times teachers were usually in their 

classrooms and once in a while would take a peek in the hallway to ensure that al1 was 

going well. However, as the day went on, entry and dismissal at recess and lunch 

demanded more teacher supervision as students entered the school in a more exuberant 

manner, sometimes shouting and being physically aggressive. Then teachers were usually 



visible in the hallways and more commands to "hurry and get in the classroom" were 

issued. 

The student s a é t y  patrol system had students monitoring other students' 

behaviour. Four or five teams of five students would take tums patrolling the playground. 

Part of their duties was to resolve confiias that occurred. As one girl said, "That's hard, 

especially with some of the boys." They also guided young kids across the street and held 

up signs to remind drivers to stop for students to cross the street. As a reward the patrol 

students drank hot chocolate pnor to going to class. 

As outlined under implications in the Behaviour Code procedures, dete~ents to 

behaviour ranged fiom issuing admonitions on the P.A.: 

Lois ojsnowballs being thrown but not many at the targets. You make the 
decision. Ifym cm 't use the tatgets, we Ill h e  to bcm snowballs. 

or praise, 

Congrutula~ions io Mr. Xbornpn 's, Ms. Foster 's and Ms. Cmiwell 's 
clusses. Bey had on& one child this month to corne tu the c@ce. 
Congratulations tu Mr. Barton 's c h s .  No one in his clms war sent to the 
office this month so his c h s  is the piua winner. No one in the elementary 
grades wins. 

to, rendering detentions if the "Administration tearn or designate" (StSHandbook, p. 

40) deemed it necessary, and to contacting parents " if three or more detentions" (Staff 

Handbook, p. 40) were assigned to a student. 



Internally-controlled Sochl Behoviom W. ExrernaZly-controlled SociaI Behaviouc 

Rimary Team 

There was an abundance of data pertaining to students' social behaviour for both 

the Pxùnary Team and Junior Team. Consequently, four subcategories emerged in the 

examination of this data and are used as a stnicture to organize the discussion. These 

subcategories are: conceptions of discipline; teacherktudent relationships; estabMing 

d e s  and noms; and, tacher's role. 

i. conceptions of discipline 

In discussions of behavioural control, Ted expressed the following view: 

WeYI I like to think of discipline as something that reaily should be 
intemaI. We do things because we think they 're righr. We act in certain 
wuys because we know they Ire right. We don 't go amund hitting other 
people because we knuw it 's wrong to hit people. We muy feIl like doing 
thar but we k>ow that it 's wrong 20 do it and thal 's se~dzscipline. 

While Bernie stated: 

When Ijirst think about the word [discipiine] I think a lot more about sel/- 
discipline, [ike self control and like being able to push yourself to go to 
aerobics at the end of the day or with the chilciken having seljcontrol, for 
instance, to Le in the gvm unci not go mnning crady across the room and 
c h  b up the climber. And 1 think . . . it 's got a lot to do with getting the 
kids to be disciplined themselves and fomsing themse Ives on their work 
and many of them wulk in like that. 

Both Bernie and Ted spoke of discipline in tems of self-discipline, that is students 

intemally controlling their own behaviour. They believed that the potential for self- 

discipline, that is the interd motivation for controlling one's behaviour was inherent in 

the majority of students. While both Ted and Bernie shared views on self-discipline, they 



offered different explmations for what characterized this intemal locus of control. Ted 

seemed to associate intemal motivation with a moral understanding of what is right 

behaviour - we do things because they're rzght. He viewed "90% of the kids, 95%. as 

intemally really nice individuais . . . . as inherently good children." However. as a teacher, 

he had to help "instill" in children that they must "lirnit themselves," and then they would 

"leam to take that discipline on [themselves]." Bemie, on the other hand, seemed to 

associate self-discipline with a persona1 desire to impose control on one's Iife. One goes 

to an aerobics class after a long day at work because, for whatever reasoq it is one of the 

goals that one has imposed on oneself Similarly, students maintain control of their 

behaviour in the gym because self-control is a necessary part of leamhg and school We. 

Self-control, Bernie implied, is desirable in and of itself'and is not necessarily associated 

with moral behaviour. 

Whereas Bernie did not directly associate goodness or morality with self-control, 

she was very concemed with the moral behaviour of her students and suggested that 

oftentimes teachers were able to make predictions about latent socially deviant behaviour: 

I ihznk many teachers will tell you, for instance, I have afriend who 
teaches behaMoural [students who fkequently exhibit inappropriate 
behaviours] und she 'II tell you t h  one 's gonnu fie u murderer and !hot 
one 's gonna become a rqist a d  the chiI&en me lyears old but there 
are already things that they 're doing that you Rnaw what 's coming. 1 have 
chiZhen in my class righr now that I c m  tell you will probably be 
pregnant when they 're 16 or will get someone pregnant when they 're 15 or 
will ktife someone in a back d e y .  It doesn 't, I don 't think that in an overt 
way it makes me teuch them my d~fferentiy cmd sometimes it may make me 
compensate the other w q  not ask for more Lut give more because I'm so 
s c d  of what may happen to them. 



Ted's position was similar. Regarding the inherent goodness of most kids, he stated that 

there were a few kids that he did not feel that way about. Of them he said: 

I'm scared of them, because . . . they 're almost moral  in u way . . . . Ii 's 
Zike they haw no feeling for anyone else, no empathy ai all, almost 
incqable of feeling empathy and those kidr, weZZf they scme me, they 
ZiteraIZy scme me . . . . Whal causes a kid to be thar way? I have nu idea 
I 've never seen a child change IO be thPl wqy so i f s  almost like they 're 
barn ihar wuy. l îk  there 's some biological remon for them to be that way. 

Mavis, on the other hand, discussed discipline in tems of an antidote to misbehaviour. She 

said, "Men  I think of discipline 1 think of finding a way for the children to realiie what 

they've done isn't appropriate and dealing with it right at the tirne." This is indicative of a 

belief that discipline is associated with misbehaviour and when shidents act in 

inappropriate ways then they must be disciplined. This implies an extemal locus of 

control. 

G d ' s  suggestion that she establishes discipline also implies an extemal locus of 

control, however, not in the sense of a teacher exerting power over shidents but through 

the fostering of a mutual relationship of respect whereby students are then intemally 

motivated to behave appropnately: 

nie way 1 establish discipline is through reqeci cmd thar 's what I try to 
do and to build a relafionship with the siudents . . . .I ihink the absolute 
besi. no matter what kinds of kidsyou 're working with. whether it 's the 
a m  kidc we had kat yem or the kids thol are very iow and cornefrom 
d~flmZt home situations, mcmber one is respect . . . . I don 't think thut the 
authritmian teacher is [the answer]. It 'sfine in the ckassroom and 
they 're gonna have a quiet classruurn and kids me g m  sii there and 
behave [untii] thal person Zeaves t h t  room. AI1 the power is in thot 
person. 
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What Gai1 is suggesting is that in the social setting of the classroom, relationships 

built on respect predisposes students to behave in socially appropriate ways - even in the 

absence of the teacher. Thus teachen do not control students through the power invested 

in them by their authoritative positions. Furthemore, seKcontrol is motivated, not by the 

innate student's desire to control one's behaviour per se, nor by the student's mord 

understanding of "right" behaviour, but by the development of a social environment which 

is based on mutud respect. 

ii. teacher/student relatiomhips 

Although Gail was the onfy Primary Team teacher to directly relate behavioural 

control with establishing mutually respectfil relationships, all of these teachers recognized 

that aspect of interaction between student and teacher as important. As Mavis put it, "1 

don? want them to be my fnends, 1 want them to like me, but 1 want them to respect me 

and know that 1 respect them." Bernie acknowledged the need for students to "respect 

each other's space7' and stated that "the key to any relationship between two people . . . 

[has] got to do with respect and trust." She stressed the importance of, not ody them 

tnisting her, but of her to tmst them, enough so that she could "get reaily silly with them 

and not think that at the end I'm gonna min the day because they're gonna lose control." 

Although it was important for the relationship to be equai in terms of respect, 

Bemie felt that "you also have to have a tiny linle bit of a power imbalance." As students, 

"they don't aiways have a say on everything. There are things that I'm gonna Say that this 

is the way it is. And when 1 say muhial respect, it isn7t so much that they think I'm their 



friend as that they respect that I'm a human being, that I'm their teacher and 1 respect that 

they're human beings." Bernie's position is fiirther clarified in light of her "respect for 

strict disciplinarians" whom she defined as teachers who are consistent with theu students 

and held high expectations for them as opposed to a teacher who was "unreasonable" or 

just being a "bitch." 

Related to Bernie's view of the necessity for a little power imbdance, Mavis 

expressed some ambivalence about the eroding hierarchical structure in schools today: 

1 see it [hierarchical structure] non-existent sometimes where 1 kmw il does 
exist because ihey stiZI see you us Q teacher, because they should see you 
as a teacher, but it 's not Iik when 1 was a kid. . . . 1 do thjnk it 's 
important to revect certain people. not to fear, but to respect t h  they 
have a certain role . . . . 1 mean they 're [the students] very cornfortuble 
with the principal. He 's wonde f i l  in lems ofwhut I would w m t  in a 
principal. But there 's no? that feeling t h  they [the students] need to do 
what we expect. And 1 guess that indicates an mecl that needs work on. 

This is suggestive of a belief that the power stnicture associated with a hierarchical school 

arrangement is conducive to encouraging students to conform to behavioural expeabtions. 

However, Mavis is ambivalent about this as she sees on one hand the benefit of students 

feeling cornfortable with authority figures such as teachers and students and on the other 

hand the disadvantage of t his type of invisible hierarchical structure. 

iii. establishing rules und social noms  

Al1 of the Primas, Teachers believed in the necessity of having d e s .  According to 

Gd, at the beginning of the school year the teachers discussed three categories of rules 

based on the following: 



1. Unacceptable Behaviours - "things that absolutely drive you craq  and you will not 
accept;" . . 

11. Bothersome Behaviours - "things that bother you but you'll accept them and you 
might just talk to the kids about them;" and 

iii. Disruptive Behaviours - "thhgs that kids do and they're disruptive but they don't 
really bother you and you rnight have a look, or just say, 'stop' or Say their name." 

Upon arriving at these categones of behaviours, the teachers then decided how they were 

going to address them so that c'everybody's doing the same kinds of things and that we are 

consistent so when the kids went fiorn room to room there were consistent 

consequences." In addition to this, Mavis stated that she sat down with her class and 

"discussed the rules and they told me what would be great rules." Primarily they were 

"good rules'' but some of them were "hard to follow" and therefore needed to be 

"adjusted." 

Interestingly, Bemie also taiked about three "classifications" of mies; however, her 

categones differed fiom Mavis': 

1. The Laws - "Those are my laws and we don? discuss them and they're usually 
much more related to pet peeves than anything else. Like I can't stmd it when 
children lie down on the carpet in my classroom because 1 can't teach to people 

.. who are lying down and sleeping;" 
il. School Rules - 'Xules that belong to the school and you can't modify them either. 

Like you can't chew gum in schuol, you can't run in the hall, everyone has to have 

.. . footwear on their feet;" and 
III. Classroom (Social) Norms - "But there are dso the rules that are in your 

classroom that are more like noms, what you expect, how you expect people to 
behave in order to make it happy and cornfortable for you. 

Bemie stated that she would usudly get the kids to brainstonn al1 the rules. Sometimes 

there would be as many as 150 and some of them "silly" and therefore, over the weeks 

they would cross off the ones they didn't need. Some years "I've boiled it down to one 

rule, you know, the 'Do Unto Others' kind of nile. Other years we'll keep twenty." Given 



the fact that the first two types of rules were non-negotiable, it would have been the 

classroom rules in which students would have had input. 

In comparing the two categories of niles, it would seem that Bernie's "laws" and 

Mavis' "unacceptable behaviour" correspond. Mavis did not delineate between "school 

rules" and classroom rules as did Bernie. However, "bothersome behaviours" and 

"disruptive behaviours" could be discussed within the context of both the school and the 

classroom. 

iv. teacher 's role 

According to Mavis, the teacher played "many roles" in relation to behavioural 

control depending on what she and her students were doing. When they were on the 

carpet, she felt her role was to keep everybody Iistening and focused. This required her to 

act as mediator, not to solve problems, but to guide students to resolwig their own 

behavioural problems and in participating in the decisions about consequences. This 

process was time consuming and Mavis felt that she could not do this to the detriment of 

"wasting the other kids time dealing with other children." Another role was one which she 

descnbed simply as that of "issuing consequences" to students who exhibited behaviours 

that were totally inappropriate and inexcusable. 

AI1 the teachers described feelings of fhstration when trying to deal with 

behavioural problems at carpet time. Gai1 suggested that sometimes one student had to be 

sacrificed for the good of the group. Ifit is a student who is a continua1 behaviour problern 



then that child might be asked to leave the group. When asked why she had removed one 

particular student fiom the group during one carpet activity 1 witnessed, Gad replied: 

I think very few teachers are able tojusr look at the behaM'our mrd not the 
child And the wqy 1 decide for kids like Glen is number one. me fhey 
leming mything by sitting t h e .  And Glen, you tell him one thing und 
you tum urmnd and he 's tmching sornething e h  [sol you kind of lhink in 
your min4 is there my point in him sitting there? Tociay I just thmght nu, 
there 's not and he 's intemping my whole group anù the other kids 
weren 't too bad But then when you have to keep stopping and 
intemrpting the lesson then you lose the rest of them. 

Bernie also described a feeling of hstration when deaiing with one student when 

they were on the carpet: 

l felt frustruted this rnoming. 1 felt like I war losing con& more thm 
usual. ïXey were a little more antsy on the carpet andl think thut's also 
p a ~ ~  of it. I felt that hot feehtg thal cornes up where you want a scupegwi. 
1 don 't mean that he [the student] didW deserve to be punished because 
he did, but it also made me get bock under control to be able ro remove 
him. 

Ted's hstration was with himself for losing his patience. He felt that he had to be a role 

mode1 for the students "inside the classroorn and throughout the school and show some 

care and be considerate. If you ask the kids to be considerate of others you have to be 

considerate of them." The ethic of care emerged continually when Ted spoke of his role. 

He saw losing his patience with his students as a flaw in his character and felt "very 

uncornfortable when it [did] happen." When asked what he did at those times he replied, 

"You do what you ask of them, you apologize." 

My observations of the four Primary Team teachers support the perceptions they 

had of their roles. Carpet time was definitely the time when the teachers took the greatest 

responsibility for the studentsy behaviour. It was also the time when more students 
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exhibited behaviours which were not in keeping with the activities which usually required 

them to listen, sit quietly and in one spot, raise their hands before they spoke, respect each 

other's space and control their responses so that they did not speak together. Because of 

the many restrictions placed on the students' behaviour, teachers spent more time trying to 

control them and frequently would become hstrated with one or two students who were 

not conforming. The teacher's response was usudly to speak to the child first, ask the 

child to relocate to another spot in the group secondly, and lastly to ask the student to 

leave the group. Al1 teachers showed concern for how the students treated each other and 

encouraged them to be respectfil towards one another. For Ted, this concern seemed to 

take priority over concems about "laws7' or "bothersome" behaviours. 

Al1 of the Primary Team teachers had some rnisgivings about the value of school 

detention. In discussing his concem about kids who were constantly late, Ted questioned 

the effectiveness of issuing detentions: "1 had one kid in here who had a detention last 

week, well, he was late again this moming." Mavis believed the detention room for young 

primary students was "absolutely pointless" in that "they're terrified of it, but they've 

forgotten why they have detention." Her point was that the consequence should follow 

immediately, or very soon after, the inappropriate behaviour. This was not the case when 

schoo1 detention was administered. 
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IniernuIly-controiIed SociuI Behaviour vs. ExrernaZly-controZIed Social Beh uviour: 

Iunior Teum 

This discussion includes the same four subcategories as did the previous discussion 

of the Pnmary Tearn perspective. 

i. conceptions of discipline 

Ester suggested that student behaviour needed to be modified and that students 

required help to redize that "certain behaviours are not acceptable." Louise offered a 

sirnilar view: 

Discipline means to me, being able ~o controlperhaps one 's behayimr. If 
you 're disciplining a child if's usuaIZy b e c m e  of some behaviour thal has 
been, may have been a negative behuviour thut you don'? want to see and 
don 't want to ++en again. So I g u e s  it 's just a matter of teaching the 
chilaen about h m  to con~ol  their behuviour. 

Louise's triadic concept of discipline may be surnmarized as follows: i. controlling 

one's behaviour; ii. having "negative" behaviour controlled; and, iii. "teaching" self- 

control of behaviour. As continuing discussion will show, these three assumptions about 

discipline were played out in the Junior Tearn classes. 

ii. teacher/studeni relationships 

The two Junior Team teachers were in agreement about the necessity of 

establishing a reiationship with their students based on respect. Louise saw a comection 

between respect and discipline and suggested that her belief about how the two are related 

was influenced by her father: 



My father war a real disciplimllLlllan, 1 guess you 'd c d  him. 1 mem he wus 
not horrible or anything but he d e m d e d  reqect of us cmd showed 
reqect anà d e m d e d  that we reqect tnir mother. And so I thinù thal 
sense ofrespect comesfrom there, ut home and when the reJpect wes not 
shown there were consepences for it. 

Daiiy, Ester and Louise's interactions with students in their classes were indicative of the 

assumption that respect and discipline go hand in hand. They spoke poiitely to students 

and were mindful to add words like please and thank you. They also laughed with their 

students and on occasion teased them about certain things that occurred. Nevertheless, 

there were times when these two teachers spoke s t edy  to the students. One exarnple of 

this is the time Ester returned fkom outdoor recess duty in a highly agitated state, gathered 

her class together and addressed them emotiondy as follows: 

How c m  we eqect the grade ones io act properly if they see you behave 
that way? You push people down and then lmgh at them! We c m  see you 
through the window even ijwe 're nof out there. Ifyou c m  Y be hrsled 
outside an the playground, you 'll Zose the privileges of going swirnming. 
That is a privilege [voice grows Iouder]. Ifyou can '1 be trusted on the 
playgound, then how c m  we trust you at swimming? I f  an accident 
hqpens there someone could be kiIIed ïhat 's a tough consepence. If 
you can 't make the right choice then we 'll have to choose for y m .  We 'Zl 
give you back your dollar for swimming. We won 't go. 

Later, in reference to her agitation in addressing the students, Ester stated that she 

understood that kids are very physical, that they need space, and that at that age there is 

really no such thing as "personal space." What had aroused her emotional response to the 

playground behaviour, however, was that there were kids getting hurt because of the 

rambunctious behaviour of some. Worst of all, in her mind, was that they didn't seem to 

care about the pain they were infiicting on their peers and actually found it amusing. It was 
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the imemitivity to other's pain that seemed to have provoked Ester's perturbed reaction 

more than the aggressive behaviour itself. 

iii. establishing rules md social norms 

Ester's threat to punish her students for improper playground behaviour by taking 

away the "privilege" of swirnrning was a way of issuing a consequence for "inappropriate" 

behaviour. Consequences for behaviour emerged as important for establishing social 

norms more than reference to rules. Louise described how, in the beginning of the year, 

"we established some consequences" for "negative behaviour." Consequences usually took 

the form of rerninders, discussions about the behaviour and, finally, detention. In cases 

where a student behaved inappropriately but Louise was unable to detennine who initiated 

the behaviour, then the whole class would be held responsible. One incident of this was 

the time someone in Louise's class had banged on the music teacher's classroom door 

while they had been retuniing fiom the library. Louise was unable to determine which 

student had committed the act; consequently, the entire class lost a privilege. She felt that 

this was both necessary and appropnate as long as she explained to the class as follows: 

Look, 1 don 't kmw who did this but ifwe c m  't stop ii us a group then we 
hrrw to mfleer the consequences as a group. So let 3 everybw tiy and 
work together to stop this from happening so thal the whole group d m  'z 
end up sugering for soomething that 's hqpened 

This was a case where the group was made responsible for the a a  of an individual on the 

grounds that this would be a deterrent to individuals who deviated fkom group noms 
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because even if they did not get caught, they would incur punishment. Undoubtedly, this 

would dso discourage the group fiom protecting the individual offender. 

iv. teacher 's role 

Ester and Louise demonstrated flexibility in tenns of the degree in which they 

played a direct role in controlling the social behaviour of their students. Depending on the 

activity, certain behaviours were or were not pemiitted or encouraged. For example, one 

day while Ester's students were busy at their desks working on a mathematics activity, one 

group of students began singing. Ester looked around the room and saw some students 

smiling. She did not stop the group fiom singing but reminded them that she expected 

them to have their work completed at the end of the penod. They continued to sing and 

work. 

Nevertheless, there were other times, especially during carpet time, when Ester or 

Louise would ask that students stop certain behaviours. If thai did not work then the 

students would be asked to sit in separate areas on the carpet. Finally, there were 

occasions when students were asked to go back to their seats to be awgy frûm the whole 

group. This was more fiequent in the teacher-directed activities. 

Louise did not iike to be confrontational in her role. Rather she preferred to 

"gauge the seriousness of the misbehaviour with the knowledge she had of the child." 

Both teachers issued class detentions to ded with "incorrect" behaviours in the classroon 

With regard to school detention, they agreed that the purpose was to modify behaviour, 

but questioned whether or not it was achieving that god. Louise stated that it was not 



working because the consequence of spending recess inside on a cold winter's day was not 

effective in that "we've given them exactly what they want." 

Ester provided insight into the development of school detention and her role in the 

school's adoption of this method of dealing with misbehaviour. Three years earlier she and 

her teaching partner had had a group of students with a lot of behavioural problems. So 

they approached the school principal at the time and organized the detention room. It was 

supposed to have been a "work-in-progress" but hadn't changed since. Ester doubted that 

it served the purpose of modifjring behaviour, as she explained: 

You wunt to mod~fv the behaviour, y m  wmtt them to redire that certain 
behuvimrs me not acceptable, but there tend to be, andfom whut the 
stutis~ics have Zooked like, there 's O certain core grmp of kidr that me  
here that me repear offenders, trhat me obviousij not getting it. Like, this 
is not changing their behaviour. A fov kids that have corne in here once or 
twice, 1 think i fym just talk to t h  you 'd never have a probIem with 
them again. So it 's a tough caII. Y m  wunt the other kids to see, the ones 
who are cmsing the problems me getting punishment, but f i t ' s  not 
serving any purpose for the ones getting the punishment then is it 
working? 

E. Evafuation 

The following discussion includes one cumculum metaorientation category 

pertaining to informal and formal evaluation (see Table 6.1). 

10. Jnfomal Evaluation and Fomal Evaluation 

Statements regarding beliefs about evahation of student achievement were coded 

according to whether the emphasis was on informal and experimental types of evaluation 

or on the more formal and traditional methods of evaluation. Even though both forms of 
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evaluation were valued according to district documents, the District itselfrelied upon 

more traditional evaluations for their students. The Primary Tearn teachers emphasized 

informal, non-traditional types of evaluation more ofken then did the Junior Team teachers. 

Nevertheless, there was evidence of both forms of evaluation on both teams and 

throughout the school. 

Informol EvaZuation vs. Formol Evofualion: Disrrid 

Many statements were found to suggest that evaluation of students should include 

informal and experimental forms and be sensitive to the diverse needs of students: 

a test results ae just one way of tracking student progress. Using a wide range of 
student evduation methods, teachers in the classroom can offer parents the best 
indicators of theu children's achievement in school (Profiles of Achievement: 
1994-95, p. 1) 

O teachers use a variety of techniques to evaluate and monitor student achievernent 
in al1 subjects: exarninations, regular in-class tests and quizzes; portfolios of 
student work; class presentations; homework assignrnents; group discussion; 
student interviews (Profiles of Achievement : 1994-95, p. 2) . .  

a city-wide test results do not take into account factors in student success such as 
persona1 motivation and student wppon at home (Profiles of Achievement: 1994- 
95, P. 4) 

a since Our goals for students extend beyond the technical skills of reading to the 
development of life-long positive interest in reading, this board also uses a survey 
to monitor students' attitudes (enjoyment of reading; appreciation of the value of 
reading; confidence in reading) toward reading (Profiles of Achievement: 1994-95, 
P- 11) 
students who have recently arrived in Canada and who do not speak English will 
not take an English literacy test until they have had an opportunity to develop their 
English reading and writing skills and students with severe leaming disabilities are 
exempt fiom the tests (Profiles of Achievement: 1994-95, p. 4) 

&O, there were many statements to support the idea that traditional achievement 

testing for ski11 and subject mastery, that is a formal focus on evaluation, was still a high 

pnority : 



the testing program is focused on mathematics and literacy because these are the 
key skills important to student achievement in dl subjects (Pronles of 
Achievement: 1994-95, p. 3) 
school-by-school test results are available fiom each school or fiom the Board 
office (Profiles of Achievement: 1994-95, p. 1) 

a city-wide and province-wide tests offer teachers and parents additional information 
on student achievement (Profiles of Achievement : 1994-95, p. 1) 
Literacy Assessment Profiles (LM) for all students £tom kindergarten to grade 9 
were introduced in 1994 to help students and parents monitor student progress 
(Profiles of Achievement : 1994-95, p. 2) 

a -dents in grades 4, 6, 8 and 10 are tested in mathematics while students in grades 
3, 5, 7, and aii graduating students are tested on reading, wxiting, spelling and 
grammar (Profiles of Achievement: 1994-95, p. 3) 

a The Canadian Achievement Test (CAT) in grades 3, 5 and 7 is used to measure 
students' abilities in reading comprehension, grammar, spelling and language skills 
(Profiies of Achievement: 1994-95, p. 4) 

a The CAT results indicate if students are literacy skills are below, at or above the 
national average or "norm" of student achievement in different grades (Profiles of 
Achievement : 1994-95, p. 4) 

In/ormal Evaluation vs. Formal Evalrrati~n: School 

nte board increusingly Iays dawn mandales for whar we do with very Zittle 
consultation either with principals cmd certain& not with st@ FF%e I 
agree the W s  Fiteracy Assessment Profiles] me something that me 
go& how it is worked through with the staff wiI2 detemine h m  they view 
it. whefher it'k more work. or whether if's a tool to help them better 
diagnose how their siudents do. 

Principal Butler indicated that while he believed that formal evaluation in the form 

of the district initiated Literacy Assessment Profiles (LN) was appropriate, he felt that 

the staff' at Hillside Elementary had to consider it to be so if the LAPS were going to help 

students. There was much evidence of a formai evaluation orientation at the school. 

Teachers and students were fiequently involved in assessrnent of some sort. One of the 

benefits of team teaching, it was suggested, was that it provided opportunities for teachers 

to work with one student or a small group of students for evaluative purposes. Document 
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staternents regarding formal evaluation including standardized testing and comparative 

grading were abundant, some of which were: 

Be sure to read the explanatory notes on the report cover. An at nsk student 
would be in the first column. The shaded areas are average. The extreme right is 
above average. The comments will give reasons for the check marks and program 
ideas to irnprove "not yet" areas (StaffHandbook, p. 43) 
Try to be specific and indicate if the child is below level and what skills need to be 
developed to bring the student to the expected level. Use of student outcornes is 
one way to achieve this (StaffHandbook, p. 43) 
A specific report on Music and Physical Education will be given at the end of the 
year (Staff Handbook, p. 4 1) 
In the final term ail students, including the Kindergarten wiIl receive a written 
report. The final report should explain where the student is as hdshe completes 
your class. It may set objectives for the coming year or the surnmer. Be specific in 
stating math and Literacy levels, e-g., Ali is reading below the expected level for 
Grade 3 .(StaffHandbook, p. 43) 
Our Benchmarks data have recorded the significant irnprovement of Our students 
in both grades four and six. We have purchased additional texts and manipulative 
materials to help our students leam and explore concepts in mathematics (School 
Profile '94195) 
We use mathematics portfolios to track progress and determine program (School . a 

Profile '94/95) 
Our students in grades 3 and 5 wrote literacy sections of the Canadian 
Achievement Test in the fdl of 1994. and the spnng of 1995 (School Profile 
'94/95) 
Our results in the graphs show how Our shidents ranked in literacy compared to 
other Canadian students in the same grade (School Profile '94/95) 

Whereas the document statements demonstrated considerable emphasis on testing, 

reporting and comparative analysis of the results, other kinds of less forma1 evduation 

took place as well. Teachers were encouraged to base evaluations on "work samples and 

observationy' (Staff Handbook, p. 41), to provide opporiunities for "children to write 

personal comments on their own involvement and achievement in class" (Staff Handbook, 

p. 4 9 ,  and to invite students to be present for at least "part of the inteniew" with the 

parent(s) (Staff Handbook, p. 45). Furthemore, parents were advised "not to judge the 
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school's performance" (School Profile '94195) on the results of the city-wide or province- 

wide tests (School Profile '94195). 

Inquiry into the kinds of evaluation teachen used in the classroorn confirmed that 

there was an attempt to utilize an informal approach, dong with the more formal type. For 

exarnple, the Child Youth Worker, as part of her program for students who were fiequent 

behavioural problems, included these questions on a "Respect Quiz" worksheet: 

Do you think that this was a good class to be in? 
Did you 6nd it usefbl? 
Do you think that you Ieamed how to stay out of trouble? 
Give 3 things that you liked about this class. 
Name 3 things that you'd like to change in this class. 

In forrnaf Evaluution vs. F o r d  Evaluation: Rima'y Team 

Evaluation of the students in the Prirnary Team classes was essentially informal. 

The teachers took advantage of the team teaching situation to work with individual 

students to listen to and evaluate their reading and then to record the results anecdotally. 

Throughout the day, especially when students worked at centres, there were opportunities 

to sit with students and to observe how they perfomed certain tasks. In one journal 

writing activity, Gai1 wrote comments for parents in the margins of the students' writing 

such as "Excellent," or, "Dennie looked at another student's work for his ideas." 

Occasionally stickers were given. Sometimes the teacher deciphered a child's writing by 

writing the correct f om undemeath. For exarnple, t i t isas  = It is a bus. 

There were also opportunities for peer evduation. For example, in Bemie's class 1 

observed a group of students at the printing centre. Students, afker printing one line, 
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would raise their hands and then a partner would apply a sticker to the work. Mistakes in 

printing did not go unnoticed as one boy was quick to point out to his partner that she had 

made a capital N instead of the lowercase n. She promptly erased it, comected it and then 

received her sticker. 

In/omal Evalrration vs. Formal Evahation: Junior Team 

There were informal and formai types of evduation conducted in the Junior Team 

classes. Sometimes the teacher and the students participated in informal group evaluation 

whereby students would share their work for discussion with their peers. Other times 

students would be encouraged to correct their answers to math problems themselves. 

Formai evduation took the form of written math and language quizzes whereby students 

work would be gaded on a percentage basis. Both teachers gave spelling tests where 

assigned words would be called by the teacher, corrected by the teacher and displayed on 

the bulletin board. One math test that Ester had &en to her class consisted of problems 

related to the concepts that had been covered over the past couple of weeks. Ester 

gathered the students on the floor, distributed the tests and then went through each 

question by asking selected students to share their answer and explain how they solved the 

probfem. 1 noticed a range of grades fiom 58% to 97%. There were no written cornments 

on the lower scores that 1 observed. On the 97% test the work "ExcelIent" was written. 

On another occasion when students were gathered on the carpet to review a language test 

one student asked, "Does spelling cowf?" Ester simply replied, "Yes, spelling counts." 

The test had consisted of three parts: i.) multiple choice; i i .)  true or false; and iii.) 



definitions. The interesthg thing about this was that parts one and two allowed no room 

for interpretation and were either right or wrong. However, part three allowed the teacher 

some leverage for correcting in that it was not simply a matter of right or wrong. It was 

part three which, as Ester explained to the class, "Everybody did really weii on this pan" 

and that "if you speiled a few words wrong 1 gave you full marks." Here the teacher was 

clearly dlowing for the language disparity in her students and, it seemed, was attempting 

to level the playing field. 

Louise provided insight into the purpose of the formal benchmarks testing which 

was part of their evaluation program and the results of which were used for comparative 

analysis across schools within the district: 

Basically what the benchmarks math test is is they do ci pre-test in 
September or October and it is basicaI2y o test which tests the four 
dzfferent meas - the meusurement, geomet~y, mmber, andproblem 
solving - mid there are usually f o w  Oltdfifty questions. So the first mark 
tells us sort of whor they cmried over from the previous grode and some of 
it zs fuir& emy cany over. And then again, we do the post test usually in 
laie May und by then we k hopeflly covered most of the progrmn and it 
again looks ut how well they have acquired the knowledge that they should 
have in fhis grade. 

However, Louise doubted the validity of the results: 

I don 't really think ii 's a good indication of how well the chikten have 
rea& Iearned the program because you 've taught things way back in 
September. You to review them. but 20 get your program taught by mid- 
May is guite a sfnrggle and then to Q to ger reviov time in there too is 
quite a struggle too. v w e  could do the Benchmarks in maIIerporlionzs, us 
opposed to huving them sit dawn for a whole hour, it 's a very long time 
for nine-yem oldî and eleven-yem olds 10 sir and concentrate for rhat 
period of time. 
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She also discussed her responsibility as a teacher to make sure the each student is 

competent in each of the four areas at the end of the year. At the same time, however, she 

also felt that her responsibility included fostering self-esteem in the child, so "Ihat 1 

haven't made this child feel bad about themselves or put them down." 

Curriculum Metaorientations: Variations and Conflicts Among Undetlying Values 

The preceding section provides insight into the cumculum metaonentations and 

variations in orientations manifested from the perspectives of the District, the School, the 

Tearns, and the Individuds. The analysis addressed in this section facilitated the process 

of discovering and understanding the nature of the value cod ids  inherent in the variations 

in cumculum metaorientations. As was the case for the comparative analysis of beliefs 

about educational purposes in Chapter 5, the findings showed that. there were both spbtle 

and significant differences in cumculum orientations across perspectives. Also, it is again 

noteworthy that differences in curriculum orientations do not necessari& generate intense 

value conflicts in individuals. However, there were indications that some individuals did 

experience strong value conflict in some instances where there were variations in 

orientations across perspectives. 

Variations in orientations and value conflicts are the focus of this section. The 

discussion will cover only the perspectives and cumculum orientations where variations 

andlor conflicts occurred. This will be done through a comparative analysis of the 

underlying values which constitute the varied positions on cumculum fiom the different 

perspectives (i.e., District, School, Team, Individuals). This analysis includes an 
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identification and discussion of both the variations in orientations and the nature of the 

value conflicts which these variations in curriculum orientations fostered in individuals in 

the school. Table 6. 3 (see p. 1R6) displays where vmiations in value orientations were 

evident. Numbers are used for signifjing the kind of variations which occurred. An 

asterisk beside a particular number indicates that an individual, or individuais, articulated 

expenencing value confiict as a result of a variation in C U ~ C U ~ U ~  orientation across 

perspectives. In other words, the table identifies the occurrence of: i. the variations in 

cumculum onentations identified through the data analysis; and, ii. the value conflicts 

teachers experienced as a result of the variation in orientation. 

Yariations in Orientations and Value Conflicts # T: District and Teams 

The first instance of variation in orientation emerged in the data anaiysis between 

the District and the Teams. It is discussed here under the category where the variation 
. . 

occurred, uniqueness of leamers/simiIarities of leamers. 

Vari~iions and Conflid # 2 *: District and Team - Uniqueners of Learnets/Simrmlarities 

of Learners 

Whereas the data analysis reveaied a consensus across perspectives regarding the 

uniqueness of the lemer pertaining to Ieaming abilities, there was some variation in 

onentations when it came to actual practice. District documents revealed a major 

emphasis on the necessity for teachers to respect individual differences in terms of ability, 



Table 6.3 . . 
Variations in Value Orientations and Value Co- P e m  to Cumculum 

CURRICULUM 
ORIENTATION 

Uaiqucaess of Leamen 
Similaritics of  ficrruen 

Wbole ChiId 
Cbild as Student 

lnt riasic Motivation 
Estrfnsfc Mothaîion 

Personal Knowledge 
Pubüc Knowledge 

Knowledge as Process 
Knmiedge as Content 

Holistic Leammg 
Molecular Learning 

Social Leaming En~lroa. 
Indiv. Leamhg Eatiron. 

Child-directed Learn. 
Teacher-directed Learn. 

Formal Evaluation 
l=District & School 5=School& Teams 9=Team & Team 
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race, gender, religion and culture. There were only a few short statements suggesting 

grouping as an orgahtional teaching methodology. Perspectives fiom the School, Team 

and Individuals were consistent with the District in tems of espoused beliefs about the 

need to respect individual differences in every possible way. Consequently, in actual 

practice, both the Primary and Junior Tearn teachers attempted to respect the uniqueness 

of the leamers in ternis of their individual attributes. Nevertheless, in a situation where 

teachers are responsible for the "wholesale" academic development of students, conflict 

between valuing the needs of the individual versus valuing the needs of the group is 

endemic. Al1 teachers on both teams grouped and taught students according to similarities 

in abilities. Also, there were other kinds of grouping where teachers attempted to mix 

students based on their varying attributes, particularly related to ability and gender. 

Interestingly, given the District's position regarding the need to respect the 

multicultural diEerences of students, it was the varying abilities resulting fiom the 

multicultural nature of the student population which gave rise to value conflict related to 

beliefs about teaching and "desirable" conditions for teaching. Both Gad, on the Primary 

Team, and Louise, on the Junior Team, described their classroom situations as less than 

ideal because of the added burden that the multicultural community presented, particularly 

related to the challenge of teaching students who were not fluent in English, and in 

Louise's case, had varied experience with French. According to Gail, this kind of class 

differed fiom the "normal" classroom where there were usually three groups, consisting of 

high, low and average levels, in that there were more Ievels with which to contend. The 

intensity of this conflia is highlighted in Gail's belief that: 



The ideal cl~~~sroont w d  be a very homogeneous group t h  would kind 
of l e m  at the scme pace and you could lake them along ut the m e  rate 
and again, the kids would all hime serf-esteern anci al1 comefrom good 
families and no! haw the kind of problems thar people Iike Glen [a Young 
black shident] have to deal w i h  

Given that the students at Hillside Elementary were so diverse in terms of culture, abiïity, 

strengths and needs, and considering Gd's sanctionhg of homogenous grouping, it is 

little wonder that she experienced value confiid. Her belief about an ideal classroom 

practice and her cornmitment to meet the needs of the individual leamers would be a 

constant source of conflict. Also worthy of note is the way in which the teachers on both 

teams seemed to make optimal use of unstructured times, such as recess, pre-class and 

after-class moments, for meeting students individual needs, which is indicative of thei. 

espoused belief that it is important to attend to the needs of the individual. Nevertheless, 

during structured class time, students as a group received more attention, especially in 

tems of establishing standards of social behaviour conducive to  group instruction and 

Ieaming. 

Variations in Orientations and Value Confiicts # 3: District and Team 

There was one instance of variation between the District and a single Team, in this 

case the PNnary Team. 

Variations and Con/lct # 3: District and Team - Informal Evaluation/Formnl 

Eva fuation 

In terms of polis, statements the District perspective called for both a forma1 and 
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informd orientation to evaluation. However, statements about uifonnal evaluation implied 

that, with the exception of a district survey to "monitor students' attitudes toward 

reading" profiles of Achievement, p. 1 1), the responsibility for this type of evduation 

would fdl to teachers, not to the district. Therefore, District initiated and sanctioned 

evduation that was primarily formai and included city-wide and province-wide testing. 

From the perspective of the school, while Principal Butler felt that it was necessary 

for teachers to participate in decisions about how the Literacy Assessrnent Profiles (LAP) 

were implemented, he supported the concept of them. My observations in the school 

suggested that teachers did indeed spend a considerable amount of time on this kind of 

formai testing. Consequently, there was consistency across perspectives in terms of the 

kinds of formal testing the District mandated and in terms of the what teachers were doing 

in the school. The inconsistency, however, lay in what the District was doing in ternis of 

informai evaluation and what the school was doing, particularly teachers on the Pnmary 

Team. These teachers were constantly involved in the types of informal evaluation that, 

according to School and District documents, were important and necessaxy. 

There was evidence of informai evaluation in the Junior Team classes as well, but 

not to the extent that 1 observed in the Primary Team classes. This is not surprising 

considenng the emphasis that the District put on formal evaluation with their standardized 

testing and the comparative analysis across schools within the district. The implications of 

this high expectation for the junior students was made clear when Louise, on the Junior 

Team, had questioned the validity of the District initiated Benchmarks test, yet felt 
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cornpelleci to spend tirne on teaching the kinds of skills that would be evaluated on these 

tests. 

Variations in Orientations and Value Conflicts # 4*: District and Individual 

There was one instance where there was variation in orientation between the 

District and the Individual. 

Vuriafions and ConIrid # 4% Disfrid and Individual - Child-direded 

Learninghcher-direded Learning 

ûverall there was consistency across perspectives in tenns of what District 

documents stated about the role of teacher in regulating leaming and what teachcrs were 

actually doing in the classroom. District documents stated that an effective teacher was 

responsible for the organization of the classroom in terms of seating, leaming materials, 

funiiture, and the use of space and time. While there was attempt to strike a balance 

between child-directed activities and teacher-directed activities, teachers on both the 

Prirnary Team and Junior Tem frequently played directive roles in many of the Ieaniing 

activities which they had organized for their students. Nevertheless, at least one teacher 

expenenced value conflict between what she considered to be right in the sense of the 

teacher's role and what she considered to be good in tenns of what was best for the 

students at Hillside Elementary. Mavis used this analogy to explain her belief about what is 

desirable in terms of the teacher's role: 

A teacher cwld be, in a sense, a tour guide, opening up hors and 
opportunities und showing rhem moud ,  so t h t  the childen are sril/ 



having their choices in whni they 're going to eqlore, mid how they 're 
going to erplore it. I think ihot is m hteresting idea - io rake iheir 
interests and work with ii and build on il. And 1 really like that idea but I 
don Y see myself mrly ac a faciiitator [wifh this CICISSJ. 

Mavis explained that because of the many needs of the students she had this year, she was 

unable to be a facilitator to the extent that she wouId have liked. Rather, these students 

required her to play a more directive role. In this way, Mavis's value conflict appeared to 

be the result of her classroom situation, that is the perceived neediness of her class placed 

her in a position whereby she could not play a more facilitative role. However, she was not 

aware, or at least did not acknowledge, that District expectations regarding the direct 

responsibility of the teacher for the organization of classroom Ieaming was in conflict with 

her personal and professional belief about the ideal role of the teacher. This may have 

been because, in actuality, her role wos more directive and, therefore, had confonned to 

District expectations. 

One should not underestimate the responsibility many teachers feel they have for 

student leaming. Consequently, the basic assumption that teachers have about their role as 

teachers, in terms of their responsibility for student learning, affxts how they approach 

the organization of classroom activities. Perhaps teachers succumb to this responsibility by 

taking a more direct role. Perhaps the facilitative role is perceived as relinquishing direct 

responsibility for student leaming. It is important to note that the Prirnary Team teachers 

Activity Time arrangement seemed to fit Mavis's description of "teacher as tour guide" 

quite well. Considering that there was consensus among them about the high value of this 

leaming situation for their students raises questions about whether or not they f U y  
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accepted h t  the facilitative role was the ideal teacher role. Indeed, Ted had stated that 

teachers should play both a facilitative role and a directive role. My observations of the 

Pnmary Team teachers in the classroom provided insight into the way in which these 

teachers used both approaches, which as earlier discussed, was contrary to what Mavis 

and Gai1 believed to be the desirable role. It is quite possible that the adoption of both 

roles in the classroom is indicative of the responsibility these teachers feel they have in 

terms of developing students' academic skills. 

Not oniy do teachers feel responsibility for the development of academic skills, but 

for their social and moral development as well. This has implications for just who chooses 

the leaming material - the teacher or the student. One teacher at Wside  presented the 

problem this way: 

1 c m  use Intemet but 1 won 't becouse the security system is not in place 
for my kik. 1 have no security over whar fhey c m  go and access, what 
they 're gonna be downloading, whut they 're g m  be observing. 1 don 't 
have the one-on-one to sit with them to muke sure that rhey 're not 
uccessing things that they shoulrln ' f  be. 

Increasing access to information through advances in cornputer technology generates fiesh 

concems regarding the role of the teacher, and is aiready raising questions about not oniy 

should teachers be directive but whether or not they c m  be directive in terms choosing the 

content of the curriculum. 

variations in Orientations and Value Conflicts # 9: School and Teamf 

There was one occurrence of variation in orientation between a team's orientation 

and the school orientation. 



Variation and Confict # 5 +.- Sch ool und Teams - Social Learning 

Out of all of the perspectives, the school's was the one which most strongly 

emphasised the collective interaction of learners through the promotion of a familial social 

environment whereby social interactions would be characterized by mutual respect, care 

and cooperation. This kind of environment was encouraged by the administrators, 

particularly Principal Butler who made every effort to "set the tone" for the school. There 

was an openness modelied by the principal and vice principal in that their office door was 

rarely closed. The physical arrangement of the school was also such that most classrooms 

had double doors connecting them to adjacent classroorns. These doors were often left 

open, creating a sense of spaciousness, a kind of public commune conducive to social 

interaction and sharing. 

The teachers on the Primary Team began their school year believing in the 

importance of this type of social interaction for student learning. However, belief and 

practice were not compatible in this case, as Bernie relates: 

This year we h d  a realk'y hard start because we were Ieaming. We c m e  
thinking that we could team in the proper way, like have all the rooms 
open, the kidF could go wherever they wanted anytime. And we got a 
major shock because the kidc sat dom in front of us md we al2 went, 
'nat 's too mmy people!' 

Gai1 added firther hsight into why this was so: 

I just think at the beginning we were just, 1 mean, the kick were gohg 
everywhere all the lime and it w m  so confuing for us Clltd for them. Ii was 
just a big cafufle eZZ the lime and it was siressful. 1 don 5 think for the 
ki& much, but definitely for us. We fmnd it very stressfu Seplember 's 
a h q s  stressfl but wejound ir fhat much more siresfil and we kept 
thinking, 'here we are, we 've been hired to work in a t e m  because it 3 



gonw be, we can support each other, it 's gonnu be a better environment ' 
Imd it tumed out to be more stressful because you 're ahvays thinking, 
'O&, what grmp do I haw now and where are my kids sirpposed zo go? ' 

What is interesting here, as noted earlier, is that the Primary Team teachers did continue 

with Activity Time which encouraged full social interaction among the students, thereby 

providing their students with the opportunity to fieely choose not only the type of activity 

they wished to do, but with whom they wished to work. Furthermore, all of the Primary 

Team teachers deemed this time to be extremely valuable for the students and were both 

surprised and pleased with how smoothly the over eighty kids interaded and learned 

dunng this learning process. The times which presented the most challenge to these 

teachers, in terms of the students' social interactions, were times when the teachers took 

the direct responsibility for teaching and leaming. It was then when the focus leaned more 

toward getting students to conform to group standârds such as raising hands, sitting 

quietly and keeping inside the lirnits of one's personal space. 

Another problem that these teachers described in relation to the full integration of 

students in the large open-area classroom was related to a beliefabout the occasional need 

for individual privacy of the leamer with the material. Bemie elaborated on that dilemma 

in this way: 

Whal 's goud for one child is not goodfor imorher. n e  diJadmtage zin 

zhis school is thai everybody 's teaming which means the d e n t  who 
cannotfunction in the classroorn with twenty people is nowfunctioning in 
a claîsroom wiih sixty mid is expected to do t h  and 1 think thal 's temble 
. . . . I've worked with students who, any noise al alII stresses rhem 20 the 
point thoi, Iik they'lI gel overslimulated, they can 't l e m  and it would be 
so ridiculous for me to think that thut was becûuse my room was perfecr 
and everything was great and they were a problem, when you removed 
them and put t h  in a quiet Jpace ond they 're sudrienl'y wonderfui, 



vibrant people d l  even think of dflerent times in my own Ive as a child, 
I knew the dtgerent vaces and dtflerent times. 

For this reason, and also because they felt that too much tirne was spent on 

attending to social behaviours, on keeping track of students work and on planning and 

organizing lessons and activities, the Pnmary Team teachers, particularly Mavis, Bemie 

and Gd, were adamant that full integration was not conducive to achieving their 

educational goals. In other words, it placed too many demands upon them and upon their 

students and consequently served to irnpede the educational process rather than to foster 

it. Considering the arnount of tirne that these teachers dedicated to their work, sometimes 

starting their momings at school at 7:00 am. and staying well into the evenllig, these 

concems should not be treated lightly. Ln spite of these long hours, or perhaps because of 

them, these teachers felt that they could not implement the open-classroom concept the 

way they had intended or to the extent that the school endorsed. 

The Junior Team teachers had worked out an arrangement that was satisfactory to 

both teachers. Throughout the day there was evidence of a range of leaniing 

environments, whereby the two classes were grouped together, separated in two groups or 

several smali groups, and at times, where the students worked individually with the 

material at their desks. Depending on the type of leaming environment, Ester and Louise 

either worked together as a team, or worked independently of each other. This was not 

different fiom how the Primary Team teachers conducted their classes, however there was 

a difference between the amount of stress reponed by the teachers on the Primary Team 
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than that reported by the Junior Team teachers. In other words, the Junior Tearn teachers 

did not report experiencing a value confiict with the School's orientation. 

Variations in Orientations and Value Conflicts # 7': lndividuals Wrthin the Schoo[ 

There was evidence of at least one school practice, that of issuhg school 

detention, which suggested a variation in many individual orientations within the school 

pertaining to student behaviour. 

Variation and Con/ict # 7% IndividuaLr Wilhin the School - Infernal Control of 

Beh aviourEx!ern al Control of Beh aviour 

Several of the Prirnary Team teachers did not believe school detention to be an 

effective consequence for changing the behaviour of their students. Whereas they did issue 

consequences for behaviour in the classroom, the consequence was usuaiiy immediate 

(e.g., stem reprimands, reminciers of rules, being removed nom the group). School 

detentions, whereby rnisbehaving students were required to sit with a supeMsory teacher 

during recess penod, did not immediately follow the consequence. Therefore these 

teachers questioned the appropriateness of this type of consequence, especially for young 

children. Ester and Louise of the Junior Tearn were more ambivalent about school 

detention. Whereas they considered it to have some potential for modifjnng behaviour, 

they did question whether or not it was really changing the behaviours of "repeat 

offenders." 



In adud fact, the idea of school detention was a contentious issue for many 

teachers in the school and they fieely expressed their rnisgivings about it. One classroom 

teacher descnbed his feelings about it in this manner: 

1 hate the word detention . . . 1 don 't really Zih detention rwms as 
detention rooms. ney're like military camps. [[Bui] there me times you 
have to corne up with sornething. The on& time I really fillow the 
detention r w m  is when somebody does something hazardms to other kidr 
out on the plqygzound Now there, to me, is a logicuI solution. Ifyou can 't 
p l q ,  i f y m  go out there md injure somebody, then you shoukin 't be out 
with them. That 's the w q  1 would use the detention room. II 's the only 
thing that I really think it should be for. in my mind 

Another Hillside Elementary teacher had even stronger misgivings: 

n e  sense Iget is thaf treating them, ostracizing themjrom the group, 
putting them in isolation is counter productive to getting t h  on track in 
the s m e  way thai people don 5 think that goingfrom a five yem Young 
Offenders Act to a. ten yem Young Offenders Act is gonna do mything 
except be counterpro$L1cttve. They feel the s m e  w q  t h  a deiention room 
is just an cmiiquuted punishment sysiem and the kids men Y getting 
anything out of it &@en rhat it 's an opportun@ f& kidr to escape the 
things that they would ruther not do Iike go outside in the cold weaiher. 

The teacher further explained his feelings of doubt about effectiveness of the detention 

room for changing behaviour: 

We have a lot of kids in the detention room in the cold weo/her, so are 
they using it or are they obusing it or are we getting unything out d i t ?  
And then on the olhgr hand when it 's exact4 the same kidr in the 
deteniion room day after day then they 're not getting anything out of it 
either. niey don 't see it as any kind of punishnrent. So 1 'm krnd of tom 
because I think that you have to give them some sort of conrequence. 

He also explained the difficulty of arriving at shared values in a school for something as 

controversid as the detention room: 

We 've had al2 sorts of suggestions mer the years - leave the kidr outside 
but just li~ze thern up against the wdl kind ofthingf have them do work 



m n d  the schml, cleaning up lemes or raking leaves or stufllike rhrrt - 
but I don 't think we 've corne to any kind of consems und I think we have 
to be vev curefil of the laws today and be m a r e  of whut we are allawed 
to do and whai is remonable. I Ihink thnt there are ahays levels of 
reasonableness thar me dzfferent between people so it 's hardjior people to 
decide. 

The Child and Youth Worker dso was doubtfbl about the effectiveness of school 

detention, however, in tems of a substitute for it, she added: 

1 coulah 't, off the top of my head, my$ kell.  illstead of de tentions we 
should be dozng this. ' And you c m  't alwqys deal with things immediately. 
and thut 's where the detention cornes in, where you c m  deal with ii at 
delention time. And ii gwes everybody some t h e  to process whar 's going 
on. 

Indeed, it was an ongoing issue and one which the Child and Youth Worker, the 

administrators and the teachers at Hillside Elementary were in the process of changing. 

Variations in Orientations and Value Conflicts # 9: Team and Tearq 

There was one variation in orientation noted which related to student behavioural 

control between the Primary Team and the Junior Tearn. 

Variation and Conjlid # 9: Team and Team - Intetnal Control of Beh awiour&ktern al 

Cuntrol of Behaviour 

Data analysis revealed that teachers on both Teams used a variety of teaching 

practices in their classrooms whereby control of students' behaviour varied in tems of 

where the control lay, that is mostly with the teacher or mostly with the student. However, 

where these two Teams differed significantly with respect to behavioural control was how 

they attempted t o  control behaviors. For example, when discussing how they established 
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noms in the classroom, the Primary Team teachen seerned to emphasize developing rules 

with their students in ternis of helping students behave appropriately. The Junior Team, on 

the other hand, emphasized the development of consequences with theù students to help 

them understand what was appropnate classroom and school behaviour. The major 

distinction between the two strategies is that the former is preventive while the latter is 

reactive approach. In other words, fiom the beginning of the year, the Junior Team 

teachers seemed to operate on the assumption that students would behave inappropriately 

and therefore they needed to know the consequences. Conversely, in developing rules 

instead of consequences with their -dents, the Primary Team teachers conveyed the 

message that they needed to set parameters for shident behaviour which indicates an 

assumption that students will behave. There is a subtle but essential difference between the 

two approaches. This difference in where the emphasis for controlling behaviour lay begs 

questions about teachers underlying assumptions regarding student behaviour, about 

whether these assumptions change as students move into the junior grades, and about the 

message that students receive from teachers regarding expectations for their behaviour. 

Variations in Orientations and Value Conflicts # 10': lndividuals Within a Team 

There were two instances of variations in orientations related to Individuals Within 

a Team. They are discussed under the categories in which these variations were noted. 
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Vafiation and Confric! # 1 O: Individuais W ~ h i n  A Team - Wlr ole d iWChild as 

Student 

Data analysis revealed that al perspectives espoÿsed a belief in the development of 

the whole child. District documents contained clear statements about the necessity for 

teachers to be sensitive to the emotional, social, personal, and intellechid needs of 

students and the importance of nurturing a caring environment. This position was 

consistent with the school orientation in terms of espoused beliefs and actuai practice, 

particularly in the way the administrators and most teachers worked towards creating a 

farnily atmosphere characterized by an ethic of care, and the way in which administrators 

and staEworked to provide many extra-curricular activities to aid in the holistic 

development of the -dents. Both the Prirnary Tearn and the Junior Teams were also 

consistent in this orientation in terms of espoused beliefs about the holistic development of 

students. Nevertheless, there was a slight variation in orientation pertaining to the holistic 

development of students on the Prirnary Tearn with regards to which aspect of a student's 

development was emphasized. Ted's cornmitment was to developing an ethic of care in his 

students and this was evident in the manner in which he attended to the emotional needs of 

students more than to having them conform to staldards of classroom behaviour. Mavis, 

Gai1 and Bernie were also sensitive to the emotional needs of their students, and were 

concerned about their students' home lives and their self-esteem. However, dunng class 

tirne the emphasis seemed to be on developing social and academic skills in their students. 

What is worthy of note here is the way in which teachers on both the Prirnary 

Team and the Junior Team teachers involved students in activities which emphasized the 
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social, intellectual and academic aspects of student development in the classroom. At the 

same time, however, each of these teachers were actively involved in extra-cumcular 

activities which catered to the development of more personal and affective needs. It is 

difficult to isolate the various needs of students and certainly invalid to suggest that 

teachers did so in t e m  of meeting these needs in the classroom. Nevertheless, during 

class tirne, most of the teachers on the two teams did focus on the development of 

acadernic, intellectual and social skills (Le., listening, raising hands, etc.), while other 

activities outside of regular instructional time were aimed at personal and affective 

development. It would be fair to Say, however, that the emotional development of 

students was at the forefiont of teachers minds in their daiiy interactions with their 

students and helped them in their understandings of, and expectations for, each student. 

No teachers on either tearn articulated any position which 1 could interpret as an 

orientation to the child stridy in the role of student. 

Variation and Conflid # IO*: Individuah W ~ h i n  A Teum Interna1 Controi of Social 

BehuviourBktetnel Conirol of Social Behaviour 

There was consistency across perspectives in terms of the belief that an interna1 

locus of behaviourai control was something which needed to be fostered in students. In 

particular, the school and the tearns were consistent in the articulation of the need to 

develop a relationship built on respect between students and teachers and between 

students and students. Nevertheless, there was some variation in onentation among 

individuals on the Pnmary Team pertainhg to the nature of the respect between students 



and teacher. Gai1 was the only Primary Team teacher to make reference to a correlation 

between the development of a studentjteacher relationship based on mutual respect and 

the development of an intemal locus of control in students. She was emphatic about the 

ineffectiveness of the authontarian teacher for the achievement of self-control. According 

to Gail, once this type of teacher was out of sight, students would have no reason to 

continue to behave appropriately. Conversely, Bernie believed that a " Little" power 

imbalance was necessary for behavioural control. And Mavis was uncertain about the 

benefits oc what she perceived to be, an eroding hierarchical dnicture in today's schools. 

Bernie and Mavis's views were somewhat compatible in that the power of the teacher was 

seen as necessary for controlling behaviour, implying a belief in students having an 

extemal locus of control. 

Summary 

There were seven types of variations in curriculum orientation addressed in the 

preceding discussion: 

1. .. Variation and Conflict # 2*: District and Teams 
11. -*. Variation # 3: District and Team 
111. Variation and Con£îict # 4*:District and Individual 
iv. Variation and Conflict # 5+:  School and Teams 
v. Variation and Conflict # 7*: IndividuaIs Within the School 
vi. Variation#g:TeamandTeam 
vii. Variation and Conflict # IO*: Individuals Within a Team 

Three types of variations were revealed whereby no individuals described value confîicts 

associated with the variations: Individuals within a Team pertaining to the development of 
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the whole child; Team and Team pertaining to control of -dentsy social behaviour; and, 

Distria and Team pertaining to formal and informal evduation. 

Furthemore, teachers described value conflicts associated with four other 

variations in orientations: District and Teams pertaining to the uniqueness and sirnilarities 

of learners; School and Team periaining to social and individual learning environments; 

Individuals Within a Team pertaining to control of hidents' social behaviour; and, 

Individuals Within the School pertaining to shidents' social behaviour. 



CHAPTER SEVEN 

Professional and Leadership Cultures and Their Underlying Value 

Orientations: A Multi-perspective Comparative Analysis 

This chapter addresses the underlying value orientations which manifested 

themselves in the professionai and leadership cultures of Hîllside Elementary School. 

Following the pattern of the preceding chapters, which examined beiiefs about educational 

purpose and orientations to cumculum, this chapter presents a comparative analysis across 

several organizational perspectives (i-e., District, School, Teams, Individuals). The 

particular focus is the underlying value orientations refiected by the professional and 

leadership cultures of the school. From the perspective of the District, ananal~sis of 

district documents revealed the value orientations of the district in tems of what are - 

desirable school cultures. The document analysis also provided insights into variations in 

orientations between the articulated District "ideai" and the manifested School "redit.." 

Funhermore the comparative analysis across several perspectives within the school 

underscores the challenge inherent in attempts to uncover and describe essentially abstract 

conceptions of school culture. Lastly, the anaiysis across perspectives also focused 

attention on the dynamic interplay of underlying value orientations of panicu Iar individual s 

and groups within an organization as they go about their daily activity. 
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As addressed in previous chapters, the culture of Hillside Elementary School was 

identified through an emergent proces which began with an examination of orientations 

pertalliing to: 1. Educational Purpose; and, II. Cumdum.  During this process, two 

additional major categories emerged as an outwme of the examination of document, 

interview a d  participant observation data and are labeiied: III. Educator Professionaiism; 

and, IV. Leadership. The key elements of the data characterizing each of these two 

categones and their subcategories are presented in Table 7.1 (see p. 216). It is important 

to acknowledge that, in presenting these categones and their subcategories, 1 do not 

suggest that this is an exhaustive or comprehensive list of professional and leadership 

characteristics. However, it is a list of those elements of professionalism and leadership 

that emerged through the data analysis. The data analysis is presented under these 

categones for each perspective in the following order: District; School; Primary Team; 

and Junior Team. Table 7.2 (see p. tl2) displays the professional and leadership culture 

orientations emerging from the data and reflecting the perspectives of the District, the 

School, the Primary Team and the Junior Tearn. As was the case with Table 5.3, 

EducationaZ Puposes A cross Perspectives (see C hapt er 5) and Table 6.2, Currimliirn 

Orien~utions Across Perspectives (see Chapter 6), this table displays the data sources for 

aniving at these orientations: Document data are coded as D, i n t e ~ e w  data are coded as 

1 and Observational data are coded as O. Where the data analysis provided information to 

suggest that there was an emphasis in orientation, then the data source is presented in bold 

lettering and underlined (e.g., Document data is coded as Q). 



Table 7.1 
1 Professionalism And Lea-p C u I ~ - ~ U n d e r l v i n e M  

III. EDUCATOR PROFESSIONALISM 
A. Collaboration 
b Collaboration (e. g., promotes coilaborative cultures, developmental track - teachers collaborate to 

develop me8sufernents for pmf(=SSI.onal growth) 
b Working together to achieve sbared goals 
B. Collegiality 
b Coiiegiaiity (e.g., teachers engage in professional dialogue where their environment honours sharing, 

trust, risk taking, and respect) 
C. Professional Growth 
b b m k k g  
b Peer Coaching ( e g ,  Developmental Track - teachers work with theû coach to develop their 

Professionai ûrowth Plan, structureci professional dialogue) 
b Mentoring (e.g., Developmental Track - involves mentors in collegial relationships) 
b Formai Courses 
b Action Research (teachers lem by becoming hvolved in their own inquiries) 
b Planned Professional Growth (riidicators of Effective Teaching usefùl for developing a growth plan) 
b Critical Refiection (indicators of E£fective Tcaching usefiil for critical reflection) 

IV. LEADERSHIP 
A. Principal as Facilitator 
b encourages p w t h  in teachers and students 
b believes in shared decision making 
b invites collaboration uith staff 
b shares power 
B. Teacher Empowerment 
b accepts responsibility for professional decisions and encourages others to share in decision-making 

Pr- 
& shares willingiy in decision-making process 
œ values principal as facilitator 
b worh toward school improvement and takes part in devcloping schmI vision 
C. Community iu Partner 
i. E ~ c h e s  Leaxning Environment (e.g., guests, parents, volunteers) 
h SchooVComrnunity Pamership (e-g., school counciIs, busin- partnerships, police &ces, 

libraries) 



Table 7.2 
Professignal and J  ade ers hi^ C u e s  Across Per~_ectives 

PROFESSIONAL 
& LEADERSHIP 

CULTURES 

. 
VALUE ORIENTATIONS 

Teacher Empowcrmcnt iD i D 1 

Ill. Educator Professionalism 

7 

Three subcategories ernerged From this data which may be described as relating to 

DIST 

educator or teacher professionalisrn: 

SCH PRMARY TEAM 
? 

A. Collaboration 
B. Collegiality 
C . Professionai Growth 

i 



fi .  Fducator Professionalism: col labo ratio^ 

Data which suggested the importance ofteachen working together, sharing 

knowledge, contnbuting ideas and developing plans for the purpose of achieving 

educationai and organirational goals (Cavanagh & Dellar, 1996) were interpreted as 

valuing a collaborative culture. 

Ed~clvot Rofessionalism: Collaboration - Distnki 

The District documents examined contained the following references to 

collaboration, indicating that collaboration was valued as a means to foster teacher 

development : 

a collaborative culture affects teacher growth (AT&DT, p. 26) 
teachers participate in program and instmctional planning with colleagues 
(Indicators of Effective Teaching, p. 9) 

Educator Rofissionolism: Collaboration - School 

Collaboration took various foms at Hillside Elementary School. However the two 

most notable foms were centred around team teaching and the cornmittee structure. 

i. Teum Teriching 

Principal Butler was a firrn believer in tearn teaching for many reasons, one of 

which was because he saw it as a means to enrich the educationd program through 

teachers sharing their ideas and pooling their strengths. As he put it, "If you're good at 



mathematics and I'm good at music, 1 don? think I should necessarily do your music, but I 

should certainly help you." 

The staffhandbook provided a clear outiine of what why teaming was important: 

&en a sense of loneliness prevails in self-contained classroom when a teacher 
lacks stirnulating contact with another teacher; team teaching breaks down the 
waiis of instnictionai isolation and invites the capabilities and efforts of several 
teachers to focus on common instructional concerns (StaEHandbook, p. 15) 
teaming is not a cumculum but a process to present ~ ~ r x i c u l ~ m  which demands CO- 

operation 

Team teaching was not somethhg that just happened when teachers were put 

toget her but requûed commit ment and planning: 

a tearns are expected to hold weekly planning meetings and share a cornmon budget 
(StaffHandbook p. 14) 
an effective team member: puts forth vigorous effort and encourages others to join 
in; gets group back track when they wander, clarifies problems or issues when 
members are unclear, conffonts ideas and individuais (e.g., "1 donTt agree with you 
- here's why."); summarizes fiom tirne to time "Here is where we are now." 

Principal Butler felt that the teaching teams varied in terms of how well they were 

1 see very fm [teachers] who don 't h e  the best znterests of the chilaken 
at hem1 pur]  right now I don Y see a lot of team functioning too well. 
Probabb the grade -s haw the slrongest team situation. Grade -s do 
sorne of zt but not a lot. They had corne in gung ho rhis year. Khey did so 
much planning ahead of time before they had the chiI&en, and when the 
chilruen came they said, "lhis im 't going to work " And thal is a smggle 
thal they me  hying to skirt around ruther thm deaI wiih. 

The principal was quite right in his estimation that tearn teaching was not fûnctioning 

uniformIy throughout the school. In my discussions with various teachers in the school 

there were vaned opinions as to the benefits of teaming. One teacher who was a member 

of a four-teacher junior team demonstrated mixed feelings about it: 



Oh, don 't talk to me about team teaching. Decision making gets 
cenlzalzed Yar Zose your autonomy to a certain extent. However, ym 
also gei to s h e  your idem, sso the program becomes enriched 

Another teacher who was aiso a member of a junior team explained why some teachers 

have a difficulty with the collaboration required in tearn teaching: 

For t h ,  some have to nt, explain und Iisten. It c m  be bomg and time 
comming. me decision makingprocesr is cornplex. Y m  have to be sure 
thatpeople me hagpy with the decision. As long as people buy inIo the 
system they me willing to m& the time cornmitment md concessio~t~. 1 
wanted ?O be cl pari of a tem. However, some people were alreudy here 
rmd were forced to be on a team. Therefore, they may not be happy wzth 
giving the m4unt of tinte and effort thaf temn teaching requires - huving 
to check wiih other people, the rmnifcations of their decisiom for other 
people, ami so on. 

There seemed to be at least three responses by individuais in the school to team 

teaching: i. One response was enthusiasm, nourished by a firm belief that this was the best 

instxuctional process, a belief which was also borne out in terms of the overall persona1 

and professional benefits; ii. Another response was a belief that there are advantages and 

disadvantages to team teaching, and an appreciation that it places added demands on 

teachers; and iii. Finally, some individuals manifested an ambivalence toward the benefits 

of team teaching for students and teachers. 

ii. Cornmittee Sfructure 

The second form of collaboration manifested itself through the cornmittee 

structure. According to the school handbook, the following cornmittees were in place: 

Literacy; Math; Technology; A r t s ;  Sports; Life S kills; Environmental Studies; Social; and, 



School. Vice-principal Brown explained how the comrnittee structure ailowed teachers to 

~ollaboratively manage, plan and share the workload for a more efficient school: 

m e  cornmirtees are a structure for the teacher and rhey sort of m n  the full 
range fiom accrdernic to social. Whol it does is it 's really helpf ul IO 
mmtage all the stufltht cornes in the school thut needr to be manoged or 
plmned for. and so professional deveZopmenî for teachers am be plamed 
out of thrit. A d  it renZZy distributes the worklwd And actually if 's 
wonal;erfuZ to have a school where you have enough people to do that kind 
of thing because aZZ of thal comes inro a naller school but you dm 't have 
the opportunities to manage it as eficientily. 

One teacher stated that the previous year a few teachers were doing "al1 the work" and so 

the conveners approached the principal and vice principal to suggea setting up 

committees. The teacher added, Wow, everyone has to be on two cornmittees." Teachers 

were permitted to choose the two committees on which they wanted to senre. 

Many teachers had mixed feelings about the effectiveness of the committee 

structure. ~evéral teachers expressed dismay about the workload and others were 

hstrated with the rigidity of the committee structure. There was no room for the kind of 

spontaneity and creativity which usudy comes out of teachers doing things purely out of 

interest throughout the year. 

Educutor ProJessionalism: Colloborrition - Rimary Teum 

Collaboration was dso apparent within the Primary Tearn through team teaching 

and the comrnittee structure. 



Whereas the Primary Team teachers felt that team teaching had benefits for 

teachers and students, they felt that the amount of collaboration required put considerable 

demands on teachen, particularly when the team was compnsed of more than two 

teachers. As Gai1 stated: 

I think it 's the absolutely best way to teach but we 've al2 agreed thar three 
is iw mmry d four is not worRnble. The on& w q y o u  could do i r  is if 
there were two d hua and then yoir brought togeiher the two pairs into a 
foursome. 

Mavis expressed a sirnilar position when she stated that team teaching was "great in a lot 

of ways but when there are four teachers there are just too many." She added that when 

she had tearn taught before she and the tacher had been "in sync," whereas now there 

were so many of them that the "coordination takes over your tife." 

Bernie added further insight into how the planning and coordinating that went into 

team teaching could becorne a lengthy process: 

Down side, yyou have to spend too much tirne planning and someone like 
me who icilks and ihinkr everyihing so much, I &ive them c r q ,  you hm. 
meetings have to go zoo long. And for me, the opposite drives me crazy. 1 
jhd it reully hard to make agip decision. 

ii. Committee Structure 

Gai1 had strong misgivings about the effectiveness of the cornmittees in terms of 

helping teachers become more collaborative as a staff: 

I don 5 Iike it at all. 1 don '1 ihink what Mark w m e d  to a&essl he 's not 
addressing, which is people that never do tmything. And so he 's trying to 
force eveybody, trying to manhte cornmittee work and I just find that 



you end up, the end result is exact& the m e  us every school e v e y n e  's 
worked in. Even though they 're on a committee, that doesn 't mem t h t  
when a job cornes up they 're going to be the ones ro do if. And lfind thal 
the committees ure so big - 1 mem there me 43 people on statfso every 
committee hm about 8 or 9peopZe. SO il's sfisfiII pretty big. You ccm Ml be 
monymas and sti*Zl shirk al1 your respolt~~~bility and Ifind thaf there 's 
ahuays a small group of peop[e that me go-getters t h  do everything and 
1 don 't find thot any d~flerent here. 

Gad felt, inaead of having organized committees as such whereby the sarne couple of 

people would be doing the work even though there were a larger number of people on the 

committee, that the principal should be able to step in and Say, "You know, 1 want to see 

different people ~ n n i n g  this project." But I don? think that will happen because it's a 

cornmittee and they 'ii have to decide together. 

Educatot Rofessionalirm: Collaboration - Junior Team 

Collaboration was aiso apparent within the Junior Tearn through Tearn Teaching and their 

work in the Cornmittee Stnicture. 

i. T e m  Teaching 

Ester felt very cornfortable with the way she and Louise collaborated. She 

suggested that one of the reasons they worked so well together was because there was 

only two of them. Technically there were four teachers on the team, however the other 

two members were not in close proximity to Ester and Louise. Therefore they did not 

collaborate as a foursome on a daily bais. She explained why she felt it would have been 

more difficult had they been fùnctioning as a team of four: 



I've been in a group ofjour on a daily omis and it 's jusi tough getting an, 
I mean, you v e n d  ninetyperceni of the tirne just making sure everybw 
hows w h t  's going on and ut times sontebody forgets to tell someboà) 
something rmd ir gets confunng. 1 tlhnk a temn of zwo o;. three workr 
better. 

Ester went on to Say that when you get a couple of people that work really well together 

"they can aimost read each other's thoughts. 

Louise concumed with Ester's views on why they collaborated so well as a team: 

I think becouse Ester und 1 are basiculy in here und the WU others are 
out in the portab les, if it 's a matter of classtoont expectations or 
behaviarr, we 're not direct& affecied [in tenns of the four teachers]. 
m e r  anàl do hnve to agree on things and we really do. . . .Sometimes we 
overreact and sometimes we under react. But I think on the whde we 're 
pretty good about keping on an even keel with one another, and 1 think 
if 3 working pretty we Il. 

Overall, Ester felt that teaming was wonh it but she was not blind to the amount of 

collaboration that it required to work well, even with just two teachers on a team: 

When you 're working with 50 ki& as opposed to 25 thut 's 50 parents thar 
you need to cornmunicote with so we both have to sil in on the interviews 
and be there ar report card ond interview time. Sornetimes there 's a lot 
more orgaization and it 's a Iittle more dz#kwZt to coordinc~e it al[. so 
thut can 6e another area of frustration. But Ifind thauor the most part 
thai it 's v e v  rewmding. 

ii. Cornmittee Struc f ure 

Louise was aware that there were variations in attitudes towards the cornmittee 

structure and that some teachers were "gmmbling" because they were busier this year with 

running meetings. However, she explained that it was the first year for trying it and she 



felt that as they worked through it they would corne to realize that it was only certain 

times of the year that certain cornmittees would be busy. She explained it this way: 

For emigle, the school committee, iis busy time is in June when they 
have ro make uZZ the decisionsfor the followngyem, when a22 the &les 
wzll be and how rnmy kids will be in each classroom and which teachers 
will teach those classes. But I'm on the Arts committee right now and il 's 
kept me very busy, eqeciaIZy right now with this upcoming conceri. 1 'rn 
trying IO chunge art work und aZZ the rest of it, and again, I'm doing 
auditions for next year 's performance. But, you know, it *lZ quiet down 
Mer the pegormance is over and then we ' II  get bmk into it ami when it 's 
tzme for the spring concert again' it '12 be busy. 

Louise felt that it was a very equitable way of getting teachers to work collaboratively. 

She believed that just going through the expenence this year would help them learn and 

perhaps next year there might be some changes made. 

1 think what we need tu look at is whar committees are the very Busy 
cornmittees and what committees me not and hy and get everybcxiy on one 
cornmittee thai's no? as hectic mtd one committee that does have a lot of 
work to sort of even it out. 

B. Educator Professionalisrn: Colleaial'm 

Collegiality in a school has been described as interaction between individuals 

where the interrelationships are characterized by honesty, tnist, rapport and respect, a 

willingness to participate in group activities and a collegial bonding (Cavanagh & Dellar, 

1996; Lieberman, 1988; Hargreaves, 1994). 

Educator Rofasionolism: CollegiaIity - District 
The following statements are representative of the District's perspective on the 

importance of teacher collegiality: 



Teachers hteract Positively with Staff and contribute to colleagues (Indicators of 
Effective Teaching, pp. 9-1 5): 

- shares time and expertise with colleagues 
- welcomes and helps colleagues new to the school or department 
- s~ppons  school-wide activities 
- cooperates with and assists the principal 
- participates in professional development activities and shares information 

Teachers engage in professional dialogue when their environment honours sharing, 
trust, and nsk taking (DT&T, p. 41) 
celebrate and share your growth with staff, students and parents (Development 
Track and Administrative Track, p. 5 1) 

Hence, a collegial culture is one whereby administration and staffcooperate, 

participate and share in an atmosphere of tmst and support. 

Educutor Rofèssionalism: CoZlegaZity - School 

Principal Butler drew attention to the interrelatedness of collegiality and 

collaboration in that he felt that a team had to be based on a strong interpersonal 

relationship of "honesty and trust." Vice-principal Brown added that collegial relationships 

were fostered in a tearn when the members of the tearn shared a "philosophy about 

children and how you teach children and how you discipline." There needed to be 

"compatibility because they can be very destmctive if somebody is redly heavy handed 

and somebody else wants to know what caused that, [and wanted] to look at it in the 

larger scheme of what to do with something like that." As Vice-principal Brown put it, 

"There's nothing worse than a dysfbnctional team relationship where everybody's at odds 

al1 the time." She felt that since collegiality, that is a relationship built on honesty and 

trust, was fostered by shared beliefs about teaching, then it was important to match team 

members in terms of these shared beliefs. The matching. according to the vice principal, 



allowed the team to be stronger because "when you've matched and you've chosen and 

you're solid then it's another level of team, like, it's really a meshed team in terms of 

thinking and beliefs and how you operate." 

During my visit at Hillside Elementary School, teachers were requested to 

complete a Team Development survey. Items on this survey, such as the following, 

suggested the importance of collegid relationships for the development of strong team: 

to what extent do I feel a real part of the tearn 
how safe is it in this team to be at ease, relaxed, and myself 
to what extent do I have pnvate thoughts, unspoken reservations, or unexpressed 
feelings and opinions that I have not felt comfortable bringing out in the open? 

Also, the staff handbook suggested that team partners grew professionally while being 

rnutually supportive. 

Collegial relationships in the school were emphasized in terms of teaming 

relationships. However, there was an effort by some in the school to foster collegial 

relations in the staffas a whole. Whereas there were plenty of informal opportunities 

outside of organized, fomal meetings in the daily class~oorn situation for Hillside sta f f  to 

socialize as tearns, there appeared to be fewer occasions whereby the siflrnet informally 

as a group. The staffroom, as already addressed, was frequently used during the day for 

educationai activities by teachers and students. However, outside of the group of teachers 

who used it for a lunchroom each day, the staffroom was underutilized as an informal 

gathenng spot. To encourage socialization among the teachers, the school's social 

cornmittee initiated a Fnday treat day whereby each week a different group of selected 

teachers would bring food to share with the entire staffat recess time. An announcement 



would be made each Friday inviting teachers to gather in the staffroom. This was 

considered to be an opportunity which would foster the interpersonal relationships of 

teachers at HiIlside. On a more UIformal basis, on Fnday of each week meen to twenty 

teachers would gather at a nearby mail for lunch. I observed teachers use this time to share 

both personal and professional stories. 

Ted felt that coUegial relations, particularly within a team, required a relationship 

among the teachers built on ma and honesty. As he explained it: 

You have to have people thai are comfortubIe cuming up and sqying, you 
ktaw whcrt, p u  made a heck of a lot of noise tockry. 1s there rmy way we 
c m  work that out?' cmdreake thal they 're not knockingytm for making 
noise because that 's what you hod to do - but work it art. W 's p m ~  of 
the comfort Zevel. 

Indeed tmst, or lack of it, among tearn members seemed to be what one of the Prirnary 

Team teachers was tdking about here when she described this problem: 

Andnow where there 's four of us ir also means that social relutionships 
huppen So if one teacher d l  talk about something, another one jeels 
lep out. Ifwo others do something, Ifeel Zeff our. One teacher and I offen 
get into conflcb and the others are in the middle and thai's awfu. So 
that 's QISO hm4 when you have a l e m ,  you h e  social relatiomhips, d 
that c m  be really dzflcully to mix personaliiies. 

According to another teacher on the Pnmary Team, fostering collegial relationships 

among teachers in the school was problematic because of the teaming structure. She felt 

that Principal Butler, in prornoting the teams, contributed to the "downfall of the rest of 

the school." She felt that the staffwas a good one, but that emphasis on the tearning 



aspect created "pockets." She described the isolating effed that that had on their team at 

the beginning of the school year. 

Inejirst month and a h y w e  di&? talk to anyone eZse except the farr of 
us. Like we never went out of the rwm ami we ale lunch at mir desh and 
we 'd do everything in here. And even the principrl and vice principal, I 've 
never had so Iittle contact with them and again, with it being such a big 
school. nlp r e m s  seem to be so sey-suflcient thaï it doesn 5 lend itself to 
the bigger piciure. I f  there 's o problem on your team you need to go 
somewhere eZse for support. Uyou huven 't built any relcttionships with 
anyhdy else, it 's very dzflmh 

Educafor hofcrsionalisrn: ColIegiaIity - Junior Team 

Ester also spoke about the importance of trust for collegial relations within a 

teaching team. As she explained "There's a lot of communication that has to happen and 

tmst that the person is cornmunicating what they Say they're cornmunicating." Both Ester 

and Louise felt that they could be honest with each other. However they aiso felt that 

since they had similar expectations for their students in terms of behaviour and academic 

outcomes, then this made it easier for them to be trustworthy and honest with each other. 

As Louise pointed out, "You need to fhd someone you can click with." She descnbed an 

earlier teaming experience whereby she worked with individu& with whom she had not 

been happy to be working. Not that they were "bad" teachers, but because their 

expectations and views were very direrent from her own. 

With regard to collegiality among teachers on a staff-wide basis, Ester provided 

severai insights. She believed that staffcollegiality had deteriorated since she had first 

corne to the school. There was a time when at "8:30 every morning you'd go down to the 

staffroom and have coffiee around the table." And at recess time "you would not miss 



going in there because there were so many jokesters." She was quick to point out that this 

was not a negative refledon on the group of people that were there presently, because 

many of them stiii iiked to joke around and were professional in their interactions with 

each other. But teachers did not voluntarily go to the staffroorn anyrnore. Ester was not 

sure why this was so, but believed that it might have been due to the increase in student 

and teacher population. She felt that with the larger group there were fewer opportunities 

for contact. In addition to the increased number of teachers, the woridoad had increased: 

Even recess tirne. I mean, most of the teachers that 1 have been with are 
doing things at recess time. Like it 's not the teaching part that 's gotten 
any hurder but it 's al2 the documentation, the paper work, the 
requirements of things that have to be done and the things that the 
principal wants us to do, it 's just growing and grmuing and growing so 
whot do you eut, you cut your recess. Y m  dm 't get a break in the &y. For 
three month Louise und 1 had one day where we 've been able tu sit dmn 
and have coflee together so we could sit und plan. Well we don 't do thatl 
we plan on thejly and it 's a good thing that we think uZike ond have sort 
of the m e  idear because you 'd never get it to work. 

Ester agreed that the teams may have contributed to the apparent weakening of staff 

collegiality in that some tearns were self-sufficient. Louise had a similar position: 

1 think that there me some t ems  thut have become v e v  close and haw 
sort of included u few members of the staff so that there 's almost like a 
lirtle clique and zt 's ahosi ri little group of students, teachers that have 
become Iik their own liirle clique. And when you teach on a staflthis 
large people are going to jonn dzflerentj%endrhips with d~flerent groups 
so you 're going to see those digerences. I think we have u long way to go 
on this staflto become a staff that, noi only do we work in teams, but thai 
you [belong to a larger] group. 

Ester believed that the cornmittee structure contributed to school wide collegiality in that 

it provided a way to penetrate strong, self-sufficient teams. In other words, teachers were 

not stuck in their own little group because "you had to go out and interact with other 
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segments and everybody has to be on two cornmittees and you're responsible for reporting 

back." 

Professional growth is said to be fostered when there is a cornmitment to 

professional learning which involves a willingness to engage in self reflection and critically 

examine current practices, a desire to pursue opportunities to develop new understandings 

about cumculum and instruction, and a belief in the need to improve (Cavanagh & Dellar, 

1996). The data anaiysis demonstrated that there was commitment to professional growth 

fiom d perspectives, but there were dinerences across perspectives in what aspect of 

professional growth was emphasized. 

Eductzîor RofessionaIism: Professional Growth - Distrid 

The following categories emerged as what the district considered to be important 

to professional growth: 

i. Profession~l G w h  P h  

Planned professional growth was a high prionty with the District. According to 

the documents examined, teachers were expected to use a varïety of sources, especially 

the district prepared "Indicators of Effective Teaching," to help them develop their plan. 

Goals, objectives, and indicaton were to help teachers "focus their thinking on improving 

their professional practice" (Development Track and Administrative Track, p. 18). 



ii. Peer Cwching & MenIoring 

Another means to developing teacher professionalisrn included peer coaching 

because "professional dialogue groups don? just happen; they must be stnxtured" 

@T&T, p. 42). Coaching relationships were considered to be a vital part of irnproving 

teaching performance, and consequently, student achievement (AT&DT, p. 59). Peer 

coaching was conducive to helping teachers develop, implernent and review their 

Professional Growth Plan @T&T, p. 23). 

Apart fiom stmctured dialogue in the form of peer coaching, mentoring was also 

viewed as a means to achieve professional goals (AT, DT, p. 2). 

iii. Crificd Refection 

Critical reflection was considered a necessary part of the professional growth 

process, but first of aiJ teachers needed "an awareness and an understanding of appropriate 

programrning and teaching strategies" (AT&DT) to aid critical reflective thinking. 

Teachers were encouraged to use "hdicators of Effective Teaching as a guide for 

reflection on professional practice" (AT&DT). 

iv. Action Research 

Teachers were encouraged to participate in "action research" and become involved 

"in their own inquines in their classrooms and schools" (Development Track and 

Administrative Track, p. 36). 
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Edrrcdur pt.ofessionalicm: Rofessiooal Growth - Srirool 

The following categories emerged from the perspective of the School as what was 

considered important to professional growth. 

i. Peer Coaching dt Mentoring 

Principal Butler believed in the value of peer coaching and saw tearning as being 

one means to foaering this kind of professional development. The vice principal offered 

fûrther support for team teaching dong these lines in that she felt that teaming provided a 

built-in support system whereby teachers would have someone they could "run things by" 

and get inunediate "feedback and input fiom somebody else [when dealing] with difficult 

students." Interestingly the team that the principal saw as being the one that was 

fbnctioning %est" in the school had described how they had learned from each other 

through their team teaching. One them stated: 

1 f m d  a real benejit in that this is my firsf year in a clàssroom and1 felt 
like o first year leucher coming into ihe c ~ ~ o u r n .  1 was really no? m e  
exact& how grade Xs l e m .  I've never Oeen fiII-time in the class~oom und 
I forrd I Zeamed so much and l don 't rhink 1 could do that going into a 
class~oorn and being in a closecl room- I don 't think 1 would l e m  nearly 
as much. 

A beginning teacher had similar views on the value of peer coaching in a tearning situation. 

She felt, "seeing experienced teachers in action helps you know that you are on track." 

ii. Crifical Refection 

According to the staff handbook (p. 15), "teaming affords teachers the 

opportunities to reflect on, to reassess, and to expand professional practices." One 
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teacher described how a team of teachers with a good professiond relationship would 

practice critical reflection in the process of teaming. Critical reflection would corne from 

"bouncing stuff off each other and the change of ideas." 

There was evidence of critical reflective thinking in informal gatherings as well. 

For example, the teachers who did gather for lunch either in the stafh-oom or on Fndays 

at the mal1 were eequently engaged in professional discussions which led them to question 

their practices. On one such occasion during the week of parent/teacher interviews, one 

teacher reported a parent confessing that she was "disappointed in the Canadian school 

system." This prompted an airing of teacher views on the advantages and disadvantages of 

team t eaching . 

iii. Imervicing 

Principal Butler felt that team building was important; however, it did not just 

"happen." Whereas Hillside staffhad been involved in a tearn building program at the end 

of the previous year, he wasn't sure that it had been "canied through." The problem in 

that was that they had had "few professional development days" and he "wrestle[d] with 

how you provide the professional development." He was aware that some of his 

colleagues in other schools held regular professiond development after school. While 

Hillside Elementary teachers were involved in after school literacy professional 

development, the principal was reluctant to impose more professionai development of this 

type as many teachers were already working at the school late into the evening. 
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Educutor PTofarinalism: Profdonal  Growth - Pn'mty Team 

The foIlowing categories emerged fiom the perspective of the Primary Tearn as 

significant to professional growth. 

Al1 teachers on the Primary Team demonstrated critical reflective thinking in 

discussions about their teaching. Gai1 descnbed how she often changed her ideas about 

discipline fiorn year to year. As she explained it, "Through experience you can see what's 

working and what's not." Ted supported this view that teaching practices should change 

through thinking about what works and what doesn't work. As he suggested, "We know 

very little about what we're doing." Consequently, "to resist change is to Say that we have 

a utopia. Well we don? have a utopia and we've got a lot of learning ail1 that has to be 

done." Beniie suggested that cntical thinking is not something that adults learn very 

easily : 

I think critical thinking is very hard to teach when you 're an uduk 1 fhink 
I 'm a crirical thinker because my parents îaught me to be a critical thinker 
and 1 think I was kind of bom that way. 

Furthemore, her expenence infonned her that cntical thinking needed to be modeled in a 

school. She explained her reasoning as follows: 

The on& tirne I've ever seen change Nt colleaguer to do critical thinking is 
when you 're constantly mode ling critical thinking, not beccruse you 're 
trying to change them but just because you ore [a criticd thinkerJ and 
you 're going out on a Zimb because fhey 're maybe gonna hate you. 

What Bernie was refemng to here was her experience with changing racist attitudes in 

teachers by constantly questioning common teaching practices. 



ii. Fonnal Courses 

Mavis was completing a masters program and aîtended evening classes once a 

week. The course work involved a lot of reading and writing assignments which 

demanded a considerable amount of her tirne each week. 

Educator Pro fessionalism: Professional Growth - Junior Team 

Three categories emerged fiom the perspective of the Junior Team which were 

related to the professional growth of teachers. 

Louise drew attention to the need forplmned professional growth. She beiïeved, 

like others did, that aithough teaming was essentidly a good thing, the promotion of team 

"spirit" was at the expense of developing a collegial and collaborative staff. Part of the 

reason for this was because with such a large staffit was inevitable that there would be 

different expectations: 

I don 'Z think we 've reaZZy sa! down mid decided thai. We have snt down 
and decided that this is whal we wmr as a school but 1 don 't think we 've 
all got into it yet. We sat down and pied to corne up with areas thur we as 
a school wanted to work on, improve, develop. but again people didn 't 
really ugree where we were headed There are a lot of people rhar are 
frusfrratd mi, you know, if  's a new process. 

Inasmuch as Ester felt that planned professional growth to be important, she 

redized the magnitude of the task of fostering a collegiality and collaborativeness in a staff 

that was constantly changing: 



WeZZ ï think i fMok [the principov c d d  get a st@ thut woul' stick 
together - now, you 're abcîys going 20 lose a fw teachers here rmd there 
- and sort of develop a ZittZe more colZegiaZity between the tems, thcri we 
are a st@ But then again, y m  have teachers that me  coming midgoing 
because of parental leaves and Ieaves of absence and sick leaves and so 
it 's very lmge d l ' m  not sure how it will ever work 

ii. Peer Cwching and M e n t h g  

Both Ester and Louise saw the value of team teaching for learning fiom their 

peers. Ester's first teaching experience was in a team arrangement and she described the 

"big, open area" where there were "four or five of them, and 1 could see the different 

styles that they used and the dflerent things that they tried." Ester stated that she had 

done a lot of observation and remembered how she learned how to deal with various 

classroom situations: 

1 wasn 5 ovenvhelmed with h i n g  my own clms at the time which 1 think 
is toughfor a new teacher to corne in andget thrown into a new clms and 
1 had that whole year to see how teachers deal with certain w e s  ofkih, 
certain situations, the whole gambit, 4 1  sor~ oflelt confident thai i 
could do it myself using some of the techniques that they did. 

Louise described how tearning with Ester provided them with opportunities to  

tearn fiom each other: 

WeIZ, with my teachingpartner mdl. she has sfrengtthr in mem, for 
euimpe, in the science area, rhal I don? have. Thar 's not the stronger 
point of my program. My stren~h zs in the mfs und the clrama, that side of 
it. II's almost like a professional dewlopment, 1 see the things that she 's 
doing, she sees the things thal I'm doing rmd then, ifwe 're not teaching 
together nextyem, I'II remember when she did that. And so that 's very 
nice. 



iii. Action ResearcMonnaI Courses 

Louise explained how she incorporated research with the sîudents in her classroorn 

in a research project for a university wune she was doing "to see the effect of 

drarndmusic on writing." She was planning to examine the process and the results. 

Louise was also enroiled in a masters program and was currentiy completing the last 

course and conternplating what kind of research she would do for the thesis. 

IV. Leadership 

Three subcategones emerged fiom the data analysis which may be descnbed as 

pertaining to leadership: 

A. Principal as Facilitator 
B. Teacher Empowement 
C. Community as Partner 

A. Leadership: PtÏnci~al as Facilitator 

School principals who encourage the professional growth of colleagues, support 

the ideas of shared planning and decision making, and attempt to share power by 

encouraging teachers to exercise their professional judgement and accept responsibility for 

the educational and organizational goals of the school, are considered to be facilitators in 

the educational process (Cavanagh & DeiIar, 1996). 



Leadership: Rincipal us Facilitaior - Dirfr*ct 

According to District documents exarnined, the principal's role in the school 

shouId be that of facilitator: 

administrators facilitate project success @eveloprnent Track and Administrative 
Track, p. 26) 
administraton facilitate teachers working together (Development Track and 
Administrative Track, p. 26) 
facilitate collegial relationships, support involvement in professional activities 
(Development Track and Administrative Track p. 12) 

Leadership: Pkincijmf as FaciZitafor - School 

P ~ c i p a l  Butler felt that he facilitated children's learning at Hillside Elementary 

School through facilit ating teachers" growth: 

I wmr tu see growth in everyone. And sometimes Ifind thut people are 
satisfid with where they are and ihat 's where they wunt to stay. I really 
try to work with those people to shaw t h  there are areas they h m  ro 
look ut Ni order to p w .  My feeling is if1 do a goodjob at my Zevel then 
thaljilters dawn to the children. 

The principal felt that it was a challenge to be a facilitative leader in that staff members 

had different expectations for the principal's role. regards to the fnistrations some 

teachers were having with the committee stnicture, and considering how some teachers 

felt compelled to be on the comrnittees and participate in the clubs, he tried to make it 

clear to them that the committee structure was something that had been initiated by staff. 

It was incumbent upon teachers themselves to make deoisions about whether or not they 

had tirne to serve on comrnittees: 



And that 's the st?wggZe t k f  I b e  with &inistration in that you have 
power simpiy by the position thof you me in And this stoffstiIZI Ifind it 
usuaZZy takes about three or fmyeurs  befoe the st@Zemnr ro fr~styou 
enough so rhey c m  come ami .y. 'This is stupid W y  me we &hg this? ' 
Some of them m e  at that stage andsome have worked with me before so 
they hm>e no problems coming to me. But others think they 'w got to do it 
(serve on cornmittees] because, midyet it [committee structure] wasn Y a 
decision 1 made. it wus a decision stf lmade. But that 's the stwggle ~hat 
we go through. 

Principal Butler was correct in that teachers differed in their interpretation of his role as 

facilitator. For exarnple, one teacher believed that shared decision-making was considered 

important by the principal: 

Now with Mmk, his approach is much more team buse4 much more t e m  
building going on. When I staried 1 suggested we hme a [pmticuZm] 
committee md no one hod ewn ihought of a committee. They never had 
cornmittees before. Now we h e  committees for just about everything. So 
hopefully thol sort of spreads the decision-making mongst everybody and 
ii also makes sure thut everybody har un opportunity to be part of the 
decision-muking in some capacity. 

Another teacher, however, quipped the following in response to my question about where 

the treats came h m  during recess one Fnday: "They come from us. There's a list. It's 

very stnichired. Everything's stmctured around here." The nature and tone of the 

response suggested that this teacher felt that there was no choice about participating in 

this activity. 

It seemed that teachers may have been getting rnixed messages with regards to 

s e ~ n g  on committees. There may not have been overt pressure from the administrators in 

the school regarding committee responsibilities. However, it was clear in the staff 

handbook what the expectation was: 



it is expected that ail staffwili share in extra cunicular clubs, groups and 
cumculum responsibilities. Ideaily each staffshould be on two cornmittees with a 
major (chair) and minor (cornmittee member) responsibility (Staff Handbook, p. 7) 

The cornmittee structure, therefore, was initiated by the staffand endorsed by the 

administrators. However, what is not clear is jua how many teachers shared a belief in the 

effectiveness of this type of arrangement. 

Leadership Principal ar Faciliiator - Rimary Team 

The Pnmary Tearn teachers were unanirnous in their belief that Principal Butler 

was approachable and open to stsinput. One exarnple of this was when, at the beginning 

of the year, Mark would Vary the public announcements routine. The PNnary Team 

teachers felt that this confused their students, whom they believed needed regular routines 

to help them adjust to school Iife. They met with the principal, discussed their concems 

and the morning announcements were routinized to their satisfaction. With regard to the 

Primary Team teachers' concems about the younger children serving detention, they opted 

not to discuss it with Mark. They did not raise this concem with him because they felt that 

it was better to have consistency rather than different consequences for the primary 

students and the junior students. Nevertheless, they felt that if they had met with the 

principal, then he would have been understanding and perhaps a change would have been 

made. 

However, similar to other teachers' views at Hillside, one of the Primary Team 

teachers felt that Mark should have been a linle more directive in encouraging al1 teachers 

to collaborate and share the workload. With regards to the getting teachers to participate 



in the clubs, she felt that the sign-up sheet method that they were presently using was fine. 

However, the narnes of those teachers who were already on cornmittees that were very 

demanding should not be put on the lia, or at the very least, the nmes of those teachers 

who were not busy should be put on the top of the lia. As she put it: 

So 1 think that would be a pegect wuy, ïfMrk's wmting to get people out 
and do more, hrrw more supervision from the st@ e.speciaIlyfrorn the 
people thnr don 't do anything, that w d d  be the perject opportunity to 
look ut the stfllisi, see h m  mmy people you have a d  then stmt 
crossing ofi 'Okay, Victoria 's doing music, so and so does this, M m * e  '.s 
doing checkers. So the unes that are lefi are divided up. These me the 
ones that are expected to do the expa things. 

This Primary Team teacher realized, however, that these activities were extra-curricular, 

required voluntary help and, therefore, could not be mandated. StiIl, she felt that it was 

something that the principal needed to explore with the staff. 

Leadership: Principal as Facilitator - Junior Team 

Louise and Ester felt that Hillside Elementary's principal sought staff input and 

valued shared decision making. Louise described it this way: 

I think for the most part Mark goes to the stafi asks their opinion, lIisrens 
to the feediuckfrom the conveners who m e  open sent out toj»td out how 
the st@ feels. nie conveners bring zt back to hirn and then he  sur^ ofwill 
make a decision. v w e  haven 't been able to conte to a decision ourselves 
open he h m  IO make the decision. I think he very much wmts it tu be staff 
decisiom, thzngs t .  we have agreed to pn4 aga»i, it 's drficuZt to get 
100% agreement on unything. 

Whereas Ester agreed with Louise that the principal believed in cultivating a collaborative 

relationship with staffand was committed to shared decision making, she felt that he 

should be more directive in the decision-making process. Ester felt the lengthy process 



that was involved in getting staff input on al1 decision making was the-consuming and 

non-productive and, therefore, should be the responsibility of the principal: 

Some of those little fhings, that 's why Mrak's here, make those decisions, 
infom me, that 'sfine. Other things, yes, maybe then I do wmt IO have 
input. But thal 's a tough cal]. Whut 1 think 1 want inpur on, maybe 
srnebody else doesn 't cme about. But there has to be, you have ro draw 
that Izne Pnd say, 7'1' the principarl. 1'21 make a decision on this one. ' 
Becmrse ozhenvise you end up with way. way too much inpur. You con 'Z 
ger for@ people to agree. 

As Ester put it, "They've been given the training and the job, so make the decision 

personally." The principal should be guided by the question, '?s this sornething you [Il 

need staffïnput on or is this something that 1'11 make the decision and inform them?" 

8. leaders hi^: Teacher Empowennent 

Teacher empowerrnent occurs when teachers willingIy accept invitations to share 

in the planning, organinng and implernenting processes that go into achieving educational 

and organizationai goals (Cavanagh& Dellar, 1 996). Teachers who feel empowered have 

some sense of sharing control over what takes place in the classroom and school. 

Leadership: Teach er Empowmmeni - District 

The following statement suggests that leadership in the school rests primarily with 

the principal: 

the teacher cooperates with and assists the principal (Xndicators of Effective 
Teaching, p. 9) 

Nevertheless, it was a District expectation that teachers share accountability in "achieving 

system goals and objectives" (Strategic Directional Statements, 1995-98). Also, teachers 
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were expected to participate in program and instructional planning with colleagues and 

support school-wide adVities. Administrators were encouraged to facilitate teacher 

COU aboration and cokgiality. 

Leadership: Teacher Empowerment - School 

One teacher explained the process of decision making, and the extent to which the 

teachers were involved in the process at HiIlside Elementary: 

WelZ, I think we arrive ot a consensus the way my group of thirty would 
with a ZOZ of dz&?mZty d a  lot ofdismssion. ïbere will ahvays be some 
people who go a w q  disappointedat the outcoine but we have to go on a 
democratic system We Zike to, we get all the idas out. sort of an open 
forum, just to say what you feel and we tend to tabulate those cmd then 
they 're brought to rnaybe a smaller commiltee io mak the final decision. 
Those decisiom me mu& implemented the school cornmittee makes a 
decision, then they bring it back tu stqf/ for confirmation and if there 's 
any concerns thar are brmght up al that point then we can modrfy the - 
stufldecision as a whole. 

Several teachers in the school acknowledged that they were part of the decision making 

process. They expressed satisfaction in that they had participated in the decisions about 

the composition of their teaching teams. The principal felt that teachers should be 

empowered to make decisions, and that they should be accountable for these decisions. 

Team teaching was one way in which teachers could be held accountable: 

Some of them [eachersj have never had to be accountable to anybody 
else for what they do. I think that they should be accmntable because I'm 
not going to be in there dl rhe time. Parents me not gong to be in fhere 
(iI! the time. . . .A plus thar comes out of feaming is thal those who tend to 
si1 back aren 't ahved  to do that. 

It would seem that the principal's belief was that the more involved teachers became 

involved with each other, the more collaboration that went on, and the more teachers 



shared in the decision making process, whether on a classroom team, or on a school 

comrnittee, then the more likely teacher accountability for shidents' leaming would be to 

each other and not to administration or some other extemal source. 

One teacher held a similar view regarding the accountability aspect that was 

inherent Ui the stnicture of the committees at Hillside. That is, by its very nature, 

committees irnposed accountability on teachers. This was considered to be important for 

those teachers who did not voluntarily accept the full responsibility that went with being a 

teacher: 

It 's more stnrciured here each yem that I've been here. 1 'm a firm 
believer in t h t .  becmrse there 's a greut vm-dion of commim>enifrom 
next io zero to what doyou want me to do next? Some people say ihey [ove 
their job and other people, it is a job and ihat 's it. We b e  people on s t f l  
that are not here Mer the kidr are aZlawed to ieave and a couple of those 
do not even corne in emly in the moming but that 's ail, on& o few. 1 think 
they need the recognition d l  do think they need the stniciure. 

However, this teacher felt also that administrators should take a more directive role in the 

decision-making process: 

1 ihink there har to be a certain amount of very specific direction because 
many people want it und there 's a few ihat need it. . . .I think a lot of it 
should be sn~ctured ïhere should be spectpc directions. IIfully expect 
them [adminis~ra~ors] to take some initiative und some direction or force 
direction. n o s e  people are making $1 00,000. They are responsible for us. 
ïhy are respomible for students. n e  only thing is with ahinistration, 
I'd like the option of hm>ing some input and vit cornes d m  to o botrom 
line and1 still have to do this, ~hat 'sfine, but you know where I srand on 
it. 

There were indications of other teachers in the school who felt that the principal should be 

more directive in the school, especially when teachers were experiencing problems in 



making decisions. One example of this was when the teachers at HiUside had to develop 

their own preparation time schedule. One teacher described the scene: 

They [school committee]put up this big chart paper cmd 40 teachers went 
in with stickies d p u t  up what they wunted or whatever ami ifyou had a 
really strong t e m ,  not even team, t e m  member, individfrals who wouldn 't 
budge m d  they wouIdn't lisren to you. . . . It was very dzflcult and tt was 
the end of Zast yem and people were shtting dom mental& and then this 
came up. It was reaZZy tooth and nail mai it was dz~cul t .  We di& 'I get 
what we wmted fpreparation peri* in theefirst place so we made some 
c h g e s  within ourselves. 

When questioned about this process, another teacher replied, "1 think the administration 

should amdly  block times, iike, the grade 1s should be here, the grade Zs, 3s, 4s, 5s 

should be there, etc." Ln other words, this teacher felt that the administrators at Hillside 

should have taken a more directive role in the planning of the preparation penod schedule. 

Stiil another teacher agreed, stating, "1 would have liked it if the administration got more 

involved." However, she understood that "they were trying to let us do the decision 

making which is excellent, but the hstration level was high on the staff." 

Leadership: Teacher Empowerment - fimag Team 

As stated, according to the principal, one of the benefits of teaming was that it 

placed accountability in the hands of the teachers themselves. Instead of only being 

accountable in an external sense, accountability would be part and parcel of the everyday 

teaching experience in that teachers would hold each other responsible for teaching and 

Ieaming. As earlier addressed, Ted suggested, as did others at Hillside Elementary, that a 

workable team teaching relationship was possible only if the teaming arrangement was 

built on honesty and trust. However, for teachers who set high expectations for 



themselves, and for those who wanted others to think of them highly, exposing themselves 

on a daily basis was stressful. When describing feelings associated with an incident 

whereby she becarne hstrated with a student one day and shouted at him, Bernie raised 

issues of control, t m a  and honesty associated with the dynamics of teachers working 

together and being accountable to one another: 

For me I want control over that image [of herselfas a teacher]. It 's not 
that I don Y want unyone to bow,  but I wcmi control over it in the sense 
that 1 want Mmk [the principay to knaw that I lose control. I wunt him to 
know thar I do it and that zt 's not okoy andl want to laugh about it with 
him because I wmt him to know me us Q person and1 want to build my 
h ~ s t  with him and I know thut y m  hmte to disclose these things. But I 
don? wani him ta catch me. Do you know what I mem? 1 want me to 
decide when I'm going to fell him- I want to knaw when I tell i r  I control 
that it 's funny. 1 con~ol who heard il. 

Not only was Bernie reticent about displaying her perceived imperfections as a teacher to 

the principal, but she had misgivings about presenting them to her team members as well. 

And Mavis and l me more competitive with each other thm either of us 
are with GaiIl because both of us me similar in the sense that we have 
very high evectations ojourselves. Sol for instmzce, 1 don 't want Mmis tu 
know those things about me. I don 't want her to know I yelled at Romrie 
und lprobably woukah 't tell those stories very often in front of her. And if 
1 did I wouldprobably be even more hilarious about it. Or stressing more 
h m  1 know how bad it is - t h ~ t  's my [ittle jlm. 

Considenng that Bernie worked on a daily basis in a tearning relationship with three other 

teachers, this type of stress would have been fkequent in light of her admission that she 

wanted to control her image, was competitive with at least one team member and held 

extremely high expectations for herself as a teacher. Without a team relationship built 

solidly on honesty and trust, this teacher was not cornfortable with being accountable to 

her peers. 



Leadership: Teucher Empowmment - Junior Team 

When asked how much input the staffhad in decision making, Ester replied: 

WelZ, in some respects too much und in some too lillle. 1 feel there me too 
many meetings and too many cüscussiom about the same thing. It 's getting 
better ihis yem, but laFi yem the first seven staf/cmd division meetings, 
one topic was repeated seven times. 11 was repeated because zt ha& 5 been 
resolved or something changed or this group had said this ami this g r o ~ p  
had said that. 

In her opinion, it wasn't necessary or efficient to spend so much tirne on matters that 

might remotely affect the teaching and learning process. However, there were issues in 

which she did want to have input so that she would have some sense of control over how 

things were done: 

Staflng for nue, where I'll be teaching, anything that has to do with the 
&ily runnings of my classroom. But things to do with the buses or, who 
covers for cmetaking, or how much photocopy m e r  needr to be ordered. 
the mun&ne things, 1 don5 wanf to be involved with. Anything thar iurs to 
do with rny teaching the kidr, the kidr themselves, or the org~zut ion of 
the school then 1 do think I want to be involved in thal. 

Louise felt that the teachers at Hillside varied in attitudes in terms of the their reactions to 

new ideas and new suggestions: 

1 îhink some teachers are very open to hying new things and doing new 
things and working with nou people cmd l think some teachers are no so 
open to it. I think sometimes it has to do with the mmber of yeas the 
teacher h a  been teaching. Some teochen have pied many, many dlfferent 
ways and they 've, they 're sort of comjoriable doing what they 're dohg 
right now. Asking people to change is a dzficult thing sometimes. So, you 
know, some of us are very open 10 it, some of us me, well 'il%y' on it and 
some people are happy with change. 

However, according to Louise, sharing in the decision-making presented "the opportunity 

for people. . .to voice their opinions and their thoughts." This process was an empowenng 
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one whereby teachers were able to take part in what went on at Hillside Elementary 

School. 

Data which suggested that the cornmunity members were vaiued not only as a 

resource in terms of e ~ c h i n g  the cumcuhm, but as partners in terms of sharing in the 

decision-making processes involved in pursuing educational goals were coded as 

community as partner. 

Leadership: Communi~ as Purtnm and Resource - District 

According to the documents exarnined, the community was viewed as a resource: 

O [the teacher] appreciates and acknowledges the contributions of parent and 
comrnunity volunteers (Indicators of Effective Teaching, p. 8) 
[the teacher] provides a variety of experiences in the comrnunity and brings outside 
resources into the classroom (Indicators of Effective Teaching, p. 13) 

Though references were made to the community as parmer, the statements centred 

around open communication, assisting parents in helping their children succeed, and 

developing business partnerships: 

al1 schools have at least one fomal community/labour business parinership as well 
as other informal arrangements (Strategic Directional Statments, 1995-98) 

a al1 schools work with cornmunity partners such as parents, Parks and Recreation, 
community centres, local libraries, service agencies, police services, public health, 
child care, senice groups, key contracts in the cornmunity and Saturday programs 
such as International Languages, Continuing Education, tutoring and cultural 
groups, to establish strong local connections (Strategic Directional Statrnents, 
1995-98) 
Constant communication between teachers, students and parents keeps our 
programs vital and our students challenged and productive (Mapping Students' 
Success) 



Leadership: Commvnity as Partna and Raource - Sdiool 

There were many indications of the importance of the community as a resource for 

Hillside Elementary School. The following statements came f?om the school news letter: 

we are aiways happy to welcome seniors with their special gifts and sense of 
history (School Newsletter - Sept.) 
we really appreciate [student's name] father's contribution of three boxes of 
hardcover books to Our library (School Newsletter - Dec.) 
Mrs. (Teacher's name) is looking for cushions or stuffed toys for the library 
(School Newsletîer - Dec.) 
we are always seeking and encouraging parent and cornrnunity volunteers to help 
regularly and occasionally in the school assisting in the classroom, library or office 
(School Newsletter - Sept.) 

There were several volunteer-xun programs functioning in the school, one of which had 

been initiated by a retired teacher in the community. It was a literacy program whereby the 

retired teacher had organized community members, through the assistance of the Farnily 

Resource Centre CO-ordinator, to visit the school on a regular basis and listen to the 

students read. In addition to these kinds of programs, 1 observed regular volunteers in 

several classrooms whereby they would be involved in assisting teachers in various ways. 

Whereas the value of the community as a resource was certainly accepted by the 

administrators and many of the teachen at Hillside, the degree to which the community 

was functioning as partner was wanting. According to Principal Butler, this was largely 

because of the cultural diversity of the community population: 

Erpectations of the schwl vas, as well because in some of the d u r e s  
they have been in the school takes care of everything and we just 
encourage and support t h .  And to gel parental im>olvemenf in the 
school und in decision muking is very d~@cuZt. So it 's not their 
expectation but if zs an evectation of the Ministry of Education and l 've 
just mid, 'Whatever you 're cornfortuble with. ' ï3ey come with ques~ims, 
concems. But îhere is no organized concem because parents here are no2 
organized themselves. 



There was considerable effort on the part of the school to keep parents infonned through 

meetings and school news letters. A large sign had been placed near the fiont entrance of 

Hillside, whereby upcorning events and their dates would be posted on a regular basis. The 

following statements demonstrate what was being communicated to the parents: 

we are developing an active, School Council concerned about education and 
assisting the school to provide the best leamhg environment for al1 children. 
Please come and share your ideas. This is not a findraising group. (School 
Newsletter - Sept.) 

a the success of your child's education, in part, depends on how well we work 
together (School Newsletter - Sept.) 

The problem that Hillside was having in terms of getting the cornrnunity involved in 

decision-making is evident in this statement: 

Unable to elect a School Council as tumout was not as large as the first time at the 
Oct. 16 Parent Council meeting. There was a good discussion, however, and 
several suggestions were made as to how to generate a greater understanding of 
the different roles on the Council. Prior to next meeting, we wili send home job. 
descriptions and the time commitment involved for each of the roles on the 
Council. (School Newsletter - Nov.) 

The reluctance of parents to get involved in the fomal decision-making process did not 

abate over the foliowing month: 

We met for the tkrd time on NOV. 27 and we discussed the idea of a formal Parent 
Council, the roles within it and the time commitment involved for the members. 
The consensus of the parents who attended was that they were interested in 
coming out to meetings, asking questions and getting more information about what 
was going on in the school but they did not want a formal council. Therefore, 
Parent Council meetings will conskt of topics of interest to the cornrnunity. The 
next meeting will be Jan. 29 at 7:00 p-m. At that time we will talk about School 
Profiles. (School Newsletter - Dec.) 

The Farnily Resource Centre coordinator explained how the Family Resource 

Centre helped bridge the gap between the school and the community: 



The mie of the Fami& Kesource Centre is to liaison between the schwl 
&inistration and the parents, to facilitate the communication. tfo fill the 
g q  of understandng. ?O providk the parents with the information about 
the s c h d  system anci the teachers and ako to up&te the school sio# 
a h u t  the d~fferent culi<lral backgrounds and the expectationî of the 
dz fferent cultures. 

As the coordinator explained it, the mission statement of the Centre was '%O empower the 

parents to become partners in their chiid's education," by givhg the information about the 

"differences in the system" and the "differences in their expectations." The cultural 

diversity of the cornmunity made the task of getting parents involved in formal decision 

making a challenge: 

It took me a year to convince the parents that we couldgo through the 
staff room Mter schwl to go to the kitchen d g e t  a cup of cofjee but they 
were crfrid So thaf's the fear fhui they have of all these institutions. 

However, things had improved over the years. Though parents were still reluctant to sit on 

school councils, there were more of them volunteenng to help in the school: 

Now we have so many volunteers thar they wmtt IO come und we have a 
lineup for the volunteers t h t  we dm 't how where to put them. But there 
was once when rhere were no volunteers at the school, so it shows how 
they feel conjident with this school, how they feel cornfortable with the 
schooI. R 's just because we have provided them with a21 this information 
thar schwl is not aplace for you tu be Pfrid or intimihted 

One teacher at Hiliside Elernentary felt that the school went "out of its way to make sure 

people are acknowledged, the various cultural groups." The students themselves played a 

role in helping link the school and the corn muni^ in that student ambassadors would act 

as translators at times when adults who did not speak English would visit the school. The 

Family Resource Centre and her assistant also served as translators as they were both 

fluent in several languages. 



Lcadmship: Communiry as Parinet and Resource - Rirnary Team 

The Primary Team teachers believed in the importance of parental involvement for 

enhanced student developrnent. However, they had concerns about the level of interest 

that parents in the community demonstrated in tems of becoming involved in their 

children's education. They realized that there were barriers to overcome, not the least of 

which was language, as many of the parents could not speak Engiish. This made it 

extremely difficult for the teachers to cornmunicate important information to the parents 

and to get much needed feedback from the parents. There was a physical barrier to this 

communication as well. Because of the narrowness of the haüways in the school, the 

parents of these young students were asked not to congregate near the classroom doors 

during times of entry and dismissal. Inaead the parents were invited to wait elsewhere in 

the school. This limited the daily face-to-f?qe contact that teachers and parents might have 
T 

had if the hallway were able to accommodate larger numbers. Furthemore, the Pnmary 

Tearn teachers understood that many of these parents were recent immigrants, just getting 

used tc  a new country and had corne from cultures whereby they were not expected to 

play an active role in their children's education. As Ted described it: 

Thefou parents rhar I have dedt with h e  been very supportive. 1 t h k  
they 're very supportive parents. NOW we don 't seem io huve a very strong 
Home d School Association or Parents Associution Rom thal 
standpoint, so they muy be a Ziltle hesitant. But probably this is a ~I tura l  
thing too. Schwls are sanczuaries. n e y  're held in gzeat esteem and ihey 
don 't counteract or sqy, 'ïhere 's a problem with you guys. ' pistead they 
say]. 'Ym 're up there andyou hm whut you 're doing, and we don 't 
know mything so we 'll let you c q  on and do whut you 're doing because 
it 's got to be righr. ' 



There was evidence of parent volunteers in a couple of the Primary Team teachers' 

classrooms on a sporadic basis, but for the most part these teachers were not satisfied with 

the Ievel of parental involvement. However, given that each of these teachers was new to 

Hillside Elementary, it is conceivable that they would develop this relationship with the 

parents and the cornmunity over tirne. 

Leadership: C o m ~ l n i t y  as Partner- Junior Teum 

Louise felt that the community was a valuable resource for teachers and students 

for a number of reasons. One important reason was related to the disequilibrium between 

teachers and students at Hillside in terrns of the former being primarily a homogeneous 

group while the latter was so culturally diverse: 

Ifwe go out into the community, 1 think we canjind role rnodels for the 
kidr and bringpeople in. AndPd those role models in the cornmuniîy or 
sports people thal these kidr sort ofmodel themselves aflr, und try to 
show them this is the route thal you need to take flthar's where you wcmt 
to be. 

However, it was necessary to have the support of parents as weil because "for al1 the work 

we do here in the classroom, if it's not also being supported at home, it's very difficult." 

According to Louise, teachers' greatest challenge in terms of fostenng students' academic 

or behavioural development was lack of support fiom home because "there is that check 

to make sure it's being done at home." There needed to be community support for school 

rules and if that doesn't happen, ifparents and teachers and adults in the community don? 

provide role models, then what can we expect fiom the children?" 



Ester suggested that most parents were "veq concemed with their kids" 

education" but many just didn't seem to want to get Uivolved. Louise admitted that there 

were a number of parents who were dready involved. However, there were some parents 

in the community who believed the school to be separate fiom the home and that there 

should be no partnership between the two. Both she and Ester agreed that this was a 

culturally induced phenornenon. As Louise put it: 

Because of the cultures they cornefrom, the school wus Zookd afler at 
school. You weren 't expected as u parent tu make sure your child did their 
homework That was the school's job, and that wer the consequeme. And 
there are some pmene in this neighbourhood, I mean, i f s  alrnost Iike they 
send their chilciken here because it 's aplace they have to go during the 
day and they corne home at night mrd they rea& don 't feel any connec tion 
to il. 

Ester added firther insight stating that these parents might not feel that they knew enough 

about the Canadian school system to contnbute. Others were very interested in "helping 

out [but] were somewhat leery to speak to the teachers." She conjectured that this might 

be out of reverence or respect. According to Louise, this challenge of reaching out to the 

comrnunity and increasing parental involvement was beginning to be met at Hillside 

We have at the beginning of the yem oparentheacher night where the 
parents me invited into the school and that 's the evening when we 
orignal& tell the purents the expectations we have for the child this year, 
in this clmsrwrn and in the school. So i f 's  a kind of constant reminder of 
what the expectutions of the school me. There 's a school hand5ook that 
teachers have and ï believe it 's sent out to students. I believe thar one is 
given to them when they start here ut the school so thai the parents hme 
an idea of what is expected So I think we 're moving towardc that. I think 
we have to get better at it and we huve to get more involved But it 's 
starting so hopefull'y it will continue. 
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While 1 visited with Ester and Louise I observed the difficulties they had in terms of trying 

to schedule meetings with parents for the parentlteacher interviews that were being 

conducted. Meetings needed to be scheduled whereby a convenient tirne for al1 teachers 

involved with the student could be arranged. Given the other duties teachers had related to 

cornmittee meetings and club activities, this was a challenge. Trying to mange for a 

translater at the designated meeting tirne added to the challenge. There was also the 

cornplaint that because of culhirally related variations in orientations to time, then some 

parents were not punctual and might even not show at dl. 

Professional and Leadership Cultures: Variations and Conflicts 

Among Underiying Values 

niough there was much consistency in beliefs about leadership and teacher 

professionalism across perspectives, the findings showed that there were some variations 

in these beliefs in ternis of where the emphasis lay. There were not only variations in 

which aspects of leadership and educator professionalisrn were vaiued, but there was 

considerable confiid expenenced where some variations occurred. Nevertheless, as was 

the case for diEerences in beliefs about educational purposes and cumculum , differences 

in beliefs about educator professionalism and leadership did not necessari& generate 

feelings of intense value confiicts within individuds. 



These concepts - variations in beliefs about educator professionalism and 

leadership, and value confiias - are the focus of the remainder of this chapter. A 

comparative analysis of the underlying values which constitute the varied positions, 

leadership and educator professionalism fiom the different perspectives (Le., District, 

School, Team, Individuals), is made. This analysis includes an identification and discussion 

of both the variations in orientations and the nature of the value conflicts which these 

variations in beiiefs fostered in individuals in the school. 

Table 7.3 (see p. 258) displays where the variations in value orientafions 

occurred. An asterisk beside particular numbers indicates that an individual, or individuals, 

articulated expenencing value conflia as a result of a variation in beliefs across 

perspectives. Therefore, the table identifies the occurrence of a.) the variations in beliefs 

about teacher professionalism and leadership through the data analysis; and, b.) the 

articulated value confiicts teachers experïenced as a result of the variation in orientation. 

Both the variations in orientations and the value codicts are addressed in the ensuing 

discussion. 

yariations in Orientations and Value Confiicts # 1 : District and School 

One instance of variation in orientation between the District and the School 

emerged in the data analysis. It is discussed under the category where the variation 

occurred. 



Table 7.3 
lue Coacts Pertai ariations in Value Orimations and Va nia to Profegonal and 

PROFESSIONAL 
& LEADERSHIP 
CULTURES 

Educorot Profusionalism 

CoUa boration 

Collegiali  

Profensionai Growth 

Lcodersh@ 

Principal as Faciïitator 

Teacher Empowermtnt 

6 * i 6 i  Community as Partner 
I=District & School 5=SchooI & Teams 9=Team & Team 
2=District & Teams 6=SchwI & Team 1 O=hdividuais Within a Team 
3= District & Team 7=indhiduals Within a School 1 l=Team & individual 
4= District & individuai 8=School& Individual 12=hdividual 

Value  Contlict Experienced 

Variation and Con/lid # I *: Disirid and Schml - Professional Gt~wlh  

The data analysis revealed that both the District and the School believed in the 

importance of teachers' professional growth for student success. From the perspective of 

the District, providing opportunities for peer coaching and mentonng was an invaluable 

means for facilitating professional growth. Principal Butler, Vice-principal Brown and 
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many of the teachers on staffat Wside  Elementary felt that one very important aspect of 

team teaching was the professional development it provided through peer coaching and 

mentoring. On this point, both perspectives were consistent. Nevertheless, there was a 

variation in beliefs about professional growth inasmuch as there was an emphasis on 

plmned professionai growth from the District perspective. Two documents, "Supe~sion 

for Growth: A professional Growth and Performance Appraisal Program in Schools: 

Indicators of Effective Teaching" and "Supervision for Growth, A Professional Growth 

and Performance Appraisal Program in Schools, Development Track and 

Administrative Track" provided a clear picture, through indicators or statements, about 

what it is to be an "effective" teacher. Teachers were to use these documents to develop 

professional growth plans. It was recommended that the indicators be used to develop 

objectives and goals. It was also suggested that the documents be used by the 

administrators with teachers to clarify understandings of expected practice and to identiG 

areas of focus for classroom observation and teacher improvement . 

Though it cannot be stated with certainty that there was no evidence of plamed 

professional growth at Hillside, it can be said that the emphasis did not rest in these areas. 

The principal did larnent the fact that there were areas of professional development that 

needed attention, particularly pertaining to facilitating the growth of strong, dynamic 

teams. However, as he had put it, there were few days given to teachers for professional 

development. And because so many of the teachers were already ovenvorked, he was 

reluctant to impose professional development inseniicing d e r  hours. This was a value 

conflict that, by his own admission, went unresolved as he "wrestled" with how to solve 
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the dilemma of providing professional development in a much needed area, team building, 

without increasing the workload and stress that he felt teachers were already expenencing. 

Variations in Orientations and Value Conflicts # 6: School and Team 

Two cases of variation in orientation between School and Team emerged in the 

data analysis. One variation in orientation was related to collaboration and the other to 

community as partner. 

Variation and Conflic! # 6% School und Team - Collaboration 

Document and i n t e ~ e w  data demonstrated that the principal at Hillside 

Elementary was fuiiy cornmitted to the collaborative benefits of team teaching. 

Undoubtedly there were variations in teacher cornmitment to team teaching at the school, 

and the Primary Team teachers manifested these variations in cornmitment. These teachers 

professed a more or Iess conditiond philosophical belief in the advantages of tearn 

teaching, both for teachers and students. Whereas each of them had described successful 

collaborative experiences in teaming relationships in the past, their present experience 

seemed to have given them second thoughts, panicularly Bernie, Gai1 and Mavis. Some of 

the misgivings about team teaching they had developed were related to the large number 

of students in the combined classes, the multiplicity of their students' needs which they 

attributed to the cultural diversity ofa recent unmigrant community, and the cornpetitive 

nature and high self-expectations of some of the team members. 
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Initially the team had corne together with enthusiasm and energy. However, 

considering that the four of thern were new to the school, they were undoubtedly in a aate 

of disequilibrium from the start. Furthemore, these teachers had gotten the impression 

that everyone at HiIlside team taught to full capacity and, consequently, they felt pressure 

to make the team work. When they realized that things were not working out as planned, 

they withdrew from the teaming relationship to the point where they would collaborate on 

some aspects of cumculum planning and teaching. However, they seemed to have become 

somewhat disillusioned with the highly collaborative process that a total cornmitment to 

team teaching required. 

Variation and  con^ # 6. School and Teurn - Commirnity as Partner 

While there was much consistency between the School's perspective and the 

Primary Team's perspective in terms of beliefs about the value of parental involvement, 

two-way communication between the school and the community, and cornrnunity input, 

there was a variation in what was being done to foster the development of a partnership 

between the school and the cornrnunity. For example, when one entered Hiliside 

Elementary school prior to classes in the moming and the aftemoon, one was stmck by the 

many parents that were coming and going in the hallway, particularly near the Family 

Resource Centre. As already addressed, it was not unusual to enter the staffkoom dunng 

the day and see a parent or community volunteer working with a student or group of 

students. Several teachers I spoke with described how they had arranged for a parent 

volunteer through the Farnily Resource Centre CO-ordinator. 
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However, these signs of cornmunity involvement were less obvious as one moved 

away fiom the core of the school, that is the main hallway, the staff room, the 

administrators' office and the Family Resource Centre. The Prixnary Team teachers 

realized there were inherent challenges to cultivating a relationship between Wside 

E1ementar-y and a community where many of the people were not fluent in English. This 

was exacerbated by the fact that these teachers were physically removed fiom the centre 

of action and, as addressed already, were unable to pmicipate in the kind of informai 

communication that goes on when parents are able to drop by before and after class. 

Parents who lack confidence because they are in a new country or cannot speak the 

language necessary to communicate are less UeIy to actively seek out teachers on a 

formal basis. Once again, these teachers were new to the school and therefore were just 

beginning to develop relationships with parents and links to the community. 

Variations in Orientations and Value Conflicts # 7: lndividuals Wnhin a School 

Four cases of variation in orientation among Individuals Within a School emerged 

in the data analysis. These variations in orientations were related to the following: i.) 

Collaboration; ü.) Collegiality; iii.) Principal as Facilitator; and, iv.) Teacher 

Empowerment. 

Variation and Confrid # 7% Individuab Wihin the Schoul - Coiiaboration 

The principal and the vice principal at HiIlside were strong advocates for 

~ollaboratively working towards sch001 goals. And many teachers at Hillside believed in 
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the value of collaboration for achieving these goals. Nevertheless, the cornmittee stnicture, 

a staff initiative according to P ~ c i p a l  Butler and confirrned by one the school's 

conveners, was a source of conflict for many teachers. Several teachers expressed feelings 

of being overwhelmed by the numerous meetings imposed on them by expectations to 

serve on two cornmittees. The principal, hirnself, realized that this was the case, but 

seemed to feel that this was something that they would have to work through in a 

collaborative fashion in order to resolve their differences. Still other teachers believed that 

the rigid structure irnposed by these cornmittee obligations stifled their creativity and 

curbed their flexibility. One teacher had indicated that it limited her options because she 

liked to be involved in everything. Perhaps the most signifmnt point was that the primary 

purpose of motivating al1 teachers to share the workload and participate in school planning 

was not realized. Several teachers felt that teachers who were not "pulling their weight" 

previous to the implementation of the cornminees, had continued to reject responsibility 

for duties outside of their regular classroom duties. 

Variation and Conflid # 7': Individuals W ~ h i n  a School - Co ffegiallity 

Inasmuch as collegiality involves teachers interacting with one another in a 

relationship built on respect, it may be said that Hillside Elementary School had a collegial 

staff. Even where there were apparent differences of opinions, 1 observed that teachers 

treated each other in a respecthl manner. This was the case whether teachers were 

informally together at lunch time or at recess time on Friday's Treat Day, or just meeting 

each other in the hallways. However, there were reports of strained relationships among 
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some members of some of the teams and cornmittees. In these situations, where there 

were high levels of commitment required in order to plan and work toward goals, then 

teachers appeared to be less willing to trust one another. So where relationships did not 

require a commitment to collaborative processes, there was greater evidence of collegiality 

among staff members. By cornparison, where interactions between teachers required that 

they participate in meetings, contnbute ideas for debate, share knowledge, discuss 

strategies, compromise and develop cornrnon understandings, then there was less 

collegiality. That is, it was less likely that teachers trusted the relationship enough to risk 

being honest with one another. 

Variation and Conjlct # 7% Individrrals W~thin a School - Hncipol us FaciZirator 

There were variations in teachers' beliefs about the role of the principal at Hillside 

Elementary School. Principal Butler believed that his role was to facilitative growth in 

teachers, and by extension, growth in students. Whereas many teachers at Hillside felt that 

the principal had the best interests of al1 at heart, some felt that he should be more 

directive in some ways. In matters where staEcould not corne to a consensus, then a few 

teachers suggested that it was the principal who should make the decision. These teachers 

felt that too much valuable time was wasted on meetings where some issues were repeated 

umecessarily. It was aiso pointed out that this sometimes worked to the advantage of 

''strong" tearns or "strong" individuals, whereby these individuals or groups would impose 

their values on others. Also, there was the suggestion that teachers need not be involved in 

school decisions which did not directly affect teaching and leaming. In other words, some 
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teachers expected the principal to exercise more control in the school, particularly because 

administrators were trained for the job and were getting paid for that job. This seemed in 

direct contrast to the principal's conception of his role as facilitator and not as one who is 

vested with power and control by Wtue of his position. 

Variation and Confiid # 7*: bdividuîzls WuJiin a Schoof - Teucha Empuwerment 

Closely related to the some teachers' view that the principal should be more 

directive in his role is the notion that there were teachers ais0 who did not want to 

participate in al1 the planning and decision making that went on in the school. This was 

the case especially in situations riddled with conflict whereby teachers became 

uncornfortable with bringing about resoiution themselves, or in the event of closure on an 

issue, were unsatisfied with how it had been resolved. 

Furthemore, there were certain teachers who stated that they did not want the 

responsibility that went dong with the empowennent associated with shared decision 

making. On the other hand, there were teachers who were quite willing to accept 

leadership roles in certain capacities. There was evidence of this on many of the 

cornmittees. Nevertheless, not dl teachers were empowered by the teaming arrangement 

nor by the cornmittee arrangement. Some actually felt disempowered in that they felt these 

structures to be an impedirnent to achieving their goals. 



Variations in Otientations and Value Conflicts # 8: School and Individual 

There was one case of variation in orientation between the School and the 

Individual pertaining to teacher empowerment. While there were variations in orientations 

among Individuals within the School around the issue of teacher empowerment, this 

particular value con£iict was unique to this individual, and therefore is addressed as such. 

Variation and Conflid # 8% School and Individual - Teachpr Empowermenr 

Bernie's poignant disclosure that she felt the need to control the image that she 

projected of henelf as a teacher is related to issues of disempowement and 

accountability. Inasmuch as team teaching and the cornmittee structure imposed 

accountability on teachers for each others' actions, then where teachers' interactions were 

not built on a relationship of trust and honesty, there were feelings of insecurity associated 

with this accountability. Feelings of insecurity, of not wanting to expose one's "little 

flaws," as Bemie described it, to the scrutiny of others unless she "contro1led the image" 

led to feelings of disempowerment. Bernie was the only teacher who articulated this type 

of conflict. The philosophy at Hillside Elementary School was one which embraced team 

teaching and professed that through a teaming relationship teachers were better able to 

meet the needs of their students. In essence Bernie agreed with the benefits of team 

teaching for teachers and students - in an ideal situation where teachers were compatible 

and where students were not too numerous. However, the value confikt that Bemie was 

experiencing in coming to terms with team teaching at Hillside seemed to have more to do 

with feelings of disempowerment and lack of control experienced in a teaching relationship 
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where teachers were believed to hold each other accountable for their students' success. 

Where relationships are based on a solid foundation of honesty and trust, the 

accountability may not be an issue. However, when teachers' relationships are cornpetitive 

and perhaps mistmstful in the sense that there is anxiety about how one is being perceived 

and perhaps judged, then accountability becomes an integral part of these feelings of 

disempowerment. 

Variations in Orientations and Value Conflids #f O: Individuals Within a Team 

There were two types of variations in orientation arnong Individuals Within a 

Team. These variations in orientations were related to the following: i.) Coilegiality; and, 

ii.) Teacher Ernpowerment. 

Varialion and Conflet # IO*: Individuals Wuhin a Tearn - Collegiality 

There were many indications that the teachers on the Primary Team interacted with 

one another in a highly professional manner in tems of sharing resources, willingly 

working long hours before and after school, and interacting in a respeffil manner with 

one other. Nevertheless, by their own admission, things did not always mn srnoothiy. They 

were not "in sync." Bernie, Mavis and Gd, in particular, expressed concem over the 

difficulty of working with four teachers and planning for four large groups of students. 

There were also expressions of concern over the underlying dynarnics that characterized 

this kind of social relationship. These teachers descnbed how they felt they had to be 

careful not to offend others on the team by inadvertently excluding someone fiom the 
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conversation. One teacher reported feelings of self-reproach for forgetting to share a 

teaching idea with another &er the teacher observed the idea being camied out. Whether 

or not these feelings of anxiety over offending others on the tearn were warranted was not 

clear. Nevertheless, the teachers ail1 experienced the tension associated with a social 

relationship whereby individuals had not developed tmst. 

The problem seemed to have been exacerbated by the fact that, at the beginning of 

the year, according to one of the Primary Team teachers, there was little contact with 

others in the school. It was dunng this time when these teachers were under pressure to 

"make the team work." And it was during this time that they had been inundated with 

concems about how to manage the numerous students they had, how to deal with 

behaviour problems of children who were fkom troubled homes, how to communicate with 

parents who spoke a different language than they did, and how to corne to some 

understanding of the culture of a new school for them. Unfortunately, the pressure of al1 

of these concerns seemed to have created a stresshl situation which contributed to the 

challenge of building a strong tearn relationship whereby these teachers could be tmsting 

and honest with each other. 

Variation # 10: Individuak Mthin a Team -Teacher Entpmverment 

Ester and Louis differed in their views of how much teachers should become 

involved in the decision-making processes in the school. Whereas Ester felt that it wasn't 

necessary to participate in decisions that had little to do with teaching and learning, Louise 

felt that it was empowering for staff to be able to voice their opinions and provide input. 



Though these two teachers conceptualized teacher empowerment dserently, it did not 

seem to affect their relationship as a teaching team. 

Summary 

There were five types of variations in value orientations pertaining to professional 

and leadership cultures at Hillside Elementary School: 

1. 
m. 

Variations and Conflicts # 1 *: District and School 
II. ... Variations and Conflict # 6*: School and Team 
111. Variations and Conflict # 7*: Individuais Within a School 
iv. Variations and Conflict # 8*: School and Individuai 
v. Variation # 10: Individuds Within a Team 

One type of variation in orientations was reveded whereby there was no strong 

feeling of value confiicts reported, that of Individuals Within a Team pertaining to teacher 

empowerment. For the remainder of variations in orientations, teachers did report value - 

confiicts associated with the variations. Discussion about why value conflicts were 

associated with some variations in value orientations and not others foiiows in Chapter 9. 



CHAPTER EIGHT 

Discussion of the Findings 

The intent of this study was to investigate the culture of Hiliside Elementary 

School for the purpose of gaining insight into the cornplexities and dynamics involved in 

understanding school culture. The underlying premise is that understanding a school's 

culture should inspire new and deeper understandings of what goes on in the school, and 

by extension, should also promote organizational excellence (Erkkson, 1987; Schein, 

1984). The process of investigation was guided by research questions which led me to 

gain insight into the school culture, its subcultures, and how individuals and subgroups 

contribute to the development of, or resistance to, the prevailing cdture of an 

O rganization. 

Though the investigation process was an emergent one, it was guided by a rnulti- 

perspective conceptual fiamework for examining four major aspects of school culture: 

1. Educational Purposes; II. Cumculum Metaorientation; III. Educator Professionalism; 

and, IV. Leadership. In the preceding chapters, presentation of the data and discussion of 

the findings were also structured around these four major themes. 

The investigation was conducted through a participant observational process 

which allowed me to make observations of cultural artifacts, espoused values and, through 



an interactive approach which encouraged participants' self-analysis, enabled me to 

uncover some of the basic assumptions which lay beneath the tangible manifestations of 

the school's culture (Schein, 1984; 1990) and which served to guide educators' practices. 

Some of these basic assumptions were compatible with the cultural manifestations in the 

school, others were in conflict with it. Examining both the similarities und variations in 

basic assumptions from different perspectives affords greater insight into the developrnent 

and maintenance of school culture than does investigating the culture as a phenomenon 

which is characterized by s h e d  values only. 

Traditional approaches (e.g., Spradley, 1979; Schein, 1990; Caldwell & Spinks, 

1992) to the study of culture have emphasized that which is shared (Le., basic 

assumptions, values, and beliefs). However, culture should not ody be defhed and 

descnbed in terms of what is shared but also in terms of "the diierences, conflias, and 

disagreements [which may bel more socially significant for the participants than what they 

may happen to share" (Hargreaves, 1994). Consequently, an investigation into variations 

in value orientations between and among various perspectives and the inherent value 

conflicts contribvies to our understanding of culture es o phenomenon which is 

charucterized by either one or more of the processes of comennrs, negotiution, 

resistance, su bmission, and subversion. 

Significant issues which arose fiom the findings in this study are discussed in this 

chapter under three headings: i.) The School Culture, ii.) Dimensions of School Culture, 

and iii) Summary Discussion of Value Harmony and Value Disharmony. The reason for 

organizing the discussion of the issues under these three descriptors is that the first one 
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allows for a discussion of what oppeared to be the shared values which were manifested in 

the culture of Hillside Elementary School. That is, it was what appeared to be the 

prevailing culture, or consensus of values, that was reflected in many of the espoused 

values, artifacts, ntuals, and behaviours that were observed in the daily activities in the 

school. The second section demonstrates how, by emphasizing particular perspectives to 

examine school culture, we are better able to see not only what is shared but what is 

contested as well. The third section of this chapter is an attempt to refocus these two 

most salient aspects of culture - value consensus and value confiict - to better understand 

the nature of the processes that characterized the culture of Wside  Elementary School. 

Metaphorically, the flrst part of this discussion of school culture is akin to 

viewing the "big picture" with a wide angle lem. The second part which discusses the 

culture ffom various perspectives is more like zooming in on particular focal points to 

examine some of the details which contribute to constructing the big picture. These 

details, or perspectives, already examined in the preceding chapters, will now be inspected 

for the underlying basic assumptions embedded therein. In other words, this second 

section is a probing beneath the apparent shared values that were daily manifested at 

Hillside to uncover the source of these variations in values and value conflicts which also 

contributed to the culture of the school. The outcome of viewing culture fiom both a 

wide-angle rmd a zoom lens, situateci at a variety of vantage points, is that educational 

issues whkh arise may be discussed in a rich and multi-faceted rnanner. 



The School Culture 

Issues related to Hillside Elementary School culture are discussed under these 

major aspects of culture: i. Educational Purpose, ii. Cumculum Metaorientation; üi. 

Educator Professionalism; and, Leadership. 

The School Culture: Educational Purpose 

The tangible manifestations of the prevailing culture at Hillside Elementary 

sugges~ed that social adaptation was a primary purpose of education in this school. This 

was borne out in various ways such as in the principal's weekiy ritud of announcing the 

thought for the week, in the numerous bulletin board displays and in the adoption of the 

Canadian wolf as a mascot, dl of which served to preseme and transmit mord and social 

values such as reqect, trust, mth, honesty, a work ethic, couperation, participation and 

compelition. 

Whereas the culture that was reflected in the tangible manifestations pertaiNng to 

educational purpose suggested that the one pnmary goal of school was to help students 

socially adapt to the society in which they lived, this social adaptation philosophy included 

a focus on respecting the cultural differences that they would find in their society. Respect 

for cultural differences as an espoused value was also evident in such artifacts as bulletin 

board displays, posters and school activities such as recogninng various cultural festivities 

through public announcements, through organizing cultural events, and through the 

festival concert where presentations were inclusive of the various cultures represented in 

the school. 
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However, there needs to be a distinction made here between a school's purpose 

being one that helps students to recognire &respect the cultural differences in which 

they h d  themselves in the larger society and a school purpose being to uncover md 

examine prejudices related to cultural biases, racism sexism, and so on. That is not to say 

that these issues would go unaddressed in the former case. Nor does it suggea an 

assimilationist ideology where shidents are expected "to relinquish their own cultural 

heritages and embrace the dominant Euro-Western ways" (Ryan & Wignall, 1994, p. 1). It 

does mean that "fixing" the ills of society as related to these issues did not appear to be a 

primary purpose of this school. The emphasis at Hillside Elementq was more inclined to 

fostering a respect for cultural differences by learning about, and sharing this knowledge 

of, the various cultures and by teaching students to love and respect each other and their 

differences. There was also emphasis on the faa that it is one's moral and social 

responsibility to participate, cooperate and be productive in the larger society in which one 

Iives, be it multi-cultural or otherwise. 

The prevailing school culture of Hillside Elementary also reflected personal 

development as an educational purpose. The staffhandbook stated clearly that developing 

and maintaining student self-esteern, self-worth, and self-discipline were pnmary 

objectives. Both the principal and the vice principal suggested that these were important 

objectives, particularly because of the speciai needs of these children in that many were 

apartment dwellers from single families ancilor newly immigrated families. They were also 

a very transient population- TO help these students, the staff at Hillside were involved in 

many extra-cumcular activities which included offenng a variety of clubs in which 
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students could participate. There were other tangible manifestations of the importance of 

personal development throughout the school in the form of bulletin board displays, student 

art work and posters. Furthemore, the hiring of the Child Youth Worker for the purpose 

of helping "behaviourai" students deal with their problems was indicative that personai 

development was an important goai at this school. 

According to the Hillside Elementary staff handbook, the school's educational 

goals included career development, academic development and cognitive development. 

With regard to students' academic success, the principal stated that it was important but, 

where District expectations were sometirnes too hi& administration and staff of HiIlside 

needed to m o d e  the expectations to their students. Overaii, then, the culture of the 

school appeared to be one which vaiued social and personal development as priority over 

other educational goals. 

The Schoof Culture: Cumculum Metaorientation 

The prevailing culture of Wside Elementary was one which reflected both a 

balance and Knbalance in terms of the bipolar cumculum orientation categories (see Table 

8.1, p. 226). Each will be discussed under separate headings. 

Balanced Curriculum Metaorientations 

First of dl, beliefs about the l e m e r  were bdanced in terms of the way the school 

recognized that shidents are both unique and similar. Students were considered to be 

unique in terms of their special needs and strengths and the way there were special 
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programs set up to work with students individually. However, a focus on their similarities 

was evident in the way in which students were grouped according to strengths and needs. 

Table 8.1 
S h  c ool Cumculum Metaorien-ce and lmbalance 

Uuiqu~(~ws of I c n  
SùniIantks tif Leamen 

Wbole Child 
Child as Studeat 

Intririsic Motivation 
Ertrlwk Motivation 

Person al Knowlcdgc 
Pubk Knawledge 

Kaowledgc as P r o a H s  
Knowiedge as Content 

Hoüstic Learnia~ 
Molecular Learning 

Socid Leamhg Environ. 
Indiv. Leanhg Environ. 

Chüd-directed barn. 
Teacher-directed barnhg 

Internd Contml of Soc Beb. i 
Extemal Coatml d Soc Bekf . 

X Informai Evaiuation 
X Formal Evduation 

I 

X = Sûcmg Orientation 
x = Weak Orientation 
O = Minimal to Non-existent Orientation 



The findings suggest that this balance was due to a ciifference in what may have been 

considered to be desirable and what was perhaps considered to be needed, that is while it 

rnay have been desirable to think of students as being unique, it was also an organizational 

necessity to  group them according to the characteristics they shared. In tems of 

Hodgkinson's (1991) typology of values, this may be described as a way of resolving the 

confiict between a Type 1 value of pnnciple, where the uniqueness of students may be 

deemed ideologicaily "nght" and a Type 2a value of consequences where grouping 

according to the sidarities of students rnay have the desired end of being able to manage 

a large group of students. 

According to certain school documents, there was evidence of a belief in both 

intrinsic and extrinsic motivation in Ieamers as well. There was also a balance in 

orientations pertaining to beliefs about the learningprocess. Cultural manifestations at 

Hillside suggested that there was an emphasis both on personai knowledge and public 

knowledge. Formai and informai school documents and some school activities suggested 

that helping students everience learning was a hi& priority in the school. Nevertheless, 

there were also indications that knowledge was thought of dong more traditionai lines. 

The influence of district and ministry prescriptions were evident in the way in which 

knowledge was conceptual~ed as subjects such as phonics, spelling, grarnrnar, 

mathematics and so on. This was also reflected in the way that knowledge was both 

informally and fomally evaluated. In terrns of the teacher 's d e ,  there was evidence of 

both child-directed learning and teacher-dkected leaming in the classrooms and 

throughout the school. 
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These balances in cumculum orientations rnight be more accurately described as a 

struggle between confiicting orientations, or what Holmes (1984, p. 4) once described as a 

"continual puil between education for a living (the basics, vocational and professional 

edücation) and education for living (liberation through aesthetic and personal 

transcendence)." In many ways, the bakmce in curriculum orientations at Hillside or the 

pull between conflicting orientations at the school, whichever way one chooses to couch 

the phenornenon, may be indicative of the influence of changing or fluctuating educational 

ideologies. 

Imbalanced Curriculum Metaorientations 

The findings suggested that other orientations related to beliefs about the learner, 

the leamhg process, and the role of the teacher were not so evenly balanced. For 

exarnple, whereas the school culture reflected both holistic and molecular leaming 

orientations, there was emphasis on the former inasmuch as there appeared to be a 

concerted effort on the part of administration and teachers to integrate cumculum. This 

was particularly evident in the way the resource teachers and specialist teachers worked 

with classroom teachers to ensure a holistic approach to teaching and ieaniing. Sirnilarly, 

although both orientations were evident, there were more signs of a belief in knowledge as 

process than in laiowledge as content. This was manifested both in the school's informa1 

and forma1 school documents and in the emphasis on "processing behaviour," and 

"processing skills" for lifelong leaming. 
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Wlth regard to the teucher 's role pertaining to mident control, school documents 

reflected a *mg cuaodial orientation to controlling student behaviour. However, my 

observations and interviews with administrators and teachers in this school suggested a 

proclivity toward a humanistic approach. Respect between shident and teachers appeared 

to be a high priority. Nevertheless, the existence of a detention room to deal with 

"offenders" and the recent hinng of a child youth worker to deal with "behavioural" 

students was evidence of a belief that the underlying assumption was that at least some of 

the students were in need of extemal behavioural controts. 

The strongest imbdance was seen in two of the cumculurn orientations. First of 

dl, documents, intexviews and my observations suggested that fiom the perspective of the 

school, there was an underlying assumption that the development of the whole child was 

important. Many aspects of the student's development, in terms of social, moral, personal, 

academic and cognitive, were part of the ongoing teaching and learning process. Social, 

moral and personal development were perhaps the highest priorities in terms of the overall 

school orientation and were deemed necessary prerequisites to academic and cognitive 

development. 

Secondly, there was a very strong orientation to providing a social leaming 

environment whereby students and teachers would interact with and leam from one 

another. From the perspective of the overall school culture, this kind of leaming 

environment was encouraged almost to the exclusion of individual leaniing environment 

opportunities. 



The School Culture: Educator Professionalisrn 

The prevailing culture of Hillside Elementary School appeared to be highly 

collaborative. Tangible manifestations of a collaborative school culture were abundant. 

Teachers were encouraged to team teach and a cornmittee structure had been put in place 

that would support collaborative decision making. Similady, collegiaiity, particularly in 

relation to the importance of staffrelations built on honesty, tmst and a shared educational 

philosophy, was espoused as highly valued in both documents and interviews data. And 

there was effort on the part of administrators and many of the teachers to foster this kind 

of relationship among the st& 

In relation to orientation to professional growth, peer coaching, mentoring, critical 

reflection and inservicing emerged as valued ways to grow as a teacher. The first two, 

peer coaching and mentoring were highly vaiued and strongly supported in the way teams 

of teachers were encouraged to share ideas and l e m  f?om each other. 

The School Culture: Leadership 

The culture of Hillside Elementary was one which reflected a strong orientation to 

the principal as facilitator. This was particularly evident in the way the committee stmcture 

was set up. The principal espoused the belief that it was necessary for sta f f  to share in the 

decision making and many teachers suggested that the principal pIayed a pnmarily 

facilitative role. In oniy his second year at the school, the principal understood that it 

would take time for the staffmembers to leam to trust that they could opedy share 

different views with him without fear of reprimand. In tems of Sergiovanni's (1990) 
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stages of leadership, the principal demonstrated "leadership by building" in that he made 

efforts to facilitate a supportive clirnate which would encourage teachers to share in 

decision making, and interact in a collaborative and collegial marner. 

From the perspective of the school, there were indications that the community was 

a valued resource in terms of the many volunteer-mn programs that existed at HiIlside and 

the many ways the community was utilized as a cumculum resource. However, the 

community played a passive role in terms of leadership and decision making, even though 

community members had been invited to fonnulate a school council and become a part of 

the decision-making team. The cornmunity's reluctance to play an active role was 

attributed to the nature of the community inasmuch as many of them were recent 

immigrants and consequently preoccupied with leamhg to live in their new cultural 

surroundings. 

Dimensions of Culture 

The preceding description of Hillside Elementary's culture is based upon what 1 

was able to uncover fiom the perspective of the school- that is the overall or prevailing 

culture as 1 perceived it through an examination of documents, interviews and 

observations. When school culture is examined fkom various perspectives, we are better 

able to grasp its fluidity and multi-dimensionality. 

According to Schein (1984) , basic assumptions are "taken for granted," 

"invisible," and "preconscious." They are also, he suggests, the foundations of 
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organizational mlture. Others might c d  them "relatively fixed and umegotiable core 

values" Pegley, 1996, p. 8). These core values, or basic assumptions, being 

"preconscious" may not be readily identifiable even to the holder of them. More often than 

not, it is ody upon cnticd examination that these values are exposed. As difficult as the 

task may be, it is important to understand one's own core values and aiso to interpret the 

core values of others if we are to get at the heart of the controversy and confiia that is 

endemic in education today. Therefore, the pnmary purpose for uncovenng basic 

assumptions is not just to look for the values individuals in an organization share, but for 

those they contest as well. The basic premise is that understanding how people in 

organizations deal with unresolved conflicting values is as important as is understanding 

how they arrive at value consensus. This is especially so in Light of the "increasingly 

pluralistic and metropolitanized society . . . [where] . . . there emerges a lack of consensus 

regarding the role and purpose of schooling in society" (Bosetti & Brown, 1996, p. 3). 

This condition of ambivalence and uncertainty, fuelled by the diversity and change that is _ . -  

so ubiquitous in today's postmodem society (Hargreaves, 1994a), means that 'because 

education inevitably mirrors society, these are not easy times for educators" (Begley, 

1996, p. 8). If value confiict is such a prevalent condition in schools today, then trying to 

understand the culture of a school should help us understand the nature of the process 

involved in resolving these conflicts. This is particularly important for improving schools 

and bnnging about change. Given current school restructuring trends to devolve authority 

to local school sites (Murphy, 1992), it is particularly important for those involved in the 

decision making processes to be able to "recognize the sources and causes of value 

conflicts" (Begley, 1996, p. 8), and to be able to work towards a school culture that 
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facilitates confiia resolution. 1 posit that understandhg the dynarnics and complexities of 

school culture should facilitate school irnprovement and change. 

Basic Assumptions: Educational Purpose and Cum*culum Metaorientation 

For the first part of the discussion pertaining to educational purpose and 

cumculum orientation, Miller and Seller's (1985) curricuIum metaorientation mode1 is 

used as a conceptual lens to focus on the underlying basic assumptions which are 

embedded in these orientations. Miller and Seller suggest that there are three major 

orientations to cumculum: i.) transmission; ü.) transaction; and, Ci.) transformation. The 

basic assumptions which underlie these orientations are outlined in Table 8.2 (see p. m) 

under these headings: i.) educational airns or purpose; ii. conception of the leamer; iii.) 

conception of the learning process; iv.) conception of the leaniing environment; v.) 

conception of teachers' role; and, vi.) conception of how leaming is evaluated. The 

ensuing discussion on educational purpose and curriculum orientations will address the 

variations in orientations, as they occurred, from different perspectives in terms of 

curriculum rnetaorientations and the basic assurnptions, or core values, which are 

associated with these metaorientations. 

Basic Assum~tions About the Pumose of Educatio~ 

addressed in the preceding section which discussed the prevailing school 

culture, there was an emphasis on socid adaptation in ternis of the social and moral 

development of midents at Hillside Elementary. However, teachers were also very much 

involved in the academic and cognitive development of the students in the classroom and 



Table 8.2 
curriculum- 

Transmission Transaction Transformation 
r 

*mastery of school subjects and 
inculcation of students in social 
n o m  
* atomistic p a r a d i s  
philosophically empiricist, 
psychologically behaviourist, and 
politically consemative economic. 
laissez-faire capitalist, minimal 
governrnent intervention, work 
ethic, patriotim 
+transmit facis, skills, and values 
necessary to funetion in society 

Educational Aims 
- - - -- 

*deveIopment of rational intelligence 
in genaal and complex problern- 
solving skills 
'Dewey-interaction between the 
person and the social environment; 
Piaget & KhoIberg -cognitive 
developmentalists; 

political - srnall I-liberalism, rational 
intervention to facilitate social and 
economic devel opment 
demmatic citizenship 
+cognitive development within 
scademic disciplines 
*developrnent of intellectual abilities 
development of inte1ligmce 

*self-actualization, self- 
transcendence, social involvernent 
*spuituality; sociai and political 
change; h m o n y  with environment 
not wntrol over it; personal 
Wihent of the ego and spirit; 
deceniralized economics 

1 

CONCEPTION OF THE LEAIWER: Unique/Similar, WholdStudent 
-- -- 

@shared characteristics 
mastery of same materiai 
*role of student (academic 
cornpetency and literacy) 
*mastery of traditiond school 
subjects 

exnidcile position - shared 
characteristics in tenns of mental 
processes; uniqueness in terms of 
unique level of development (Piaget) , 
inventeci ideas, individual student 
fimework 
+limited view of child, as  student, 
dweloping conceptual fiameworks 
and prob1em-solving skills within a 
specific discipline 
*social realm - broader context 

'child as unique but recognition 
that al1 individuals share common 
c o n m  
*whole child -inteiiectual 
development cannot be isdated 
h m  exnotional, social, physical, 
and moral development - may be 
diEerent emp hasis. 
*essentiaIly good 
+part of an interconnected whole 

1 CONCEPTION OF THE L-G PROCESS: IntrhidExtrinsic; PersonaYPublic; ProcesdConteni; 

.extrinsic motivation 
extemal rewards - grades and 
reinforcers 
*knowledge as content - fixed, 
subjects 
*molecular - leaming broken down 
into maIl units, atomistic learning 
textbook learning (subject 
orientation) 
*acquisition of basic skiiîs and 
cultural values and mores 
*specific instmctional strategies 
(cornpetency - based leaniing 
orientation) 
*rote learning methods 
*subject-centred 

*intrinsic motivation - individuals to 
solve problems but con- with 
providing a supportive environment 
for problem solwig (do not ideaiize 
intrinsic motivation) 
*knowledge viewed as process 
*emphasis on p m  of analysis not 
on holistic vs. molecular learning 
*dialogue between student and 
curriculum 
*reconstruction of knowledge 
problem solving (cognitive process 
orientation) 
+problem-centred - application of 
probIem solving skills within the 
context of democrat ic process 

+intrinsic motivation - related 
subject matter to student's interests 
and concerns, make proper 
connection behveen extemal 
curriculum and b e r  Iife of student 
*knowledge as process-roo ted in 
personal meaning 
holistic leaniing-students should 

learn to see relationships benveen 
themselves and their social 
environment, and between 
themselves and al1 aspects of the 
curriculum. Connections seen 
through meditation and acting 
consciously in ihe social realrn 
*Leamer-centrcd 



CONCEPTION OF THE LEARMNG ENVIRONMENT: SociaVIndividual 

+individual - competcncy based cd *unclear position- Dewey orientation 
social - cultural transmission - is social; Piaget - individualized 
inculcation of traditional mores of approach 
society 

*social and individual depending on 
orientation- humanistic and 
transpersonal- indiv., social change 
orientation - social 

CONCEPTION OF THE TEACHER'S ROLE: Child-dir0cWeacher-directed; 
Intenial Locus of ConîmUExternal Locus of Control 

- - - 

*teacher-directecl, controls learning 
and behaviourai standards 
curriculum or teacher detennines 
the standards 
*extemai locus of conirol - tacher 
or other extemal agent &tCrmines 
the standards of behaviour 
one-way rnovement 
tradi tional teaching rneùiodç 
*hjerarchicai 

- -- 

*tacher and cbild &are control of 
Iearning trtsks, teacher identifies tasks 
and studemt's entry into tasks and 
standards until stuàents are able to set 
their own standards 
*shared conirol 
*dwelopmental 

*kachers first work on themselves; 
see fife as a process of being and 
becoming, be in touch with inner 
Me; make links with wmrnunity to 
facilitate Ment  contact with the 
community 
*shared conîrol 
*integrative 

CONCEPTION OF EVALUATION: lnfoxmai/Formal 

*formal - traditional acbievement 
tests to determine subject mestery 

*focuses on student's acquisition of 
cornplex intellectual fiarneworks and 
skiiIs and social skills important in a 
democratic society 

*conventional modes that focus on 
skills and mastery but a strong 
emphasis on informa1 and 
expe-enta1 fonns of evaluation, 
seif-evaluation, feedback fiom peers 
and the tacher, student interaction 
with teacher in critiquing the 
curricdum 

rnuch of the evaluation focused on determinhg progress in literacy and mathematics. So 

whereas there was an emphasis on the social and persona1 in ternis of the overall goals of 

school, teachers worked to meet the goals of the district as related to teaching and 

evaluating acadernic skills. Consequently, both the School and the District reflected 

pnmarily a tr~nsmission orientation in relation to educational purpose. 
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However, the emphasis at the District level was on academic development in terms 

of mastery of school subjects, particularly those related to literacy and mathematics. 

Hillside Elementary reflected a combination of District and School aims so that the overall 

purpose of education became one which was to transmit fads  skius, and values necessary 

to function in society. The District and School both reflected a transmission orientation in 

this respect. Their difference was really in which skills were deemed necessary to fundion 

in existing society were emphasised. 

From the perspective of the individual, Bemie, one member of the Primary Team 

espoused a social reconstructionist position inasmuch as she believed that discussions on 

homosexuality should be a part of the cumculum. Mavis, also a member of the Primary 

Team, was another to articulate a social reconstrudionist position inasmuch as she felt 

that schools often served to perpetuate dominant societal values despite an increasingly 

diverse Canadian society. Mavis was also the only teacher on the Primary Team to 

espouse a concem about imposing her values on her students. Conversely, Gai1 felt that 

there should be more emphasis on teaching "Canadian" morals and values and developing 

a country identity. 

The underlying basic assumptions whkh becorne apparent here are related to two 

different orientations - transmission and tram$onnation. Bernie reflected a 

transformation orientation inasmuch as she wanted to include particular non-traditional 

value discussions (i.e., homosexuality) into the cumcuIum. She expressed value conflict 

with the District in tems of this position in that she felt that the District would not support 

her on this issue. Furthemore, Bemie reflected both a transmission orientation and 
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nansfonnation orientation in that she clearly stated that school's purpose was to preserve 

society as it was. At the same tirne, however, she wished to transfomi society in terms of 

exarnining and changing moral values pertaining to homosexuality. On the other hand, 

Mavis also suggested that the cumculum should be more inclusive of the multicultural 

values that were reflected in the student population at Hiliside. 

In any event, there was perhaps a subtle but essential difference between Mavis' 

position and the School's. At Hillside Elementary, the multicultural diversity of its 

student population was recognized, respected and celebrated. At the sarne time, however, 

students were expected to develop an awareness of, understanding of, and appreciation for 

Canadian culture and values. Moral and social values such as respect, truth, compassion, 

punctuaiity, a work ethic, cornpliance to rules, cooperation, and sharing were some of the 

values considered to be important for students to embrace. However, it was difficult to 

know which values Mavis considered to be characteristic of the dominant society. Indeed 

she was not sure herselfwhich values she was unconsciously transmitting to her students 

and which of them might be in conflict with their own values. 

In summary, there was more consistency between and among the various 

perspectives than initially was apparent in that each reflected, in varying degrees and 

emphasis, a trclllsmission orientation to educational purpose whereby the underlying basic 

assurnption is that the purpose of school is to educate students through the inculcation of 

facts, skills and values necessary to function in society. The only variation in orientation 

which induced vaiue contlict was in Bernie's leaning toward a transformation position 
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which she deemed to be in cortflict with the District's transmission position pertaining to 

the teaching of alternative family values. 

Basic Assum~tions About the Leamer 

There was a strong emphasis on the uniqueness of the learner fkom the perspective 

of the District. Conversely, fiom the perspective of both the Primary Team and the Junior 

Team, there was evidence of teaching students based on their similarities as well as their 

differences. Two teachers descnbed value confiict in terms of the added pressure that the 

multiculturai student population imposed upon them as teachers. The basic assumption in 

question here is related to conceptions of the leamer (see Table 8.2, p. xu). The District 

onentation reflected a transaction orientation in terms of recognking the uniqueness of 

the leamer's developrnentai stage, leaniing style and exceptionalities. Nevertheless, the 

District refleded a transmission onentation in that there were stanciirrds of expectations 

and outcomes for ail students. It was perhaps because of this variation in orientation that 

the two teachers on the Primary Team and the Junior Team reported feelings of value 

confiia related to trying to attend to individual needs in a highly heterogeneous classroom. 

This conflia seemed to arise fiom an assumption on the part of both of these teachers that 

an ideal classroom situation is one which is comprised of a homogenous group. The 

confiia was fùrther exacerbated in that there were high expectations for students to 

achieve in literacy and mathematics. These teachers felt confiia associated with trying to 

teach to the individual needs and strengths of their students while at the same time feeling 

accountable for high acadernic standards af success for al1 of their students. The result 
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was that, whereas there was an effort to recognize the uniqueness of leamers in the 

classroom, this type of recognition was more frequently given outside of regular 

classroom instruction such as recess tirne, before class, and afier class. During class time, 

students were &en, though cenainly not exclusively, grouped according to their sirnilar 

needs and strengths. The one very notable leaming situation when this was not the case 

was during the Primary Team's Activity Time when students were fkee to choose both 

with whom they wanted to work and what they wanted to do. 

Whereas di teachers on the Primary Tearn espoused and demonstrated a holistic 

orientation in their beliefs about the leamer, there were variations in which aspects of the 

learner's development were emphasized. Ail teachers on the Pnmary Team reflected a r' 

trartsfonnation position in that they each espoused a belief that intellectual development 

could not be isolated f?om ernotional, social, physical, and moral development. In practice, 

however, these teachers did reflect a variation in orientation in terms of which aspect of 

the child's development was emphasized. Ted leaned strongly towards developing an ethic 

of care in his students. Mavis, Gai1 and Bernie, though sensitive to the emotional needs of 

their students, worked more towards developing their social and academic skills. 

Basic Assum~tions About the Leamina Environment 

The variation in cumculum orientation detected here was related to differences in 

positions regarding the value of a social leaming environment and an individual leaming 
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environment. The School perspective strongly reflected a social leamhg environment 

orientation and the principal was instrumental in f o s t e ~ g  this type of environment. Both 

the Primary and Junior Teams demonstrated teaching practices which incorporated both 

types of leaniing environments. However, it was the Primary Team that seemed to have 

experienced the most stress in terms of trying to reconcile their reported discovery that ful l  

integration of the prirnary classes was not conducive to optimal student leaming and that 

there were even times when learning was inhibited as a result of an open classroom 

learning environrnent. 

With regards to conceptions of the learning environrnent, interestingly the School's 

orientation appeared to reflect a fronsfonnafion orientation inasmuch as emphasis on the 

social aspect of leaniing is compatible with a social change position. However, the 

question that anses here is whether or not social change was the underlying basic 

assumption of the School's orientation to a social learning environrnent. The indication is 

that it was not. Considering Principal Butler's statement that the purpose of education was 

to teach the students social and moral values as skills that they needed to get through life, 

it would seem that social change did not figure into this position. Rather, the emphasis on 

the social leaming environment was more for the purpose of teachers and students 

leaming and helping one another. It was also for the purpose of having a structure in place 

whereby teachers would be able to hold each other accountable for what they doing in the 

classroom. In actuality, then, the underlying basic assumption which led to the 

manifestation of a social learning environrnent reflected a transmission position. 
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The Primary Team teachers expenenced intense value conflict related to variations 

in orientations to the social leaming environment. Initially, these teachers had 

enthusiastically adopted the open-classroom philosophy that was promoted by the school, 

especially the principal. However, in due course they began to resist the notion that this 

was the ideai environment for teaching and learning. In a sense, a process of negotiation 

took place as these teachers attempted to work out a way to incorporate both types of 

environrnents in their cIassrooms. The Activity Period was a time when the social leaming 

environment philosophy was implemented to its fillest. The Junior Team had already 

worked out a similar approach inasmuch as they combined their classes for some types of 

learning activities and separated them for others. There was evidence that both Teams 

believed that there were times when students needed to interact with the leaniing rnaterial 

in a private way and needed individuai space and quiet to cany out this interaction. 

Basic Assumptions About the Teacher's Role 

A second variation in the detected value onentation between the District and the 

Individual was related to differences in cumculurn onentation. Mavis, a Pnmary Team 

member, espoused a belief that teachers should be facilitators to the learning process while 

the Distria descnbed a more directive role for the teacher. However, Mavis did not 

articulate a value confiict between her view and the District position in tems of the 

teacher's role. Nonetheless, she did express value conflict between wmting to be 

facilitative and needing to be directive. She attributed her directive role as a response to 
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the multi-faceted needs of her students, which in turn was a result of their diversity in 

cultural backgrounds. 

Mavis' basic assumption that the teacher's role is one which should be facilitative 

refIeas a trmy5ormation position. However, her fhsîration in submitting to a directive 

role was a consequence of what she irnplied were expectations for al1 her students to 

achieve acadernic excellence. This conflid perhaps stemmed from the District's overall 

transmission orientation to educational purpose in terrns of the emphasis on acadernic 

success for al1 students. Mavis' value confiict was grounded in her underlying basic 

assumption that the ideal teacher's role was facilitative and her realization that she had to 

be directive in order to help dl of her students who were at various developmental stages 

and levels of ability to achieve academic success. By her own admission, she acquiesced to 

the directive role for she felt that the situation was such that she could not be facilitative to 

the degree that she wished to be. 

Basic Assurn~tions about Locus of Control 

This variation in cumcuhm orientation was related to differences in beliefs about 

locus of control. Overail the school orientation was one which was humanistic in approach 

inasmuch as there was an effort to treat students with respect and help them to develop 

self-esteem. However, there was considerable discord among members of the school on 

how to deal with *dents who repeatedly disobeyed school rules. This was particularly 

evident in the controversy that surrounded the issue of administering detentions to 

students who did not comply with school rules. Some teachers felt that detentions were 



counter-productive, ineffective, and socially unacceptable while others supported the 

notion of issuing detentions inasmuch as students' behaviour needed to be controlled in 

some manner. 

There was a notable difference in orientation between the Primary Team and the 

Junior Team pertaining to locus of control as well. In the case of the former, there was an 

ernphasis on mle development to guide behaviour, whereas in the case of the latter, the 

ernphasis was on consequences. Perhaps this is another subtle difference, but it would 

seem that in dealing with the younger students the Pnmary Tearn teachers were optimistic 

that they could actuaily influence and shape behaviour by informing students of what was 

acceptable. Conversely, the Junior Tearn's approach did not reflect this optirnism 

inasmuch as focusing on consequences suggested that they began with the assumption that 

students would rnisbehave. As one might expect, there was no report of value conflict 

related to the teams' different orientations. Given that these two tearns worked in relative 

isolation from one another, then they may not have even been aware of their different 

orientations. 

Though there was consistency in tems of recognizing the need to develop 

classroom rules, there were other variations in orientation to locus of control among 

teachers on the Primary Team. Al1 these teachers believed that a teacherktudent 

relationship based on respect would serve to foster appropnate student social behaviour. 

However, Gai1 more strongly felt that this type of relationship was a prerequisite to the 

development of an interna1 locus of control in students. Ted's belief was that when 

students developed an ethic of care, they would also develop an intemal locus of control 
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based on moral responsibility. Mavis and Bernie, on the other hand, s h e d  a belief that 

while they should work toward developing an intemal locus of control in -dents, in the 

case of those çhidents who needed extemal control, the hierarchical arrangement in the 

school and classroom was conducive to controlling student behaviour by v h e  of the 

power invested in teachers embedded in this arrangement. 

The School's orientation pertaining to locus of control in tenns of social behaviour 

reflected d l  three positions, transmissiun, transaction, and f r ~ o n n u a i i n .  School 

documents clearly refiected a transmission position. Expectations for midents' social 

behaviour was precisely detailed and there was no doubt that teachers were ultimately 

responsible for monitoring and controliing student behaviour. In terms of other 

manifestations of a transmission position, the detention room was initidly set up as a 

punishment for misbehaviour. 

Nevertheless, in other ways Hillside School reflected a transaction position. For 

example, the ongoing debate among teaching members at Hillside regarding the utility of 

the detention room included discussions about how it might be used to help students 

"process" their behaviour. In this way, teacher and shident would share responsibility for 

understanding and controlling social behaviour. The emphasis would be on the process, 

and solving the problem, a characteristic of the transaction position. 

There was aiso evidence of a transformation position pertaining to locus of 

control, inasmuch as some individuais in the school felt that extema1 reinforcers such as 

rewarding classes with pizza lunches, or administenng punishment in the fom of 

detention were not conducive to helping students control behaviour. Rather, some 



believed that the development of students' self-esteem and emotional well-being were 

necessary prerequisites to fostering selfidiscipline and an intemal locus of control. 

In tenns of the Primary and Junior Tearns, as previously stated, there was a 

variation in orientation in that the former appeared to emphasize the development of niles 

whereas the latter seemed to focus on the consequences of behaviour. However, basic 

assumptions regarding intemal versus extemal loci of control were no more consistent 

within the teams than they were within the school. For example, both Mavis and Bemie 

shared orientations in terms of suggesting that it was necessary for teachers to hold some 

power over students for the purpose of classroom control. Mavis and Bernie reflected a 

transmission position in terms of their belief that the hierarchical arrangement in the 

school and the classroom was necessary for controlling student behaviour. Ted, on the 

other hand expressed that students would become morally responsible for their own 
. - 

behaviour when they developed an ethic of care. Gai1 suggested that a teachedstudent 

relationship based on mutuai respect would induce students to behave in a socially 

acceptable way in the classroom. Ted and Gai1 reflected a trm.s$onnation position with 

respect to the role of the teacher and classroom control. As can be seen in exarnining 

Ted's and Gail's positions, even where individuals appear to hold a similar position, the 

basic assumptions which ground those positions may differ. Ted's basic assumption was 

that care and compassion for humanity wodd foster self-discipline while Gailys basic 

assumption was that respect for humankind was significant in the development of self- 

discipline. Perhaps it could be said that an ethic of care is grounded in the affect inasmuch 

as it is related to the emotional aspect of what it is to be human, while an ethic of respect 
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is grounded in reason in that it implies the rational aspect of humanity. Regardless, this 

difference in basic assumptions raises questions pertaining to how these basic assumptions 

are manifested in the culture of the school. 

Basic Assumptions about Evaluation 

There was one incident of variation in orientation between the District's emphasis 

on formal evaluation and the Primary's Team's emphasis on informal evaluation. 

However, although the District focus was on formal evaluation in terms of what was being 

done, t here was also recognition that informal evaluation was highly valued. 

Consequently, there was no value conflict reported hasrnuch as the Primary Team 

included both the formai types of evaluation (e-g., the Literacy Assessrnent Profiles) and 

the informai (e.g., self-evaluation, peer evaluation) in their methods of evaluation. 

The Distria position on evaluation was primady a t r a n m i s k  one in terms of 

what was actually being done. However, a h.ansfomution position was espoused in that 

District document statements suggested that various kinds of evaluation, including 

feedback fiom peen and self-evaluation were important for understanding student 

achievement and development. Inasmuch as the Primary Team teachers were involved in 

both types of evaluation, they reflected a fransfoma~ion position in that there used both 

conventional modes of evaluation and non-conventional ones. 



Basic Assumptions: Educator Professionalism and Leadership 

For this part of the discussion of professional and leadership cultures of Hillside 

Elementary, I wiii examine basic assumptions using Schein's (1984. 1990) underlying 

dimensions of organizational culture (1990, p. 1 14) framework (see Table 8.3, p. 298) 

Basic Assurn~tions about col labo ratio^: The nature ofhuman relationships: Should 
refutionships be cooperative, collateral, or cornpetitive? 

Again the principal played a strong role in promoting coilaboration in the form of 

tearn teaching in the school. However, the Primary Team, by the teachers' own admission, 

was not unconditiondy committed to a team teaching philosophy, at least not when it 

came to tearning in groups of four. They had misgivhgs about the logistics of working 

with four teachers and, by extension, four classes. And, as they suggested, the fact that 

these classes were comprised of culturally diverse students made tearning even more 

difficult. Early in the school year these teachers had been enthusiastic about teaming but as 

they encountered difficulties they began to experience strong value confiicts in terms of 

trying to reconcile theu changing views on teaming with the prevailing tearning culture of 

Hillside. Once again a process of negotiation ensued whereby these teachers became 

involved in trying to work out the problems they were experiencing with teaming. The 

principal was aware of this ongoing process and knew they were expenencing difficulties 

collaborating. 

Moreover, other teachers in the school did not wholly adopt the team teaching 

philosophy and resisted conforming to pnnciples of team collaboration. Some teachers at 



Table 8.3 . . 
bderl-* Jlimercripns of Owm& C a  (Schein, 1990) 

w Collaboration: The Nature of Human Relationships 
Should relationrhips be Cooperative? CoIZateraI? Cornpetitive? 
Collegiality: The Nature of Human Nature 
1s human nature baslaslcaIi'y go& or bmaslculk'y evil, or neuhak that is a mixture of 
good and evil? 

b Professional Growth: The Nature of Human Activity 
Should h u m m  be active, concemed with accomplishments, or contemplative, 
concemed with self development, or passive, more prepmed to let the world 
unfold as it may? 

b Principal as Facilitator: The Nature of Authonty 
Does the bais of authority rest upon the traditions andprecedents of law, or does 
it evolve over time thrargh human interactions? 

b Teacher Empowerment: The Nature of Human Activity 
1s the ''correct" wqyfor h u m a  to behave to be dominanr/prwctive, 
hann onizing, or p~~~sive/fafaIi~lic? 
Community as Resource and Partner: The Organization's Relationship to its 
Environment 
Does the organization perceive itseyto be dominant, submissive, harmonizing, 
semching out a niche? 

Hillside felt that they had no choice but to serve on cornmittees, and therefore acquiesced 

to both pressure fiom the administration and pressure from their colleagues to participate 

in the planning and decision making that was a part of their respective cornmittees. 

However, according to the principal, this was something that individual teachers would 

have to corne to terms with inasmuch as the cornmittee stmcture was both instigated and 

implernented by the staffand not by the administration at Hillside. 
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The many repons of value confiicts associated with variations in orientations 

pertaining to collaboration may be described as stemrning from differences in beliefs about 

the nature of human relationships. The principal and vice principal placed a high value on 

collaboration, reflecting the view that relationships in an organization should be based on 

cooperation arnong its members. However, some of the teachers at Hillside did not hold 

the sarne view, and admitted to prefening to work on an individual level in terms of 

classroom planning and teaching. Nonetheless, for the most part, there was evidence of 

varying degrees of team teaching. According to the principal, however, only one team had 

wholeheartedly adopted and implemented the philosophy . 

In the case of the Pnmary Team, it seemed that while they believed in team 

teaching, they experienced value codict because, when they attempted to put the 

collaborative philosophy into action, the Tearn members became somewhat competitive 

with each other. However, other logistical issues related to increased workload, tirne 

cornmitment, and the multifarious student needs aiso played havoc with their good 

intentions to be collaborative. On the other hand, it is also possible that if these teachers 

had been whoik'y committed to a team approach based on cooperation, and that if 

competitive instincts had not arisen, then they might have expenenced fewer value 

conflicts related to their working relationships, despite logistical concems. 

Nso, perhaps these teachers held the (mis)conception that collaborative processes 

were supposed to be characterized by h m o n y  and cooperation, devoid of disagreement. 

However, as Fullan and Hargreaves (199 1, p. 48) point out, whereas collaborative 

cultures may require general consensus on educational values, "they also tolerate 
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disagreement." Consequently, collaborative processes oRen involve confkt and heated 

delate. However, the key to fostering uutheniic collaboration is that those involved must 

be willing to participate in activities "which bring a sense of empowerment, a language of 

inclusion and a willingness to accommodate differences and disagreement" (Johnston & 

Hedeman, 1994, p. 196). 

Basic Assurn~tions about Colleaiality: The nature of human nature: 1s human narure basically 
good, or basically evil, or neutral: that is a mixture ofgûod and evil? 

There were variations in orientations to collegiality inasmuch as interaction 

between teachers at Wside  Elementary varied. There was certainly evidence of pockets 

of collegiality in that some teams seemed to work toward maintainhg and developing 

inter-personal relationships. On the other hand, some teams were comprised of teachers 

with conflicting views and consequently collegial relationships were strained. Furthemore, 

there were attempts by some on the staff to foster collegial relationships by organizing 

social activities intended to get teachers together on an informal basis in the hopes that 

bonding and cohesion would result. This was having some efFect but there still remained 

teachers in the school who seemed to prefer to work on a more individuai basis and who 

even felt that attempts to foster collegial relationships were, at the very least contnved, if 

not forced upon them. 

There were variations in orientations pertaining to collegiality among the Primary 

Team members inasmuch as these teachers' beliefs differed in terms of the level of trust 

and honesty each expenenced in the teaming relationship. Undoubtedly, the challenges 
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they had experienced in terms of managing four classes contributed to any feelings of 

insecuri~ they may have felt and would have thwarted the bonding process. 

The issue of underlying basic assumptions about human nature pertaining to 

collegiality is really one which encompasses matters of relationships grounded in tnist, 

openness and candidness vs. those based upon rnistmst, caution, and privacy. When 

individuals are in a social situation, their underlying basic assumptions about human nature 

undoubtedly influences the type of relationship that develops. It would seem that there 

were variations in collegiality arnong members of HiIIside and in particular, among the 

Primaiy Team teachers. The manifestation of"pockets" of collegiality parallels the notion 

of a c'Balkani~ed" teacher culture where "a culture is made up of separate and sometimes 

competing groups, jockeying for position and supremacy" (Fullan & Hargreaves, 199 1, p. 

52). The warning implicit here is that whereas teaming according to grade levels can be 

an effective way tc collaborate and promote colegiality, the promotion of statf 

relationships based on tmst, openness and support "is also a matter of creating a 

community of teachers whose experiences and comrnitments are not codined exclusively 

to a single grade" (Fullan & Hargreaves, p. 54). 

Inasmuch as Hllside teachers were involved in cross-groupings in the way the 

cornmittee stnicture was arranged, the pockets of collegiality reported by some teachers 

would appear to be an anomaly in that such an environment should have supported 

collegial relationships. Or it may be an example of how "contrived collegiality" (Fullan & 

Hargreaves, 199 1, p. 58), that is a scheme to promote collaborative relationships between 

teachers, does not work. The inference here is that the comection between collaboration 
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and c0Uegialit-y should not be underestimated. If individuais in a social relationship do not 

tmst one another, it is lus  likely that they will be honest. That is, they wiU not trust each 

other to be open and candid in ternis of sharing their ideas, suggestions a d o r  critiques. 

The Primary Team teachers, and perhaps other individuals in the school who demonstrated 

a penchant for a degree of privacy in their professionai social relationships, perhaps did 

not trust that such relationships could withstand the kind of candidness that was required 

for them to be fully collaborative. 

In any event, it would seem that the administrative team was aware of the 

significance of collegiality characterized by trust and honesty for a collaborative 

relationship to flourish in that teachers were encouraged to choose their teaming partners. 

Research supports the notion that freedom to choose partners increases the likelihood that 

teachers will enter into teaming relationships characterized by tmst and honesty. One 

study of teacher collaboration found that teachers involved in tearns which were mandated 

manifested the development of tmst more slowly than teachers who were involved in 

selecting their teams (Costa & Riordan, 1996, p. 8). However, in light of findings related 

to the Primary Team, choosing one's team does not necessarily mean that tmst and 

honesty will develop in a tearning relationship. Evidently, other variables figure into the 

development of team trust and collaboration. Not the least of which may be the length of 

time that the team has worked together. Teachers report finding it easier to take the risks 

and share controversial ideas after they had collaborated for four of five months (Costa & 

Riordan, 1996). Considering that the Primary Team had worked together for only three 

months, they had not had much time to adjust to a cokgial and collaborative relationship. 



Basic Assum~tions a bout Professionai Growth: m e  nofure ofHuman Activis,: Is the "correct " 
way for humuns ro behave to 6e dominant/pro-active harmonizing, or pussive/faraalistic? 

District emphasis was on planned professiond development through the mentoring 

process and peer coaching. HiIIside's emphasis on team teaching and the purported 

professional growth benefits that were associated with team teaching suggest that there 

was consensus in this respect. However, the District also placed considerable import on 

teacher evaluation and accountability in tems of "indicators" of what makes an effective 

teacher. Consequently, professional growth would corne not oniy nom self-reflection and 

peer coaching and mentonng, but fiom written evaluations conducted by school 

administrators. From the perspective of the School, the principal grappled with the issue 

of professiond development in terms of what he felt was the need for more structured 

professionai development and consequently, more professional development days for his 

staff'. He resisted pressure fiom District office to mandate after-hour sessions as was 

being done in some other schools because he felt that most of Hillside Elementary teachersf 

were already working long hours. 

Both the District and the School reflected a basic assumption which suggested that 

the nature of human activity should be contemplative and concemed with self- 

development in that peer coaching and mentonng were highly valued as means to fostering 

professional growth. However, the District orientation to measure and evaluate teacher 

effectiveness reflects the view that teachers also should be concemed with 

accomplishments as a basis for determinhg growth and improvement. The principal's 

recognition that teachers needed more opponunities for professional development outside 

of regular school adivity coupled with his reticence to enforce District expectations that 
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teachers engage in professional growth at the end of their school day, suggests a couple of 

things. First of dl, it implies that professional growth was highly valued f?om the 

perspective of the District in tenns of peer waching, mentoring and administrative 

evaluations. However, in light of the faa that their professional developrnent days were 

decreasing in number, the District also reflected a passive view to the nature of human 

activity pertaining to professional growth. Secondly, fkom the perspective of the School, 

inasmuch as there was a reludance to mandate after-hour professional development 

activities, this suggests a belief that concern with self-development should not be relegated 

to the end of the day but should be a full-fledged part of teachers' professional 

experience. 

There may be a significant comection between the problems that teachers were 

experiencing with team teaching and collaboration and the minimal support that they were 

receiving in terms of developing coliaborative relationship skills. For example, Beeson and 

Matthews' 1993 (Johnston & Hedernan, 1994) study on decentralization and school-based 

cornmittees addressed barriers to establishing collaborative processes which included a 

"lack of preparation and support given to teachers, school administrators, parents and 

students to participate in collaborative processes'* (Johnston & Hedernan, 1994, p. 196). 

Similarly, if teachers at Hillside were not receiving thefull support they needed to develop 

collaborative working skills, then that rnay have been one of the reasons why there was 

evidence of variations in orientations to collaboration. 



Basic Assurn~tions about the Princi~al as Facilitatoc The Natzire 0fAuthony: Does the basis 
of auzhority rest upon the traditions andprecedena of lm, or does it evolve over time and 
through human interactions? 

There were variations in orientations among individuals within the school 

pertaining to the role of the principal as facilitator. Whereas some teachers expressed 

support for Principal Butler in his facilitative role, others stated they thought he should be 

more directive, especially on issues which did not directly relate to them as teachers. 

Several teachers also felt that the principal should have taken a stronger stand on 

controversial issues, especially where staff consensus was difficult to reach with the more 

vocal and forcefil members of stafftrying to impose their ideas on the rest of the group. 

The issue of whether a principal should be facilitative or directive or both is related 

to underlying beliefs about authority and decision making. Hierarchical organizational 

structures are traditionally associated with leadership and direction fiom the top. Several 

teachers at Hillside stated a preference for the principal to be more directive. For example, 

Ester suggested that they need not be involved in decision making pertaining to school 

matters that did not affect teachers in the classroom. Moreover, Mavis believed that the 

erosion of the hierarchical stmcture in schools today made it more difficult for teachers to 

control student behaviour. She also felt that respect should be accorded the principal, the 

vice principal and the teachers by vinue of their positions in the hierarchical organization. 

Furthermore, others thought that the principal should be more authontarian when dealing 

with students and that he should not be leaving his door open for students to drop in 

unannounced which they believed merely served to undermine the notion of respect for 

authority. 
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Also related to directive leadership and topdown authority is one teacher's 

description of a controversy among staff related to arriving at a decision about 

timetabling. Apparently the process was characterized by heated debate, cajoling, and lop- 

sided compromise resulting in an unsatisfactory outcome for some and residual negative 

feelings for many. This particular teacher felt that the problem could have been resolved 

more easily had the principal used his position to take control of the situation early into 

the process by informing teachers of the options they had and leading them more carefully 

through the process. 

Conversely, there were those in the school who beiieved they had an important 

role to play in the decision making process and supported the facilitative role that the 

principal had adopted. These teachen described the principal's facilitative role as being 

team-based, especially in his emphasis on teaching teams and the cornmittee stnicture. 

However, not al1 teachers saw this as sharing decision making for there were reports that 

the expectation for cornmittee involvement was imposed upon them. Yet according to the 

principal it was not imposed upon them by administration but had been a joint decision of 

staff. Clearly, perceptions of both how the cornmittee structure had developed, and the 

degree of ownership accepted for its development were different among the various 

perspectives within the school. 

Principal Butler rnay have gotten at the crux of the matter when he stated that it 

would take a few years for al1 teachen to corne to know him and trust that they could take 

risks and make miaakes when sharing in the decision making process. In moving toward a 

decentralized organization, where the basis of authority does not rest upon tradition, it 
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would undoubtedly take many teachers not experienced in working in this type of 

organization time to adjust. 

Basic Assumations about T eacher Em~owennent: i.)ïRe nature ofhuman nature: 1s human 
namre basically good, or basically Ml, or neuîral: that is a mixmre of good and mil? 

ii.) The nature of human actimVIty: Is the "correct" way for humans to act fo be dominant.ro- 
active, harmonizing, orpussive/faralistic? 

There is a connedon between variations in orientations pertaining to the 

principal's role as facilitator and variations pertaining to teacher empowerment. Teachers 

who wanted the principal to be more directive in his role also expressed dissatisfaction 

with the cornmittee structure. Some did not want the added responsibility that structures 

which fostered shared decision making imposed upon them. 

This variation was not oniy reflected fiom the perspective of individuals within the 

school but also from the perspective of individuals within the Junior Team. As previously 

addressed, although Ester and Louise conceptualized teacher empowement differently, 

these differences did not seem to affect their teaming relationship. 

An interesting variation to teacher empowerment was Bemie's admission that she 

felt the need to control her image. Team teaching and the cornmittee structure imposed, in 

a sense, accountabiliîy on teachers. Bernie experienced feelings of disempowerment when 

she was not in control of the image that others perceived of her. This again seems to be 

related to a relationship characterized by cornpetition, judgrnent and mistrust in place of 

one characterized by openness, honesty and tmst. 
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As stated, beliefs about teacher empowennent are related to beliefs about the role 

of the principal. In tenns of the variations in orientation arnong individuais within the 

school and between Ester and Louise on the Junior Team, these variations are grounded in 

differing beliefs about the nature of human activity. It would seem that teachers who did 

not feel empowered by WNe of being on cornmittees, and consequently by having the 

opportunity to make decisions about how the school organization was run, may not have 

highiy vdued a pro-active role in the school. Of course, the cornplaint by some was that 

being on cornmittees added extra work and responsibility to their already busy schedule. 

Nevertheless, this did not deter other rnembers of Hillside stafFwho seemed to have 

embraced the opportunity to be pro-active in the decision making process. 

With regard to Bernie's feelings of disempowement related to not having full 

control of the her professional image, this seems to be related to the nature of human 

nature more so than the nature of human activity. Bernie's apparent Iack of confidence and 

trust in the collegiality relationships of Hillside stafFand her tearn members served to make 

her unsure about exposing her "flaws" as a teacher. This underscores the relationship 

between teachers' feelings of self-confidence in their teaching ability and the development 

of collaboration, coliegiality and teacher ernpowerment. Costa and Riordan (1 W6), 

suppon this concept and state that "the role that teachers' confidence in their teaching 

abilities plays in the development of trust between colleagues engaging in teacher 

collaboration7' (p. 4) is an important one. 



Basic Assum~tions about the Communihr as Partnec The organization 's relationship tu ifs 
environmenc Does the organization perceive ifselfto be dominant. subrnissive. harmonizing, 
searching out a niche? 

The Primary Team had concems about the level of interest that parents in the 

community demonstrated in their children's education. They stated that, outside forma1 

arrangements, they had little contact with parents. They attributed this to i. ) the language 

barrier, as many immigrated parents were not fluent in Engiish; ü.) the fact that many of 

these parents were fkom cultures where parents did not play an active role in schools; and 

iii.) the physical layout of the school. In actual fact, however, there were signs that parents 

were active as volunteers in the school. It seemed that many teachers were aware of a 

network within the school in the fom of the family resource centre and had ready access 

to parents as volunteers. There appeared to be a strong orientation fiom the overd 

perspective of the school to open communication between parents and school. 

Nonetheless the Primary Team teachers seemed to have expenenced isolation fiom 

parents and were not utilizing this resource to its maximum. 

With regard to the School perspective, it would seem that the underlying basic 

assumption which guided the relationship between the school and the community was a 

hmonizing one. There were many efforts on the part of administrators, teachers and the 

family resource CO-ordinator to reach out to the cornmunity and to help parents feel 

welcome at Hillside. Nonetheless, there were variations in orientations in tems of the 

amount of effort that individuals demonstrated in utilizing and promoting the school as 

partner with the community. Furthermore, as suggested by the principal, many parents 



were not ready to take an active leadership role in the school. Despite repeated efforts to 

encourage community parents to become part of a school council, they showed willingness 

to "help" out where possible but avoided roles where they would be expected to actively 

take part in decision making. This should not be surpnsing, as iohnston and Hedeman 

(1994) point out that "given the complexity of school Life and the complexity of the 

decisions being made, such collaborative processes are not easily establishes' (p. 195). 

Perhaps the Primary Team teachers' problem with engaging parents in any sort of 

ongoing communication is an example of the kind of difficulty that is involved in 

establishing a partnership between school and comrnunity. While citing various reasons 

for the poor communication between these stakeholders in the educational process, the 

Pnmary Team teachers did not appear to make a concerted effort to overcome these * 

bamers. However, it would be invalid to assume that these teachers believed that parents 

should not have an active role in the school. It is more likely, in this case, that considenng 

these four teachers were new to Hïllside Elementary and were already experiencing many 

challenges as it was, their energies were focused on other matters and parents as partners 

was not a current pnority. This is another indication of how teachers, especially those new 

to a school, need preparation and professional development that will support collaborative 

growth processes whereby parents and the rest of the comrnonity may feel cornfortable in 

participating in school decision making. 



Value Hannony and Value Disharmony 

This section of the chapter addresses two important aspects for understanding how 

culture is shaped, developed and changed: shared values and variations in vaIues. The 

former is discussed under the category of value harmony while the latter is discussed 

under the category of value dishmony. 

Value Harmony 

As consistency in basic assumptions and underlying values cm idorm us about the 

culture of an organization as well as variations in orientations, a brief discussion of the 

orientations that members of Hillside EIementary shared is warranteci. There appeared to 

be consistency in cumculum orientation to the Ieaming process (see Table 8.4, p. a12) 

among al1 perspectives. That is from ail perspectives (Le., District, School, Pnmary Team, 

Junior Team) there was, for the most part, equal ernphasis on both intemal motivation 

and extemal motivation for leaming and on personal and public knowledge, a stronger 

emphasis on knowledge as process, and very strong emphasis on holistic leaniing. This 

suggests that at least with regards to these four orientations, there was consensus among 

teachers, administrators, and district officiais regarding these aspects of the leaming 

process. 

What this means is that, although there were inconsistencies in orientation 

pertaining to the purpose of education, pertaining to the Iearner, pertaining to teacher's 

role, pertaining to the student evaluation, pertaining to educator professionalism and 
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pertaining to leadership in the school, al1 perspectives shared beliefs about the process of 

Iearning or how students leam best. 

Table 8. 4 
dues Consensus: Consistency in Orientations 

Intrinsic Motivation 

Extrinsic Motivation 

Persona1 Knowledge 

Public Knowledge 

Knowledge as Proeess 

Knowledge as Content 

Holistic Learning 

x j x  
X f X  

x j x  
c 

x i x  Molecular Ltarn ing 
X = Strong Orientation 
x = Weak Orientation 
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ms of course raises questions regarding the relationship between what students 

l e m  and how students leam. If there are variations in orientations pertaining to the 

purpose of school, one might expect that the beliefs about the learning process 

would ale0 be varied. For example, if one believes that social adaptation is the purpose of 

school in terms of students learning the faas, skills and values of the society in which they 

belong, then it would seem that the process of learning might be more traditional in that it 

would refiect a focus on public knowledge as opposed to personai knowledge, a focus on 

knowledge as content as opposed to knowledge as process, and a focus on molecular 

leaming as opposed to holistic leaming. However, as already addressed, this was not the 

case. It is difficult to speculate why this is so, which raises further questions: 

How aware are educators of the underlying basic assumptions which guide their 
practice? 

How consistent are underlying basic assumptions with espoused beliefs? 

What effect do variations in underlying basic assumptions regarding educational 
purpose and cumculum orientations have on what students learn? 

How are teachers' and administrators' values and beliefs 
negotiated/compromised/subverted/ in educational organizations? 

What kind of school culture is conducive to uncovering members' basic 
assumptions? 

These are questions which warrant further study into the issue of educators' value 

orientations and their underlying basic assumptions. In coming to understanding of our 

values and how they influence what goes on in schools, we will corne doser to actually 

achieving what it is we intend to do. 



Value Dishannony 

On the whole, there were more variations in value onentations among the 

perspectives then there were consistencies. Furthemore, consistency in orientations was 

noted pnmarily pertauiing to the leamhg process within the curriculum orientation 

fiamework. On the other hand, inconsistencies in onentations were noted pertaining to al1 

four categones: educational purpose, other aspects of cumculum orientation, educator 

professionalism and leadership. Table 8.5 (see p. ) depicts a sumrnary of the types 

of variations in onentations and vdue confiicts. There are a number of interesting issues 

related to the various types of variations in value orientations and the value codicts which 

arose fiom certain types of variations. 

One salient point which emerged in the findings related to value disharmony and 

value conflict is that of trying to address the issue of why some variations in onentations 

gave nse to reports of value confiicts while others did not. Here we are rerninded of the 

role of core values or basic assumptions in expenencing value conflict. For exampie, ody 

one value confiict related to variations in beliefs about educational purpose was reported. 

When variations in educational purpose were examined for the underlying basic 

assumptions it was found that al1 appeared to be grounded in some manner in the 

transmission position. Consequently, although there were differences in which aspects of 

this orientation were emphasized, there was underlying consensus in basic assumptions 

about the purpose of education. In other words, the core values or basic assumptions were 

not in confiict. 
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However, when we examine the variations where confiicts did occur (see Table 

8.5, p. 314) we find that certain basic assumptions were in confiin. Moa notable perhaps 

is Variation in Orientation # 7, Individuals Within the School. Each one of this type of 

variation, that is, variation in orientation pertalnhg to locus of control, collaboration, 

collegiality, principal as facilitator and teacher empowerment, is associated with value 

conflicts. As previously discussed, in each case there were instances of competing core 

values. 

Moreover, this finding is significant in that it suppons the precept that in order to 

understand the culture of a school it is necessary to go beyond the notion of shared values 

to uncover variations in values as welî. The analysis of culture from the perspective of the 

school in terms of cultural artifacts such as buUetin boards displays, school festivities, daily 

school activities and rituals, school documents, administrators' and teachers' oral 

statements, reflected the values of collaboration, collegiality, participation, and shared 

decision making. However, these values were not embraced equally by the individuals at 

Hillside Elernentary. 

For example, as previously stated, although the school culture manifested itself as 

primarily humanistic in terms of emphasizing an intemal locus of behavioural control 

(despite documents which clearly indicated a custodial leaning), there is indication that 

there was much variation in beliefs pertaining to student behavioural control among 

teachers in the school. Also, despite the principal's goal to facilitate collaborative and 

collegiai cultures and teacher empowement, many individuals in the school reported value 



1. District and School 
b Social Adaptation vs. Academic Development 
b Professional Growth* 
2. District and Teams 
b Uniqueness of the Leamer vs. Similarity of the Learner* 
3. District and Team 
b Informal Evaluation vs. Formal Evaluation 
4. District and Individual 
b Social Adaptation vs. Social Reconstruction* 
b Child-directed Learning and Teacher-directed Learning* 
5. School and Teams 
b Social Leaming Environment vs. Individual Learning Environment* 
6. School and Team 
b CoUaboration* 

Comrnunity as Partner* 
7. hdividuals Within the School: 
b Interna1 Control of Social Behavioui 
b Collaboration* 
w Collegiality* 
b PNicipaf as Facilitator* 

Teacher Empowerment* 
8. School and Individual 

VS. 

b Social Adaptation vs. Social Reconstruc 
b Teacher Empowerment* 
9. Team and Team 

Extema1 Control of Social Behaviour* 

ion 

b Interna1 Control of Socid Behaviour vs. Extemal Control of Social Behaviour 
10. Individuals Within a Team 
b Whole Child 
b Interna1 Control of Social Behaviour vs. Extemal Control of SociaI Behaviour* 
b Collegiality * 
11. Team and Individual 
b Social Adaptation vs. Social Reconstruction 
b Social AdaptatiodPersond Devebpment/Career Developrnent vs. Cognitive 

Development 
12. Individual 
ID Social Adaptation vs. Social Reconstmction 

*Value Conflict Expenenced 
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codias related to these processes. The fact that there was so much value conflict 

reported by individual teachers within the school pertaining to these orientations is an 

example of how, when we look deeper into the prevailing culture that is manifested in a 

school through the variations in value orientations fiom different perspectives, we are able 

to uncover not only what is s h e d  but what is contesied as well. 

Equaily important for understanding the culture of Hillside School is realizing that 

many of the teachers were in the process of either negotiating, resisting, or acquiescing to, 

either one, some, or al1 of these values. For example, negotiation took place among the 

Primary Team teachers in working out ways to develop both social and individual learning 

environments in their classrooms. Teachers were also in the process of negotiating ways 

to deal with student misbehaviour and were cntically exarnining the structure and 

implications of the detention room in terms of how to make improvements in the process. 

However, there was also evidence of incidents where teachers were acpiescing to the 

prevailing school culture, as in the case of those teachers who objected to the idea of 

young students "serving" detention but who also did not raise this concem for discussion 

with the detention committee or the administration. There were some forms of resistmce 

to the overall school culture as well. For example, the open-classroom culture of the 

school was resisted to an extent by some. The principal suggested that a small number of 

teachers at Hillside did not wholeheartedly share the philosophy of a social learning 

environment and team teaching and that they preferred the isolation of their own 

classroom. 
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The culture of the school was one which seemed to support a negotiation process 

inasmuch as the principal ap peared reluctant to rigidly impose values. Moreover, there 

seemed to be an atmosphere in the school which was conducive to facilitating change and 

growth in that teachers were allowed to take nsks, make mistakes and voice criticisms. On 

the other hand, there was aiso an understanding in the school that those who did not adopt 

the team teaching philosophy might be encouraged to teach in a school that would better 

suit their personal educational philosophy. So while there was room for negotiation when 

it came to some variations in orientations inasmuch as the principal and vice principal 

supported an atrnosphere of risk taking and ailowed tirne for the process of working out 

the tems of tearning relationships, there was an implicit understanding that if teachers 

were not willing to make compromises when it came to negotiating these values, that is if 

there was fim resistance to these core values embraced at Hïllside, then they might be 

encouraged to teach in a different school. 

Surnrnary 

Looking at school culture from various perspectives adds both depth and breadth 

to our understanding of culture. Undoubtedly, it is necessary to examine consistencies in 

value orientations to help us better understand where there is value consensus arnong 

stakeholders. However, we must understand not only what it is we agree upon, but what 

it is we do not as weii. Through examinhg variations in value orientations we gain insight 

into the evolutionary process which ofien is, and perhaps should be, a part of the culture 

of our educational organizations. Without acknowledging our variations in values and our 
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value conflias, it is inconceivable that there would be change, growth and improvement in 

our educationd institutions. ï h i s  is important for educational leaders, particularly in iight 

of the increasingly growing educationai trend to include uZZ stakeholders in the decision 

making process. Moreover, it is especially si@cant in today's postmodem, culturally 

diverse, technologically advanced society. 



CHAPTER NlNE 

Implications and Conclusion 

This chapter provides a summary discussion and conc!usion and outlines the 

implications for practitioners and researchers. 

Educational Purposes, Cumculum Metaorientations and Professional 

and Leadership Cultures: The Connection 

In the examination of the culture of Hiliside Elementary Schooi 1 discovered an 

overall transmission orientation to the purpose of school to the extent that there was an 

emphasis on transrnitting and perpetuating moral and social values for the purpose of 

teachhg the skills that students need to "get through Me." The tangible manifestations of 

the school's culture indicated a respect for and inclusiveness of the cultural diversity 

reflected in the shident population. Nonetheless, the multi-perspective analysis of the 

school culture provided a way for me to delve deeper beneath these tangible 

manifestations so that 1 came to perceive the variations in espoused orientations to 

educational purpose, which ranged fiom preseMng to downplaying Canadian societal 

values. The former position was based on the belief that Canadian identity was in 
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jeopardy with the infiw of immigrants who did not share Euro-western values. 

Conversely, the latter view was grounded in a belief that dominant societai values should 

not be imposed on ethnic minorities. Curiously, despite the variations in beliefs about 

educational purposes, cumculum orientations were not quite so varied. Inconsistencies, 

or variations in orientations and the reniltant value con£lias, were primarily related to 

beliefs about the leaming environment and beliefs about the role of the teacher, 

particularly, in the case of the latter, pertaining to behaviord control of students. Despite 

variations in espoused educational purpose across the various perspectives within a given 

school organizational cuiture teaching practices varied little. Espoused values, reflected in 

the school's cultural artifacts such as policy statements, school newspapers, bulletin 

boards, participants' oral statements, staffroom discussions, etc., indicated that there were 

variations in orientations to educational-purposes and curriculum orientations. However, 

these variations were not strongly reflected in educators' practices. The ensuing discussion 

attempts to shed light on this complex and multifaceted problem. 

Cultural Influences on Educational Values 

A culture or a society is the totulity of ils organizotions and these in ~ u m  
are the totality of their idiogtaphic h m m  components. Culture both 
detemines and is detennined by individuals and so, for thai matter. is an 
organization. (Hodgkinson, 1 9 9 1, p. 6 8) 

At the public, collective level, values may be objectified into systems of law, codes 

of ethics, systematized philosophies and ideologies (Hodgkinson, 199 1, p. 96) which are 

subject to relatively slow change depending upon changes in the socio-cultural climate 

(Rokeach, 1970, p. 34). This has implications for educators and the educational process, 
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for as "social and cultural diversity increases, as equity becomes a greater social priority, 

and as demands for fiscal restraint persist, the circumstances of educational decision 

making becomes more cornplex and chaîienging" (Begley, 1996, p. 405) 

According to Hargreaves (1994% p. 24), "the challenges and changes facing 

teachers and schools are not parochidy confined to education but are rooted in a major 

socio-historîcal transition fi-om a period of modemity to one of postmodemity." 

Hargreaves (1994% p. 25) describes the socio-cultural age of modemity as one which is 

characterised by "beliefs that nature cm be transfoned and social progress achieved by 

the systematic development of scientific and technological understanding, and by its 

rational application to social and economic life." Efficiency, produdivity, atornism, 

rationai thought, mass production and standardization are some of the basic characteristics 

underlying this socio-cultural age. The technological developments of the past few 

decades have brought us fiom an industrial to an information society and dong with this 

social evolution is a slow change in values. Authority relationships in the workplace and 

the classroom once were typically hierarchical, fosterhg obedience, control, rigidity, and 

conformity in the workers and students. However, today's postmodem information 

society demands dSerent work skills; hence, a fiom what once was valued in the 

workplace to différent values; the promotion of independence, creativity, interaction, 

negotiation and communication (Bluestein, 1988, p. 24). This condition is depicted by 

"cultural wars" (h4itchel1, Sackney, & Waiker, 1994, p. 6) whereby individuals are 

"caught between the forces of those who are culturally conservative and those who are 

culturally progressive." 
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It would seem that in many ways, on the surface at least, Hillside Elernentary is a 

reflection of the codicting ideologies of both the modem and postmodem age. Whereas 

the variations in orientation to the purpose of education may suggest the influence of a 

changing socio-cultural age, orientations to cumculum in ternis of what teachers actually 

do, appear slower to change. This may be due in part to the f aa  that, despite perhaps a 

transformation orientation, teachers' "powers of discretion [are] delimited by the technical 

controls of standardized tests, "teacher proof' cumculum packages and guidelines, and 

step-by-step models of teaching imposed fiom above'' (Hargreaves, 1994a p. 26)' al1 

characteristics of the modem society. 

Why do teachers expenence more value conflicts related to the role of the teacher 

and the leaming environment than related to other facets of a cumculum orientation 

position? This, too, may be addressed in light of the postmodem influence on the larger 

society. As suggested by Rokeach, values reflea the social conditions of the time, and the 

state-of- flux condition associated with a postmodern world has given nse to valuing such 

qualities as "flexibility" and "adaptability" in contrast to the earlier modem world values of 

"uniformity" and "standardization" (Mitchell et al., 1994). A problem for many teachers, it 

is suggested, is that they have leamed control-oriented values growing up, but are 

attempting to teach skills to information-age children. This was especiaily seen in the 

varied views of the Primary Team teachers pertaining to student behavioral control. Two 

of these teachers viewed the "erosion" of hierarchicai stmctures in the school, which they . 

believed served to help control behaviour, with dismay. From the perspective of the 

school, policy documents quite clearly reflected the influence of modem societal values 



inasmuch as cornpliance, obedience, teacher control and respect for authority were 

emphasized while other manifestations of the culture of the school reflected a postmodem 

influence whereby respect for authority was perhaps not replaced but certaidy CO-exist ed 

with ideals such as student empowerment and shared responsibility for behaviour. 

Moreover, there were varied orientations and inherent value conflias expenenced by 

some organizational members pertaining to the issue of discipline. This perhaps reflected 

the influence of changing views about student-teacher relationships and authority. 

Consequently, Kilside Elementary School did indeed reflect the changing socio- 

cultural values of the society in which it belonged. The value conflicts teachers 

experienced were primarily related to their basic assumptions pertaining to the teachers' 

role and the learning environment. For many the transition nom an individual learning 

environment characterized by hierarchical control, uniformity, authority and atomistic 

leaming to a social leaniing environment which emphasized cooperation, participation, 

decentralized authority, shared responsibility and pluralism was difficult. The reason for 

this difficulty cannot be explained merely as teachers clinging inflexibly to the more 

traditional beliefs of a modem society. Rather, given District expectations for student 

academic achievement and the high pnonty attributed to literacy and numeracy 

performance, many teachers who may have wanted to be facilitative, who may have 

wanted to encourage democratic teaching curricular practices, who may have wanted to 

address individuai needs a d o r  who rnay have wanted to "transform" accepted modes of - 

thinking about social and rnulticultural issues may also have felt thwarted in their attempts. 
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Moreover, the school's overall emphasis on the development of social and moral 

values was a double-edged sword. On one hand, respect for cultural differences and the 

personal development of students was a high priority. On the other hand, there was a clear 

indication that social values such as honesty, respect, trust, work ethic, cornpetition, and 

cooperation, were considered to be universal to all cultures. Consequently, the school was 

in the process of grappling with how to teach values without imposing them through top- 

down, hierarchical control. Also many teachers were situated differently on the discipline 

continuum between those who were utilizing practices which emphasized an extemal locus 

of control and those who were exemplifLing practices which emphasized an internai locus 

of control. 

Whereas issues of discipline are not new to schools, the postrnodern influence on 

educational thought exacerbates the problem. Frequently, teachers are faced with the 

challenge of controlling students' behaviours in such a way so as to "establish rapport . . . 

and . . . awaken enthusiasm for learning" (Lunenburg, 199 1, p. 19). The challenge of 

balancing the potentiaiiy polar extremes of mainiaining order and establishing rapport for 

optimal student leaming is at best enigmatic and most certainly situationally conflict-laden. 

As Lunenburg (1 99 1, p. 19) discovered in his research on classroom discipline, "the 

teacher daily m u t  resolve the conflict between the persondistic demands of the pupil- 

teacher relationship and the organizational demands for control in the classroom." 

However, whereas teachers rnay feel they are "victims of administrative demands" 

(Campbell, 1992, p. 6) they may dso be "victims" of selj-deemondî, that is, personal, self- 

expectations defined and shaped by hdividual experiences, and career-long routines and 
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regulations. As with Ryan (1989, p. 3 3 9 ,  in his expenence with teaching the Innut, these 

personal educational values may keep them "shackied to . . . teaching practices" which 

they know to be counter to what is nght in terms of establishing and developing leanllng 

environments for students. The Primas, Team teachen seemed to expenence similar 

conflict inasmuch as they saw great potential in the Activity Tirne leaming environment. It 

was an environment which encouraged participation, cooperation, sharing, responsibility, 

self-discipline, and decision making and where teachers were facilitators of leaming. Yet 

these teachers still felt that there were times they needed to be more directive and 

authontarian and, consequently, would limit choices, arrange for group or individual 

leaming, impose leaniing activities, and control social behaviour to ensure that academic 

standards were met. 

a 

Education in Multicuftural Schools and Values Theory: Means and Ends 

Discussions about the antithetical characteristics of values and the resultant lack of 

consensus about these value characteristics (Le., means and ends; relative and absolute; 

subjective and objective; desired and desirable) have implications for discussions about 

educational purposes and cumculum metaorientations. Educational purposes, by their very 

nature are deemed educational ends, or in Rokeach's value theory language, "terminal" 

values. Frequently, discourse on educational purposes addresses the issue of what are the 

desirable ends and what are the best means for reaching these ends. What is one person's 

end may be another person's means, so to speak. Regarding the ongoing debate about 

ends and means, Beck (1996, p. 4) states: 



A similm error has been made in edlucation, where we h e  @en freuted 
correct grammur and qelling, for emp le ,  as absolutes or endr in 
thernselves when in fact rhey are means. Much of the opposin'on to 
ahwing a transitio~l phase of "imented" or "~empor.y" f m s  in 
Icmguage leaming is dile ro this kind of ubsolutim. 

What Beck is describing here is related to the content versus process debate, where 

advocates of knowledge as content emphasize the accumulation of knowledge (e-g., 

literacy and numeracy) as an end while advocates of process emphasize the process of 

leaming as more important as an overall end. However, his point goes deeper than that. 

He raises the issues of the danger embedded in holding as ends that which should be 

means. In other words, the end purpose of education should not be literacy and nurneracy 

in and of itself, nor should it be the transmission of social and moral values, in and other 

themselves. According to Beck, these are the means to the good life not ends in 

themselves. And perhaps that is the major problem with a transmission orientation to 

curriculum, that the transmission of knowledge, whether it be academic, social or mord, is 

viewed as the desirable end-state and not the means to the "good iife.' 

Admittedly, pure forms of a transmission orientation are rarely found in today's 

schools. But the infiuence of a transmission orientation are pervasive, as was the case for 

HiIlside Elementary. This is problematic for reasons which can be discussed in light of the 

findings in this study surrounding teachers' beliefs about educational purpose. When 

social and moral values cultural values are held uncritically and unquestionable superior to 

those of other cultures then it is no wonder that schools do serve to maintain and 

perpetuate the societd status quo. In the case the one teacher who suggested that schools 

really do function to maintain socio-economic and cultural status quo, we are left to 
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wonder about the future of those who enter school already culturalIy disenfianchised, 

socially marginalized and economically disadvantaged. And in this teacher's brutally 

honest analysis, this educational end worked to her advantage. Not only hers, it would 

seem. When the purpose of school serves to maintain the societd status quo, whether 

explicitly or implicity, overtly or covertly, then students may corne to l e m  that they will 

have to be content to be part of the "functional underclass" (Galbraith, 1992, p. 3 3). 

So ifthe transmission of public knowledge in the form of social, moral and 

academic knowledge is not a desirable end, then what is? In the context of 

muiticulturalism, this question is even more difficult to answer. There is considerable 

ambiguity and ongoing debate about what education in multiculhiral schools (Manirek & 

Kach, 1990, p. 157) should entail. At Hillside Elementary School there was certaidy a 

concerted effort on the part of teachers and adrninistrators to understand the various 

cultures and to promote respect for the cultural differences. There was also a focus on the 

teaching of values which implicitly meant that certain moral and socid values are universal 

to dl cultures. One teacher voiced a concem that schools in general impose dominant 

societai values on cultural minorities yet she was unclear as to which values these might 

be. She felt that she too may have unconsciously and inadvertently imposed her own 

"Canadian" values on her students in the course of her teaching career. Kach and 

DeFaven (in Titley, 1990, p. 159 ) describe the type of dilemma that teachers are faced 

with in a multicultural school: 

And what is the teacher to do when mked to take the Charter of Righrs 
seriously - the Charter, which imists thai no indiviaral is to be 
discriminated against of the bmis of sex (section 15) - but who is ut the 



smne time asked ro iake serious& the federul govemntent 's policy of 
rnulticuI~uralism, which sfates that the government 'kill seek to msist all 
C d i a n  cultural p p s ,  " some ofwhich me, unhappiily, sexist? 

Which brings us to the issue of the universality of moral and sociai values. The culture of 

Hillside School was one which encouraged respect* cultural dfferences. It also was 

one which encouragecl studedteacher relationships based on mutual revect. The 

principal worked to promote an open and congenial atmosphere in the school whereby 

students would feel that they were part of a family. However, there is a diEerence between 

mutual respect based on a loving, caring relationship and respect based on authority and 

there are cultural differences in which kind of respect is vdued. For exarnple, one parent 

in te~ewed  was adamant that students should respect and obey teachers unconditionally, 

regardless of the character of the teacher. In light of the inherent dangers of this type of 

studenthacher relationship where students' discretionary powers are oppressed, this is 

not the kind of respect that is ideal. The implications for teachers and students are related 

to issues of imposing values, and the kinds of dilemrnas that teachers face when trying to 

reconcile these types of value conflicts. Simple solutions to the problem, however, are not 

available and "hard choices will have to be made about what does and does not constitute 

multicultural education" (Titley, 1990, p. 159). 

Though not an attempt to resolve the problems that are embedded in teaching in 

multicultural schools, perhaps a look at educational purposes fiom another perspective is 

wamnted, where the transmission of moral and socid values are not conceived of as 

desirable ends or absolutes in the educational endeavour. On the subject of educational 

purpose, Sarason (1 995% p. 149) writes: 



. . . 1 have mgued t h  ut the top of my Iist of purposes of schooling is to 
recopize, respect, mrture, and exploit whaf chil&en me Lefore they 
enter school: curious, questing, questionusking, ccompeience-seeking 
individuaï's zn semch of an i&ntity thal propek them to wanf to leam 
more about ihemselves, othets, a d  iheir world to wmt to eqerience that 
sense of growh or change, thut seens of self-woorrh without which &iZy 
living is literaIZy unprahrctive; it is routinizeli, aimless existence, a 
prelude to u similarfufure, tu an unexamined Ife. 

What Sarason is saying is that the overarching purpose of schools should be to 

foster the intellechial curiosity that is natural in children and I will add, natural to children 

of ail races, ethnicities and cultures, and necessary for life-long leaming. However, 

capitalizing on intellechial curiosity does imply a restrictive cumculum consisting of "a 

narrow band of academic disciplines" (Beck, 1995, p. 7). Refemng to Ontario's, 1995 

"Report of the Royal Commission on Leaming," Beck suggested that the report "largely 

neglects general life values, popular culture, worldviews, life planning (apart ffom career 

planning), fiiendçhip, relationships, communitf (1995, p. 7). What is s"ggested is that 

while knowledge of traditional academic learning is important, there is "much more" to 

leamhg that. 

The concept of life-long leaniing is used widely and has varied meanings. Life-long 

leaming may be conceptualized as necessary for the achievement of an extrinsic goal or it 

may be seen as intrinsically valuable in and of itself (Chapman, 1996). Life-long leaming as 

intrinsically valuable really works toward the achievement of "education for a more 

highly-skilled work force at the same time an education for a better democracy and a more 

rewarding life" (Chapman, 1996, p. 3). In effect, bfe-long leaniing and through stimulating 

the intellectual curiosity as an overarching purpose would serve to distinguish schools 
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fkom other social organizations. Yet Sarason is pessimistic about the achievement of this 

overarching purpose without major organizational change in today's schools. 

School Culture and Educational Purpose 

Vulues andgoals m e  not m q s ;  they m e  belief iimprutives, and 
stimulants on the bais  of which we plan our actions. Beiween values, on 
the one hand, ami actions, on the other. is a series o j  booby nqs, 
tesiimony either to our i~perfections und inconrisencies, or an 
inhoqitable social-inriiirutional S U K T M I ~ ,  or both. Methodologies are, in 
the absbuct, morulk'y neufrd and useless. ïhey become othenvise when we 
chose them io reflect o i i  values d g o a l s .  And when we me unclear 
about our values andgoals, and when our identij7cation.s with and 
cornmitment to them me at best superfiiul mid at worst mindless - they 
have not become purt of mir '@&' d w h u t  we call mind - we choose a 
methodoIogy #O which when it fails as ii m u s  we arsign blmre. 
Meihodologies, no l e s  t h  people, mffet the djmamics of blming the 
victim. (Sarason, 1995b. p. 170) 

Methodologies should be informed by clearly thought out educational purposes. In other 

words, educational purposes must be first clarified and then it will inform cumculum 

orientation. However as Sarason points out, there is a "series of booby traps between 

values and goals and actionsy' (1995b, p. 170), a point which was evidenced in this study. 

At HiIlside Elementary, these "booby traps" came in the following forms: 

varied and codicting basic assumptions about the nature of human nature (e.g., 
varying conceptions of discipline, obstacles to collegiality) 
varied and codicting basic assumptions about the nature of human relationships 
(e.g., collaboration, team teaching, cornmittee stmcture, feelings of insecurity 
about teacher efficacy) 
varied and conflicting basic assumptions about the nature of authonty (e.g., 
baniers to principal as facilitator) 
varied and confiicting basic assumptions about the nature of human activity 
(barriers to teacher empowement) 
varied and confiicting basic assumptions about the organization's relationship to its 
environment (e-g., barriers to community as partner and parental involvement in 
decision making) 



district non-cornmitment to professional development beyond that which would 
take place within regular school hours 
varied and confiicting beiiefs about the benefits of homogeneity in highly diverse, 
multiculturai, multi-level, heterogenous classes 
implicit district expectations for high academic student performance coupled with 
school expectations for social and personal student development 

O tirne consvaints on teachers in terms of participating in decision making process 

Booby traps are even more pedous when there are unclear goals and 

consequently, mismatched, CO-existing and conflicting methodologies. This was surely 

seen in the way the school placed emphasis on the teaching of social and moral values 

while the district emphasized academic skills inasmuch as school profiles and evaluation 

centred around presentation of literacy and mathematic performance. As a result, teachers 

experienced value conflids in that they were tom between methodologies which 

emphasized process, facilitative teaching, uniqueness of the learner and a social leaming 

environment and those that fonised on content, directive teaching, similarities of the 

learning and an individual learning environment. Concomitant with these mismatched 

methodologies are value conflicts related to discipline and organizational structure in the 

classroom. 

To draw upon Sarason once again, he suggests that pedagogy, subject matter and 

cumculum "take on rneaning only in the social actions and transactions of people 

govemed by implicit and explicit rules about mutuality, obligations, power, and 

capabilities" (1995b, p. 171). What Sarason is getting at here is one very basic assumption 

related to the governance of an organization, which has implications for our basic 

assumptions about educational purpose, cumculum orientation, professionalism and 

leadership, for we are not just talking about power relationships between teachers and 



administrators in the school organiratioq but among al1 the stakeholders in the 

educational endeavour, including students. 

Sarason's main point is that being clear about our purposes and methodologies is 

important, however without major organizational change in schools, educational aims and 

methodologies which embody a transformation orientation will not be realized. He argues 

for changing existing power relationships among not ody teachers and administrators but 

between teachers and students. Sarason grounds this argument in what he calls the 

"political principle" that is, '%en you are going to be affected, directly or indirealy, by a 

decision, you should stand in some relationship to the decision-making process" (Sarason 

199Sa, p. 2). Yet, as became apparent at Hillside Elementary, despite an attempt to 

promote collaboration, shared decision making, teacher empowement, some members in 

the organization were reluctant to change power relationships arnong teachers, 

administrators, students and to an extent, parents. Sarason suggests that some teachers 

feel that it is "safef' to stay isolated and lonely in the classroom than to change power 

relationships. This assertion was demonstrated by the teacher who admitted that she was 

reluctant to expose her flaws to al1 and sundry, and consequently experienced value 

conflicts related to team teaching and collaboration. This reludance to participate in 

collaborative decision making is undoubtedly related to this situation: 

we have developedpolicies und mamhtes to assure public accountubility. 
We give voice to democratic conhol mer edircation through ZegisZation 
defihg what is fo occur in schook, administered by burecnrcrc~ic agents 
who prescribe regimens mtd reporting ~ s t e m s .  WMin mment g o v e m c e  
& &inistrative mctures, teachees are accountable for imflementing 
curriculum ond testing policies, assignment and promotion niles, mtd 
myriad ofher educational prescriptions, whether or not these treatments 



are qpproprtate in particuI' instances for parficuZar sfudenfs. As a 
comequence, teuchers cmnot be heldpro~ess~~onaicllly account~ble - t h  is, 
responsible for meeting the neek  of their d e n t s ;  they c m  only be held 
accmntable for fohwing st&d operutirtg procedures. (Darling - 
Hammond, 1988, p. 60) 

It is no wonder that teachers are reluaant to take risks and participate in decision 

making regarding school cumculum when, despite clairns to devolve authority to school 

sites, teachers are stiil held accountable for extemally prescribed goals. 

When we examine the professional and leadership culture at Hiilside Elementary 

we see a culture which was characterized by both consistent and conflicting values. We 

also see evidence of a culture that encouraged discussion and expression of these varied 

ideals. However, some teachers were at various stages of willingness to take nsks. In 

tems of governance and power relationships, there were structures in place which 

provided oppomnities for participative decision making on the part of teachers and 

administrators. Some teachers had figured out ways to tap into community resources and 

had organized volunteers to become an integral part of the students' leaming - a first step 

in getting community members more involved in the school. However, there was still a 

long way to go before al1 the stakeholders in the educational process at Hillside 

Elementary would become a genuine part of the decision making process. Nevertheless, 

examination of the consistencies in value orientations, the variations in value orientations 

and the inherent value conflicts brings us closer to understanding the issues, the 

cornplexities and the problems involved in understanding school culture. However, if 

leaders wish to initiate and implement change in schools, particularly change related to 
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promoting shared decision making for the purpose of achieving educational purposes, then 

they would do well to begin with an understanding of îheir school's culture. 

Implications 

There are several implications which have arisen frorn the findings in this shidy. 

The following addresses these implications: 

Jm~lications for Pnctitioners 

There are four implications for practitioners. 

I,  CIarifi Educational Goals and Curriculum Mdaorientafions 

This is not a new idea. However, considering the lack of clarity about educational 

goals and educators' conflicting and sometimes arnbiguous understandings of appropriate 

methods for achieving these goal, it warrants reiteration. While generalizations about the 

findings in this study pertaining to Hillside Elementary School are limited, the findings do 

suggest that ambiguity is a salient characteristic of school organizations as far as 

educational values are concemed. Undoubtedly this is the case for a number of reasons, 

not the least of which is that school organizations are compnsed of individuals who 

already hold educational values, values which have been influenced and shaped by their 

own persona1 and professional experiences. These values may or may not be consistent 
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with the educational values of the school organization. What makes the situation even 

murkier is that individuals in an organization may not be fully aware of the underlying 

basic assurnptions which guide their educational practices. This is one of the rasons why 

there were incidences of apparent inconsistencies between espoused values and practice at 

Hillside Elementary. 

Given the number of barriers, or "booby traps," teachers and administrators 

encounter in their educational endeavours, value coriflict becomes the nature of the 

educational pursuit. What knowledge of the complexity involved in promoting self- 

understandings of values does is lend support for the importance of c l a n m g  both our 

educational goals and the means for how bea to achieve these goals. To thk end, 

stakehoiders of school organizations ought to be involved in continued discussion and 

ongoing critical refiection about what it is they want to do and what it is they me doing. 

Praxis, or infonned practice, first requires a clarification of educational values. 

Moreover, whereas moral and social values are indeed imponant in the educational 

process, they should not be educational ends. To suggest that they are implies that there 

are universal "right" actions in al1 situations. This type of values transmission cm promote 

unreflective action and unconscious acceptance of values and resistance to change 

(Garforth, 1985). 

2. &amine Basic Assumptions 

This is, of course, connected with clariwng educational values. However, as we 

have seen, clarification of goals without understanding one's basic assumptions which 
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guide practices, may mean that we espouse one thing and do another. Many teachers may 

indeed believe that team teaching is beneficial for both teachers and students. They may 

understand and espouse the worth of leaming fiom their colleagues through sharing 

teaching experiences and professional ideas. However, ifin a team teaching relationship, 

one or more teachen aiso holds the deep-rooted assumption that human relationships are 

invariably cornpetitive, then that assumption will afEea the nature of the collaborative 

relationship. Uncovering basic assumptions gives us a chance to raise them to the light 

and examine them for what they are. This process of examining basic assumptions is 

important for both individuals and groups in an organization. 

Examining basic assumptions does not guarantee that those that are in conflict with 

others in a group wili be changed. However, compromise is a part of every social activity. 

The problem is that all too often values are not negotiated, but imposed, acquiesced to, or 

subverted. The pnncipal in the school plays a very significant role in the negotiation 

process. Moral leadership implies that the principal should make an effort to understand 

the values of dl the stakeholders. The principal should encourage and facilitate 

democratic practices so that al1 voices are heard. This is a much more diffinilt job than 

that of the authoritarian leader, especially considering that many educators, parents and 

even students are unaccustomed to facilitative leadership. Given the evolving nature of 

shared leadership, decentralized decision-making, and devolution of authority (Leonard, 

1996, p. 258) the role of the school adrninistrator in the postmodern school is an 

important one. 
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3. Ejcamine the "Booby Trops' 

Along with examinhg educational goals, cumculum practices and the underlying 

basic asçumptions which Link the two, educators have to understand the booby traps, that 

is despite noble intentions and clarity about how best to achieve these goals, what are the 

barriers to putting into practice Our beliefs? It is no doubt that in many ways teachers and 

administrators do know what they should be doing to achieve the educational ends they 

feel are important. Mavis' fnistration with not being able to be a facilitative teacher 

because she was in a classroom where so many of her shidents were so "needy" is one 

exarnple of a booby trap. Teachers and administrators at al1 levels of the educational 

organization mun be willing to recognize these barriers to implementing teaching 

strategies which are considered to be worthwhile paths towards achieving desirable 

educationd goals. There were a number of booby traps at Hillside Elementary which have 

previously been addressed. Frequently, teachers are left on their own to navigate around 

these pitfalls. The Prirnary Tearn teachers worked out a way to deal with the challenge of 

being facilitators to students' indivichral, holistic development in a district environment 

where acndemic standards were a high pnority by utilizing part of their day for the highly 

individualized Activity Time program. Despite the enthusiasm that the students 

demonstrated for leaming, these teachers felt that the students needed more direction at 

other times during the day if they were going to meet the literacy and numeracy standards 

that were set for them. There is no doubt that the "rhetoric of school reform and of system 

goals is one which often extols virtues of skills, attitudes, concepts and problem-solving 

[however] the reality elevates content as the prime requirement" (Fullan & Hargreaves, 
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199 1, p. 102). As Darling-Hammond (1 988, p. 60) suggests, "herein lies the dilemma for 

educational reform." And Holmes (1992, p. 155) adds, political s M s  between right-wing 

emphasis on standards and sequential cumcula and lefi-whg emphasis on language 

process and leaming centres serves to "deprofessionalize" and "demoral'ie" teachers. 

The main point here is that teachers are often lefi to sort through the problems and 

challenges of implementing teaching practices which may or may not be conducive to 

achieving the educational goals outlined by others extemal to the organization. Given the 

uniqueness of each school and the implications of context on how educational goals are to 

be met, there will undoubtedly always be challenges to face. However, it is incumbent 

upon the stakeholders in each school context to examine their own booby traps and to 

work toward helping teachers disassemble them. 

4 CIarzjj ficipline Ideologies und Un derstand th Pu Implicutians for Ach ipvingewing 

Educa fional Ends 

Conceptions of discipline have compeUing implications for school culture and 

studedteacher relationships. The Iongevity and penistence of school discipline issues are 

illustratecf by the innumerable models, theones and texts addressing the subject (Slee, 

1988, p. x). The issue is an integrd part of school and has significance for what students 

will leam beyond cumculum content ( C u 6  and Mendler, 1988). Understanding 

discipline orientations is pivotal to understanding the value confiicts teacher experience in 

the pursuit of school discipline. Exarnining discipline policies so that there are not "more 

niles than can be enforced by existing staff' @uke & Canady, 1991, p. 138) is important, 
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as well. Educators must be willing to explore the underlying values which are embedded 

in discipline orientations and discipline policies and they must try to understand how these 

values serve to achieve the purpose of the school. Questions about underlying basic 

assumptions about human nature mua  be examined. For example, do the underlying 

discipline orientations of teachers and adrninistrators transmit values of cornpliance, 

obedience and uncritical respect for authority or do they promote student empowerment, 

responsibility for actions and creative, critical thinking? 

The relationship beîween underlying value orientations to discipline, educational 

purposes, and curriculum is important for understanding the value confiicts inherent in 

mismatched ideologies. Working toward achieving an harmonious school culture in a 

pluralistic, multicultural environment is a daunting task but one weil worth exploring. An 

awareness of the potential for conflicting educationai values which may be embedded in 

mismatched purposes, philosophies, and orientations should, at the very least, alert 

administrators to the need for understanding, and facilitating organizational members' 

understanding of the culture of their school. 

5. Romote 4 R o  fessional Leurning Cuifure 

There are innumerable reasons why a culture of leaming is imporiant for teachers, 

adrninistrators and parents as well as for students. A few of them c m  be addressed in light 

of the problems which emerged in this study of the HiIlside Elementary's culture, 

particularly in relation to collaboration, collegiality, tacher empowennent, and 

community as partner. In the analysis of the variations in orientations pertaining to these 
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concepts, it became apparent that teachers and parents were not al1 equally comrnitted to 

participating in shared decision making processes. Considering the widespread educational 

refonn to decentralize school govemance (Caldwell L Spinks, 1992; Murphy, 199 1, 

1991), this finding is significant in that it implies that these reforms are doomed to failure 

if the stakeholders involved do not value the processes involved in such reforms. 

In light of the ad hoc approach to professional development and learning, that is 

apart Eom that which would take place through peer coaching, mentonng and 

administrative evaluations, teachers are unlikely to change their thinking regarding the 

value of decentralization of authority and decision making. The principal at Killside 

realized the importance of professional learning opportunities. He also realized that these 

opportunities could not be relegated to the end of the day or imposed on teachers who 

were already ovenvorked in many ways. 

Yet the issue of professional leamhg is a senous one. As Beck (1995, p. 7) points 

out, if students are to "catch the love and habit of learning" then teachers must be active in 

the educationai process and not merely serve as mechanical transmitters of curriculum. 

Life-long leaniing as a part of a school's philosophy should include teachers, 

administrators and parents as well as students and there should be greater demand on 

"schools and districts to provide leaming oppominities and environments" (Fullan & 

Hargreaves, 1991, p. 82). 



implications for Fducational Researchers 

There are two important implications for educationd research. 

2. Research inro Values and School Culture 

''For better or for worse, culture is a powerful force" (Fullan & Hargreaves, 199 1, 

p. 85). The advice that these authors have for practitioners is to "understand the school 

and its culture before changing it" (p. 86). They also admit that while easy to Say, this 

advice is not so easy to follow. Considering that there has been little ''theoretical 

consensus on the nature of function of values" (Begley, 1996, p. 403) in education, this is 

not a profound revelation. However, good value theory cm and should uiform educational 

practice. Further research into what comprises culture, how culture is learned, and how 

best to promote an atmosphere where values are examined and negotiated for changing or 

improving school culture should serve to help leaders in schools in their endeavours to 

understand culture before attempting to change it. The values analysis from various 

perspectives utilized in this study has provided a way to examine espoused values and 

underlying basic assumptions. It has dso helped to shed light on how individual and group 

values in one particular school were negotiated. Further research into personal and 

educationd values and the role of values in the manifestation of school culture should add 

to our understandings of how leaders can facilitate school change and improvement, and 

how they can also facilitate participation in the decision making processes in schools. 



2. Research Ulio Colkrboralive Rocesses 

As was seen in this study, despite espoused commitment to the i d 4  of 

collaboration, authentic coilaborative processes do not just happen when groups of people 

within an organization are placed together. The relationship between collegiaiity (i.e., 

cornmitment to and respect for inter-personal reiationships within a group) and 

collaboration (Le., the professional interactions between individuals within a group) 

appears to be a very important one. Investigations into how to prornote a culture of trust, 

respect, commitment, nsk taking, cooperation, and shared critiques is imperative if 

teachers, parents, administrators and students are expected to share in the decision-making 

processes which are abundant in the posmiodem worid. 

Conclusion 

To summarize, the variations in orientations to educational purpose within 

perspectives and between and among perspectives may be described as a reflection of the 

influences of varying and even confiicting ideologies reflected in a changing and evolving 

global society. Moreover, in today's postmodem world, where universals and absolutes 

are virtually non-existent, the multicultural elementary school in this study rnirrors in 

many ways the tirnes in which it exists. Yet it is JSO a product of modern, industrial age 

ideologies where uniformity and truth are the underpinnings of educational thought. 

Consequently, the result is a conflation of often incompatible and cornpeting educational 
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ideologies and orientations, propelled frequently by unexamined basic assumptions which 

in tum drive educational practice. Nevertheless, ifwe accept the Socratic Mew that we 

are wise to the extent that we are aware not of how much we know but how M e  w e  

know (Alexander, 1989, p. 13), then I propose that this study contributes something to 

Our wisdom in education, for 1 believe that it has added to our knowledge of how little we 

know about Our values, both personal and collective, and how they are irnplicated in not 

only what we are hying zo do in Our schools, but also in what it is we me doing. 

1 chose to investigate educators' values orientations and variations in value 

orientations fiom difference perspectives within one educationd setting in order to better 

understand the influence of these values on the culture of a multiculturai school. In so 

doing, my purpose was to gain insight into how individual values corne to be shared and 

learned in a particular social group, and also to understand the process that took place, 

that is, whether it was one represented by a negotiation, submission andor subversion of 

values. Aithough what I have discovered in one school cannot be generalized to al1 school 

settings or to al1 socio-cultural leaming processes, this study contributes to the field of 

philosophy and the field of practice, which according to Hodgkinson (1991) would bnng 

us closer to the realm of praxis, that is, enlightened practice. This study adds to Our 

howledge of the importance of engaging in the pursuit of clarifjmg values, both Our own 

and those of others for understanding how culture develops in an educational 

organization. It also highiights the significance of school culture for what we achieve in 

pariicular educationd settings. 
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Moreover, implicit in this values inquiry into school culture is the added insight 

into the value implications embedded in school policies. The multitude of collective values 

reflected in diverse ideologies has been demonstrated through an examination and 

comparative analysis of educational purposes, curriculum orientations, and professional 

and leadership cultures and considered against the backdrop of a changing socio-cultural 

age. Consequently, knowledge of these values is crucial in the development of "a set of 

shared values and cornmitrnents" (Sergiovanni, 1990, p. 23). Leaders who ignore the 

significance of exploring collective and individuai educational values reflected in various 

colIective and personal philosophies may foster school environments that are 

characterized by competing purposes, unclear roies and noms and codkting educational 

values. Furthemore, leaders must be cognizant of the signtficance of teachers' personal 

educational values in the conscious and unconscious choice of what is educationally 

valuable. For example, the implementation of discipline policies may be largely dependent 

upon individual discipline orientations and persona1 educational values. 

The implications of this investigation into school culture for educational 

administrators, then, are obvious: clearly articulated and educational aims coupled with 

compatible cumculum orientations are significant prerequisites to achieving school goals. 

Arguably, the importance of developing a shared educational vision and "practicalising" 

airns and onentations in the fom of clear and coherent policy is crucial; nevertheless, 

conflict resolution in the implementation of these policies rests with the individual. Given 

the hierarchical nature of value systems, the situational impact on value choices and the 

influence of an individual's personal values in decision-making, value conflicts are 
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unavoidable in any hurnan activity. Consequently, value conflict is an inherent feahire in 

the educational endeavour of m a h g  choices. Whereas value prescriptions, ethical codes 

and mord dogrna may fall short of providing solutions in these everyday endeavours, 

educators need not abandon value inqujr. For administrators and teachers, an inquiry 

into values involves developing an awareness of persond and organizationd educational 

values, t a h g  a critical reflective approach toward value dilemmas, and executing 

conscious action. Ifrighl resolution requires sophistication about the nature of values 

(Hodgkinson, 199 l), then deliberation about values is pivotal. 
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APPENDICES 



Appendix A: Teacher Participant Consent Fonn 

1 am a graduate student ut the Onturio Ill~n~tute for Studies in Education 
(Univers@ of Toronto) andl am conchrcting a shidy that attempts 10 understand and 
describe teachers ' diZemmas in the pursuit of ~ c h w l  discipline. n>is is m mea in need 
of investigution in that teachers work in an emtironment whereby there me borh extemal 
and intemal e~pectatiom for how mtd w h t  they leuch. In other wor& teachers &iIy 
must muke decisions regarding what 10 do 20 bring about optimal leaming, achieve 
curriculum goals, und meet the expectations of students, odministrators and fellow 
teacheYs, while siniultaneously trying to establish positive relutions with -dents and 
maintain order. 

This study is necessary boih for the teacher who is involved in the process of 
teaching, and for those who make decisiom regardiing curriculum, educational purposes, 
and discipline policies. Invesfiguting the world of teachers within the fromework of the 
educational values which are reflected in schoolpolicies and curriculum documents 
shouldprovide greuter insight into how teachers cope with these dilemmas, particuIarIy 
those pertaining to school discipline. 

I am a pali f id teacher with fifieen yems of elementary teuching erperience. I 
am wiZZzng to make myself uvaiIuble to teachers mtd administruïors, where deemed 
suirable. in assisting in the h i l y  process of teaching and leaming, for a period of three 
weekî. II is anticiputed zhar this participatory observaiional method for collecting &ta 
wiU aZZm me to condirct my siudy in an unobh~sive and hopefuZIy, heIpfuZ manner. 

During the process, several teachers who are willing to discuss morefirlZy the 
types of dilemmas they experience in mainiainhg andfostering discipline will be invited 
to participute in semi-shuctured interviews. Safeguarrds will be taken to main tain the 
confldentiality of the data in thrit all raw &ta will be locked in a filing cabinet. At the 
completion of the resemch project, the raw data will be destroyed Ever-y effort will be 
made to parantee the anonymity of al[ participants. Participants will be given the 
opportun@ to provide feedback on my znterpretution of the dara. F~urthennore, the 
identity of the school will be concealed in that revealing infornation will be withheld 
Any teacher who agrees to be a participcmt in this study isfree 10 withdrow at any time. 

Tha,2k you. 

Pazrlirte teonard 
Graduate Student 
The Ontario Institutejor Studies in Education, Phorte # (416) 923-6611 
---------------------------------*------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Participant Consent: 
1 hereby willingly volunteer to participate in this research project and acknowledge 
that 1 have been advised of full anonymity- 1 also understand that 1 may withdraw 
from participating in this study at any time. 

Participant's Signature: Date: 



Appendix B: Administrator Consent Letter 

1 am a graduafe student at the Ontario Iiutitute for SIudies in Education 
(Univers. of Toronto) und l am conclicting a HU& thcit attempts io undérstland and 
describe ieachers ' d i l e m m  in the pursuit of schod discipline. ntis is an mea in need 
of investgation in IW teachers work in an environment whereby Ihere are both extemal 
and interna2 expectatiom for how and w h t  they teach. In other worrlr, teuchers &iIy 
must make dccisiom regarciing what tu do to bring about optimal leming, uchieve 
curriculum goals, a d  meet the eqpectatiom of shrdenis, adhinistrutors and fellow 
teachers, while simultmeousZy hying to establish positive relations with sidents and 
maintain order. 

Ibis HU@ is necesuty both for the teacher who is imolved in the process of 
teaching, ami for those who make decisions regmding cunimlum, educutional purposes, 
and discipline policies. Imestigating the world of teuchers within the framework of the 
educational values which are refected in schoolpolkies and currictilurn documents 
should provide greater insight inio h m  teachers cope with these dilemmas, pariinrlurly 
those pertaining to school riiscipline. 

1 am a qualz3ed teacher with fifieen yems of elemeniary teaching experience. I 
am wilZzng to make myse~available to teachers cmd Odntinistrators in (LESsting, where 
deemed suilable, in the daily process of teuching and leming, for a peTiod offour 
weeks. It is anticipared t h ~ t  this pticipclto>y observational method for collec~ing data 
will a l lm me to conduct my srudy in an unobirusive rmd. hopefuly, hekful manner. 

During the process, several teuchers who me willing to discuss more fill'y the 
types of dilemmes they eqerience in mainiaining und fostering discipline will be invited 
to participie in semi-sfnrctured interviews. Safeguarrdr will be taken tu maintain the 
confideniiality of the daro in that al2 raw abta wiIZ be lmked in afXng cabinet. At the 
completion of the research project, the rmv data will be destroyed Every effort will be 
made to guurmtee the unonymity of allpmticipanis. Participants will be given the 
opportunity to provide feedback on my intepretation of the &tu. Furthemore, the 
identity of the school will be concealed in that revealing infonation will be withheld 
Any ieacher who agrees to be aparticimt in this stuc& isfree to withdraw ut uny time. 

ïhank you. 
- - - 

Pauline Leonard 
Graduate Stutient 
m e  Ontario Imtitute for Studies in Edircation, Phone # 
---------------------------------------------------.-----------.------------ 

Administrative Consent: 
1 hereby willingly consent to the undertaking of this research at and 
acknowledge that 1 have been advised of full confidentiality for both the school and the 
teachers. 1 also understand that any teacher may withdraw from participating in this study 
at any time. Furthemore, the school as a site may be withdrawn. 
Adrninistrator's Signature: Date: 



Appendix C: Parent Consent Form 

November 20,1995 

Dear Parents, 
1 am a groduate student ut the Ontario Institute for Studies in 

Education (University of Toronto) and 1 am conducting a s t d j  that attempls 
to understand the influence of certain school policies on the relationship 
between students and teachers. I hope that this project will lead to a better 
understanding of how decisiuns about curriculum, school purposes, and 
discipline Mect the nature of student/teacher relationships and, therefore, 
student ach ievernent. 

In several one-hour sessions during November, I will participate in 
your child's class by assisting the teacher und students in a manner which is 
deerned worrhwhile by both the classroom teacher and the Principal. My 
intent is to understand the overall goals ofpartiicular curriculum programs 
and their implications for teaching und leaming, and the potential impact of 
sch ool policies on teache ristudent interactions in the clossroom. Du ring th is 
process I will 6e making observations of how the teacher and students 
interact, however 1 wzll not be recording personal information about the 
srudents, nor wil[ the students be identijied in any way. IIyou have any 
questions regarding the nature of these observations, please contact the 
school principal, , at 

This study has been oflcially approved by your child's school 
Principal and the Board of Education 's Research Advisoly 
Cornmittee. When the study is complete, a report of thejindings wiZl be 
available to interested parents in the school library. 

I sincerely appreciate your CO-operation. Thank-you. 

Pauline Leonard 
Graduate Student 
Department of Educational Administration 
Ontario Institute for Studies in Education, Phone # ----- 
University of Toronto 



Appendk D: Onginal Teaching Team I n t e ~ e w  Schedule 

Part 1: Discipline Ideology 

1. What do you consider to be desirable characteristics in students? 

2. How do you go about encouraging/fostenng the developrnent of these charactenstics? 
(e.g., rewards, punishment, ~e~reflection)? 

3. Describe the characteristics of what you consider to be an ideal teacher-student 
relationship. 

4. How can these characteristics contribute to student growth and leanllng? 

5. How would groups be selected in your classroom? 

6. How are rules developed in your classroom? 

7. How would you respond to a student who does not follow the rules? 

8. What does the word "discipline" mean to you? 

Part II: Curriculum Metaonentation 

1. Do you believe children learn best interactively or privately? 

2. Do you believe that students share very similar attributes or that they mostly dEer? 

3. What is your conception of an ideal leaming environment? (e-g., loosely stmctured, 
highly stnictured, open-ended, interactive, facilitative) 

4. What is your conception of your role as a teacher? (e.g., directive, facilitative) 

5 .  What do you consider to be your responsibility as a teacher for the development of 
each of the following in students? 

b Int ellectual 
b Emotional 
#m Social 
b Moral 
b Physical 



6. What, in your opinion, motivates students' learning and behaviour? 

7. If you could design your own classroom, what would it look iike? 

Part ICI: Educational Purpose 

1. What do you consider to be your responsibility as a teacher for achieving the following 
educational goals? 
Y transmission of cu!ture 
b moral education 
D career development 
b academic achievement 
rn individual self-fùlfilment 

Part IV: Early Influences 

1. Comment on the foUowing in ternis of what was emphasized when you were a student 
during your: i. elementary and secondary school years; ü. teacher training. 

1. .. 
11. 

iii. 
iv. 
v. 
vi. 
vii. 
viii. 

following orders, obedience 
Iistening 
hierarchical structure 
status quo 
init iative-taking, deci sion-making 
negotiation 
nsk-taking 
independence 

2. C m  you remember one teacher whom you particularly admired? What charactenstics 
did this teacher have? 

3 .  How would describe your relationship with that teacher? 

4. Do you see any changes in students' needs andfor behaviour today than when you were 
a student? In teachers' behaviours? 



Part V: Values Conflict 

Sample Questions (Furher @est& willbe derivedfrm prti~iporury observation 
data) 

a Confiicting Intrapersonal Values 

1. How would you respond in the followhg situations? Descnbe why you would make 
these choices in tenns of the alternatives and ultimately your final decision. 

r. Diane is working enthsiastical& on a wnwnting assipment. Her work area is (t 
mess. Y m  ne- trip owr her pile of papers myou walk by her desk. 

ii. Y m  have assigned m independnt reading activity- Joe andJimet wunt to sil 
toge ther while they work. 

iii. Mary and Jme are goodf.iends. They mk you if ihey c m  be  pur^ of the s m e  
group @er the grmp selection hm been made. 

2. Can you tell me about some experiences you have had where you have some difficulty 
is deciding the right course of action pertaining to student behaviour? 

3. What do you think about when making choices about what to do in these situations? 

a Conflicting Interpersonal Values 

1. How would you respond in the following situation? Describe why you would make 
these choices in terms of the alternatives and ultimately your final decision. 

1. Donny is a new Grade three srudent transfemed in from another school. He is a 
year oIder t h  his clarsmates and pite independent He hasjust been reunited 
with his mother a f i r  Iivingfor two years in a foster home. Appmently, hisjather 
had &en physicalk'y abusive towards both Donny and his mother. He seemed to 
be a@usting io the school environment without problem. However, todoy he has 
been fien detention because he disobeyed another teacher while outside during 
recess. n e  teacher had mked DOW to put on his jacket because it wer quite 
cold He had refised but the teacher ~loodf im.  Domy got angry, used foul 
language, und so the teclcher gaw him detention. Donny cornes to you quite 
oupaged that he is beingpunished for no2 being aIIowed to chuose whether or not 
to wem a jacket. He says he is going to quit school md run away from home. 
You know the teacher involved is a strict disciplinarian. 



ii. S&a started the schooZyem as u very guiet chilcl who lacked confidence. She 
seemed afraid to t h  risks when approuching any t p e  of arsignment. Ifshe 
wam 't sure that words were qpelled con-edy, or thaf the math problem she was 
o i n g  to sdve was m e r e d  correct&, then she would do nothing. Her teclcher 
noticed eady in the yem that she had a k e n  interest in art, so she used evev 
opportunity possible to promote S&a 's artwork. Slowly, S&iz began to 
erude more confidence. She didnot show sufh concern forpefection. At the end 
of each assiprneni the young student would &aw un imaginative Zittle creature, 
accompanied by a speech balIoon stating some fhing Zike, '7 hope you like my 
work " Her teacher was plemed with her progress but appentily Sandra 's 
parents were not. 17iey met with the teacher to disnrss Sada's change in 
atti~ude tawar& her work Theylelt thal S a n h  had Lecorne undisciplined and 
unfocued in her apprwch to her work Furthennote, she war spendingfm too 
much tirne drawing and not enough time on the barics, another sign, they felt, of 
her increasingly whimsical and imprac tical conduct. 

2. Have you experienced other types of simations where there were conflicts between you 
and your colleagues, parents, and/or administrators believe is right pertaining t O stu dent 
discipline? 

3. What have you done in these situations? 

4. Why do you think about when you make these choices? 

a Conflicting Personai and Organizational Values 

1. How would you respond in the following situation? Descnbe why you would make 
these choices in terms of the alternatives and ultimately your final decision. 
Just recently, a f l r  much discussion about the umiiness of children running in the 
corridor, there was c o m e w s  mong teachers andprincipal to enfbrce the No Running 
in the Corridor mle by giving automatic detention. Students have been udvised of the 
new consequence of this misbehaviour. Todhy, one of your students, Mary, is ex~eme fy 
excited because she hadjust seen her new baby brother at the ho~pitu2 the day before and 
wanted to tell evevone. In her excitement tu relayrhe news, she n»ls down the corridor 
and bumps into a ywnger child Asyou approach Mary and the younger chi14 all eyes 
are watching. 

2. Have you experienced any situations where you may have felt school discipline policies 
didn't work or have caused a problem for you? 

3. What did you do in each situation? 

4. Why did you do that? 



Appendk E: Revised Teaching Team InteMew Schedule 

Part 1: Discipline Ideology/curriculum Metaorientation and Educational Purpose 

1. What kinds of characteristics do you try to foster in students and how? 

2. What kind of relationship do you try to develop with your students? 

3. What kind of grouping do you use and why? 

4. What is your role as a teacher? (e.g., directive, facilitative) 

5. What do you consider to be your responsibiiity as a teacher? 

6. What is the purpose of educatiodschool? 

6. What, in your opinion, motivates students' leaming and behaviour? 

7. If you could design your own classroom, what would it look iike? 

9. How do you develop class niles and how do you get students to follow them? 

10. What does the word "discipline" mean to you? 

Part II - Early Influences 

1. Which of the foilowing were emphasized when you were a student during your: i. 
Elementary and Secondary School Years ü. Teacher Training 

Following OrderdObedience List ening Hierarchical Stmcture 
Status Quo Initiative Taking Decision-making 
Negotiation Risk-taking Independence 

2. Can you remember one teacher whom you particularly admired and why? 

3. How would describe your relationship with that teacher? 

4. Do you see any changes in students' needs and/or behaviour today than when you were 
a student? In teachers' behaviours? 



Part III: Confiicting Intrapersonal Values 

1. Why did you respond the way you did in the following situation? Describe why you 
made this choice in terms of the alternatives and ultimately your final decision. 

2. Can you tell me about some experiences you have had where you have some difficulty 
is deciding the right course of action pertaining to student behaviour? 

3. What do you think about when making choices about what to do in these situations? 

Part IV: Confiicting Interpersonal Values 

1. How did you feel in the foiiowing situation? Describe why you would make these 
choices in tems of the alternatives and ultimately your final decision. 

2. Have you experienced other types of situations where there were confiicts between you 
and your colleagues, parents, andor administrators believe is nght pertaining to student 
discipline? What did you do and why? 

Part V: Codicting Personal and Organizationai Values 

1. How did you feel in the following situation? Describe why you made these choices in 
terms of the alternatives and ultimately your final decision. 

2. Have you expenenced any situations where you may have felt school discipline policies 
didn't work or have caused a problem for you? What did you do and why? 



Appendix F: Emergent Junior Team Interview Guide 

(Revised for Junior Team teachers, Dec. 1 O/X) 

Part 1 - Generd Questions 

1. What kinds of characteristics do you try to foster in students and how? 
2. What kind of relationships do you try to develop with your students? Among your 
students? 
3. What, in your opinion, motivates students' leaming and behaviour? 
4. What kind of grouping do you use and why? 
5. What is your role as a teacher? (e.g., directive, facilitaive, other) 
6. What do you consider to be your responsibüity as a teacher? ( e.g., mord, emotional, 
social, intellectual development) 
7. What do you feel is the main purpose of education~schooI?(e.g., acadernic achievement, 
individual seIf-klfilment, transmission society's culture and values, career development) 
8. If you could design your own classroom, what would it look like? 
9. How do you develop class rules and how do you get students to follow them? 
10. What does the word "discipline" mean to you? 
11. How do you feel about the school detention system? 
12. Do you use classroom detention instead of school detention, and ifso, why? 
13. What do you see as the greatest challenge in the area of classroom discipline? School 
discipline? 

Part II - Questions Specific to Classroom~School 

Parents: 
1. How would you descnbe the parent/school relationship? 
2. What are some special challenges in conducting i n t e ~ e w s  with parents in this school? 
3. What is the role of parent volunteers? 
4. How were they chosenlarranged? 
5 .  Do you see any differences between cultural groups and their attitudes toward school? 
6. Are there any particular groups well-represented at meetings? Not represented? 

S tudents: 
1. How do you choose/select what you put on the bulletin boards in the classroom? In the 
hallway? 
2. Wliat is the purpose of the student planners? 
3. What are the roles of the various student groups displayed on your bulletin board? 
4. What would you advise a beginning teacher about what the students are like? 



Classroom/School: 
1. Where did the flowers corne fiorn? 
2. What do you think of the moniing announcement routines? (i.e., O Canada, generai 
announcements, thought for the week, joke, etc.) 
3. How was the Wolf mascot developed? 
4. How are the comxnittees and clubs working? How would you describe the attitudes of 
teachers towards involvement in these activities? 
S. How does this school address the challenges related to the multicultural diversity of its 
sîudents? 
6. Are there any issues of gender that need to be addressed? 
7. How are decisions made in this school? 
8. What are the challenges and benefits of team teaching? 

Part III - Early Muences 

1. Which of the foUowing were emphasized when you were a student during your: i. 
Elementary and Secondary School Years ii. Teacher Training? 

Following OrderdObedience List ening Hierarchical Structure 
Status Quo Initiative Taking Decision-making 
Negotiation Risk-taking Independence 

2. Cm you remember one teacher whom you particularly admired and why? 
3. Do you see any changes in students' needs and/or behaviour today than when you were 
a student? In teachers' behaviours? 



Appendix G: Emergent Teacher I n t e ~ e w  Guide 

CS for D I S W ~  

1.  Team Teaching - Benefits and Challenges for Students. For Teachers 

2. Gender Issues - Students' attitudes. Parents' attitudes 

3. Desirable Relationships - TeacherlStudent. StudedStudent 

4. Challenges to Establishing Desirable Relationships 

5 .  School Discipline - General handling of inappropriate behaviours; Consequences; 
Student Empowement, etc. 

6. Committees/Clubs - Purpose 

7. Purpose of Routines - (e-g., Announcements - O Canada, Birthday Greetings, Thought 
for the Week, Joke; Friday Treat Day; etc.) 

8. Cultural Diversity of Student Population - Benefits and Challenges 

9. Nature of Parental Involvement in School 

1 0. Decision Making - Staff Involvement 



Appendk H: Tacher Speciaiist InteMew Guide 

Generd Topics for Discussion: 

* The Program - Goals, Methods to Achieve Goals, Resources, etc. 

* Changing Technology and School's Capacity to Deal with Change 

* Student Behaviour and Attitudes 

* Parents' Attitudes 

* Administrative Support 

* Tearn Teaching - Your involvement 



Appendk 1: Principal InteMew Guide 

General Topics for Discussion: 

*The PNcipal's Role 

* This School's History - What you would like to preserve; to change 

*Means of Achieving Goals in this School 

*Decision-Making - The Process 
Staff Involvement 

'Demands on this School - The School Board 
The Community 

*School Support and Resources - The School Board 
The Cornmunity 

*Nature of Parental Involvement 

* Committees/CIubs - Purpose 

* The Wolf Mascot - Purpose 

*Desirable Relationships - TeachedStudent; StudentlStudent 
Challenges to Establishing Desirable Relationships 

* School Discipline - Desirable Climate 
Challenges to Establishing a Desirable Climate 

*Team Teaching - Benefits and Challenges for Students; for Teachers 

* G e n k  Issues - Students' Attitudes; Parents' Attitudes 

*Purpose of Education 



Appendix J: Vice-principal Interview Guide 

General Topics for Discussion: 

* The Vice PNicipalship - Pnor perception and reality 
Challenges and Fulfxllrnents 

*Decision-Making - The Process 
Staff Involvement 

*Cultural Diversity of Student Population - Benefits and Challenges 

*Nature of Parental Involvement 

*Desirable Reiationships - TeachedStudent; StudentBtudent 

*Challenges to Est ablishing and Maintainhg Desirable Relations hips 

*School Discipline - General handling of inappropriate and appropriate behaviours; 
Consequences; Rewards, Detention, etc. 

What works? What doesn't? 

*Gender Issues - Students' attitudes; Parents' attitudes 

*Team teaching - Benefits and Challenges for Students; for Teachers 

*This School - The Positives 
Areas in need of Improvement 

*School Support - The School Board 
The Community 



Appendix K: Classroom Observation Guide 

1 Focur is on: 

Academic competency 

Affective needs 

Individual needs 

Group Standards 

Other 

1 Accaptance of shidents based on: 
- - . . . - -- 1 Respect for the Individuai 

Rule Cornpliance 

1 Available for students as needed 

I Dispensed teachers 

Expectations for students: 

Cooperation 

Obedience 

Responsible decision-making 

Ot her 



GStudentbehaviour is addresseci when it is: 

Appropriate 

Inappropriate 

Appropriate and Inappropnate 

Other 

1 Inappropriate behaviour receives: 

Immediate consequences 

l Some now, some later 

1 Many wamings and reminders 

1 Studentrreacher interactions are: 

Interactive 

Teacher initiated 

1 Student Initiated 

[ StudentlStudent Interactions are: 

Encouraged 

Discouraged 

Student Assignments are: 

Directed, obsemd, and evaluated by teacher 

Chosen, shared, and evaluated by students 

Other 



1 Teachar requests are: 

1 Other 

Segregates subjects 

Other 



Appendix L: School Observation Guide 

Setting 

Activity 
1 

Date 

1 Interactions of students and teachers 

time 

- -- 

Communication Style 

Supervision Style 

Student Behaviours Receiving Attention 

Attitude of Students 

Other 

1 Interactions of students 
- -- 

AvaiIabIe Student Activities 
(during recess, lunchtime, etc). 

Student Entry into School 
(e.g., superviseci, single file, at sound of the k U  ) 

Student Body Clirnate 

Student Empowerment 

Other 

Written/UnwrittedVisibility of 
Awareness of (Le., teachers, students, 
parents, administrators) 
Consistency of Reinforcement 
Consequences of Disobeying Rules 
(Immediate, Long-tenn, etc.) 
Opportunities for TeachedStudent Discussion 
(and Negotiation of) 
Development of Rules/Behaviour Guidelines, etc. 
(E.g., input of students, teachers, parents, adrnininistrator) 
Other 
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